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Monstrous:

“For me... dota2 are one of the coolest psychological thing ever made...
its a way to determine characteristics of a person...
we can learn a lot from gaming itself if we look at the more positive
approach... (negative like killing, etc..) not only can a game make
a person realise its characteristics..
with flaming, scolding, spamming, irritation from players in the game...
some people are able to accept it and "change" ...
"CHANGE" which is a good thing (most of the time)...
it helps a person to change its perspective on
how things should be done at the right way...
for e.g. a person who only loves to solo.
and get scolding from team member, asking him to cooperate.
From 1 point of view : he accept it.. and understand that teamwork is
required in order to produce a better outcome
RESULT : in real life, he becomes a person who is more willing to help
others..
*no character remaining, can’t prolong my thoughts.”
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Critical to the success and profitability of online gaming
is the gamer community that supports it. In this respect,
it is important not only to develop a foundation of loyal
enthusiasts, but as well to build on that foundation by
attracting newcomers and thus ensuring long-term
growth. It would be expected that the formula for
developing and establishing a brand loyalty works as
well to attract new consumers. Indeed, that is generally
true in most commercial contexts; a car maker, for
example, can expect excellent workmanship and
performance to generate both brand loyalty and growth.
And based on what he has observed, the author sees
much of the online gaming industry embracing that
seeming truism. The industry does not appear to
differentiate between developing brand loyalty and
attracting new comers; it expects that the former will
drive the latter.
Given his personal online gaming experience and
1
training in psychology, the author questioned whether
that convention does hold true. Indeed, he suspected
not only that it did not hold true, but that the factors that
generate brand loyalty in online gaming may actually
deter new comers and deprive the industry of substantial
profit potential. The DotA Experiment is the author’s
effort to test his hypothesis and offer the industry
practical ways to improve target gamer community
growth. That study, its results and its practical lessons
are the subject of this paper.
The test subject of this study is DotA 2, developed by
IceFrog and Valve Software. Very importantly, the
sample analyzed was part of the DotA 2 closed-beta
community. That offered the author a manageable
laboratory with variables that could more or less be
identified, if not controlled. For example, DotA 2 is
controlled by design. The selected community has
players of varying experience and skill set, with the
highly experienced ones serving as a proxy for

1

Nicholas R. Dauchot is a graduate from the University
of Arizona and holds a double-major in the psychology
and media arts.
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established brand loyalists, and the less experienced
ones serving as a proxy for newcomers. Using statistical
analysis and recognized psychological research tools,
the author discerned behavior patterns and trends to test
the interrelationship between the two groups.
The result indicates that nurturing brand loyalty and
developing brand loyalty are two very different
phenomenon. More significantly, they suggest that the
same factors that maintain existing brand loyalists may
actually deter future brand loyalists. This conclusion
carries profound financial consequences when applied to
the following profit-sharing paradigm that this experiment
supports:
1. Brand satisfaction supports brand involvement.
2. The longer a satisfied player is involved in DotA 2, the
more chances there are for them to grow in the
community.
3. The more the satisfied player grows, the more likely
they are to build friendships.
4. The more a player plays with friends, the more likely
they are to communicate.
5. The more a player communicates in-game, the more
likely they to form a brand investment with DotA 2.
6. The more brand investment a player has with DotA 2;
the more likely they are to engage in micro-transactions.
7. The more micro-transactions a player engages in, the
more money Valve can use to increase player
satisfaction.
The ultimate purpose of this study is to offer relatively
simple solutions that will help generate profit by
enhancing gamer community growth, and, ultimately
micro-transactions associated with an online game.
These solutions and insights carry particularly significant
potential during the transition from a Beta community to
the general population. Once DotA 2 becomes
publically accessible, the DNA of the community will
change dramatically. There will be a major insurgence of
new players unlike anything seen before in the DotA
community. We want to make sure that the closed-beta
community can safely merge with the public access
community.

The DotA Experiment
An additional benefit of this study is that its archival data
that can be used to track trends in the future. For
example, we may run this whole entire analysis again
two months from now just to see if there are any
changes in community behavior. Perhaps one small
decision made by Valve increased community
satisfaction exponentially in one region, but decreased it
in another. Through research methods, we can
understand the effects of these changes and can predict
how the community will behave in the future.
The subject behind each section in this journal
addresses one specific set of variables pertaining to
Valve Software’s DotA 2. The first section offers a
complex demographic analysis of our sample, followed
by sections that analyze their responses to specific
questions from The DotA Experiment Community
Questionnaire (TDEQ). We are going to study the online
community, the in-game community, hero preferences,
and how the community responds to event-specific
scenarios- which includes in-game mechanics like the
pause, report and mute function. Each section contains
four articles constructed in an APA format. To
understand the findings within each one, the reader
should first read the abstract to understand the objective
of the article, and the implications to understand the
findings. The bulk of the articles contain the statistical
analysis used to draw the implications.
Importantly, the author sincerely thanks the many
veteran DotA community members who provided
invaluable insights that helped shape and validate the
methods behind each study. Their opinions on various
subjects are featured throughout the journal as
“Community Spotlights.”
Finally, a personal note. It is my hope and aspiration
that the information found within this article can be used
by Valve to help make DotA 2 as community-friendly and
profitable as it can be. It would be an honor to have this
work associated with that effort.
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Anonymous:

I just hope that the Dota community will get better.
A few days ago, i wanted to try out the bots in Dota 2.
So i got into a co-op bot match.
I made some mistakes during the game and i was hurled
with vulgarities and was called all sorts of names.
This is bad because soon enough there will be
new players and no doubt they will start off having no idea what to do.
And being flamed will not improve their skills,
they might lose motivation and interest and eventually quit.
Therefore, i think building a better community
is a very important factor in maintaining an
awesome gaming experience, not only for newer players,
but for all the defenders of the ancients. :)
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Abstract
Section 1 focuses on identifying the current sample of The DotA Experiment Questionnaire. The majority of the
studies beyond this point will use the demographic research taken from these samples. Part 1A in particular is
going to analyze the gender, location and servers played on by the sample. This will help to understand many
trends in the future and how the studied demographic may have had an influence on the results. As you will see,
a mass majority of the samples in this study are male. On top of that, about 25% of the samples are either from
Germany or the U.S.A. Some continents such as Africa have very few participants, while others like Europe
have collection of different participants from multiple countries. This study will also research what servers are
played on the most by our sample. There will also be a cross analysis between the regions to understand the
demographics for a player who might play on both US West and US East. Finally, the study will address a
confounding variable- The DotA Experiment Community Questionnaire was only available in English. A followup study will open the research to an extended global population by being offered in different languages.
Key Words: Sample Demographics
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Introduction
Section 1A is going to discuss two different topics. First,
we will discuss the data pertaining to the gender
demographic. Understanding this is important for
mapping trends in the future. For example, if there is an
increase in the female player base after DotA 2 is
released to the public community, we may want to study
the new stample as the demographic DNA of it has
changed.
Second, we will discuss the geographic location of the
sample. Understanding how the DotA 2 community
grows through repeated analysis would help us track the
international expansion of DotA 2.
After the discussion, we will list the implications for the
study and the errors or phantom variables that could
have had an effect on the results. Finally, we will move
into the conclusion where we will discuss a response to
the topics addressed in the abstract.
The questions from TDEQ that are addressed in this
article include the following:
Q1: I am a [Male/Female] from [This Country]
Discussion
The first question asked in TDEQ was a demographic
question related to the participant’s gender. The sample
size (N=1087) showed that a mass majority of the DotA
2 population is male. Chart 1.1 shows the sample
response to the first part of this question.

Chart 1.1: Sample response (N=1097) to the first part of Q1
from TDEQ: “I am a [Male/Female] from [This Country]”.

The results from chart 1.1 show that 98.80% of the total
sample is male and 1.10% is female. As described
earlier, these stats will make for great archival data while
studying demographic trends in the future.
The second part of Q1 from TDEQ was a question
related to the sample’s geographic location. The sample
(N=1080) represents 76 countries across the globe.
Chart 1.2 shows the sample response to this question on
the next page.
P a g e | 10

Community Spotlight

CvP
What’s your opinion about the growth
of the DotA 2 community over the past
year?
Based on rough estimates from 2010,
there were more or less 20 million DotA
players. Based on my personal
experiences, popularity of DotA now-adays is far more than what it was back in
2010.
I don't really differentiate between DotA
and DotA 2 community. At the core, both
are same. DotA 2 has gathered much
more interest among people who never
heard of DotA because of the big name
backing up DotA 2...Valve.
When I started DotA 2 beta testing a year
ago, we were a group of about 40 people
with ~13 people online concurrently at
max. It has been a fascinating experience
to see that concurrent online number
grow from 13 to 75 thousand. Only Valve
knows the total number of players though.
Now someone without prior knowledge
might think this is a small number.
However, the primary reason for this is
Valve’s server capacity.
Moderating playdota.com, which is the
official site for both, DotA and DotA 2,
has been an extremely exhausting task
over the last year. Similar is true for
dev.dota2.com which is the development
forum for DotA 2. At any time, we have
~2000 people browsing the development
forum only! There have been almost 1000
user created custom item entries in the
DotA 2 workshop. This is to be expected
from a game that is primarily community
centric and played by millions of people
around the world. If any game has the
potential to become a true e-sport
worldwide, this is it.

The DotA Experiment
As the statistics show, a majority of the population are
from the U.S.A. and Germany, followed by Sweden and
Australia. To better understand the statistics, Chart 1.3
shows a world map where the color red signals over
10+% of our total sample most samples and purple
means least samples within each region.

Chart 1.2: Geographic locations of sample (N=1080)
across the globe. Level on the color spectrum (red-purple)
indicates the frequency of responses within each territory.

As you can see, the majority of the samples reside in
Germany or the U.S.A. These charts will be an excellent
way to map changes in DotA 2’s geographic expansion
in the future.
Results
The results of these studies show numerous things.
First, the mass majority of the Dota 2 community is male
(98.7%). Our geographic analysis showed us that about
25-30% of our sample are from Germany or the US. The
participants for this study are spread throughout 76
different countries.
Implications
There are a few major implications that can be derived
from this study.
1. This sample has a very small female presense.
2. This sample has a massive male presence. (98.7% of
the total sample)
3. Countrieswith the highest amount of participants in
this study include the U.S.A. and Germany.
4. The sample is spread throughout 76 different
countries.
Potential Errors
The only issues regarding these studies was addressed
earlier in this section. The questionnaire was only
developed and distributed in English text. This means
that these results only hold true for an English speaking
Dota 2 audience.

To understand more about consumer trends
between players from the different “regions”, please
visit Reference Table: Y (Page 207)
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Chart 1.3: Sample response (N=1097) to the second part of
Q1 from TDEQ: “I am a [Male/Female] from [This Country]”.

Future Studies
This study will be carried out again once Dota 2 reaches
a public access phase. With a larger sample and a
survey offered in different languages we can get a more
accurate idea of the geographic distribution of DotA 2
players.

The DotA Experiment
Conclusion
The results of Section 1A have given an introduction to
the sample used in the majority of the studies following
this one. For example, we now know that the mass
majority of our sample is male. We also discovered that
more participants within this sample come from
Germany or the U.S. over any other territory. The
sample was also confirmed to cover 76 different regions
_____________________________________________
References:
CvP. 2012. Photograph. Http://steamcommunity.com.
Web. 23 Aug. 2012. <
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cvp_bg>
Is That Your Bird, Lady? Could You Please Tell It Those
Ain't Berries. 2012. Photograph. Www.dota2.com.
Www.dota2.com. 18 May 2012. Web. 23 Aug. 2012.
<http://media.steampowered.com/apps/dota2/posts/trea
nt_splash.jpg>.
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Abstract
Section 1A focused on a demographic analysis of the sample studied in this journal. The majority of the articles
beyond this point will use the responses from this sample to reach important implications- which is why it’s
important to understand their demographics. Section 1B in particular is going to analyze the servers played on
by our sample in a game of DotA 2. This analysis will help to predict the attitudes and behaviors of those who
play on each server. As you will see, a mass majority of the sample play on European servers. We will also
discuss how more players play on European servers exclusively than any other region. We are also going to
map relationships between each server to study cross-regional trends. For example, we found that there is a
strong relationship between US East and US West servers, Europe and US East servers, Europe and South
East Asia servers, and South East Asia and US West servers. Part 1B will help to understand the current
sample based upon the servers that they play DotA 2 on. This article will address an important confounding
variable- The DotA Experiment Community Questionnaire (TDEQ) was only available in English. This is
important to remember because DotA 2’s brand has a strong international appeal. A follow-up study would help
to analyze the extended global population through TDEQ being offered in different languages.
Key Words: Server Regions, Server Interaction
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Introduction
In Section 1A, we focused on Q1 from TDEQ and how
our sample responded to it. What we found is that our
sample is 98% male and expands across 76 different
countries.

US West
Next, we will run a cross-analysis between the different
regions to map a link between server locations. First, we
will map the frequency of participants who selected “US
West” (N=317) and what regions they also selected.
Chart 1.4B shows the results of this analysis.

In Section 1B we will discuss the servers that are most
used by the samples within this study. We will also
discuss a cross-regional analysis to map relationships
between the different servers. Understanding these
relationships will help to map the servers that cater to
the most wide-spread DotA 2 audience.
The questions analyzed in Part 1B include:
Q7: What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2
on?
The sample was allowed to choose more than one
answer to this question. This allowed us to develop the
cross-regional analyses that we will discuss throughout
this section.
Discussion
To understand the servers played on by our sample we
will analyze the server statistics and how each one is
linked to another. To do this, we will gather the data
acquired through Q7 of TDEQ. This question asked:
“What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2 on?”
The participants were allowed to select more than one
answer to the question. The answers included US West,
US East, Europe, South East Asia (S.E.A.), China,
South America and Hong Kong. Chart 1.4A shows the
results of this analysis using the total sample response
(N=1665).

Chart 1.4A: DotA 2 server usage based upon the total
sample response (N=1665) to Q7 from TDEQ: “What
region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2 on?”

As the results show, 57% of our sample selected
Europe. US West and East follow that with over 25%
each. South East Asia has over 17.44%. China, South
America and Hong Kong have less than 5% usage
among the sample. It’s important to remember that
TDEQ was only distributed in English. This may explain
the lack of responses from those who use the SEA,
Chinese, South American or Hong Kong servers.
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Chart 1.4B: Server comparison of our sample (N=713) who
selected US West and/or another region for Q7 from
TDEQ: “What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2
on?”

This comparison shows that 68.77% of the users who
selected US West also selected US East. The results
show a strong relationship between the two US Servers.

US East
We will now run the same cross-analysis to map what
servers are also used by those who selected “US East”
(N=410). Chart 1.4C shows the results.

Chart 1.4C: Server comparison of our sample (N=861) who
selected US East and/or another region for Q7 from TDEQ:
“What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2 on?”

The comparison shows that 53.17% of the users who
selected US East also selected US West. In addition,
37.81% of the users who selected US East also selected
Europe. The results show a strong link between US East
and US West/Europe.

The DotA Experiment
Europe

China

We will now run a cross-analysis to map the frequency
participants who selected “Europe” (N=632) also
selected the other regions. Chart 1.4D shows the results.

We will now run the same cross-analysis to map the
frequency participants who selected “China” (N=28) also
selected the other regions. Chart 1.4F shows the results
of this analysis.

Chart 1.4D: Server comparison of our sample (N=897) who
selected Europe and/or another region for Q7 from TDEQ:
“What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2 on?”

Chart 1.4F: Server comparison of our sample (N=117) who
selected China and/or another region for Q7 from TDEQ:
“What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2 on?”

The results show that the majority of our sample who
selected Europe only selected Europe. The only
relationships are with US East (24.53%) and a minor
relationship with US West (8.86%).

China shows a strong relationship with the far-eastern
server regions as well as a smaller relationship with US
West. 92.86% of users who selected China also selected
South East Asia, and 89.29% of participants who
selected China also selected Hong Kong. 53.57% of the
participants selected US West.

South East Asia
The following chart will analyze the relationship between
samples who selected South East Asia (N=192) and
other servers for Q7 from TDEQ. Chart 1.4E shows the
results.

Chart 1.4E: Server comparison of our sample (N=383) who
selected South East Asia and/or another region for Q7
from TDEQ: “What region/server(s) do you typically play
DotA 2 on?”

The strongest relationships with South East Asia are
with US West (35.94%) and Hong Kong (21.35%).
These results are more balanced across server regions
than those seen in the previous studies.
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South America
South America is the southern-most server region. We
will now run the same cross-analysis to map the sample
response of those who selected “South America” (N=40)
and another server region. Chart 1.4G shows the results
of this analysis.

Chart 1.4G: Server comparison of our sample (N=192) who
selected South America and/or another region for Q7 from
TDEQ: “What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2
on?”

A major relationship was found between South America
and US East. 85% of participants who selected South
America also selected US East, and 52.50% selected
US West.

The DotA Experiment
Hong Kong
We are now going to study the sample response of
those who selected “Hong Kong” (N=46) and another
server region. Chart 1.4H shows the results of this
analysis.

Chart 1.4H: Server comparison of our sample (N=154) who
selected Hong Kong and/or another region for Q7 from
TDEQ: “What region/server(s) do you typically play DotA 2
on?”

Hong Kong shows a strong relationship with S.E.A. and
China as well as a smaller relationship with US West.

Server-Exclusive Results
To find out the extent to which the server regions are
used exclusively, a percentage was calculated by
dividing the total responses to each server by those who
selected each server exclusively. The results are listed
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

US West: 51/713 (07%)
US East: 75/861 (09%)
Europe: 463/897 (52%)
S.E.A.: 88/383 (23%)
China: 28/117 (24%)
South America: 4/192 (2%)
Hong Kong: 2/154 (1%)

Global Server Relationship Web
We will analyze a chart that shows a web-analysis of
each region and how they relate with other regions.
Chart 1.5 shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 1.5: Global Web comparing the connection between
each region. The key is: Red (90%+) Orange (75-90%)
Yellow (60-75%) Green (45-60%) Turquoise (30-45%) Blue
(15-30%) and Violet (0-15%).

Some of the findings from this web include:
1. The relationship between the east and the west is
fairly strong, with more connecting from the east to the
west than the west to the east.
2. The relationship between Europe and the rest of the
regions shows that the majority of regions have a
stronger relationship with Europe than Europe has with
them.
3.The relationship between Brazil and the rest of the
regions shows that the majority of regions have a
weaker relationship with Brazil than Brazil has with them.
4. The relationship between S.E.A. and the rest of the
regions shows that the majority of regions have a
stronger relationship with S.E.A. than S.E.A. has with
them.

These results show that the majority of our sample that
selected European servers only selected European
servers. The vast majority of our sample who selected
Hong Kong servers also selected another server. As we
explained earlier, this is most likely because TDEQ was
only distributed in English.

Results
Europe appears to be the most popular server region,
followed by US East and US West. Third, the strongest
relationships listed between the servers are as follows:
1. US West and US East
2. US East and US West
3. Europe and US East
4. S.E.A. and US West
5. China and S.E.A.
6. South America and US East
7. Hong Kong and S.E.A.
Finally, the results showed that the majority of
participants who selected the Europe server, only use
the Europe server. On the flipside, the vast majority of
participants who play on the Hong Kong servers usually
select another server as well.
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Implications
There are a few major implications that can be derived
from this study.
1. Europe is the most popular server among the Dota 2
community.
2. A majority of the players who play on the European
servers only play on the European servers.
3. South America and Hong Kong servers are rarely, if
ever, selected alone.
4. The relationships between the server regions are
listed below:
US West and US East
US East and US West
Europe and US East
S.E.A. and US West
China and S.E.A.
South America and US East
Hong Kong and S.E.A.
Potential Errors
The only issues regarding these studies was addressed
earlier in this section. TDEQ was only developed and
distributed in English text. This means that these results
only hold true for an English speaking Dota 2 audience.
Aside from that, no other errors come to mind.
Future Studies
This study will be carried out again once Dota 2 reaches
public access.
Conclusion
The results from Part 1A gave an introduction to the
sample used in the majority of the studies within this
journal. Part 1B yielded some great data for
understanding how our sample utilizes the different
server regions. For example, we now know that Europe
is at least the most popular region. We also discovered
that most regions typically reach out to US West, US
East and S.E.A. more than other server regions like
Hong Kong and South America.
This data will be very useful for drawing implications in
future studies. Analyzing trends in communication
ratings between regions, for example, is just one study
that could come out of this one.
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SnX:

“I would really like Valve to do something about the
"Russian Problem".
I really can't withstand my team,
when all of them ( and sometimes even the enemies team) are Russian.
I can't communicate with my team
and i keep losing my games :/.
Also most of my friends play League of Legends
and i have tried to convice them to play DotA 2
but they dont want to , so i play on my own.
I have a 52%Win/Lose
and i think its because of this problem.
Thanks for reading and sorry for my bad english
i am Greek, SnX”
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Abstract
Part 1A focused on understanding the geographic mapping and gender of our sample. Part 1B focused on the
server demographics of our sample and how they communicate with each other. Part 1C is going to focus on
understanding the sample’s experience playing DotA, HoN, LoL and DotA 2. To do so, we will cross-analyze
questions including: “I have played DotA/DotA 2 for X amount of years”, “I have the most experience playing
DotA/HoN/LoL/DotA 2”, and “I played the original DotA for WC3 (yes/no)”. By understanding the experience of
our sample, we can form implications that relate to the experience of our sample with DotA-related titles. More
importantly, by cross-analyzing our results we can estimate the portion of the sample that may be considered
‘Veteran’ community members. By identifying and isolating the participants who have the most experience
playing DotA- we can compare the Veteran (V) community with the community that has more experience with
another title. We found that the average amount of years our sample has with DotA-related titles is 3.9 years. On
top of that, we discovered that the potential veteran community falls somewhere between 50-60 percent of our
sample (N=598). Our objective is to understand our sample’s experience with DotA and to isolate our Veteran
community from those most familiar with another title (VO).
Key Words: Defense of the Ancients, Heroes of Newerth, League of Legends, DotA, DotA 2, experience
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Introduction
In Part 1A of this section, we analyzed the demographics
of the sample used in this study. We discovered that the
majority of the studied sample is male. We also found
that the majority of the participants come from the USA
or Germany. In part 1B we studied the server regions
most utilized by our sample and their relationships with
the other server regions. Now we are going to learn
about how involved our sample is with the DotA brand,
and for how long.
To do this, we will first look into how much of our sample
have or have not played the original DotA for Warcraft 3:
Reign of Chaos/The Frozen Throne. The results are
expected to show a very high level of agreement
considered the questionnaire was distributed through
five DotA 2 Community forums. (S.2A)
We will analyze the average level of experience the
sample has with DotA/DotA 2. This response was
calculated in years. For those who listed they have less
than a year of DotA experience, their experience in
months was valued.
We will also study what DotA-related titles our sample is
most familiar with. The options included: DotA, Heroes
of Newerth, League of Legends and DotA 2.

Chart 1.6: Sample response (N=1093) to Q3 from TDEQ. "I
have played the original Defense of the Ancients on
Warcraft III: (RoC and/or TFT)"

The results show a major agreement rating. We now
know that the majority of our sample (N=936) have
played the original DotA.
Next, we will analyze the sample response to Q2 from
TDEQ. The question asked participants to approximate
how many years they have played DotA/DotA 2.
Furthermore, participants who listed that they have 0
years of DotA/DotA 2 experience were given the
opportunity to identify how many months they’ve played.

The questions analyzed in Part 1C include:
Q3: I have played the original Defense of the Ancients
on Warcraft III: (RoC and/orTFT)
Q2. I have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how
many years?
Q2. I have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how
many months?
Q4. I have the most experience playing:

The results for how many years the sample have played
DotA/DotA 2 for are listed below on Chart 1.7A.

Finally, we will cross-analyze the results of years of DotA
experience with the other two questions. These results
should give us a percentage of the sample that may be
considered DotA veterans.
The cross-analyses in Part 1C include:
Q2 vs. Q4
Q3 vs. Q4
Discussion
We will begin by analyzing and charting the results of Q3
from The DotA Experiment Community Questionnaire.
This question asked participants whether or not they
have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3: Reign of
Chaos and/or The Frozen Throne. The participants could
answer either yes or no. The results are shown Chart 1.6
in the next column.
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Chart 1.7A: Sample response (N=1040) to Q2 from TDEQ.
“I have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many
years?”

Chart 1.7B on the next page shows the number of
responses to each answer.

The DotA Experiment

Years

Count

%

0
1

153
74

14.71%
7.12%

2
3
4

90
126
121

8.65%
12.12%
11.63%

5
6

156
127

15.00%
12.21%

7
8
9

115
52
16

11.06%
5.00%
1.54%

10
11
Total Responses

8
2
1040

Months

0.77%
0.19%

Chart 1.7B: Sample response (N=1040) to Q2 from TDEQ.
"I have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many
years?”

These two graphs show that a large majority of the
sample has played DotA/DotA 2 for at least one year.
14.71% of the sample (N=153) said that they have
played DotA for less than one year. Chart 1.7C will show
a breakdown of how many months those who selected 0
years have played DotA/DotA 2.

Count

%

0

3

1.96%

1

4

2.61%

2

10

6.54%

3

22

14.38%

4

18

11.76%

5

10

6.54%

6

33

21.57%

7

16

10.46%

8

17

11.11%

9

14

9.15%

10

2

1.31%

11

4

2.61%

Total
Responses

153

Chart 1.7D: Participants with less than a year of
experience response (N=153) to Q2 from TDEQ. "I have
played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many
months?”

The results show a fairly even distribution across the
experience in months for those who stated that they
have less than a year of DotA/DotA 2 experience.
Our sample has an average response of 3.97 years of
DotA/DotA 2 experience.
Next, we are going to address similar titles that came
after DotA and how much experience our sample has
with them. The participants were asked to select which
of four titles they have the most experience playing. The
titles included the original DotA, S2 Games’ Heroes of
Newerth, Riot Games’ League of Legends and Valve’s
DotA 2. Chart 1.8 shows the results.

Chart 1.7C: Participants with less than a year of
experience response (N=153) to Q2 from TDEQ. "I have
played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many
months?”

Chart 1.7D in the next column shows the number of
responses to each answer.

Chart 1.8: Sample response (N= 1108) to Q4 from TDEQ. “I
have the most experience playing:”
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These results to Q4 show that a majority of the sample
selected DotA (N=656) followed by DotA 2 (N=315). A
little over 10% of the sample selected HoN (N= 76) or
LoL (N=61). We can infer that the majority of our sample
is most familiar with the original DotA.

First, let’s remember that the total number of
respondents to Q3 who said yes was 936. The number
who said no was 157. We can remove the portion of our
sample who selected (HoN, LoL or DotA 2) from a
category that we will consider “Veterans” (V).

One issue with this study is that it does not ask how
frequently players have played DotA/DotA 2 over their
years of experience. To address this issue, we will cross
analyze the results of the different studies

For HoN, we have a total number of 54 players who said
they have played DotA, but the most experience playing
HoN. The sample contains 22 HoN-native players who
never played the original DotA.

First, we will compare the results of Q4 with those of Q3.
By doing this, we can understand what portion of the
sample said “they have played the original DotA” have
the most experience playing another title. Chart 1.9
shows the results of this analysis.

For LoL, we have a total number of 34 players who said
they have played DotA, but the most experience playing
LoL. The sample contains 27 LoL-native players who
never played the original DotA.
For DotA 2, we have a total number of 214 players who
said they have played DotA, but the most experience
playing DotA 2. The sample contains 214 DotA 2-native
players who never played the original DotA.
Therefore, we have a total number of 302 participants
who have played the original DotA, but have more
experience playing either HoN/LoL/DotA 2. We will
remove that number from our sample who has played
the original DotA (N=936). We can now consider the
‘Veteran’ (V) portion of this sample to be (V= 634).
Next, we will compare the results of Q4 with those of Q2.
By doing this, we can understand what portion of the
sample said “they have played (x) amount of years of
DotA/DotA 2” but have the most experience playing
another title. Chart 1.10A at the bottom of this page
shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 1.9: Cross-Analysis between the results of Q3 (Chart
1.6) and Q4 (Chart 1.8) from TDEQ.

We can understand more about the sample through
what this chart tells us by breaking down the data from
each game.

We can understand more about the sample through
what this chart tells us by breaking down the data from
each year rating. Let’s only consider the samples greater
than or equal to one year of experience.
With the data gathered from each year, we can remove
the number who selected (HoN, LoL and DotA 2) from
the ‘veteran’ category of this study. Chart 1.10B on the
next page shows the statistics behind this analysis

Chart 1.10A: Cross-Analysis between the results of Q2 (Chart 1.7A) and Q4 (Chart 1.8) from TDEQ.
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Y

N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

74
90
126
121
156
127
115
62
16
8
2

DotA
(656)
15
50
80
96
125
107
99
46
7
7
2

HoN
(76)
7
10
21
5
7
6
1
1
0
0
0

LoL
(61)
13
6
0
1
3
3
1
1
0
0
0

DotA 2
(315)
46
30
31
24
29
18
19
6
4
1
0

X
66
46
52
30
39
27
21
8
4
1
0

Chart 1.10B: Cross-Analysis between the results of Q2
(Chart 1.7A) and Q4 (Chart 1.8) from TDEQ. X= (N) HoN +
(N) LoL + (N) DotA 2.

The results show that x=289. Therefore, we have a total
number of 289 participants who have played the original
DotA for over a year, but have more experience playing
either HoN/LoL/DotA 2. We can now consider the
‘veteran’ (V) portion of the sample for Q2 to be (V=598)
What Charts 1.9A and 1.10A have helped us do is boil
down the sample to separate the more experienced
DotA players from the rest of the sample. For future
studies, we can consider the ‘Veteran’ community to fall
between 598 and 634 participants within our sample. .
Results
The results of this study have helped us understand the
DotA experience of our sample. We found that 85.76%
of our sample has played the original DotA. Our total
sample has an average of 3.97 years of DotA/DotA 2
experience. We also discovered that 14.71% of our
sample has played DotA/DotA 2 for less than one year.
Chart 1.8 showed us that the majority of the sample has
the most experience playing DotA (N=656) followed by
DotA 2 (N=315). A little over 10% of the sample selected
HoN (N= 76) or LoL (N=61). Therefore, the majority of
our sample is most familiar with the original DotA.
We developed some methods to separate the Veteran
portion of our sample from the total sample. We first
separated the participants who have played the original
DotA, but have more experience playing either
HoN/LoL/DotA 2 (N=302). We could then consider the
‘Veteran’ (V) portion of our sample under those
conditions to be (V= 634).
Our second variable analyzed how long our sample has
played DotA/DotA 2. Chart 1.10B helped us separate
those who have played DotA for over a year but have
more experience playing either HoN/LoL/DotA 2
(N=289). We could then consider the ‘veteran’ (V)
portion of the sample under those conditions to be
(V=598)
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GOBAB
What has your experience with
DotA 2 been like as a player more
experienced with another title?
I began with League of Legends.
Something about it drew me in. I kept
playing it, and played about 600 games of
it, combination of wins and losses. I hit the
skill ceiling rather fast in LoL, got sick of
the pay to win approach riot was doing and
got tired of the same old boring champions
they were releasing. Then I heard of a
game called Heroes of Newerth.
Heroes of Newerth quenched my thirst for
skillful game play. I realized what it was
what made it a better game- there wasn't
such a thing as pay to win in HoN. If you
take any hero from HoN, and you have
someone who's new, and someone who's
experience play the same hero, it isn't
about who put out more money to get
more passive stat bonuses like in LoL, it's
the same exact hero that anybody can
play, the only difference is the person
playing the hero. Just before it went f2p, I
had heard of a game called DotA 2. I used
to see the DotA custom map on Battle.Net
when I was younger, but only played it
once.
DotA 2 was just as fun as HoN, if not
better. Larger selection of heroes, they
pretty much played the same; however
DotA 2's engine it runs on is much
smoother than HoNs. Long story short,
started with LoL, it was shit, moved onto
HoN, it was fun but also had many flaws,
now I play DotA 2, it has its flaws but it will
probably get much better when it gets out
of beta.

The results suggest that the most experienced players
fall somewhere between 598 and 634 participants of our
total sample.

The DotA Experiment
Implications
1. 85.76% of our sample has played the original DotA
(~936 participants)
2. Our Veteran Sample falls between 598-634 members
of our total sample. (60-70%) The Veteran condition
applies to those who have the most experience playing
the original DotA, for over a year.
3. A little over 10-percent of our sample are most
experienced with League of Legends or Heroes of
Newerth. A small portion of our sample (N=49) are
HoN/LoL native.
4. There are nearly 2x more DotA-experienced
participants within the sample than DotA 2-Experienced
participants.
Potential Errors
The only issues regarding these studies was addressed
earlier in Part 1A. The questionnaire was only developed
and distributed in English text. This means that these
results only hold true for an English speaking Dota 2
audience.
Also, the questionnaire was only distributed across
DotA-related websites, meaning that the chances of
getting an audience who had not played the original
DotA was relatively small.
Aside from that, no other errors come to mind.
Future Studies
This study will be carried out again once Dota 2 reaches
public access.
Conclusion
The results of Section 1C gave an introduction to the
sample used in the majority of the studies following this
one. It has provided us with information on the sample’s
experience with DotA, HoN, LoL and Dota 2. The results
to the questions in this article yielded some great data.
We now know more about the DotA-Veteran portion of
the community. We have also discovered that 14.71% of
our sample has played DotA 2 for less than one year.
Finally, the results of Chart 1.8 showed that the majority
of the sample have the most experience playing DotA
(N=656) followed by DotA 2 (N=315). A little over 10% of
the sample selected HoN (N= 76) or LoL (N=61).
Therefore, the majority of this studies sample is familiar
with DotA.
This data will be very useful for drawing implications in
future studies. Analyzing trends in teamwork ratings
between DotA veterans, HoN players, LoL players and
Dota 2 players, for example, is just one study that could
come out of this one.

To understand more about players from a different
title and how they responded to other questions,
please visit Reference Tables: W (Page 191)
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Goatreck:
“My absolute biggest problem with the community is that everyone,
including those on a very low skill-level play by and only accept META
gaming as acceptable builds/playstyles
As a Dota veteran since the original Warcraft III ROC days
I always play around with weird builds and the "stats"
levelup with different hero to find cheesy and effective builds.
Especially builds that help me shutdown and dominate lanes which is
my preferred playstyle.
As someone who has played ALOT of Dota aswell as both HoN and LoL
I feel very comfortable and more often than not perform very well with
"weird" non-meta builds.
However, playing PUGs is not an option anymore because people
doesn't look at the whole picture before they bait and troll.
I despise such behaviour and want people to have a more open mind
when it comes to playstyles.
The community learning stage is too centered around "THIS IS how you
play this hero" with strict guides as reference material.
Thanks for your time.”
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Abstract
Part 1A focused on understanding the geographic mapping and gender of our sample. Part 1B focused on the
server demographics of our sample and how they compare to each other. Part 1C helped us understand the
experience of our sample. Part 1D is going to focus on understanding our samples average win-rate. At the
same time, we are going to analyze the average win-rate of our Veteran community and see if there are any
differences. To do so, we will cross-analyze Q8 from TDEQ: "My average win-rate is approximately:" with
numerous conditional variables including DotA experience and experience with another title. By studying the winrate of our sample, we can generate statistics that will help to understand some variables that effect win-rate.
More importantly, by cross-analyzing our results we can estimate how our Veteran sample compares to the total
sample or those more experienced with another title. These results will help us understand how important DotA
experience actually is in determining win-rate. One finding suggests that higher win-rate is partially dependent on
the amount of DotA experience a player has. This finding disproves the stigma that a player cannot get better at
DotA 2, no matter how often they play. The results of this study have given us a better understanding of the
Veteran community and raised some important implications that will be addressed throughout the remainder of
this journal.
Key Words: Defense of the Ancients, Heroes of Newerth, League of Legends, Dota 2, experience, Win-rate
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Introduction
In Part 1D, we are going to study our sample’s win-rate
and some of the variables associated with it.
Win-rate percentage is our empirical data-set that can be
used to determine the over-all growth of our sample as
DotA 2 players. More importantly, by finding a way to
segregate the veteran community (V) from the rest of the
sample, we can understand the extent to which
experience affects a player’s win-rate.
The questions from TDEQ analyzed in Part 1D include:
Q8: My win-rate is approximately:
If participants were unsure, they could use the statistics
website (stats.dota2.be) to help estimate their win-rate.
The questions cross-analyzed in this article include:
Q8 and Q2
Q8 and Q3
Q8 and Q4
Discussion
To begin, let’s study our sample’s response to Q8 from
T.D.E.Q. Chart 1.11A shows the results of this analysis.

Win-Rate%
Count
%
0-5%
3
0.27%
5-10%
0
0%
10-15%
0
0%
20-25%
1
0.09%
30-35%
3
0.27%
40-45%
21
1.90%
45-50%
159 14.40%
50-55%
557 50.45%
55-60%
215 19.47%
60-65%
80
7.25%
65-70%
29
2.63%
70-75%
15
1.36%
75-80%
7
0.63%
80-85%
9
0.82%
85-90%
0
0%
90-95%
2
0.18%
95-100%
3
0.27%
Total Responses 1104

Chart 1.11B Sample response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ.
"My average win-rate is approximately:"

We will begin by obtaining a cross analysis between Q8:
“My average win-rate is approximately” (Chart 1.11A)
with Q3: "I have played the original Defense of the
Ancients on Warcraft III: (RoC and/or TFT)" (Chart 1.8,
P.17). Let’s remember that 85.76% of our sample has
played the original DotA (~936 participants). However,
we reduced that number to 598 to segregate the V
sample for that question.

Chart 1.11A Sample response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ.
"My average win-rate is approximately:"

Next, we will analyze the number of respondents under
each percentile. Chart 1.11B in the next column shows
the results.

To find out the average win-rate of respondents who
selected that they have played the original DotA and
they have the most experience playing DotA (N=640),
we will use them as a condition for the results of Q8
(Chart 1.11A). Chart 1.11C shows the results of this
conditional report.

The results show that over 50% of our sample has a winrate that falls between 50-55%. The average falls
somewhere between 53-55%.
These results are important because we can now work
on the second part of this study which involves
segregating the results of our V community from the rest
of the sample (R). To do this, we will have to cross
analyze the results of Q8 with Q2, Q3 and Q4 while
utilizing the archival data found in section 1C.
Chart 1.11C: Conditional response (V) (N=640) to Q8 from
TDEQ. "My average win-rate is approximately:"
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Next, we will look at how these results compare to the
results from the total sample. Chart 1.12A shows the
results.

The results of Chart 1.12D show that there is a positive
correlation between Condition A and higher win-rate,
and Condition B and lower win-rate.
Next, we are going to look at how win-rate correlates
with years of experience combined with our previous two
variables.
To begin, we are going to label our conditions for
Sample V (N=623)

Chart 1.12A: Conditional response (N=640) comparison with total
response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average win-rate is
approximately:"

Notice that the conditional response outweighs the total
response above the mean and the total response
outweighs the conditional response below the mean.

1. The sample has played DotA/DotA 2 for over one
year.
2. The sample has the most experience playing DotA.
3. The sample has played the original DotA.
We will compare sample V to the total sample. The
results are shown on Chart 1.13A

These results give rise to the further research and
understanding of the hypothesis: “Sample V has a higher
win-rate than the total sample” However, better players
do tend to start looking for better opponents.
The next step is to the exact opposite of the previous
analysis. Let’s compare the win-rates of those who
selected that they have not played the original DotA, and
that they have the most experience playing another title
with the total response. Chart 1.2B shows the results.

Chart 1.13A: Sample V response (N=623) comparison with total
response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average win-rate is
approximately:"

The results from Chart 1.13A show that Sample V ranks
higher in the 55-70% win-rate bracket compared to the
total sample. Second, the total sample ranks higher in
the 40-55% win-rate bracket.
Chart 1.12B: Conditional response (N=198) comparison with total
response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average win-rate is
approximately:"

Notice how the results of this analysis are almost the
exact opposite of the results from chart 1.12A. We are
going to compare the conditions from 1.12A/1.12B.
Condition A: Have the most experience playing DotA
Condition B: Have not played DotA/Most experience
with another title
Chart 1.12C shows the results.

The next thing we are going to do is look back on the
results of part 1C’s chart 1.10B (P.23). This chart
showed us that we have a sample number of 289
participants who have played the original DotA for over a
year but have more experience playing another title.
We are going to do the opposite of what we did with
Chart 1.13A and map a new conditional sample under
three conditions.
Sample OT:
1. The sample has played DotA/DotA 2 for over one
year.
2. The sample does not have the most experience
playing DotA.
3. The sample has played the original DotA.
The results of this analysis are shown on Chart 1.13B on
the next page.

Chart 1.12C: Conditional response A (N=640) comparison with
conditional response B (N=198) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average
win-rate is approximately:"
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Chart 1.13B: Conditional Sample OT response (N=249) compared
with total response (N=1104) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average winrate is approximately:"

The results of this study are opposite to what was seen
in the previous study (Chart 1.13A, P.22). To confirm
this, we will cross-analyze the results of Chart 1.13A with
the results of Chart 1.13B

Chart 1.14A, a comparison between condition V (N=623)
with condition N (92) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average winrate is approximately:"

As expected, participants in sample V have a much
higher win-rate than those in sample N. The point of this
study was to stress the importance of DotA experience
over time.
We are going to compare the results of sample V with
the results of another condition. This condition will be
called Sample A’s (Another Game) conditions are listed
as follows.
1. I have played the original DotA
2. I have the most experience playing HoN/LoL
3. I have played DotA/DotA 2 for 0+ years.

Chart 1.13C: Sample V response 1.13A (N=623) comparison with
Sample OT response 1.13B (N=249) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My
average win-rate is approximately:"

The results of this comparison are on Chart 1.14B.

The results of Chart 1.13C show that there is a positive
correlation between Condition V and higher win-rate,
and Condition OT and lower win-rate. Therefore, DotA
experience appears to be the most outstanding variable
that affects a player’s win-rate.
We are going to compare Sample V with a new
condition. This new sample conditions are going to
include the portion of the sample that have played
DotA/DotA 2 for less than a year, have more experience
playing another title, and have not played the original
DotA.
We will call this conditional sample New Players (N). The
conditions for Sample N are as follows:
1. The sample has not played the original DotA
2. The sample has under a year of DotA/DotA 2
experience.
3. The sample has the most experience playing another
title besides the original DotA (this includes DotA 2).
The results may be found on Chart 1.14A.

Chart 1.14B, a comparison between condition V (N=623)
with condition A (87) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average winrate is approximately:"

The results show that participants in sample V have a
much higher win-rate than those in sample A. We can
notice that Sample V ranks higher in the 55-70% winrate bracket compared to sample A. Sample A ranks
higher in the 40-55% win-rate bracket. Similar results
were found on Chart 1.14A.
The next cross-analysis will be a comparison between
sample N and sample A. The variables between these
two samples are that Sample N has under a year of
experience with DotA 2/HoN/LoL, and have not played
the original DotA. Sample A has over a year of HoN/LoL
experience and has played the original DotA.
Chart 1.14C on the next page shows the results of this
cross-analysis.
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Community Spotlight

GHOST
Chart 1.14C, a comparison between condition N (N=92)
with condition A (87) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average winrate is approximately:"

The results from Chart 1.14C show that samples with
over a year with the most experience in HoN/ /LoL have
a higher win-rate than those with less than a year of
experience. This study stresses the importance that
years of DotA-related experience have on increased
DotA 2 win-rate.
We will now introduce our final conditional sample (AD)
which stands for another game including DotA. The
conditions behind Sample AD are as follows:
1. I have played the original DotA
2. I have the most experience playing HoN/LoL/DotA
3. I have played DotA/DotA 2 for 0+ years.
The results of a cross-analysis between Sample A and
Sample AD for Q8 are shown on Chart 1.14D.

What has your experience
transitioning from DotA to DotA 2
been like? Are there any differences
you’ve noticed between DotA and
DotA 2?
I started around 2004 and played pretty
much non-stop until 2010 when the bots
took over BNet and TDA really went into a
slump. Over the years, I’ve improved in lasthitting, judgment, prediction and especially
map awareness. Item builds and skill builds
are refined now too.
With the mix of LOL and HON players I feel
it’s about the same. Skill level seems a bit
lower at this point, but it’s about equal in
terms of trolls. However, there’s definitely a
lot less leavers and a lot of people will pause
and wait out a game so I think it’s a lot better
even though there are a lot of novice players
who think they know it all.
The transition I guess made me more
versatile since I expect a lot more noobs
compared to BNet, or I’m just more tolerant.

Chart 1.14D, a comparison between condition A (N=87)
with condition AD (723) to Q8 from TDEQ. "My average
win-rate is approximately:"

The attack animation of a lot of the heroes
when I was so used to the others it was hard
to adjust for sure. I really miss AR since it
was a more fun mode without everyone
trying to counterpick you. I also really hate
the fact that you can’t choose who uses your
chicken anymore, it’s pretty aggravating
when you have a greifer who suicides your
chicken or refuses to let you get your items.

The results from Chart 1.14C show that participants with
the most experience with HoN/LoL have a lower win-rate
compared to those with the most experience in
HoN/LoL/DotA.

Results
The data shown on Charts 1.12A to 1.14D all show one
thing in common: The conditional sample that indicated
more DotA experience and more years played had a
higher win-rate.
Now, this may seem obvious to most people. But
remember, one of the aims of this study is to help clean
up urban legends hanging around the community. As a
matter of fact, many players believe that their level of
experience has no effect on their win rate.
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Another way to look at these results is to understand
how participants with experience in game titles outside
of DotA/DotA 2 compare to participants with experience
in DotA/DotA 2. Chart 1.14B showed us that sample V
ranked higher than sample A in terms of win-rate%.
Chart 1.14D showed us that players with experience in
HoN/LoL/DotA have a higher win-rate than players with

The DotA Experiment
the most experience in HoN/LoL. (Despite the difference
in sample size)
Participants who have played and have the most
experience playing DotA typically have a higher win-rate
than those with the opposite conditions.
All of these studies combined increase the validity of my
hypothesis and can even add onto it. Therefore, my
hypothesis has simply changed to:
“The more DotA you play, the better you get”
Future studies with a wider sample size of new/old
players will help to confirm this.
Implications
There are multiple implications that can be derived from
this study.
1. Players who have played DotA (over other games) the
longest typically have the highest win-rate.
2. Players who have played DotA-like games (HoN/LoL)
for over a year typically have a higher win-rate than
those who have played with under a year of experience.
3. Samples with over a year of the most experience in
HoN/LoL have a higher win-rate than those with less
than a year of experience in DotA/DotA 2/HoN/LoL.
4. Players who answered that they have played DotA,
have over a year of DotA experience but have more
experience playing another title typically have a lower
win-rate than those who have more experience playing
DotA under the same conditions.
Potential Errors
The only issues regarding these studies was addressed
earlier in Section 1. TDEQ was only developed and
distributed in English text. This means that these results
only hold true for an English speaking Dota 2 audience.
Also, the questionnaire was only distributed across
DotA-related websites, meaning that the chances of
getting an audience who had not played the original
DotA was relatively small.
This variable holds a lot if importance when studying the
cross-analyses between sub-samples. (V,N,A,AD) Many
of the analyses featured one sample size that is much
larger than the other. Therefore, the results only hold
true within the boundaries of each sub-sample.

Future Studies
In order to adress the issues within this study regarding
errors, this study will be carried out again once Dota 2
reaches a public access phase.
This way, we can attempt to form a more balanced
sample size. Again, these results only hold true to the
closed-beta phase and the DotA community as of now.
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Conclusion
The results of Section 1, Part 1D have given an
introduction to the sample used in the majority of the
studies following this one. It has provided us with
information on the sample’s experience with DotA, HoN,
LoL and Dota 2. However, unlike Part 1C, this article
focused more on win-rate than player experience.
The results of Chart 1.8 (P.21) showed that the majority
of the sample has a win-rate that falls somewhere
between 53-55%
We now know that players who have played DotA (over
games like HoN/LoL) the longest typically have the
highest win-rate within our sample. Alternatively, those
who have the most experience in HoN/LoL, but have
over a year of DotA experience have a higher win-rate
than players who have less than a year of DotA
experience and are most experienced in DotA
2/HoN/LoL.
Therefore, we have found that DotA experience and
years of experience with DotA-related titles are positively
correlated with higher win-rate. All of the archival data
collected in this article will be helpful when studying the
Dota 2 public access community. This is especially true
for connecting a new player’s growth and experience
with increased win-rate.
_____________________________________________
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Knightmare:

“Dota 2 is one of the largest (gaming) communities
in the world and gathering GENERAL informations
would require the participators
from players all around the world.
China is one of them.
But language barrier makes it hard.
I think that this survey gathers lot of useful informations
about players behaviour and it could be useful to Valve company
- in order to help them develop the game in team aspect. You should also
ask about the age of the players. “
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Abstract
Social networking is a way for DotA 2 community members to interact with each other through an online medium.
Websites like Dota-Allstars.com (now Playdota.com) have given community members a way to express their
ideas about DotA/DotA 2 and share them with the rest of the community. Some users have even constructed a
fan-base through DotA-related videos, comics, blogs and more. DotA community websites have an impact on
DotA 2’s development as well. For example, Playdota.com’s mission statement reads as follows: “The overall
goal for this site is to provide a long term service to the DotA community, improve a DotA player's ability to enjoy
the game, and become more immersed in the DotA world overall.” The website includes tons of media and has a
deep history with the player base. Websites like JoinDota.com broadcast competitive matches with commentary
from a veteran DotA broadcaster. Each community website offers a different flavor that is meant to support
interaction between the DotA 2 fan-base. This article will analyze some of the major DotA 2 community websites,
and what they share in common. We found that some websites cater to an older DotA community while other
websites cater to a younger audience. This article will give an introduction to each of the community websites
addressed in this section and how they relate to each other.
Key Words: PlayDota.com, JoinDota.com, GosuGamers.net, Dotalicious-Gaming.com, Dota 2 Reddit,
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Introduction
The importance of this analysis is to help understand the
benefits of each DotA forum/website, and what type of
DotA 2 audience visits them. What is it exactly that
defines each one? What can be found in them? What
resources do they offer that others don’t?
To study these questions, we first have to understand
how much of our sample participates on DotA
community forums. Chart 2.1 below shows the results of
Q10 from TDEQ:
Chart 2.2: Sample Response (N=1100) to Q11 from TDEQ:
“If the answer to the above question [Q10] is yes, what are
the DotA 2 communities that you are registered with?”

The results show that the majority of the sample are
members of JoinDota.com and/or PlayDota.com. Here is
a list of DotA community websites, including those that
were listed under the ‘Other’ category.

Chart 2.1: Sample Response (1100) to for Q10. “Are you a
registered member of any DotA/DotA 2 community
forum?”

As the results from Chart 2.1 show, 88.38% (N=955) of
our sample selected ‘Yes’, and 11.62% (N=145) of our
sample selected ‘No’.
Part 2A will identify the frequency that our samples visit
different forums. Then, we will break the different forums
into sub-sections to understand how users interact with
each one. For example, what percentage of players who
selected PlayDota.com are also members of
JoinDota.com?
To do this, TDEQ was posted on each of the forums
studied in this section. Users who found the
questionnaire on that forum could identify which of the
other forums listed under Q11 they participate in. This
means that a single participant could select multiple
answers.
The results on Chart 2.2 (next column) show the sample
response to Q11 from TDEQ. Forums that were not
included in the question could be identified by the
participant.
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1. PlayDota.com
2. JoinDota.com
3. Gosugamers.net
4. Dotaliciousgaming.com
5. DotA 2 Reddit
6. Streamdota2.com
7. Dota2portal.com
8. DotA 2 Development Forum
9. Dotafire.com
10. Teamliquid.net
11. Prodota.ru
12. DotaCinema.com
13. Dotapickup
14. Dota2.pl/it/cz/gr/fr/no/br
15. RGC
16. Dotasource.de
17. WoDota
18. Garena
19. Dota2.wiki.com
20. Dotacommentaries.com
21. 4Chan
22. Dotatalk.com
23. Dotasource
24. DotaCash
The communities highlighted in bold will be discussed in
this article. Each of these five forums offers something
unique to the DotA 2 community and can be compared
based upon user-interaction. They will be compared by
the DotA experience of those who use them so that we
can trace similarities between each one. The results
should help us understand more about the DotA 2 online
community.

The DotA Experiment
Discussion

PlayDota.com
In 2009, the primary DotA website
Dota-Allstars.com was changed to
PlayDota.com. This website provides
fundamental information about DotA
including heroes, items as well as
news updates. The forum section is
where community interaction takes
place. The website holds a collection
of popular threads, hero
suggestions, video’s, comics and other forms of media.
The most forum users the website has had logged on at
th
once was 35,352 users on December 24 , 2011. That is
pretty impressive. Many of the most influential members
of the DotA community discuss trends and moderate the
website itself. Some of these users include IceFrog,
Wyk, CvP, ChildLikeEmperor, 28awg and many more.
To understand user interaction between PlayDota.com
and the other websites, we will study the results of our
sample that selected PlayDota.com on Q11 from TDEQ.
Chart 2.3A shows the results.

Chart 2.3A PlayDota.com user response (N=610) to Q11
from TDEQ: “What are the DotA 2 communities that you
are registered with?”

As the results from Chart 2.3A show, there is a strong
relationship between PlayDota.com and JoinDota.com,
with Gosugamers.com, DotA 2 Reddit and DotAlicious
following behind.
Next, we will analyze the average player experience of
Playdota.com members who participated in this
questionnaire. Chart 2.3B shows the results on the next
page.
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Community Spotlight

WYK
As a DotA community leader- how has
PlayDotA.com helped the development
of DotA 2, and how does it compare to
the other community websites?
PlayDotA being the home of DotA has infact
played a very crucial role in building the DotA 2
community in my opinion. The information
stacked up on both the site and the forums
alike over the course of so many years led to
the constructive formation of the Wiki for DotA
2 (which is so used) and even today is still held
as the primary source of any technical
information in regards to the game.
If we were to compare PlayDota to other
community sites, I'd say there wouldn't be
much of a difference especially owing to the
fact that it is the same fraction of the audience
in both the places. It's just that when you take
websites like joinDOTA / GosuGamers, it is that
fraction which has a greater interest in the
Competitive scenario ... when you consider
Reddit... it is that fraction that is more
inquisitive and those that like staying up to date
with the news. But they're all a part of the same
crowd. It is for this very reason that you'll find
similar names all over the place.
As you can see, the last year has been so
productive for DotA 2. From being a game with
that was available to a 100 people to being the
most played game on Steam while in the betaphase is something truly remarkable in my
opinion. The fan-art, workshop contributions,
suggestions and every other form of
contribution that we see today clearly reflects
the power of the DotA community.
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PlayDota.com, with Gosugamers.net, DotA 2 Reddit and
DotAlicious following behind.
Next, we will analyze the average player experience of
JoinDota.com members who participated in this
questionnaire. Chart 2.4B shows the results of this.

Chart 2.3B: A Comparison between the users who
selected PlayDota.com (Dataset 1) vs. Total Sample
response (N=1100) and years of DotA experience.

Based upon this sample, the results show that
PlayDota.com’s community has an average of 5 years of
DotA experience.
Studies 2B, 2C, and 2D will follow up with more
information about community interaction on
PlayDota.com specifically.

Chart 2.4B: A Comparison between the users who
selected JoinDota.com (Dataset 1) and years of DotA
experience.

JoinDota.com
This website
focuses on the
competitive aspects
of DotA 2 while still
supplying a forum section for community members to
interact. JoinDota.com allows players to access online
streams of professional DotA 2 players in a quick and
user-friendly way. It offers tournaments, betting, latest
news, and commentary for major games by community
member TobiWanKenobi.
The website was made specifically for DotA 2, so the
results of how it compares to the other forums will be
interesting. Chart 2.4A shows the results of a cross
analysis between samples who selected JoinDota.com
and other websites.

The results show that JoinDota.com sample has an
average of 5 years of DotA experience. Thus, based
upon the results from Chart 2.3A, there is an even
stronger relationship between the PlayDota.com and
JoinDota.com communities. They relate in terms of
cross-participation frequency, as well as their years of
DotA experience.

GosuGamers.net
GG.net, or
GosuGamers.net,
was established in
2002 as a
competitive gaming website that incorporates many
popular titles outside of DotA/DotA 2. The website
discusses news in both the developmental and
competitive scene for many different games. It offers a
forum section where players can discuss different topics
related to DotA 2. GG.net also caters to a very
International audience, following the competitive trends
of the top teams across many countries.
Considering GosuGamers.net caters to games other
than DotA 2, it is no surprise that the number of samples
gathered from the website is relatively small. Chart 2.5A
shows the results of a cross analysis between samples
who selected GosuGamers.net and other websites.

Chart 2.4A: JoinDota.com user response (N=791) to Q11
from TDEQ: “If the answer to the above question [Q10] is
yes, what are the DotA 2 communities that you are
registered with?”

As the results from Chart 2.4A show, there is, again, a
strong relationship between JoinDota.com and
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gaming.com and other websites.

Chart 2.5A: GosuGamers.net user response (N=364) to
Q11 from TDEQ: “What are the DotA 2 communities that
you are registered with?”

Chart 2.6A: DotAlicious-Gaming.net user response
(N=171) to Q11 from TDEQ: “What are the DotA 2
communities that you are registered with?”

The results show a strong relationship between
GosuGamers.net and JoinDota.com, with PlayDota.com
following closely behind. GG.net’s relationships with the
DotAlicious and DotA 2 Reddit communities are about
even.

As the results from Chart 2.6A show, there is a strong
relationship between DotAlicious and JoinDota.com and
PlayDota.com, with Gosugamers.net following close
behind.

Next, we will analyze the average player experience of
GosuGamers.net members who participated in this
questionnaire. Chart 2.5B shows the results.

Next, we will analyze the average player experience of
DotAlicious-gaming.com members who participated in
TDEQ. Chart 2.6B shows the results.

Chart 2.5B: A Comparison between the users who
selected GosuGamers.net (Dataset 1) and years of DotA
experience.

Chart 2.6B: A Comparison between the users who
selected DotAlicious and years of DotA experience.

The results show that GosuGamers.net’s community has
an average of 6 years of DotA experience.

Dotalicious-Gaming.com
DotAliciousGaming.com is a
website dedicated
specifically to the
original DotA. This
website offers many
features unavailable
through the other DotA websites. One of these features
is a portal to play a game of DotA with other DotAlicious
members. On top of that, the website offers a forum, skill
league, clan league, vouch league, and a shop.
It can safely be said that DotAlicious-gaming.com caters
to getting experienced users to play together and
socialize, rather than offering fundamental DotA/DotA 2
information. Chart 2.6A shows the results of a crossanalysis between samples who selected DotAliciousP a g e | 39

Based upon this sample, the results show that
DotAlicious-gaming.com’s community has an average of
5 years of DotA experience. Based upon the results of
Chart 2.6B, DotAlicious could have a community on par
with Playdota.com and Joindota.com in terms of user
experience.

DotA 2 Reddit
Reddit is an online
community where users vote
on content submitted by
other members. This content
could be an image, video,
web article, or something
else that can be found
online. The DotA 2 sub-Reddit is where the DotA 2
community interacts. The range of content expands from
replays to forum posts and has over 34,414 users.
Chart 2.7A shows the results of a cross-analysis
between samples who selected DotA 2 Reddit and other
websites.

The DotA Experiment

We found that DotAlicious-Gaming.com caters to a
veteran community who are most familiar with DotA.
DotA 2 Reddit serves a newer community, which makes
sense in many respects. The website draws in plenty of
new players as it is a more recent source for gaming
news. Experienced Reddit users who are interested in
DotA could join the sub-Reddit to understand DotA 2
memes, gameplay, the competitive scene, or just
information about the community in general.
Chart 2.7A: DotA 2 Reddit user response (N=282) to Q11
from TDEQ: “What are the DotA 2 communities that you
are registered with?”

Playdota.com and Joindota.com gathered the highest
amount of samples compared to the other websites.
Considering the cross-interaction they have with the
other websites in each analysis, it can be implied that
they are the most popular DotA 2 websites.

As the results from Chart 2.7A show, there is a strong
relationship between DotA 2 Reddit and JoinDota.com
and PlayDota.com, with Gosugamers.net and
DotAlicious following behind.

The reasons for this might be understood through further
research in sections 2B, 2C and 2D.

Next, we will analyze the average player experience of
the DotA 2 Reddit community members who participated
in TDEQ. Chart 2.7B shows the results of this analysis.

Implications
The implications from Section 2A are listed as follows:
1. Joindota.com and Playdota.com are the two most
popular websites catering to the DotA community.
2. The DotA 2 sub-Reddit serves the younger DotA
audience more than the other websites analyzed in this
study.
3. GosuGamers.net serves the more experienced, older
DotA community over the less experienced, younger
community.
Potential Errors
The potential problems with this study are listed as
follows and must be addressed while discussing the
implications.

Chart 2.7B: A Comparison between the users who
selected DotA 2 Reddit and years of DotA experience.

The results show that DotA 2 Reddit’s community has 3
years of DotA experience on average. Thus, based upon
the results from Chart 2.7B, the DotA 2 Reddit has the
youngest community in comparison with the other
websites. It also has the highest sample percentage for
players with under a year of DotA experience, followed
by Playdota.com (by a large margin).
Results
The results of these five studies show that the DotA 2
online communities have an average of about four to five
years of DotA experience.
The PlayDota.com and JoinDota.com communities
appear to share a lot in common in terms of community
experience and website interaction.
All of the websites besides DotAlicious-gaming.com
have a higher community with 0 years of experience
than 1 year of experience. Those who fall under the ‘0
years of experience’ category can be considered new
players.
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1. There was no question in The DotA Experiment
Community Analysis that addressed the frequency of
DotA experience over the years of plotted experience.
For example, some players who put 5 years may have
accumulated over 2,000 hours of DotA play-time, while
another may have accumulated only 200 hours.
2. Even samples were not collected across the different
websites. All this means is that simply proclaiming a
website as the ‘Most Popular’ or ‘Least Popular’ cannot
be determined simply by sample number. However, the
cross-analysis between the different websites may be
used to reach such an implication.
Further Studies
After this study, a similar study will be carried out to
understand how often the users of these different forums
interact with the DotA 2 brand. For example, how often
does the average PlayDota.com member interact with
their community? That is just one of the questions that
will be answered.
This study will also be carried out again once DotA 2
reaches public access.

The DotA Experiment
_____________________________________________
Studies in section 2C and 2D will also stem off of this
sections research combined with the results found in
section 2B. Finally, by using the data found in other
studies, the typical user effect of each website can be
understood by how they communicate in-game.
Conclusion
Section 2A was used as an introduction to
understanding the different websites that cater to the
DotA audience, and how they interact with each other.
The results of this article show that Playdota.com users
and Joindota.com users interact on all of the community
websites, and vice-versa. The youngest DotA 2 crowd
interacts with the DotA 2 sub-Reddit compared to the
other websites.
This article helped us identify the demographics of each
of the studied websites. We can now understand what
websites cater more to the veteran community, or more
to the newer community. At the same time, we’ve
identified what websites are considered the most popular
with our sample and cater towards the most widespread
audience.
The other studies that branch off of the results should
help to understand the social attitudes of each web-site
and how their users interact with the DotA 2 brand.
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Anonymous

“Wish the study had included more questions regarding non-players…
Since (from what I can tell) there's a huge amount of people
watching streams / following pro-players –
sometimes not even playing the game themselves (like me).
A section on casters, preferred platforms,
VoD vs live, observing in general,
and perhaps a bunch of E-sport related questions? :]
I was a total DotA noob back in the day,
but caught a Tobi Wan livestream sometime this spring and now I've
been hooked on Dota 2 streams for the last 4 months.
I've never played Dota 2 but so much of it is familiar thanks to
my decade old DotA experience that
I hugely enjoy observing and following the pro scene.
Go mTw and mouz!”
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Abstract
Social networking is a way for DotA 2 community members to interact with each other through an online
medium. Websites like Dota-Allstars.com (now Playdota.com) have given community members a way to
express their ideas about DotA/DotA 2 and share them with the rest of the community. Some users have even
constructed a fan-base through DotA-related videos, comics, blogs and more. The previous article helped
identify and compare some of the major DotA community websites. These included: Playdota.com,
Joindota.com, GosuGamers.net, DotAlicious-gaming.com and the DotA 2 Sub-Reddit. The way the community
members of each website interact with each other can help to understand what type of player visits each
website. For example, perhaps members of one website are more likely to purchase cosmetics than others.
Maybe one website has a much more social community than another. Or, perhaps some players go to one
website over others for the sole purpose of learning more about DotA. Some of the findings within this article
helped us identify the community website that caters to users who are the most likely to buy cosmetics. We also
found out what communities are more likely to have members that post their thoughts and opinions about DotA
2. Finally, we elaborated on the relationships between these websites discussed in Part 2A. This article will help
to understand the community involvement within each of these websites and the psychology of the communities
in total.
Key Words: Communication, Cosmetics and Merchandise, Community Opinions, Community Websites
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Introduction:
The importance of this analysis is to help understand the
community of each DotA forum/website. How involved
are its community members and to what extent? Why do
users visit them? What resources do they offer that
others don’t?
In Part 2A we drew some important implications that
explained the relationships between the websites
analyzed in this section. We learned that while some
websites cater to an older DotA community, others host
a much younger DotA/DotA 2 community.

The results of Chart 2.8 show that the majority of the
participants within this survey strongly agree that they
often visit their respective community. \
When respondents were asked “Do you post your
thoughts and opinions about DotA 2?” (Q13) we found a
different response. Chart 2.9 shows the results:

Part 2B is going to focus on how players interact within
each website. We want to know how often a player might
post their thoughts and opinions on a forum. If a player is
less likely to communicate on a website, what variables
might attribute to this? What might this say about their
in-game communication tendencies? (Section 4)
Our goal for this article is to grasp a better
understanding of the psychology within each of these
online communities. Furthermore, we want to
understand why some websites have community
members who are more likely to interact with each other
than others.
The questions from TDEQ that will be analyzed in this
article include:
Q12. Do you agree that you often visit this community?
Q13. Do you post your comments/opinions about DotA
2?
Q14. Do you find information mentioned by the
community to be helpful?
Q15. Do you participate within the community to get a
better understanding of DotA 2?
Q16. Do you ever buy DotA 2 cosmetics or
merchandise?

Chart 2.9: Sample response to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you
post your thoughts and opinions about DotA 2”

We’ve found that there is a reverse response to Q13
compared to Q12. According to Chart 2.9, the majority of
the sample answered “I do but very rarely” when asked
how often they post their thoughts and opinions about
DotA 2.
These results show a small trend pertaining to the DotA
2 community: The majority of respondents strongly
agree that they visit their communities, but rarely post
their thoughts and opinions about DotA 2.
These results lead to a website-specific analysis about
what websites typically have the most community
involvement across different axes.

PlayDota.com
Discussion
To understand this, we first have to understand how
involved in the forums our total sample actually is. We
will study our total sample’s response to Q12 from
TDEQ. Chart 2.8 shows the results.

PlayDota.com’s forum has become a
popular breeding ground for
discussion about DotA 2. Every user
has their own blog, the forums are
decorated across different subjects,
and the website is relatively well
moderated. Discussions from different
community members range across a variety of subjects.
These are usually met with responses from community
members old and young.
Many players shifting from LoL to DotA 2 have begun
posting on PlayDota.com about their thoughts and
opinions about the game. The amount of fan-made
media on the website generates interest from other
members and provides a user-friendly environment for
in-depth discussion and critique.

Chart 2.8: Total sample response (N=1073) to Q12 from
TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this community”
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Branching off of Part 2A, we are going to try to
understand more about the PlayDota.com community.

The DotA Experiment
First, we will find out how respondents answered Q12
who answered Q11 by selecting PlayDota.com.
Chart 2.10A shows the results of this analysis:

Chart 2.10C: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product information
mentioned in the community is helpful?”
Chart 2.10A: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this
community?”

As the results from Chart 2.10A show, a large portion of
the PlayDota.com community agree that they often visit
the website.59.02% strongly agree.
Now we will compare the results of Q13 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting PlayDota.com. Chart 2.10B
shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.10B: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments and
opinions about DotA 2?”

As the results from Chart 2.10B show, the majority of
PlayDota.com users rarely-sometimes post their
comments and opinions about DotA 2 on the forum
section. Although users visit the website often, perhaps
they do more reading than writing. This could say a lot
about the psychology of the DotA 2 community which will
be discussed later in Section 4 and 5.
Next, we will compare the results of Q14 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting PlayDota.com. Chart 2.10C
shows the results of this analysis.
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As the results show, 87% of the respondents agreed that
information found in PlayDota.com is helpful when
understanding the product (DotA 2). Even though users
rarely post their comments and opinions about DotA 2,
the majority of the sample believes that the information
on the PlaDota.com is helpful and visits the website
often.
Next we will compare the results of Q15 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting PlayDota.com. Chart 2.10D
shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.10D: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

The results of this chart show that the majority of
PlayDota.com members who participated in this survey
agree that they participate in the community to get a
better understanding of DotA 2.
Finally, for the purpose of understanding the consumer
trends of PlayDota.com members, we will compare the
results of Q16 with those who answered Q11 by
selecting PlayDota.com. Chart 2.10E on the next page
shows the results.

The DotA Experiment

Community Spotlight

SUPERSHEEP
How have DotA community websites
impacted your DotA 2 experience?

Chart 2.10E: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

These results show that about half of the community
always to rarely buy DotA 2 merchandise while the other
half never do.

JoinDota.com
As explained in Part
2A, JoinDota.com
has become a sort
of database for the
competitive DotA 2 scene. The website is packed with
information pertaining to DotA 2 including hero guides
and streamed games with excellent commentary. It also
has a Video on Demand section where players can
watch games to learn or just to watch a team compete.
The forums themselves contain a lot of information about
DotA 2 and feature competitive players discussing
different strategies with the community. Branching off of
the results of 2A, we will try to understand the
community involvement within JoinDota.com and how it
compares to the other websites.
First, we will find out how respondents answered Q12
who answered Q11 by selecting JoinDota.com. Chart
2.11A shows the results of this analysis.

I've been involved in www.PlayDota.com
for a few years, and I also was involved
in DotA-Allstars.com for about 6 months
before PlayDotA launched.
I learned a lot of things on the DotA site,
especially about strategy. I found myself
quickly out-skilling the usual un-educated
opponents that I found on battle.net. I
also met a lot of players who I ended up
playing with and I learned so much by
losing to them. It was a difficult process
but the end result was very rewarding
and I have many friends who I can play
with on a regular basis now.
By playing with active members of the
forum community I learned countless
new techniques strategies and even had
the opportunity to generate my own
ideas in ways that playing with 9 random
players all the time doesn't quite
accomplish. Even while losing the
process was enjoyable.
I feel as though the players in the beta
were a lot more informed than those in
other places. I think this can be partially
attributed to the fact that active and
popular DotA players were more likely to
obtain keys than completely random
stranger. Players performed at a higher
skill level on average than I had
experienced in any other platform before.

As the results show, 61.30% of the JoinDota.com
community agrees that they often visit this website. That
is a response similar to that seen on PlayDota.com’s
community response. (Chart 2.10A, P.35)
Chart 2.11A: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this
community?”
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Now we will compare the results of Q13 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting JoinDota.com. Chart 2.11B
on the next page shows the results of this analysis.

The DotA Experiment

Chart 2.11B: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments and
opinions about DotA 2?”

As the results from Chart 2.11B show, the majority of
JoinDota.com users rarely post their comments and
opinions about DotA 2 on the forums. Compared to
PlayDota.com’s results (Chart 2.10B, P.35) it seems
more members lean to the right side of the chart.
Although users visit the website often, perhaps they do
more reading than writing. This could say a lot about the
psychology of the DotA 2 community which will be
discussed later in Section 4 and 5.

Chart 2.11D: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

The results of this chart show that the majority of
JoinDota.com members who participated in this survey
agree that they participate in the community to get a
better understanding of DotA 2. The percentage is a little
lower than the results found in PlayDota.com’s analysis.
(2.10D, P.35)
Finally, for the purpose of understanding the consumer
trends of JoinDota.com members compared with the
other websites, we will compare the results of Q16 with
those who answered Q11 by selecting JoinDota.com.
Chart 2.11E shows the results of this analysis.

Next, we will compare the results with of Q13 with those
who answered Q11 by selecting JoinDota.com. Chart
2.11C shows the results:

Chart 2.11C: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product information
mentioned in the community is helpful?”

The results of this analysis show a nearly identical
response to the results of PlayDota.com’s analysis. This
increases the integrity of the findings of both websites,
and increases the validity of the implication found in
Section 2A that discussed how Joindota.com and
Playdota.com share a very similar audience.
Next we will compare the results of Q15 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting JoinDota.com. Chart 2.11D
shows the results.
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Chart 2.11E: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

The results show that about half of the community
always-rarely buys DotA 2 cosmetics/merchandise while
the other half never do. The results are almost identical
with that of PlayDota.com. (Chart 2.10E, P.35)

GosuGamers.net
GG.net, or
GosuGamers.net, was
established in 2002 as a
competitive website that
chains across many titles. Other than DotA 2, the
website discusses news in both the developmental and
competitive scene for many different games.
GosuGamers includes a forum section where players
can discuss different aspects of DotA 2.

The DotA Experiment
Considering GosuGamers.net caters to titles other than
DotA 2, it is no surprise that the number of sample
gathered from the website is relatively small.
First, we will find out how respondents answered Q12
who answered Q11 by selecting GosuGamers.net.
Chart 2.12A shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.12C: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product
information mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.12A: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often
visit this community?”

As the results from Chart 2.12A show, 64.35% of the
respondents strongly agree that they often visit the
community. This percentage is higher than the results of
both PlayDota.com (2.10A, P.35) and JoinDota.com
(2.11A, P.36).

The results of this analysis show a nearly identical
response to the results of PlayDota.com (2.10C, P.35)
and JoinDota.com’s (2.11C, P.36) analysis. So far, the
reliability of information within DotA 2 community
websites does not seem to be an issue.
Next we will compare the results of Q15 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting GosuGamers.net. Chart
2.12D shows the results of this analysis.

Now we will compare the results with of Q13 with those
who answered Q11 by selecting GosuGamers.net. Chart
2.12B shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.12D: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.12B: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments
and opinions about DotA 2?”

As the results from Chart 2.12A show, 35.99% of the
respondents answered that they ‘Sometimes’ post their
comments and opinions about DotA 2. This percentage
is higher than the results of both PlayDota.com (2.10A,
P.35) and JoinDota.com (2.11A, P.36).
Next, we will compare the results of Q14 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting GosuGamers.net. Chart
2.12C shows the results.
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The results of this chart show that the majority of
GosuGamers.net members who participated in TDEQ
agree that they participate in the community to get a
better understanding of DotA 2. The percentage is a little
higher than the results found in PlayDota.com’s analysis
(2.10D. P.35) and JoinDota.com’s analysis (2.11D, P.37)
Finally, for the purpose of understanding the consumer
trends of GosuGamers.net’s community compared to the
other community websites, we will compare the results
of Q16 with those who answered Q11 by selecting
GosuGamers.net. Chart 2.12E shows the results of this
analysis.

The DotA Experiment
Now we will compare the results of Q13 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting DotAlicious. Chart 2.13B
shows the results.

Chart 2.12E: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

These results show that about half of the community
always to rarely buy DotA 2 merchandise while the other
half never do. The results are nearly identical with that of
PlayDota.com (2.10E, P.36) and JoinDota.com (2.11E,
P.37).

DotAlicious-Gaming.com
DotAlicious-Gaming.com
is a website dedicated
specifically to the original
DotA. This website offers
many features
unavailable through the
other DotA websites. One
of these features is a portal to play a game of DotA with
other DotAlicious members. On top of that, the website
offers a forum, skill league, clan league, vouch league,
and a shop.

Chart 2.13B: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments and
opinions about DotA 2?”

The results show a similar trend to that seen in the
previous analyses. However, DotAlicious-Gaming.com
has the lowest rating for responses under ‘I never do’.
This means that the website has the most involved
community compared to the previous websites.
Next, we will compare the results of Q14 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting Dotalicious-Gaming.com.
Chart 2.13C shows the results.

It can safely be said that DotAlicious-gaming.com caters
to getting experienced users to play together and
socialize, rather than offering fundamental DotA/DotA 2
information. First, we will find out how respondents
answered Q12 who answered Q11 by selecting
DotAlicious. Chart 2.13A shows the results.
Chart 2.13C: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product information
mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Compared to the other websites addressed in this study,
DotAlicious-Gaming.com community members find the
information mentioned about DotA 2 to be a little less
helpful on their respective website. Since its agreement
rating is above 80%, it is still perceived by the majority of
the sample to be a helpful source of DotA 2 information.

Chart 2.13A: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this
community?”

Compared to the results from the other studies,
DotAlicious-Gaming.com has a slightly lower agreement
rating for Q12.
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Next we will compare the results of Q15 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting DotAlicious-Gaming.com.
Chart 2.13D shows the results.

The DotA Experiment
First, we will find out how respondents answered
question Q12 who answered Q11 by selecting DotA 2
Reddit. Chart 2.14A shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.13D: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the community
to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Compared to the other websites addressed in this study,
DotAlicious-Gaming.com community members
participate less in the community to better understand
DotA 2. Since the website is geared more towards the
original DotA audience, the results are understandable.
Finally, for the purpose of understanding the consumer
trends of the DotAlicious community compared to the
other community websites, we will compare the results
of Q16 with those who answered Q11 by selecting
DotAlicious. Chart 2.13E shows the results.

Chart 2.14A: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often
visit this community?”

Compared to the results from the other studies, the DotA
2 sub-Reddit has the highest agreement rating for Q12
with 66.55% of the participants saying they Strongly
Agree. Considering the popularity of Reddit today, it may
be the quickest and easiest way for a DotA 2 fan to pick
up on news or information- especially considering how
easy it is to start an account.
Now we will compare the results of Q13 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting DotA 2 Reddit. Chart 2.14B
shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 2.13E: DotAlicious-Gaming.com community
response (N=170) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever
purchase DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?”

The results show that about half of the community
always to rarely buy DotA 2 merchandise while the other
half never do. The results are nearly identical with that of
PlayDota.com (2.10E, P.36), JoinDota.com (2.11E,
P.37) and GosuGamers.net (2.12E, P.38).

DotA 2 sub-Reddit
Reddit is an online community
where users vote on content
submitted by other members.
This content could be an image,
video, web article, or anything
else that can be found online.
The DotA 2 sub-Reddit is where the DotA 2 community
interacts. The range of content expands from replays to
forum posts and has over 34,414 users.
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Chart 2.14B: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments
and opinions about DotA 2?”

As the results from Chart 2.14B show, the response
trend lays the same for DotA 2 Reddit as it does for the
other four websites. It actually falls right in the median
for those who answered ‘I never do’ across all of the
studies. However, unlike the other four websites- Reddit
is less of an organized forum and more of a discussion
board where new/trending topics are always added.
Next, we will compare the results of Q14 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting DotA 2 Reddit. Chart 2.14C
shows the results of this analysis.

The DotA Experiment

Chart 2.14C: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product
information mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.14E: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

As the results show, there is a major agreement rating
for Q14. The rating is actually higher than all of the other
websites. As previously stated, this may be due to the
quick and easy accessibility of information on Reddit in
combination with the websites increasing popularity.

The results of Chart 2.14E show that DotA 2 Reddit
members have the highest consumer trends across all of
the other websites addressed in this study by a fairly
large margin. By comparing the results to JoinDota.com
(2.10E, P.36), PlayDota.com (2.11E, P.37),
GosuGamers.net (2.12E, P.38), and DotAliciousGaming.com (2.13E, P.49) it is easy to see the
difference in consumer responses. Perhaps DotA 2
Reddit is just a better window for displaying DotA 2
cosmetics in a quick, easy and accessible fashion.

Next we will compare the results of Q15 with those who
answered Q11 by selecting DotA 2 Reddit. Chart 2.14D
shows the results of this analysis.

Results
The results of Section 2B span across a variety of
dimensions to raise implications about the different DotA
2 community websites. The results show an over-all
balance in results between PlayDota.com and
JoinDota.com.
GosuGamers.net community members are the most
likely to post their comments and opinions about DotA 2
on the websites forum. The website also serves the most
experienced/oldest members compared to the other
websites.
Chart 2.14D: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

The results show a 74% agreement rating for Q15. The
rating is actually higher than all of the other websites. As
previously stated, this may be due to the quick and easy
accessibility of information on Reddit in combination with
the websites increasing popularity.
Finally, for the sole purpose of understanding the
consumer trends of DotA 2 Reddit and the other
websites, we will compare the results with question 5
who answered Q11 by selecting DotA 2 Reddit. Chart
2.14E on the next page shows the results.
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The results from DotAlicious-Gaming.com do not show
any outstanding results. However, the members do post
their comments and opinions nearly as much as those
on GosuGamers.net. Aside from that, the two websites
are about equal across all of the subjects studied in this
article.
Finally, DotA 2 Reddit has the strongest agreement
across all levels besides Q13. (Comments and opinions)
In the discussion, we mentioned how the ease and
accessibility of acquiring information pertaining to DotA 2
through Reddit contributes to its popularity. The DotA 2
sub-Reddit also has the youngest community within their
sample, which we discovered in Part 2A.

The DotA Experiment
Implications
There are a few important implications that can be
derived from the results of this study.

Conclusion
Section 2B was used as a complex analysis of each
DotA 2 community website. It examined the multiple axis
of consumer-community interaction in an online medium.

1. GosuGamers.net and DotAlicious-Gaming.com
cater the most to an older DotA community who
are more likely to post their thoughts and
opinions about DotA 2, and are likely to find the
information found on their website to be helpful.
2. Playdota.com and Joindota.com remain similar
across all aspects, which increases their
relationship.
3. DotA 2 Reddit is the most sought out and helpful
website about DotA 2, especially for new
players. DotA 2 Reddit users are also more
likely to buy cosmetics.
Potential Errors
The potential problems with this study are listed as
follows and must be addressed while discussing the
implications.
1. Q11, which asked participants to list the communities
they belonged to, accepted more than one answer. This
means that the results of this study are more subjective.
This also means that the smallest margins across the
results must be taken into consideration.
2. Even samples were not collected across the different
websites. All this means is that simply proclaiming a
website as the ‘Most Helpful’ or ‘Least Helpful’ cannot be
determined simply by sample number. However, the
cross-analysis between the different websites may be
used to reach such an implication.
Further Studies
After this study, a similar study will be carried out to
understand how often the users of these different forums
communicate with each other both in-game and out. For
example, how often does the average player interact
with other community members? That is just one of the
questions that will be answered.
This study will also be carried out again once DotA 2
reaches public access.
Studies in section 2C and 2D will also stem off of this
sections research combined with the results found in
section 2A. Finally, by using the data found in other
studies, the typical user effect of each website can be
understood through how their users communicate ingame. (Section 4)

To understand more about the trends between
players from the different online forums, please visit
Reference Tables: X (Page 201)
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It seems as if Playdota.com users and Joindota.com are
relatively equal in terms of consumer-community
interaction.
DotAlicious-Gaming.com and GosuGamers.net have the
oldest crowd those are more likely to post their thoughts
and opinions about DotA 2. Besides that- the two rate
about equal across all levels of analysis within this
article.
DotA 2 sub-Reddit members have the highest levels of
agreement across all axes besides Q13. This is likely to
be due to the DotA 2 sub-Reddit’s easy and accessible
website that is home to a younger DotA crowd.
The other studies that branch off of the results should
help to understand the social attitudes of each web-site
and how they interact with the DotA 2 brand.
_____________________________________________
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The DotA Experiment

Abstract
Social networking is a way for DotA 2 community members to interact with each other through an online
medium. Websites like Dota-Allstars.com (now Playdota.com) have given community members a way to express
their ideas about DotA/DotA 2 and share them with the rest of the community. Some users have even
constructed a fan-base through DotA-related videos, comics, blogs and more. The previous articles helped
identify and compare some of the major DotA community websites. These included: Playdota.com,
Joindota.com, GosuGamers.net, DotAlicious-gaming.com and the DotA 2 Sub-Reddit. As we saw from section
2B, the majority of these websites have a community who rarely, if ever, posts their thoughts and opinions
online. What could this say about how the DotA 2 community interacts with each other in-game? Section 2C is
going to analyze the communication ratings of the DotA community and will trace trends between in-game
communication and online forum participation while using the data from Section 1 to help understand our sample
even more. The findings in this article showed how participating in online communities and playing with friends
may lead to a higher win-rate and better in-game experience. We also will discuss the extent to which
disrespectful behavior (i.e. trolling, flaming and griefing) take a toll on the new and old player-base alike.
This article will help to understand the current state of communication frequency within the DotA community both
in-game and out.
Key Words: Communication, Satisfaction, Disrespectful Behavior, Trust, Friendliness, Average Party,
Friendliness-Ratings, Disrespectful Behavior-Ratings, Win-Rate
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The DotA Experiment
Introduction
Section 1 analyzed our sample and came up with some
great implications that can be used to understand more
about our target community. Section 2 has already
focused on trends within the online communities. Section
2C will now attempt to understand the frequency of
communication between members of the DotA
community, which will hopefully lead to implications
regarding a correlation between communicative teammates and a pleasant in-game experience.

with other questions. The results are shown on Chart
2.15A below:

The statistics within this article were all taken from The
DotA Experiment Community Questionnaire. The
questions that we will look into include the following:
Q16. Do you communicate a lot with other community
members?
Q18. Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 community?
Q22. Do you usually play DotA 2 with friends?
Q23. If so, how many friends are usually in your party?
(s=2)
Q25. How would you rate the average friendliness of
other players? (s=4.85)
Q26. How would you rate your friendliness to other
players? (s=6.84)
Q29. On average, how would you rate the
communication between team-mates in a game of DotA
2? (s=4.21)
Q30. On average, how often do you experience (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2? (s=6.61)
Q31. On average, how often do you engage in (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2? (s=3.27)
Without going too far into detail, we are going to cross
analyze certain questions to gather statistics that can be
carried over to other studies. Questions that will be
compared include:
Q16 and Q22
Q18 and Q30
Q23 and Q18
Q23 and Q30
Q25 and Q26
Q30 and Q31
Q29 and Q30
Q29 and Q16
Q29 and Q22
Q26 and Q30
Q26 and Q31

Chart 2.15A: Total sample (N=1091) response to Q16 from TDEQ.
“Do you communicate a lot with other community members?”

As the results above show, there is a strong
disagreement with 74% of the sample (N=803) and 26%
agreement with 26.42% (N=288) of the sample. We will
give these two samples names. Those who agreed will
be referred to as Sample CO (communicates often).
Those who disagreed will be referred to as Sample DO
(doesn’t communicate often).
CO=288 (26%)
DO=803 (74%)
Next, we will cross-analyze the results with Q22 from
TDEQ, “Do you usually play DotA 2 with friends?” By
doing this, we can add more statistics to each subsample.
Before we do anything, let’s look at the results of Q22
before we cross-analyze them with Q16. Chart 2.15B
shows the results.

By analyzing the questions listed above we can develop
a list of implications to help understand the current state
of DotA 2 in-game community interaction.
Discussion
To begin, let’s start by analyzing the results of Q16 from
TDEQ. The question asked “Do you communicate a lot
with other community members?” It’s important to
remember that this question is referring to community
members online, rather than in-game. Regardless, we
can still use the statistics when cross-analyzing them
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Chart 2.15B: Total sample (N=1105) response to Q22 from TDEQ.
“Do you usually play DotA 2 with friends?”

Contrary to the results of chart 2.15A, we can see that
82.90% of our sample agrees with the question (N=916)
while 17.10% of our sample disagrees (N=189).
Therefore, it’s expected that we will find a negative
correlation when cross-analyzing Q16 and Q22.

The DotA Experiment
Our two conditions for this cross-analysis include:

Q18 vs. Q30

Condition A: Usually play with Friends
Condition B: Usually play without Friends

Next, we will analyze the results of Q18 from TDEQ:
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 community?” The
results from the total sample can be found on chart
2.16A.

Chart 1.15C shows the results of this cross-analysis.

Chart 2.16A: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q18 from TDEQ.
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 community?”

Chart 2.15C: Total sample (N=1091) response to Q16 from TDEQ.
“Do you communicate a lot with other community members?”
cross-analyzed between players who play with (N=901) or without
(N=186) friends.

As the results show, there is an equal and noticeable
difference between the two conditions. The left side of
the graph shows the percentage of sample CO who
plays w/ (N=245) or w/out (N=41) friends. There is a 5
point difference between the two conditions.
The right side of the graph shows the percentage of
sample DO who plays w/ (N=656) or w/out (N=145)
friends. Again, there is a 5-point difference between the
two conditions.

The results of this chart show a 62.63% (N=687)
agreement with the question. They also show a 37.37%
(N=410) disagreement. Like before, we will generate a
conditional sample for each category. These subsamples will include:
Sample S (Satisfied with the DotA 2 community): N=687
Sample NS (Not Satisfied with the DotA 2 community):
N= 410
Next we will cross-analyze these two conditional
samples with the results from Q30: “On average, how
often do you experience (trolling, flaming, griefing,
racism) in a game of DotA 2?”
To do this, we will first look at the total sample results of
Q30. Chart 2.16B shows the results:

We can now add more conditions to each of our
samples. To do this, we will label each with a new
condition:
Sample CO: Communicate a lot with other community
members and usually play DotA 2 with friends.
-Q16 v Q22= 245
Sample DO: Do not communicate a lot with other
community members and do not usually play DotA 2 with
friends.
-Q16 v Q22= 145
What the data above shows is that 245 of our
participants communicate online and play with friends,
and 145 of our participants do not communicate online
and do not play with friends.
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Chart 2.16B: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q30 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you experience (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?”

The statistics give us an average rating of s=6.61 for
Q30. The average lies high above the mid-value of 5.
Therefore, it is predicted that there will be a positive
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correlation between sample NS and the results from
Q30.
To test this, let’s cross analyze the results of Q18 and
Q30, with NS being the conditional variable. What we
are looking for is a much higher response from sample
NS on the Q30 scale, compared to sample S.
Chart 2.16C shows the results of this cross-analysis.

number of friends joined/party. The standard deviation
falls at 0.96, meaning that the majority of sample
response fell somewhere within this range. We can now
consider that our average party consists of 3 friends.
We will now look for any relationship between our three
team mates who we will label as AT (Average Team)
and the results of Q30 and Q18. The results of AT vs.
Q18 is shown below on chart 2.17B

Chart 2.16C: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q30 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you experience (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?” cross-analyzed between
players who are satisfied(S) (N=687) or not satisfied (NS) (N=410)
with the DotA 2 community.

Our NS conditional sample ranked with a much higher
rating above the median, with nearly 75% of their
responses falling within that percentile. Our S community
seems scattered but definitely falls below our mean
(s=6.61).
We can now consider the effect that trolling, flaming,
griefing and racism has on the DotA 2. We have data
that players who are satisfied (S) experience
disrespectful behavior far less than those who are not
satisfied (NS).

Chart 2.17B conditional sample AT (N=390) vs. Total Sample
response (N=1097) Q18 from TDEQ: “Are you satisfied with the
DotA 2 community”

The results show little or no difference between Sample
AT and the Total Sample.
Next we will analyze the results of AT vs. Q30. Chart
2.17C shows the results.

Q23 vs. Q22
For the sake of gathering archival data, we will now try to
determine the average amount of friends those who
answered ‘Yes’ to Q22 have in their party. All we need to
do is look at the sample response to Q23 from TDEQ.
The results are shown on Chart 2.17A.

Chart 2.17C conditional sample AT (N=390) vs. Q30 “On average,
how often do you experience (trolling, flaming, griefing, racism) in
a game of DotA 2?”

Again, there is little to no relationship between AT and
the total sample for Q30.

Chart 2.17A: Total sample (N=974) response to Q18 from TDEQ.
“If so, how many friends are usually in your party?”

The statistics show that there is a mean value of
(s=2.31). Therefore, we will use (2) as our average
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We can now consider that the average amount of team
mates you have on your team does not have an effect
on your satisfaction with the community or frequency of
experiencing disrespectful behavior.
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Q25 vs. Q26
The next cross-analysis is going to be a really important
one. We will now look for a difference between the
samples rating of their friendliness versus the samples
rating of another player’s friendliness.
First, we will look at the results of Q25 from TDEQ. The
question asked “How would you rate the average
friendliness of other players?” participants were given a
10-point Likert scale where 1 meant very unfriendly and
10 meant very friendly. The results are shown on Chart
2.18A.

As profound as that hypothesis may seem, the statistics
from this comparison at least address the trend. We can
look at questions similar to Q25 & Q26 to understand
more.

Q30 and Q31
To test the previously stated hypothesis, we are now
going to look for a difference between the samples rating
of the frequency that they experience trolling, flaming,
griefing or racism versus the frequency in which they
engage in trolling, flaming, griefing or racism.
First, we will look at the results of Q30 from TDEQ.
(2.16B, P.45) This chart told us that the average rating
fell at (s=6.61) for how often players experience (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2.
.
Next, we will study the results of Q31 from TDEQ. This
question asked participants “On average, how often do
you engage in (trolling, flaming, griefing, racism) in a
game of DotA 2?” Chart 2.19 shows the results of this
analysis:

Chart 2.18A: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q25 from TDEQ.
“How would you rate the average friendliness of other players?”

The statistics show that the mean rating of the average
friendliness of other players sits at (s=4.85) with a
standard deviation of 1.70.
We will compare these results with those of Q26 from
TDEQ. The question asked “How would you rate your
friendliness to other players?” participants were given a
10-point Likert scale where 1 meant very unfriendly and
10 meant very friendly. The results are shown on Chart
2.18B

Chart 2.19: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q31 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you engage in (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?”

The statistics show that the mean rating of how players
rated themselves sits at (s=3.27) with a standard
deviation of 2.41. Therefore, the comparison between
Q30 and Q31 shows the difference between average
responses is over 3 points! This finding directly supports
my hypothesis and shows that the total sample believes
that the DotA 2 community as a whole typically engages
in more disrespectful behavior then they do.

Q29 and Q30

Chart 2.18B: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q26 from TDEQ.
“How would you rate your friendliness to other players?”

The mean rating of how players rated their friendliness
to other DotA 2 players sits at (s=6.84) with a standard
deviation of 1.78. These results lead me to a potential
hypothesis: “There is a strong trust issue between
members of the DotA 2 community.”
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The next cross-analysis is going to focus on one of the
most important questions regarding to the subject of this
article, Q29. This question asked the participants: “On
average, how would you rate the communication
between team-mates in a game of DotA 2?” We will
compare these results with Q30 to understand the effect
that trolling, flaming, griefing and racism have on the
communication rating.
First we are going to look at the results of Q29 which can
be found on Chart 2.20A.

The DotA Experiment
(s=6.61) which shows the negative correlation between
both conditions with the dependent variable.
Therefore, it can be inferred that lower player
satisfaction can be attributed to low in-game
communication and high frequency of experience with
disrespectful behavior (Chart 6.16C, P.46).

Q29 and Q22

Chart 2.20A: Total sample (N=1095) response to Q29 from TDEQ.
“On average, how would you rate communication between teammates in a game of DotA 2?”

The statistics show that the mean rating of how players
rated the communication between team-mates in a
game of DotA 2 sits at (s=4.21) with a standard deviation
of 1.88. Notice that less than 2 percent of the sample set
their rating at 9 or 10.
Now, let’s look back at the results of Q30 (Chart 2.16B,
P.45) which told us how often our sample experiences
trolling, flaming, griefing or racism in a game of DotA 2.
The results showed an average response of (s=6.61).

We are now going to see if online-communication is a
variable behind the low in-game communication rating
from the total sample. To do this, we will use our two
conditional samples addressed earlier in this study.
These two sub-samples incorporate the following
conditions:
Sample CO: (N=245) Communicate often with other
community members and usually play DotA 2 with
friends.
Sample DO: (N=145) Do not communicate often with
other community members and usually play DotA 2
without friends.
We will cross-analyze these conditional samples with
Q29 from TDEQ.
The results of this cross-analysis are shown below on
chart 2.21.

We now want to know if the high average rating of
experience dealing with trolling, flaming, griefing and
racism may be responsible for the low average
communication rating.
To test this, we are going to run the same cross-analysis
used on Chart 2.16C (P.56). To do this, let’s cross
analyze the results of Q18 and Q29, with NS being the
conditional variable. What we expect is a much lower
response from sample NS on the Q29 scale, compared
to sample S. The results of this cross-analysis are found
on Chart 2.20B.
Chart 2.21: Sample CO (N=245) vs. Sample DO (N=145) response
to Q29 from TDEQ. “On average, how would you rate
communication between team-mates in a game of DotA 2?”

Sample DO rates in-game communication to be much
lower than sample CO. Notice that over 58% of sample
DO rated communication below the mean (s=4.21), and
that 52% of sample CO rated communication below the
mean. More importantly, the majority of ratings above
the mid-point (5) are from sample CO. 2.47% of sample
CO even rated in-game communication to be excellent.

Chart 2.20B: Sample S (N=687) and Sample NS (N=410) response
to Q29 from TDEQ. “On average, how would you rate
communication between team-mates in a game of DotA 2?”

The results show that sample NS generally rate in-game
communication to be lower than sample S. The
difference actually peaks around the mean response
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There’s no doubt that the difference is small, but the
results do hint towards the potential implication that
those who communicate often with the community tend
to rate in-game communication as less of an issue.
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Q26 vs. Q30/Q31
Our final study within this article is going to attempt to
answer these questions:
1) Might a players self-rated friendliness rating be lower
because of their high frequency of experiences with
trolling, flaming, griefing or racism?

Next we are going to run the same study except change
the conditional sample. The conditional sample (N=377)
includes participants who rated their frequency of
engaging in disrespectful behavior above the mean (4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10). Chart 2.22B shows the results.

2) Do players with a low self-rated friendliness rating
have a higher frequency engaging in trolling, flaming,
griefing or racism?
Let’s begin by looking at the total sample’s average
response to the following three questions from TDEQ:
Q26: Mean self-friendliness rating: (s=6.74)
Q30: Mean experience with trolling, flaming, griefing or
racism: (s=6.61)
Q31: Mean experience with engaging in trolling, flaming,
griefing or racism: (s=3.27)
We can are going to two results from our cross-analysis.
One, we can expect that those who listed themselves
with a lower self-friendliness rating also listed
themselves with a high experience rating of dealing with
trolling, flaming, griefing or racism.
Two, we can expect that participants who listed
themselves with a lower self-friendliness rating also
listed themselves with a high experience rating of
engaging in trolling, flaming, griefing or racism.
To test the first hypothesis, we will compare the results
of Q26 and Q30. The conditional sample (N=621)
includes participants who rated their frequency of
experiences with disrespectful behavior above the mean
(7, 8, 9, 10). Chart 2.22A shows the results.

Chart 2.22B: A comparison between the conditional “trolled”
sample (N=377) with the total sample (N=1098) when analyzing
self-rated friendliness.

Again, notice how the conditional sample rated higher all
below the mean (s=6.74) of the 1-10 self-friendliness
scale? This shows that the more experience participants
have with engaging in trolling, the less friendly they rate
themselves.
This study addresses an important trend. Players who
experience more disrespectful behavior in-game are
likely to be less friendly to other players. Players who
engage in disrespectful behavior are less likely to be
friendly to other players. Therefore, there’s a potential
hypothesis that a player that’s exposed to disrespectful
behavior may, in turn, exercise this behavior in-game.
Results
The results of Part 2C addressed on some major trends
within the DotA 2 community. We now have data that
players who are satisfied experience less trolling
behavior than those who are not satisfied. Furthermore,
we now have reason to believe that lower player
satisfaction can be attributed to low in-game
communication and high frequency of experiencing
disrespectful behavior in-game.

Chart 2.22A: A comparison between the conditional “trolled”
sample (N=621) with the total sample (N=1098) when analyzing
self-rated friendliness.

Notice how the conditional sample ranks higher all below
the mean (6.74) of the 1-10 self-friendliness rating? This
raises a trend that those who experience the most
disrespectful behavior are the less likely to be friendly to
other players.
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One finding from this study suggested that those who
communicate often (sample CO) typically have a higher
win-rate, and rate in-game communication to be higher
among team mates, than those who do not communicate
often (sample DO). This finding supports the importance
of communication in a game of DotA 2 and shows how
participating more within the online community and
playing friends has a positive effect on playing
experience.
We were also able to identify a potential hypothesis:
“The DotA 2 community members do not trust other
members and think more highly of themselves.” This
hypothesis was derived from multiple instances where a
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player would rate themselves higher, and an average
player lower, in different categories including friendliness
and engagement in disrespectful behavior.

The results show that sample CO usually ranks higher
within the 50-75 percentile compared to DO. There’s
only a small difference within the 60-65 percentile.

Finally, we learned that players who experience trolling
are likely to be less friendly to new players. Also, players
who engage in trolling are less likely to be friendly to
other players. This finding raised a potential hypothesis
relating to a viral trend: “Engaging in disrespectful
behavior, and experiencing disrespectful behavior,
generates less friendly behavior from the DotA 2
community.”

These results show that sample CO generally has a
higher win-rate and rates in-game communication to be
higher among team mates than those in sample DO.

Implications
The implications from Section 2, Part 2C include:
1. Participating in online communities and playing with
friends may lead to a higher win-rate and better in-game
experience.
2. Behavior such as trolling, flaming, griefing and racism
lead to player dissatisfaction with DotA 2.
3. Being part of on an organized team does not have an
effect on player satisfaction or frequency of experience
with disrespectful behavior in-game.
4. Player satisfaction is linked to in-game communication
and frequency of experience with disrespectful behavior.
5. The DotA 2 community members are less likely to
trust other members over themselves in terms of
friendliness and engagement in trolling experience.
6. Engaging in disrespectful behavior, and experiencing
disrespectful behavior, may generate a less friendly and
more disrespectful player.
Potential Errors
The potential problems with this study are listed as
follows and must be addressed while discussing the
implications.
1. TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this
study out at an international level may yield different
results.
2. Player response may have been influenced by a
previous game.
Additional Studies
For the sake of archival data, we are going to check how
the sample CO win-rate compares to that of DO. The
results are shown on Chart 2.20x on the next page.

Chart 2.20x: Sample CO (N=245) vs. Sample DO response (N=145)
to Q8 from TDEQ. “My win-rate is approximately:”
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Further Studies
After this study, a similar study will be carried out to
understand how player-created content like hero-guides
have an effect on the community. For example, how
useful does this sample find hero guides? Have they
ever felt mislead by a hero guide? How might their
experience contribute to this? These are just some of the
questions that will be addressed in Section 2, Part 2D.
Also, it would be interesting to conduct a cross-analysis
between sample self-rated skill-ratings and how they
compare to sample skill ratings of a random team mate.
These findings are expected to support my hypothesis
that players think more highly of themselves than others.
This hypothesis will be further understood through the
following sections.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to look for crossregional trends between the implications found on this
study. For example, perhaps one region (i.e. Europe)
rates communication higher than another. I’m using
Europe as an example because if you look back at
section 1D, you will notice that 50% of our participants
who play on Europe servers only play on Europe servers
(P.16).
Conclusion
Part 2C addressed some important implications that
were used to better understand the current state of the
DotA 2 community. Through this research, we have
identified and analyzed numerous variables that affect
in-game player satisfaction. These variables include
online communication, being part of an organized team,
in-game communication, friendliness, community trust
and disrespectful behavior including its viral trends.
We have also identified four sub-samples which include
S (Satisfied), NS (Not Satisfied), CO (Communicate
Often), DO (Don’t Communicate Often) and AT (Average
3-man Team). These sub-samples may be repeatedly
used in the studies to come because their conditions are
easily identified and may be related across many future
subjects.
In total, part 2C taught us a lot about the community and
how they interact with each other. It has shed light on
two potential hypotheses, and will be extraordinarily
helpful in Section 5. Section 2, Part 2D will focus on
user-made hero guides and how other social-media may
or may not be beneficial for the DotA 2 online
community.

The DotA Experiment

Abstract
Social networking is a way for DotA 2 community members to interact with each other through an online
medium. Websites like Dota-Allstars.com (now Playdota.com) have given community members a way to express
their ideas about DotA/DotA 2 and share them with the rest of the community. Some users have even
constructed a fan-base through DotA-related videos, comics, blogs and more. The previous articles helped
identify and compare some of the major DotA community websites. These included: Playdota.com,
Joindota.com, GosuGamers.net, DotAlicious-gaming.com and the DotA 2 Sub-Reddit. This section in particular
is going to focus less on statistics than the other articles within this journal. Part 2D will be more of a discussion
on the current state of user-generated social-media for DotA 2. We are going to discuss how websites like
Facebook, YouTube, PlayDotA, DeviantArt and others are incorporated into DotA 2’s brand identity. We will
also discuss hero-guides which have been an important way for players to express their unique strategies and
share them among the community. At the same time, we will try to understand the effects of misleading hero
guides and the effect they have on the community. Finally, we are going to discuss some case studies about
specific DotA 2 community members. Part 2D will help to understand what forms of social-media have become
prevalent methods of increasing the brand recognition of DotA 2 among newcomers and veterans alike.
Key Words: Social Media, Hero Guides, Facebook, YouTube, DeviantArt. Brand Awareness, Brand Identity
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Introduction
Section 2, Part 2A focused on understanding what
websites in particular are most recognized and utilized
by the DotA 2 community. Part 2B helped us understand
how these websites interact with each other in terms of
user interaction. Part 2C focused on over-all
communication within the DotA community and raised
important implications through the results of multiple
questions from TDEQ.
Part 2D is going to focus on the current state of DotA 2
social-media as well as its history. We will also discuss
how helpful players consider hero-guides to be and
whether or not they’ve ever felt mislead by one.

To begin, lets us consider the popular sources of heroguides. Reliable and moderated sources include
PlayDota.com, JoinDota.com, and DotaFire.com. What
makes these websites reliable is that they are selfmoderated. This means that the community votes on the
integrity of hero-guides and can basically flush bad
guides to the bottom of the database.
Let’s look at the results of Q19 from TDEQ. This
question asked users to state whether they agreed or
disagreed with the following statement: “Do you find
community-submitted hero guides to be helpful?”
The results are shown on Chart 2.23 below:

To do this, we are going to focus on two questions from
TDEQ. These two questions include:
Q19: Do you find community-submitted guides to be
useful? (78%)
Q20: Have you ever felt mislead by a hero-guide?
(49.32%)
We will then cross-analyze the results with the following
questions:
Q2: I have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how
many years?
Q3: I have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3:
(RoC/TFT)
Q14 Do you find that product information mentioned in
the community is helpful?
Q15 Do you participate within the community to get a
better understanding of DotA 2?
To turn this into more of a case-study, we are going to
focus on the work of multiple community members
including TheBloodseeker, CyborgMatt and Wyk.
Finally, we are going to study two recognizable DotA 2
social-media distributors: DotA Cinema and WoDotA.
We are going to discuss how these community icons and
many others have influenced DotA 2’s progression into
the public spot-light.
Discussion
Before we get into anything, let’s break down some
important statistics early so we can at least understand
how new and old users feel about user-made hero
guides. The purpose of these guides is to give a means
of sharing unique strategies among the community.
Where some of them have been recognized as superb
and helpful, others have been considered misleading.
By cross-analyzing the results we can get a better
understanding of what users have been misled by heroguides and the potential effect misleading information
has had on the community. Some of the variables
include experience and communication. We will analyze
how participants who selected they joined communities
to learn about DotA 2 rate the reliability of hero guides.

Chart 2.23: Total Sample response (N=1097) to Q19 from
TDEQ: “Do you find community-submitted hero guides to
be useful?”

As the results show, there is a major agreement rating at
78% (N=856) among the sample and a 22% (N=241)
disagreement rating.
Let’s now take a look at the results of Q20 from TDEQ.
This question asked users the following question: “Have
you ever felt mislead by a hero guide?”
The results are shown on Chart 2.24 below:

Chart 2.24: Total Sample response (N=1097) to Q20 from
TDEQ: “Have you ever felt misled by a hero guide?”

The results show a nearly balanced agreement rating.
49.32% (N=541) of the sample disagreed with the
statement and 50.68% (N=556) agreed with the
statement.
These results suggest that misleading hero guides may
be an issue for the DotA 2 community.
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To understand the effects of misleading DotA 2 hero
guides, let’s generate two conditional samples:
Sample GS: 442 (40%)
Find community-submitted guides to be helpful
Have never felt mislead by a hero guide.
Sample GU: 129 (12%)
Do not find community-submitted guides helpful.
Have felt mislead by a hero guide.

Sample GUO: Guide Unsatisfied Other Title (N=43)
-Do not find community submitted guides to be helpful.
-Have felt mislead by a hero guide.
-Played the original DotA
-Have the most experience playing a title besides DotA.
The results of this cross-analysis are shown below on
Chart 2.25B:

These two conditional samples tell us that the majority of
the sample is satisfied with the current state of
community-submitted hero guides. However, Sample
GU shows us that there is still room for improvement
within this category. To understand this further, we are
going to run four cross-analyses to find out what portion
of the total sample may fall into these two conditional
samples.

Q2/Q3 vs. Q19/20
The first thing we are going to do is see how DotA
experience may act as a variable behind hero guide
misinterpretation.

Chart 2.25B: Sample GSV (N=254) vs. Sample GUO
response (N=43) to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”

To do this, we will run a cross-analysis between Q2: “I
have played DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many
years?” And Q19 “Do you find community-submitted
guides to be helpful?” We will use conditional sample GS
and GU as the independent variables.

The results show that those of them who have under a
year of experience (come from another game) are
generally the most unsatisfied with hero-guides within
their conditional sample.

The results are shown on Chart 2.25A:

In order to test the integrity of the previous study, we will
use reverse conditions.
Sample GUV: Guide Unsatisfied Veterans (N=74)
-Do not find community submitted guides to be helpful.
-Have felt mislead by a hero guide
-Played the original DotA
-Have the most experience with the original DotA.
Sample GSO: Guide Satisfied Other Title (N=151)

Chart 2.25A: Sample GS (N=442) vs. Sample GU (N=129)
response to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played DotA/DotA 2
for approximately how many years?”

-Find community submitted guides to be helpful.
-Have never felt mislead by a hero guide.
-Played the original DotA
-Have the most experience playing a title besides DotA.

The results are pretty much scattered. There are not any
findings that we can implicate through these results.
However, we are forgetting the sub samples we
discussed in section 1D, veterans (V) and new players
(N). We are now going to use two different conditions to
see if the results vary.
Sample GSV: Guide Satisfied Veterans (N=254)
-Find community submitted guides to be helpful.
-Have never felt mislead by a hero guide
-Played the original DotA
-Have the most experience with the original DotA.

Chart 2.25C: Sample GUV (N=71) vs. Sample GSO
response (N=151) to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”
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What these results show is interesting and verifies the
integrity of the previous cross-analyses all together.
Again, we can see a balance between Veteran and
Other Title sample response.
Just for reference, we are now going to compare the
results of Sample’s GUV and GUO. The results are
shown on Chart 2.25D below:

Chart 2.26A: Cross Analysis between Q2 and Q16 from
TDEQ using sample CO (N=288) and DO (N=803) as
variables.
Chart 2.25D: Sample GUV (N=74) vs. Sample GUO
response to Q2 from TDEQ (N=45): “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”

As the results show, the most experienced Veterans who
are unsatisfied fall within 5-10 years of experience where
GUO falls within 0-4 years

These results show no difference between the two
conditional variables. Now let’s run a cross-analysis with
Q14 and Q16. Q14 from TDEQ asked participants “Do
you find that product information mentioned in the
community is helpful?” The results can be found on chart
2.25B below:

With the expansion of DotA 2 into the public spot-light
and the frequency of new (and possibly uneducated)
hero-guides sprouting among the internet, it is possible
that there may need to be more authority behind hero
guides due to a small (~12%) dissatisfaction among the
veteran and new community alike. We cannot trace any
correlation between DotA experience and hero guide
dissatisfaction.

Q19/20 vs. Q14/15
We are now going to look for another variable in heroguide dissatisfaction: Communication. Do those who
participate more often in an online community have a
better understanding of what makes a reliable hero
guide?
Let’s start by collecting our two conditional samples from
Part 2C. Samples CO (Communicate often) and DO (Do
not communicate often). The conditions for these
samples are listed as follows:
Sample CO=288 (26%)
-Communicate often with other DotA 2 community
members.
Sample DO=803 (74%)
-Do not communicate often with other DotA 2 community
members.
First, let’s see what portion of our two sub-samples find
community-submitted guides to be unhelpful and
misleading. We will cross-analyze these sub-samples
with Q19. The results are shown on Chart 2.26A:
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Chart 2.26B: Sample Info Helpful (N=938) vs. Sample Info
Not Helpful response (N=152) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you
find community-submitted hero guides to be helpful?”

For the two conditional variables, Info Helpful (N=938)
includes participants who find product information on
websites helpful. Info Not Helpful (N=152) includes
participants who do not find product information on
websites helpful. As you can see, despite the sample
size difference, those who find product information on
websites helpful are more likely to find hero guides to be
helpful than the opposite condition.

The DotA Experiment
This leads me to believe that the educational integrity of
a web-site is parallel with its ability to provide reliable
hero-guides.
To verify this, let’s run the same cross-analysis with
Q20, “Have you ever felt misled by a hero-guide?” Chart
2.26C below shows the results:

Chart 2.26D: Sample PTU (N=690) vs. Sample NTU (N=401)
response to Q19 from TDEQ: “Do you find communitysubmitted hero guides to be helpful?”

To verify the implication addressed in the last paragraph,
let’s run the same cross-analysis with Q20, “Have you
ever felt misled by a hero-guide?” Chart 2.26E below
shows the results:
Chart 2.26C: Sample Info Helpful (N=938) vs. Sample Info
Not Helpful response (N=152) to Q20 from TDEQ: “Have
you ever felt misled by a hero-guide?”

Despite the difference in sample size, those who find the
product information on websites to be helpful have less
of a chance of feeling misled by a hero-guide.
This leads me to my next hypothesis: “The integrity of a
web-site is parallel with its ability to teach a community.”
Next, let’s do the same cross-analyses with Q15: “Do
you participate within the community to get a better
understanding of DotA 2?” We will first cross-analyze
two conditional samples with Q19. These results should
let us know if those who visit the communities to
understand DotA 2 find the hero guides to be more
helpful.
The conditional samples for the next two studies are
listed as follows:
Sample PTU: Participate to Understand (N=690)
Sample NTU: Do not Participate to Understand (N=401)
The cross-analysis with these two conditional samples
and Q19 can be found on Chart 2.26D in the next
column.
Those who visit these community websites to learn and
understand more about DotA 2 usually find the heroguides more helpful than those who go there, let’s say,
to critique the guides.
This leads me to believe that the integrity of a website
with the intention of teaching a community is more likely
to have a community that’s willing to learn and submit
better hero-guides.
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Chart 2.26E: Sample PTU (N=690) vs. Sample NTU (N=401)
response to Q20 from TDEQ: “Have you ever felt misled by
a hero-guide?”

The results show the smallest difference between
sample PTU (N=690) and NTU (401). The results show
that those who participate in these communities to
understand more about DotA 2 are less likely to be
misled by a hero-guide than those who do not participate
in the communities to understand more about DotA 2.
Remember that the difference in sample size for all of
the previous studies is because we are only analyzing a
sample associated with 12% of our total sample. We are
simply looking for variables behind the 12% community
dissatisfaction with hero-guides.
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Moving on…

Case Study: TheBloodseeker

Now we are going to shift far away from statistics and
discuss the topic explained in the introduction: Socialmedia. Social-media has always played a huge role in
DotA 2’s brand identity, about as much as Social
Networking. The two really go hand in hand.

Next we are going to form a case-study based on the
community involvement of one member in particular:
TheBloodseeker. TBS represents your veteran DotA 2
social-media content developer. His work is funny,
classic and original.

Let’s look back at what was perhaps one of the greatest
pieces of social-media for the expansion of DotA brand
awareness. In 2006, singer, producer and DJ Jonas
“Basshunter” Altberg released a track named DotA. The
track became so popular that it reached the top charts in
2006 in Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and the
U.S. (see chart below)

We will look at some of TheBloodseeker’s work and
discuss why it helps the community, why it might not
help the community and what makes his brand so
unique.

Basshunter (LOL) Chart (2006)

Peak
position
[1]

Finland Albums Top 40

4

Norway Albums Top 40

19

[2]

First: They let the DotA 2 community know that they are
not the only ones who experience this sort of situation.

[3]

Sweden Albums Top 60

5

Denmark Albums Top 40

3

U.S. Billboard Dance/Electronic Albums

24

TheBloodseeker is most well-known for his “Rage
Comics” portfolio. These comics portray different ingame scenarios that make most players want to break
their keyboards. The following comic is one of his most
popular creations. The comic itself generated a meme of
its own. Let’s discuss two affects TBS’s “Rage Comics”
might have on a new DotA 2 community member.

Second: They help new players understand what not to
do in a game of DotA 2.

[4]
[5]

The song was a hit which content-wise, spoke directly to
the DotA community. DotA became hot, the acronym
clicked, people danced to it, DJ’s remixed it and the
brand identity, image and recognition of DotA was
enhanced to levels many indie developers could only
dream of. Basshunter set the standard for DotA socialmedia very high.
Next, we are going to discuss the different platforms that
DotA 2 social-media is found on and how it is distributed
through them. We will list some of these websites and
give each a brief description.
1) PlayDota.com- The official DotA website that hosts
digital content including videos, artwork, comics and
more. The community may vote on uploaded material
and submit their own.
2) Youtube.com- Perhaps the most well-known video
streaming website. Numerous DotA-related video
producers use YouTube for distribution. These include
DotaCinema, WoDota and many more.
3) Reddit.com- Defined earlier as perhaps the most
accessible and user-friendly DotA website. Users can
submit media and vote on uploaded content.
4) DeviantArt.com- A portal for hosting amazing artwork
created by DotA fans. This artwork is usually of
extremely high quality and is distributed often by
moderators to the public.
5) Facebook.com- Numerous DotA-related fan pages
have been started through Facebook and their fan-base
is always increasing. Facebook’s an easy portal to share
content with a massive audience.
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Case Study: CyborgMatt

Community Spotlight

TheBloodseeker
How do your rage comics relate to
your thoughts or feelings about
the DotA community?

Next, we are going to discuss another popular
community icon named CyborgMatt.
CyborgMatt has generated an audience solely on his
ability to break down every DotA 2 update to the roots.
His blog has become the reliable source to understand
what new content has been incorporated into each DotA
2 patch.
For example, he may post a list of unreleased
cosmetics, hero portraits, hero quotes, hints towards
future content and more. The most important aspect of
his blog is that it is trusted. It’s organized without the
bells and whistles, and shows visitors exactly what they
expect.

The DotA Community has two faces.
Once face is the avid learner getting
excited by trying new things and
asking for help. The other is a
grumpy old man; mad at the world
for being mediocre and slapping kids
for being puerile.

Cyborgmatt has also constructed numerous user-friendly
guides to help community members create their own
DotA 2 social-media. He released one guide to teach
others how to view and manipulate the DotA 2 hero
models through Alien Swarm SDK. He has also released
a guide on how to upload DotA 2 hero-models into
Source Film-Maker. This encourages creativity and
social-media output of the DotA 2 community

The DotA community is the most
sour and distrusting community I’ve
ever experienced, willing to insult
you the minute you do something
wrong, and yet I love it.
Apparently a game where you win
based on the chance your team is
not completely incompetent is a hard
game to win

CyborgMatt’s growth as an independent blog developer
into one of the most trusted names in the DotA
community is what makes his work so remarkable. Like
TheBloodseeker, he has built his brand around a specific
DotA 2 icon (Nature’s Prophet) which easily associates
his work with DotA 2.

My rages have nothing in reflection
to the DotA community. They are
based on real events within a DotA
game, none are actually made up. In
fact, if you read all the comments,
you will find some are replies from
players in those games getting mad I
drew a comic about them.

Thus far, TBS’s “Rage Comics” portfolio has over 65,000
hits on his PlayDota.com thread alone. The most
important thing about TBS’s work is that it’s not only
hilarious, but it’s educational for the new DotA 2
community.
Another way TheBloodseeker interacts with his audience
is through his YouTube page. As of now, he’s generated
an audience on 91 subscribers with 32,059 video hits
total. Unlike his rage portfolio, his YouTube is not
specifically geared towards DotA. However, it still utilizes
the DotA 2-related brand he has associated with his
work.
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CyborgMatt’s content helps the DotA 2 community stay
up-to-date with the latest content released by Valve. He
has also created a set of guides to encourage the
development of new DotA 2 social-media. His blog is a
trusted source that fits directly with the DotA 2 brand- it’s
cool, simple, and original with an edge. These are the
potential elements that make DotA 2 social-media so
successful.
Like TheBloodseeker, CyborgMatt represents the typical
DotA player.

The DotA Experiment
Case Study: Wyk

Case Study: WoDotA

Now that we know a lot about how community members
get involved with DotA 2 social-media, let’s discuss who
spreads it to the greater DotA 2 community: The leaders.
Using Wyk as an example, we will discuss how he uses
Facebook to share beautiful fan-made content with the
rest of the community. Wyk’s Facebook fan-page
includes plenty of his original artwork. Whenever a new
hero is released, he posts a uniform portrait for his fans
to download. Here’s his most recent portrait for Templar
Assassin:

There are dozens
more of these images
uploaded by Wyk
which include not only
hero portraits, but item
portraits as well. His
ability to generate
brand interest and
awareness through
these windows is what
makes his methods so
prevalent. Wyk also
distributes high-quality
fan-made content
through his Facebook
page:

Wyk is a trusted leader
who has a deep history
with the DotA/DotA 2
community. He relates
to the veteran
community while
consistently attracting
new players through his
online distribution of
DotA 2 social-media.

Wyk’s brand stays consistent with the previous
examples. It’s cool, simple, and original with an edge.
Most importantly, it’s reliable. Outside of Facebook, he
also has a personal blog where users can find his insight
on DotA 2 updates as well as popular DotA 2 news
stories. He also has a YouTube channel that shares the
same characteristics.
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WoDotA caters to the classic DotA community. It’s
extremely popular for many reasons and represents the
powerful brand image that DotA has built for itself.
What WoDotA offers is an international showcase of
weekly user-submitted content. The content may include
‘best plays’ or ‘funniest moments’. There’s a top-10
biggest plays video every week which shows the website
has been dedicated to its craft for a long time.
One of the other things that make WoDotA so appealing
is that it caters to an international audience. The videos
it displays may come from a US, European or Chinese
player. It embraces every culture which is another
important aspect of the DotA brand. WoDotA has
recently extended its brand to DotA 2, which should
bring in a whole new group of viewers.

Case Study: DotACinema

Contrary to WoDotA, DotACinema caters towards the
DotA 2 community as a whole. It distributes content
through many windows including DotaCinema.com,
Facebook, YouTube and PlayDota.com.
The website itself hosts user-generated content like
funny videos or epic moments. DotACinema also creates
its own DotA 2 social-media. These productions may
include short and concise hero guides, DotA 2 cosmetic
showcases and much more.
As discussed in the first part of this article, hero guide
reliability seems to be an issue. What DotACinema does
is it boils the hero-guide complexities down to the basics
and offers the community a very simple DotA 2 hero
guide in video format.
Like the other examples, DotACinema carries the same
brand image shared by the most successful DotA 2
social-media producers. It’s DotA-related, cool, simple
and original. DotACinema connects with new and
veteran players alike and encourages creativity
throughout the greater DotA 2 community.
These two websites help generate social-media and
bring brand awareness to the greater gaming
community.
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Results
Section 2, Part 2D discussed the importance of heroguide reliability and how DotA 2 social-media affects the
community. For hero guides, we came to the conclusion
that with the expansion of DotA 2 into the public spotlight and the frequency of new players joining the DotA 2
community every day, it is possible that there may need
to be more authority behind hero guide distribution due
to small (~ 12%) dissatisfaction among the veteran and
new community alike.
We also noted that websites like DotACinema.com host
reliable hero-guides in a concise and helpful manner
without giving out too much information.
Furthermore, we learned that players who visit DotA
community websites to learn or to understand more
about DotA 2 are usually more satisfied with hero
guides.
The results of the statistics shed light on a new
hypothesis: The integrity of a website with the intention
of teaching a community is more likely to have a
community that’s willing to learn and submit better
content. This hypothesis challenges websites with nonmoderated content, which could be considered
misleading.
Finally, we discussed the work of DotA 2 social-media
producers and how it affects the greater DotA 2
community. The case studies within this article include:
TheBloodseeker, CyborgMatt, Wyk, WoDotA and
DotACinema.
Implications
There are quite a few implications that can be derived
from this article which are listed as follows:
1. There’s a ~12% sample dissatisfaction with the
current state of hero-guides.
2. Those who visit DotA community websites for the
sake of understanding more about DotA 2 are more
likely to be satisfied with hero guides than those who do
not.
3. The integrity of a community website with the intention
of teaching its members is likely to have a community
that’s willing to learn and submit better content.
4. The integrity of a web-site is parallel with its ability to
teach a community.
5. Successful DotA social-media producers share some
important qualities: They connect with the DotA brand in
a cool, simple, original, universally appealing and edgy
manner.
Potential Errors
1. There was no question in The DotA Experiment
Community Analysis that addressed the frequency of
DotA experience over the years of plotted experience.
For example, some players who put 5 years may have
accumulated over 2,000 hours of DotA play-time, while
another may have accumulated only 200 hours.
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2. TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this
study out at an international level may yield different
results.
Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how the much wider ‘new’ community
feels about the integrity of educational social-media.
In addition, it would be great to track the hits recorded by
websites like CyborgMatt’s blog, DotACinema, and
PlayDota.com once DotA 2 reaches public access.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Part 1D helped us to understand how the
sample studied throughout this journal perceives
educational social-media like hero-guides. We discussed
how community members with a willingness to learn
generally feel less misled by hero guides and find them
more useful. We considered that this may be attributed
to their experience in understanding the do’s and don’ts
of DotA 2, meaning they will know a good guide when
they see one. We found out that ~12% of our sample is
unsatisfied with the current state of hero-guide
moderation. Though the margin is small, there is at least
room for improvement.
Furthermore, we discussed how the integrity and
moderation of a DotA community website can foster a
community with a willingness to learn. In other words, a
website that is well moderate usually grants a more
satisfied community than a website with unreliable, unmoderated content. Though this may seem obvious, it
may be a reason behind the small margin of participants
within the sample who are totally dissatisfied with the
hero-guide system.
We addressed five case studies analyzing different
contributors of DotA social-media. We first analyzed the
work of TheBloodseeker, CyborgMatt and Wyk. We then
discussed how websites like WoDota.com and
DotACinema.com get the community involved in the
DotA 2 brand. We came to the conclusion that
successful DotA 2 social-media producers share some
important qualities: They connect with the DotA brand in
a cool, simple, original, universally appealing and edgy
manner.
Some important things that were not mentioned in this
article include the user Kunkka’s artwork. He has
contributed so much beautiful art over the years that a
hero was named after him. Also, Valve’s digital comic
“Are We Heroes Yet? Tales From the Secret Shop” and
the DotA 2 trailer were great ways to introduce the
community to a brave new DotA world.
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Anonymous:

“Matchmaking in Dota 2 needs to be fixed.
For the casual gamer it is extremely hard to get to the mid-high
brackets without a team of 5 dependable players,
as once you start consistently winning you usually
start vsing teams of 5.
In the lower bracket you are often paired with someone who
has never played before and often these games
are less about teamwork- but whos new player feeds
less or who's new player knows more about the game.
Even in the mid to high brackets new players who are lucky
and win 4-5 games in a row get paired in this bracket and consequently
can ruin the game for others.
I suggest that they add hidden matchmaking or the selection to play
matchmaking based on how many games you have played
ie 50 Games -100 bracket 100 -150 games bracket, 150 -200 games bracket.
It seriously, grinds my gears.”
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Abstract
In Section 2 we discussed how the DotA community interacts online. We developed some important implications
that can be further analyzed through Section 3. This section is going to focus on how the DotA 2 community
interacts with each other in-game, rather than through online community websites. Part 3A is going to address a
hypothesis shared in Section 2, Part 2C. This hypothesis questioned how the DotA 2 community rates
themselves compared to others through a variety of subjects. We found that the samples in this study rated
themselves as friendlier, and less likely to engage in disrespectful behavior, than a random team-mate. Section
3, Part 3A is going to try to study how TDEQ participants rated themselves compared to random team mates in
terms of skill. We will run some cross-analyses between player experience and their self-proclaimed skill ratings.
Our goal is to find out why players doubt the skill of a random team mate and how this might have an effect on
their in-game experience. One finding in this article suggests that DotA 2 players generally rate their personal
skill to be higher than that of a random team-mate’s. We also discovered that player satisfaction with the DotA
community is correlated with satisfaction with the match-making system. By the end of this article we will
address some implications that can help to develop ways to improve community satisfaction. The results of this
study can help improve the hypothesis discussed earlier and raise new questions that can be studied throughout
the following articles.
Key Words: Skill-Ratings, Friendliness Ratings, Skill-Ratings, Satisfaction, Experience
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Introduction
Where Section 2 focused on online community
interaction through DotA community websites, Section 3
is going to focus on online community interaction
through DotA 2 itself. We are going to try and find
correlations between the results of this section and the
results of Section 2. To do this, we are going to address
some of the topics previously discussed but within the
realm of DotA 2 itself.

The results show a mean value of (s=6.91) which shows
that the community generally rates their skill-level at
about 7/10 (though 6.91 would be the exact rating).
Let’s see how the results of Q27 compare to how the
sample rated the skill of a random team mate. To do
this, we can study the results of Q28 from TDEQ. (Chart
3.2)

Part 3A is going to focus on how players rate their skill
levels compared to that of a random team mate. If the
results of this show evidence of community distrust, we
can move along with our hypothesis from Part 2C and
attempt to understand why this might be. We will also
discuss how internal community trust could be improved
and the affects distrust has on the community as a
whole. Furthermore, we will look for links between
Veteran (V) community distrust and that of the greater
sample.
These two questions will be addressed often throughout
this article and are listed as follows:
Q27: As a player, how would you rate yourself compared
to others in terms of skill? (s=6.91)
Q28: On average, how would you rate the skill of a
random team-mate? (s=5.03)
The results of this article should provide a useful set of
implications that can be used to promote collaboration in
the DotA 2 community. We will look towards variables
like satisfaction with the match-making system, player
experience and their satisfaction with the DotA
community.

Discussion
The first part of this study is going to look at how players
rated their skill on a Likert scale (1-10) compared to that
of a random team-mate.
To begin, let’s look at the results of Q27 from TDEQ.
(Chart 3.1)

Chart 3.2: Sample response (N=1100) to Q28 from TDEQ:
“On average, how would you rate the skill of a random
team-mate?”

The results show a mean value of (s=5.03) which shows
that the community generally rates the skill of a random
team-mate around 5/10 (though 5.03 would be the exact
rating). Compared with the results from Q27, these
results provide us with a reason to believe that the DotA
2 community generally rates their skill level above that of
a random team mate.
Remember that we found the exact same negative
correlation between player self-friendliness ratings and
self-disrespectful behavior ratings. We now have a total
of three studies that promote the suggested hypothesis:
“There is a trust issue within the DotA 2 community.”
The next thing we are going to do is draw back on a
conditional sample we addressed in Section 2. This subsample represented what we considered the veteran (V)
DotA 2 community. The conditions behind this sample
were as follows:
Sample V:

Chart 3.1: Sample response (N=1100) to Q27 from TDEQ:
“As a player, how would you rate yourself compared to
others in terms of skill?”
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-Have played the original DotA
-Have the most experience playing the
original DotA
-Have played DotA for over a year.

What we are going to do is compare Sample V’s
response to Q27/28 with the total sample. What we are
looking for is to see if the V community generally rates
themselves as more skilled than the rest of the
community. This would make sense. As we discussed in
Section 2, the more DotA you play the more skilled you
become. To confirm this, let’s discuss the results of the
cross-analysis located on Chart 3.3A.

The DotA Experiment

Chart 3.3A: Sample V response (N=624) vs. to Total
Sample response (1100) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player,
how would you rate yourself compared to others in terms
of skill?”

As expected, users in sample V usually rate themselves
as more experienced than the total sample. We found
that sample V had a mean rating of (s=7.31). Though
this value is not much compared to the mean rating of
the total sample (s=6.91), we can understand how much
of the total sample’s high ratings come from sample V.

Chart 3.4A: Sample response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ:
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making
system?”

The results show that 59.25% (N=647) of our sample are
satisfied with the match-making system and 40.75%
(N=445) are not. What we are going to do now is try to
find a link between match-making satisfaction and skillrating of a random team mate. Chart 3.4B shows the
results of this cross-analysis.

Next, let’s cross-analyze the results of sample V and
how they compare with the total sample for Q28. What
we should find is the exact opposite of Chart 3.3. The
results can be found on Chart 3.3B.

Chart 3.4B: Satisfied response (N=643) compared to total
response (442) to Q28 from TDEQ: “How would you rate
the skill of a random team-mate?”

Chart 3.3B: Veteran response (N=622) compared to total
response (1100) to Q28 from TDEQ: “How would you rate
the skill of a random team-mate?”

The results show that the Veteran community actually
rates the skill-level of a random team mate to be higher
(s=5.24) than the total sample. Remember that the total
sample rated the skill of a random team mate at
(s=5.03). We can see from these results that the Veteran
community generally rates their skill, and the skill of a
random team mate to be higher than the total sample as
a whole.
We are going to look at our total sample’s satisfaction
with the DotA 2 matchmaking system. The results can
be found on chart 3.4A.
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The results show a negative correlation between the
Satisfied and Unsatisfied conditional samples. What this
means that those who are unsatisfied with the DotA 2
matchmaking system are generally more likely to doubt
the skill of a random team mate. Those who are satisfied
with the DotA 2 matchmaking system are more likely to
trust the skill of a random team mate. The results hint
towards the implication that players who are dissatisfied
with the DotA 2 matchmaking system are likely to doubt
the skill level of a random team mate.
We are going to do now is compare sample V’s
response with the total sample response. If we discover
that sample V is generally more satisfied with the DotA 2
matchmaking system than the total sample, we can infer
that experience has a lot to do a player’s satisfaction
with the DotA 2 matchmaking system. Chart 3.4C shows
the results of this analysis.

The DotA Experiment
to the total sample. Next, we will compare the responses
of samples VO and V. Chart 3.5B shows the results.

Chart 3.4C: Sample V response (N=616) compared with
total sample response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are
you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

The results of this graph show that more of Sample V is
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system than the
total sample. Though the difference is by a small margin,
we can at least appreciate how much of the total sample
who answered ‘Yes’ come from sample V (N=373).
These results are similar to what we saw on Chart 3.3B.
(P.75)
We are now going to run the same cross-analysis with a
sample that shares the same conditions as sample V,
but has the most experience playing another title (VO).
We will trace the results along Q24, Q27 and Q28. Let’s
begin by analyzing how much of this sample VO is
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system
compared to the total sample. Chart 3.5A shows the
results.

Chart 3.5B: Sample VO response (N=246) compared with
sample V response (N=616) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are you
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

The results show that conditional sample V is more likely
to be satisfied with the match-making system than those
from conditional sample VO.
Next, we will cross analyze sample VO with Q27. This
will let us know how highly players who have the most
experience playing another game besides DotA rate
their skill level. Chart 3.6A shows the results.

Chart 3.6A: Sample VO response (N=248) compared with
total response (N=1100) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player,
how would you rate yourself compared to others in terms
of skill?”

Chart 3.5A: Sample VO response (N=246) compared with
total response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are you
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

These results show that sample VO, who has the most
experience playing HoN/LoL/DotA 2, is generally less
satisfied with the DotA 2 matchmaking system compared
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The results show that sample VO generally rates itself
less skilled (s=6.69) compared to the total sample
(s=6.91) by a small margin. By looking at Chart 3.3A
(P.75), we can notice that sample V also rates itself as
more skilled (s=7.31) than sample VO (s=6.69). This
improves the integrity of our sample V analysis and
shows that veteran players are generally more skilled
than those with more experience with another title.
Remember that in section 2 we found a correlation
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between sample V and high win-rate and the reverse for
players from sample VO (P.29).

Let’s begin by using two other sub-samples from Part
2C. These conditional variables included:

Next, we will cross analyze sample VO with Q28. This
will let us know how highly those players who have the
most experience playing another game besides DotA
rate the skill level of a random team mate. The results
are shown on Chart 3.6B.

Sample S: (Satisfied with the DotA 2 Community):
N=687
Sample NS: (Not Satisfied with the DotA 2 Community):
NS= 410
First, let’s cross-analyze those two conditional variables
with Q24 from TDEQ. This way we can see if those from
Sample S are more satisfied with the match-making
system than Sample NS, or vice-versa. The results are
shown on Chart 3.7A.

Chart 3.6B: Sample VO response (N=249) compared with
total response (N=1101) to Q28 from TDEQ: “On average,
how would you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”

From what these results can tell us, sample VO
generally ranks the skill level of a random team-mate to
be lower (s=4.95) than the average (s=5.03) by a very
small margin. As we can also see by looking at Chart
3.3B, Sample VO generally rates the skill level of a
random team mate to be lower than Sample V (5.24).
Like the results from match-making satisfaction (Chart
3.5B), we can derive an implication from these results:
Veteran DotA players generally rank their skill, and the
skill of a random team mate to be higher than those who
are most experienced with another title.
Notice that the spread between the VO averages for
Q27/28 is 1.68 whereas the spread between the sample
V averages for Q27/28 is 2.07. This tells us that sample
V generally has less trust in a random team-mate’s skill
compared to their own than sample VO by a small (.39)
margin.

Chart 3.7A: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS response (NS=410) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are
you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

The results show that participants who responded that
they are satisfied with the DotA 2 community are more
likely to be satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making
system. The opposite can be said for those in Sample
NS.
By cross-analyzing these two conditional samples with
Q28, we can understand how Satisfied and Unsatisfied
participants rate themselves and others in terms of skill.
The results of this analysis can be found on Chart 3.7B.

Let’s examine our final variable which is satisfaction with
the DotA community. If we look back at Section 2, Part
2C, we can study Chart 2.16A (P.55) which shows the
total sample (N=1097) response to Q18 from TDEQ:
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 community?”
The results of this chart showed us that there was a
62.63% (N=687) agreement with the question and a
37.37% (N=410) disagreement. What we can do now is
use these results to understand how satisfaction with the
DotA community may play a part in self skill-ratings and
the skill-ratings of a random team-mate.
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Chart 3.7B: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS (NS=410) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player, how
would you rate yourself compared to others in terms of
skill?”
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We will now introduce two new conditional samples:
Sample SM: Those who are satisfied with match-making
and the DotA 2 community. (N=456)
Sample UM: Those who are unsatisfied with matchmaking and the DotA 2 community. (N=220)
The results of the analysis using the two new conditional
samples can be found on Chart 3.7C:

Chart 3.7E: SM response (N=456) compared with Sample
UM (NS=220) to Q27 from TDEQ: “On average, how would
you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”

Chart 3.7C: Sample SM (N=456) vs. Sample UM (NS=220)
response to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player, how would you
rate yourself compared to others in terms of skill?”

The results from Chart’s 3.7B and 3.7C show that
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the DotA 2 community
and/or matchmaking system has a minor effect on a
player’s perception of their own skill. The results show
that the majority of our sample who are dissatisfied with
the match-making system and/or DotA 2 community
typically rated their skill to be higher than the average
response. (s=6.91) Those who are the most satisfied
with the match-making system and/or DotA 2 community
generally rate themselves around the average response.
By cross-analyzing these two conditions with Q29, we
can understand how highly Satisfied/Unsatisfied
participants rate the skill level of random team-mate. The
results of this analysis can be found on Chart 3.7D.
Directly following this chart will be cross-analysis with
our two new conditional samples (SM/UM) on Chart
3.7E.

The results from Chart’s 3.7D and 3.7E show a
significant trend. Put simply, participants who are
dissatisfied with the DotA community and/or matchmaking system typically rate the skill of a random teammate to be lower than players who are satisfied with both
the community and/or matchmaking system. Therefore,
player dissatisfaction is directly correlated with lower skill
ratings for random team mates, and a higher skill rating
for themselves.
Results
The results of this article shed light on some important
reasons behind sample perception of their own skill and
the skill of random team mates. This analysis is
important because a player’s confidence in their teammates from the get-go is an affect that can shape their
in-game experience.
The first thing we learned was that the veteran
community typically rates their skill, and the skill of a
random team mate to be higher than the total sample.
To test that, we discovered that veteran players are
more likely to be satisfied with the match-making system
than those who are most experienced in HoN/LoL/DotA
2. In addition, we learned that players who are
dissatisfied with the DotA 2 matchmaking system are
more likely to doubt the skill level of a random team
mate and rate their personal skill to be higher than the
average response.
To understand these results, we looked back on Section
1, Part 1D where we discovered that veteran players are
generally more skilled than those with more experience
in another title (1.13C). We found a trend here that we
adressed throughout the study. After testing this trend,
we discovered that veteran DotA players generally rank
their skill, and the skill of a random team mate to be
higher than those who are most experienced with
another title. We also found that sample V generally has
less trust in a random team mates skill compared to their
own skill than sample VO by a very small (.39) margin.

Chart 3.7D: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS (NS=410) to Q27 from TDEQ: “On average, how
would you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”
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Next, we looked for connections between player
satisfaction with the community and match-making
system, combined with their previous experience. First
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we found out that those who are more satisfied with the
DotA community are more likely to be satisfied with the
match-making system.
To understand how player satisfaction influences skillratings, we compared two conditional samples with the
results of Q27 (Chart 3.6A, P.66) and Q28 (Chart 3.6B,
P.67) from TDEQ. We used the conditional samples
developed in Section 2 (S/US) and two new conditional
variables (SM/UM). We came across an important
finding that participants who are dissatisfied with the
DotA community and/or match-making system typically
rate the skill of a random team-mate to be lower and
their own skill to be higher than those who are satisfied
with the DotA 2 community and/or match-making
system.
Implications
There are some important implications that can be
drawn from this article:
1. The total sample generally rates their personal
skill to be higher than random team-mates.
2. Veteran players are generally more skilled than
those with more experience with another title.
3. Players with more experience in another title
typically rate their skill and the skill of a random
team mate to be lower than the total sample.
4. Participants who are dissatisfied with the DotA 2
matchmaking system are more likely to rate the
skill of a random team-mate to be lower.
5. Veteran players are more likely to be satisfied
with the match-making system than those who
are most experienced in HoN/LoL/DotA 2.
6. Veteran players generally rate their personal
skill to be higher than a random team-mates
than sample VO by a very small (.39) margin.
7. Satisfaction with the DotA community is
correlated with satisfaction with the matchmaking system.
8. Satisfaction with the DotA 2 community and/or
matchmaking system has no correlation with
perception of personal skill compared to that of a
random team-mate.
9. Dissatisfaction with the DotA 2 community
and/or matchmaking system is correlated with a
higher perception of personal skill, and a lower
perception of the skill of a random team-mate.

Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, revising the
survey in different languages could yield a sample from
a wider audience. No other potential errors were noticed
within the study.
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DOOMSHEEP
What’s your opinion about trust,
distrust, teamwork and anger
within a game of DotA 2?
I imagine you could be top level
team with nothing but good
teamwork. It’s not something people
are doing very well. There’s a very
small amount of things you can do
alone compared to those you can do
with your team. It’s just a lot of
unexplored stuff to the point where
even knowing the basics would be
more important than a huge amount
of knowledge on other areas.
Lack of coordination is making
advance on other areas pointless
because it’s so far behind.
Strategy wise it [DotA 2] is too
difficult. Players don’t have
understanding of it so they can’t talk
about it. And because of that they
can’t even talk about the obvious
areas very well. They will ignore
things like having a simple number
advantage over enemies (i.e.
attacking 3 guys with 5) because
they don’t know how to deal with a
carry that’s farming some other
lane or something. So, they just
stress about that and fail to do
anything. This happens a lot
For people to get mad about games
they need to be in a position where
they can’t do anything- but are
expected to.

Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
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2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how the much wider ‘new’ community
feels about their personal skill and/or the skill of a
random team mate as well as their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the community and/or DotA 2
matchmaking system.
In addition, it would be great to collect data on how
players rated their skill level when they first opened DotA
The options included Beginner, Advanced and Expert.
Cross-analyzing the variable of self-proclaimed
experience with the questions used in this study could
help us understand our sample even more.
Conclusion
Section 3, Part 3A allowed us to build upon the results
found in Section 2. We were able to understand more
about the veteran community (V) and how they compare
to participants who have more experience with another
title. For sample V, we have accumulated enough data
to suggest that they are typically more skilled (have a
higher win-rate), are more satisfied with the DotA 2
match-making system, and rate their skill to be higher
than that of a random team mate. By combining the
results of Section 1 and Section 2, we developed the
implication that Veteran players are generally more
skilled than those with more experience in another title.
This supports the hypothesis that the more DotA you
play, the better you get- as opposed to the stigma that
you cannot get better at DotA.
We learned that those who are less familiar with DotA
than sample V are more likely to be dissatisfied with the
DotA 2 matchmaking system. We also learned about
how satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the DotA 2
community and/or match-making system correlates with
a player’s perception of their own skill, and the skill of a
random team-mate.
Finally, the results improved the hypothesis that there is
a lack of trust within the DotA 2 community.
The results of this article touched on some important
reasons behind sample perception of their own skill and
the skill of random team mates. This analysis is
important because a player’s confidence in their teammates from the get-go is a quality that shapes their ingame experience. By finding ways to gather more trust
in the match-making system and DotA community in
general, the community could shift to become more
trusting of their allies. Distrust can lead to trolling,
flaming, griefing or racism – the effects of which were
discussed in Section 2, Part 2C (P.53).
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Abstract
In Section 2 we discussed how the DotA community interacts online. We developed some important implications
that can be further analyzed through Section 3. Part 3A focused in on how players of different experience levels
ranked themselves in terms of skill. We found that those who are less satisfied with the DotA 2 community and
matchmaking system are more likely to doubt the skill of a random team mate. Section 3, Part 3B is going to
focus on how our sample views the importance of team composition and pre-defined hero roles. We will try to
understand what role is enjoyed by the majority of the sample and why. We are going to look for connections
between thoughts on team composition and DotA experience, and favorite hero roles and communication. Our
goal is to understand what variables affect our sample’s perception on the importance of team composition. For
example, perhaps those who find team composition to be important also communicate often between team
mates. Or, perhaps players from another title typically view team composition as less important. Some of the
findings within this article suggest that those who find team composition to be very important typically find predefined hero roles to be more important. Branching off of the results of Part 3A, we found that those who are
more unsatisfied with the balance of DotA 2 heroes are most likely to doubt the skill-level of a random team
mate. The results of Part 3B will provide some important implications that can be used in the articles following
this study.
Key Words: Hero Card System, Team Composition, Pre-Defined Hero Roles, Hero Balance, Skill-Ratings, Satisfaction,
Win-rate
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Introduction
The importance of team composition itself is
questionable. For one, how exactly are players
supposed to construct a good team in a public game
when they only have 1 minute and 30 seconds to pick a
hero before the game starts? If a team does not know
each other than you would think that they might have a
difficult time communicating, not to mention picking a
well-constructed team.
Section 3, part 3B is going to focus in on what variables
effect our sample’s perception on the importance in team
composition. We are also going to look at how are
sample perceives the viability of the Hero Card System
(HCS) introduced in Section 6. We will also look at how
this perception of the HCS relates to a players
perception on team composition. Moreover, we will
discuss how players feel about pre-defined hero roles
before moving into Parts 3C and 3D.

Discussion
Section 6 discusses how the HCS is a simple way for
players to quickly understand the roles served by each
DotA 2 hero. We already discovered through Section 6,
Part V1 that out of a 45-game sample, 30 games were
won by the team with the highest Total Star Rating
(TSR). We will keep this statistic in mind while moving
through Part 3B.
First, we are going to gather our statistics from Q33 from
TDEQ to understand how the total sample views the
significance of the HCS. The results are shown on Chart
3.8A.

We are also going to study the hero roles our sample
believes are the most important, and what role they
enjoy playing the most.
The questions we will be studying from TDEQ include:
Q33. How useful do you find the “Hero Cards” on the
hero selection screen to be? (s=3.93)
Q34. Team composition (hero picks) is an important
factor in a game of DotA 2? (s=9.30)
Q35. Pre-defined hero roles are important in DotA 2
(s=6.58)
Q36. On average, which of these hero roles do you find
to be the most important?
Q37. On average, what hero role do you enjoy playing
the most?
Q42. How satisfied are you with the over-all balance of
DotA 2 heroes? (s= 8.42)
We will cross-analyze these questions to understand
how certain variables may have an effect on the results
from the total sample. The cross-analyses include:
Q33 and Q34
Q33 and Q36
Q34 and Q35
Q34 and Q2
Q34 and Q8
Q34 and Q22
Q35 and Q36
Q35 and Q37
Q35 and Q15
Q44 and Q28
Thus far, the variables we will be studying include
communication, experience, win-rate, the importance
and preference of hero-roles. To begin, we will start by
introducing the HCS and the benefits it offers on the
hero selection screen. To understand more about the
HCS, read Section 6. Next, we will move into team
composition and how our sample views its importance.
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Chart 3.8A: Sample response (N=1103) to Q33 from TDEQ:
“How useful do you find the “Hero Cards” on the hero
selection screen to be?”

These results show that nearly 30% of our sample
(N=324) thought the HCS was Not Very Useful (1). We
can also note that the total sample rated the HCS with a
mean value of 4 (s=3.93). From what the results show,
we can notice that the HCS is not highly valued by the
community.

Q33 and Q34
We will now cross-analyze these results with Q34 from
TDEQ. This should help us understand what portion of
our sample believes that team composition is important
and believe the HCS is useful. First, let’s look at how the
total sample responded to Q34 from TDEQ by looking at
Chart 3.8B.

Chart 3.8B: Sample response (N=1093) to Q34 from TDEQ:
“Team composition (hero picks) is an important factor in a
game of DotA 2?” (Strongly disagree - agree)
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From what these results tell us, 66.88% of our sample
(N=731) found team composition to be an important
factor in a game of DotA 2. The results also show that
the mean value of responses lies at (s=9.30). Therefore,
Q34 has a very high agreement rating. What we will do
now is see how much of our sample who answered
above the mean (condition A) also found the HCS to be
important compared to those who answered below the
mean (condition B). Chart 3.8C shows the results.

Chart 3.8C: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q33 from TDEQ:
“How useful do you find the “Hero Cards” on the hero
selection screen to be?”

What are results show is that Condition A ranks the
highest on both extremes, whereas Condition B ranks
the highest within the 2-9 point margin. Those who find
team composition to be important either find the HCS to
be not very useful or not very useful. Those who do not
believe team composition is important are indifferent with
the HCS.

Heroes are of Equal Importance (AHEI, N= 473) to be
the most important hero role. These statistics will be
brought up again in Part 3C where we discuss
supportive play-style.
Next, we are going to cross-analyze these results with
the sample who answered above the mean (Condition A)
and below the mean (Condition B) for Q33. The results
are shown on Chart 3.9B:

Chart 3.9B: Conditional Response A (N=1507) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=1414) for Q36 from TDEQ: “On
average, which of these hero roles do you find to be the
most important?”

Our results show us that those who answered above the
mean value for Q33 had a higher level of response for
Q36 by 93 responses compared to Condition B. We can
also notice that Condition A saw more value in individual
hero roles than Condition B. We determined this
because participants could select more than one answer
for Q36.

Q33 and Q36
Next, we are going to do is look at what roles are
perceived as the most important by those who answered
above the mean for Q33. (Greater or equal to 4) First,
we will look at the total sample results for Q36 on Chart
3.9A. Participants were allowed to select more than one
answer.

Q34 and Q35
The next thing we are going to try and understand is how
much of our sample who believes in the importance of
team composition also find pre-defined hero roles to be
important. We have already analyzed Q34 (Chart 3.8B,
P.72) and found that a large portion of our sample
(~66%) strongly agree that team composition is
important. Now, let’s look at how the total sample views
the importance of pre-defined hero roles. The results are
shown on Chart 3.10A:

Chart 3.9A: Sample response (N=2910) to Q36 from TDEQ:
“On average, which of these hero roles do you find to be
the most important?”
Chart 3.10A: Sample response (N=1094) to Q35 from
TDEQ: “Pre-defined hero roles are important in DotA 2”

The results show that the majority of our sample finds
either Support Heroes (response total=530) or All
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The results from this chart show a response to Q35
that’s a little different than the response to Q34 (P.82).
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From what the statistics tell us, there was an average
rating of (s=6.58) between the total sample.
To understand the difference in response between Q34
and Q35, we will run a cross-analysis using the same
conditions from Chart 3.8C (P.83). The results are
shown on Chart 3.10B.

These results show that sample V’s response actually
has a lower average (s=9.25) compared to the total
response’s average (s=9.30) by a very small margin.
We are now going to address conditional sample VO.
Remember, the conditions for sample VO are as follows:
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing another title
besides DotA. (HoN/LoL/DotA 2)
The results of this cross-analysis are shown below on
Chart 3.11B:

Chart 3.10B: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q35 from TDEQ: “Predefined hero roles are important in DotA 2” (y/n)

These results show a possible trend. Those who
answered above the mean value for Q34 were more
likely to find pre-defined hero roles to be more important
than those who answered below the mean. This
suggests that those who find team composition to be
important generally find pre-defined hero roles to be
important.

Q34 and Q2

Chart 3.11B: Sample V response (N=619) compared with
sample VO response (N=214) to Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”

We are now going to look at how out Veteran sample
responded to Q34. Remember, our Veteran sample has
the following 3 conditions:
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing DotA.

From what these results show us, Sample V has an
average response of (s=9.25) compared to Sample VO
(s=9.42). Players from sample VO generally find team
composition to be more important within their sample
than those from sample V. So far, it seems as if veteran
players disregard team composition to a higher extend
than those more experienced with a title besides DotA.

Using sample V as a conditional variable should help us
understand how much experience plays into the total
sample’s value of team composition. We will first
compare the results with the total sample. The results
are shown on Chart 3.11.

Q34 and Q8
To further understand the results of the previous
analysis, we are going to look for a correlation between
win-rate and thoughts about the importance of team
composition. Let’s remember that our Veteran sample
typically has a higher win-rate than those from another
title.
Through this cross-analysis we should be able to gather
data about whether or not thoughts about team
composition are correlated with a higher win-rate. We
will begin by comparing the results of those who
answered above the mean value for Q34 with those who
answered below the mean value across the total
sample’s win-rate. The results for this cross analysis are
shown on Chart 3.12 on the next page.

Chart 3.11A: Sample V response (N= 619) compared to
total response (N=1093) for Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”
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Community Spotlight

INFI
Chart 3.12: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q8 from TDEQ: “My
win-rate is approximately…”

Is team composition an
important factor in a game of
DotA 2?

The results of this cross-analysis show little to no
relationship between thoughts about the importance of
team composition and high win-rate. There is only the
smallest difference between Condition A and Condition
B above the mean. The difference is that Condition B is
rated just a bit higher on the scale, which supports the
idea that veterans, who are usually less concerned with
team composition, generally have a higher win-rate than
Condition A.

Depends. It’s certainly one of the
factors but its blown way out of
proportion in terms of importance
and one reason why DotA feels
stagnant is the community’s
preoccupation with the importance
of team composition.

Q34 and Q22

The game is influenced by hero
picks, but the influence is small, I
would say even negligible,
especially in a public game.

Next, we are going to look for a difference between
those who usually play with a team and those who do
not in their response to Q34. After that, we will compare
Q34 with two conditional variables/sub-samples
developed in Section 2, Part 2C. Remember that players
who communicate often typically have a higher win-rate
and generally rate in-game communication to be higher
among team mates than those who do not communicate
often. (Chart 2.20B, P.48) The results of our first cross
analysis are shown on Chart 3.13A.

Chart 3.13A: A comparison between our sample who
usually plays with friends (N=902) versus our sample who
usually plays without friends (N=188) for Q34 from TDEQ:
“Team composition is an important factor in a game of
DotA 2”

The results show that more players who usually play
with friends rate the importance of hero picks to be
higher than those who do not. To further analyze this
trend, we will call upon our conditional samples “CO”
and “DO”.
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Sample CO: (N=245) Communicate often with other
community members and usually play DotA 2 with
friends.
Sample DO: (N=145) Do not communicate often with
other community members and usually play DotA 2
without friends.
We will now compare these two conditional
variables/samples with Q34. The results are shown on
Chart 3.13B

The DotA Experiment
A valued Support, Carry, Initiation and Disabler heroes
over others. These statistics will be brought up again in
Part 3C where we discuss how the sample views the
importance of supportive play.

Q35 and Q37

Chart 3.13B: A comparison between sample CO (N=241)
versus sample DO (N=145) for Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”

Next we are going to use the same conditions except
cross-analyze them with Q37. This should tell us what
hero roles are most favored by those who do or do not
find pre-defined hero roles to be important. Again,
participants were allowed to select more than one
answer for Q37. The results of this cross-analysis are
shown on Chart 3.15A.

These results confirm the results of the previous crossanalysis and lead us to the implication that players who
communicate often and play with friends typically rate
the importance of team composition to be higher than
those with the opposite conditions.

Q35 and Q36
Now we are going to compare the results of Q35 and
Q36 to understand which hero roles are considered the
most important by those who answered above the
mean/below the mean for Q35. The results from Q35
(Chart 3.10A, P.73) gave us an average value of s=6.58.
The results from Q36 (Chart 3.9A, P.73) showed us that
Support or AHEI were the most chosen hero roles by the
total sample.
We are going to compare the results to show what hero
roles are considered the most important by those who
consider pre-defined hero roles to be important.
Condition A will represent our sample who answered
Q35 above the mean value of 6. Condition B will
represent our sample that answered Q35 below or equal
to the mean value of 6. The results are shown on Chart
3.14. Remember, participants were allowed to choose
more than one answer for Q36.

Chart 3.15A: Comparison between Condition A (N=2012)
and Condition B (N= 1485) for Q37 from TDEQ: “On
average, what hero role do you enjoy playing the most?

The results from this graph show that those who believe
pre-defined hero roles are important have the most
responses to Q37. They also have the most balanced
response across all hero roles compared to those in the
opposite condition. Condition A seems to enjoy playing
Support, Initiation and Carry the most, and the same
goes for Condition B. Condition A’s response rates
higher than Condition B’s in 3/4ths of the options. This
raises the implication that those who find team
composition, pre-defined hero roles and/or the HCS to
be important enjoy playing a variety of different hero
roles and believe more hero roles are important.
To confirm this, we are now going to analyze two subsamples.

Chart 3.14: Comparison between Condition A (N=1667)
and Condition B (N=1233) for Q36 from TDEQ: “On
average, which of these hero roles do you find to be the
most important?”

The results show that those who believe pre-defined
hero roles are important selected more options than
those who do not. The results also show that Condition
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Sample HRI: Hero Roles Important
-Believe team composition is important.
-Rate the importance of pre-defined hero roles
above the mean. (s=6.58)
Sample HRN: Hero Roles Not Important
-Believe team composition is important.
-Rate the importance of pre-defined hero roles
below the mean value. (s=6.58)
We will now compare these two conditions across two
categories: win-rate and satisfaction with the balance of
DotA 2 heroes.
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Chart 3.15B shows the results and comparison between
both conditions by their win-rate.

By looking at Charts 3.15C and 3.15D, we can see that
members of Sample HRI are usually more satisfied with
the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes. We can infer that
satisfaction with the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes
can relate to satisfaction with DotA 2 itself.
To test this, we are going to cross-analyze the results
from Chart 3.15C with two other conditional samples that
were brought up in Part 3A, Sample’s SM and UM.

Chart 3.15B: Sample HRI (N=489) compared to Sample
HRN (N=270) for Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately…”

From what these results show us, win-rate between the
two conditions remains relatively balanced. Sample
HRN, whom we believe is associated with the veteran
community weighs a little higher above the mean. We
can now infer that belief on team composition has no
correlation with higher or lower win-rate.
Chart 3.15C is going to show the total sample response
and average for Q42 from TDEQ, which will be
immediately followed by Chart 3.15D, which will show a
comparison between both conditions by their satisfaction
with the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes.

Sample SM: Those who are satisfied with match-making
and the DotA 2 community. (N=456)
Sample UM: Those who are unsatisfied with matchmaking and the DotA 2 community. (N=220)
The results of this cross-analysis will help us understand
whether or not satisfaction with the over-all balance of
DotA 2 heroes creates a more trusting player. In Part 3A,
we found that participants who are satisfied with the
DotA 2 community and/or match-making system
generally rate the skill of a random team-mate to be
higher than players who are dissatisfied with both the
community and/or matchmaking system. The results of
this cross-analysis are shown on Chart 3.15E

Chart 3.15E: Sample SM (N=456) compared to Sample UM
(N=223) for Q42 from TDEQ: “How satisfied are you with
the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes?”
Chart 3.15C: Sample response (N=1105) to Q42 from
TDEQ: “How satisfied are you with the over-all balance of
DotA 2 heroes?” (s= 8.42)

It seems that Sample SM rated their satisfaction with
hero balance to be above the mean, while the opposite
can be said for Sample UM. This shows that satisfaction
with the balance of DotA 2 heroes has an indirect
correlation with a player’s feelings about the skill of a
random team-mate.
We are now going to create two new samples to help us
understand dissatisfaction with DotA 2 hero balance.
Sample TS: Those who are satisfied with the DotA 2
match-making system, community and hero balance.
(N=260)
Sample TU: Those who are dissatisfied with the DotA 2
match-making system, community and hero balance.
(N=142)

Chart 3.15D: Sample HRI (N=487) compared to Sample
HRN (N=271) for Q42 from TDEQ: “How satisfied are you
with the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes?”
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We will cross analyze these two conditional variables
with Q28 from TDEQ: “As a player, how would you rate
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yourself compared to others in terms of skill?” The
results are shown on Chart 3.15F.

composition to be very important either find the HCS to
be very useful or not useful at all. Those who find team
composition to be less important are mostly indifferent
with the HCS. In addition, those who find the HCS to be
more useful generally think within the realm of individual
pre-defined hero roles. We can understand the affect
that the HCS might have on the newer community
through this finding.

Chart 3.15F: Sample TS (N=260) compared to Sample US
(N=142) for Q28 from TDEQ: “On average, how would you
rate the skill of a random team mate?”

From what the results of Chart 3.14F tell us, it seems
that those from Sample TS generally rate the skill of a
random team mate to be higher than those from Sample
TU. This shows that perception of hero imbalance may
be correlated with distrust in the skill of a random teammate.
To test this, let’s run a comparison between Q42 and
Q28 for those who are satisfied (Condition A) and
unsatisfied (Condition B) with the over-all balance of
DotA 2 heroes. The results are shown on Chart 3.15G.

We learned that those who find team composition to be
very important typically find pre-defined hero roles to be
more important. Going back to our V/VO conditional
samples, we discovered that players from sample VO
generally find team composition to be more important
within their sample than those from sample V. So far, it
seems as if veteran players disregard team composition
to a higher extend than those from another title. We also
discovered that there’s little to no relationship between
thoughts about the importance of team composition and
high win-rate.
Using our conditional samples CO/DO, we found that
players who communicate often and play with friends
typically rate the importance of team composition to be
higher than those who do not. Those who found predefined hero roles to be important valued Support,
Carry, Initiation, and Disable heroes over others.
We learned that those who find team composition, predefined hero roles and/or the HCS to be important,
typically enjoy more hero roles and find more hero roles
to be important.
Finally, we learned that those who are more unsatisfied
with the balance of DotA 2 heroes are more likely to
doubt the skill-level of a random team mate.
Implications
There are many implications that can be drawn from this
article that are listed as follows:

Chart 3.15G: Comparison between Condition A (N=561)
and Condition B (N=542) for Q28 from TDEQ: “On average,
how would you rate the skill of a random team mate?”

These results confirm the previous implication and show
that there’s a correlation between dissatisfaction with
hero balance and lower skill-ratings for random team
mates.
Results
Section 3, Part 3B yielded some interesting findings
when it comes to the sample’s perception on the
importance of team composition.
We learned that the majority of our sample believes
team composition and pre-defined hero roles are
important. We also found that the HCS is not exactly
valued by the community. Those who find team
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1. The majority of our sample finds team
composition and pre-defined hero roles
important.
2. The HCS is not exactly valued by the
community.
3. Those who find the HCS to be more useful
generally think within the realm of individual hero
roles.
4. Those who find team composition to be
important generally find pre-defined hero roles to
be more important.
5. Sample V does not find team composition to be
as important as the total sample or sample VO.
6. There’s little to no relationship between thoughts
about the importance of team composition and
high win-rate.
7. Players who communicate often and play with
friends typically rate the importance of team
composition to be higher than those who do not.
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8. Those who found pre-defined hero roles to be
important valued Support, Carry, and Initiation
and Disable heroes over others.
9. Those who find team composition, pre-defined
hero roles and/or the HCS to be important,
typically enjoy more hero roles and find more
hero roles to be important.
10. Those who are more unsatisfied with the
balance of DotA 2 heroes are more likely to
doubt the skill-level of a random team mate.
Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
No other potential errors were noticed within the study.
Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches public access. A future analysis will help to
understand how the much wider ‘new’ community feels
about the importance of pre-defined hero roles and team
composition over-all. It may be possible that more new
players find the HCS to be more important than veteran
players.
Conclusion
Section 3, Part 3B showed us how our sample feels
about team composition, pre-defined hero roles and
more. We learned a lot through analyzing multiple
variables in comparison with the questions asked related
to the subject. We were able to understand more about
our Veteran Sample (V), Veteran Other Title Sample
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(VO), Communicates Often Sample (CO), Doesn’t
Communicate Often Sample (DO), Satisfied Sample (S)
and Unsatisfied Sample (US).
We discovered that our veteran community typically
finds hero roles to be less important than the total
sample and VO sample. Perhaps focus on team
composition is not as popular of a trend in a public game
of DotA as it is in DotA 2.
One of the most important things we discovered is that
those who are unsatisfied with hero balance are more
likely to doubt the skill of a random team mate. We
discussed the importance of this subject in Part 3A
where we found that dissatisfaction with the DotA 2
community and/or match-making system is linked to
distrust with other community members.
The results of this article addressed some important
variables behind sample perception of their own skill and
the skill of random team mates. This analysis is
important because a player’s confidence in their teammates from the get-go is a quality that shapes their ingame experience. By finding ways to gather more trust
in the match-making system, the DotA community and
the balance of heroes in general, the community could
shift to become more trusting of their allies. Distrust can
lead to trolling, flaming, griefing or racism – the effects of
which were discussed in Section 2, Part 2C.
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Anonymous:
As I mostly still play Dota(1) with friends,
in organized In-House games against other teams,
as well as pub games on the side, the answers would differ
depending on which of the two types of game I was playing.
In IH games, I'd have to answer more favorably
with all the team-questions.
However, with pub games, I'd have answer more unfavorably,
as pub players tend to be awful.
For the same reason, it's hard to say that I play a specific role.
In pubs, I mostly play impact, individual heroes (WR/Pudge/SD),
that can more easily carry the game, despite an awful team,
as well as being extremely enjoyable to play due to their difficulty.
In IH, I still tend to play such heroes,
but I play other roles too.
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Abstract
In Section 2 we discussed how the DotA community interacts online. We developed some important implications
that can be further analyzed through Section 3. Part 3A focused on how our sample rated themselves and others
in terms of skill. Part 3B thoroughly investigated the public perception of team composition and pre-defined hero
roles. This section is going to focus on how the DotA 2 community perceives the importance of supportive play
and how often they engage in it themselves compared to a random ally. According to the DotA 2 Wiki, Supporttype hero roles can be defined under three categories: Babysitter, Roamer and Support. The DotA 2 Wiki defines
the role of a support as a hero who "Can focus less on amassing gold and items, and more on using their abilities
to gain an advantage for the team." A common element of supportive play is warding. We found that the samples
in this study rated themselves as more likely to ward than a random teammate. This finding supports an on-going
hypothesis that we’ve studied throughout quite a few sections. We are going to look for trends between
supportive play and win-rate, communication and experience. An additional study in this article showed us that
sample V, CO and SM are correlated with higher win-rate than those in conditional samples VO, DO and UM.
The variable that we will use to identify supportive play is “warding”, which was addressed three times in TDEQ.
Hopefully the results of this study will help improve the hypothesis and address new questions that can be
discussed throughout the following studies.
Key Words: Communication, Satisfaction, Supportive Play, Warding, Pre-Defined Hero Roles, Communication, Win-Rate
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Introduction
Warding has always been an important and almost
crucial element in any game of DotA 2. It is a hallmark of
supportive play that is typically avoided by most players.
One of the pre-defined hero roles that specialize in
warding is called a “roamer”. According to the DotA 2
wiki, a roamers main focus is gaining as much map
control early in the game by warding and studying
location of missing Heroes. This play-style can usually
give a team an early advantage with the right amount of
communication. If that’s the case then why does nobody
want to do it? Could it be a lack of trust in one’s team?
Perhaps a player thinks that because they’re probably
more skilled then their team, then they should not have
to support.
We are going to look into some major questions that can
be answered through understanding our samples
perception of the importance of Supportive heroes, and
how often they engage in this role themselves.
The questions we will be studying throughout Part 3C
include:
Q36. On average, which of these hero roles do you find
to be the most important?
Q37. On average, what hero role do you enjoy playing
the most?
Q38. Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?
Q39. On average, how often does someone ward on
your team in a game of DotA 2? (s=5.40)
Q40.On average, how often do you ward for your team
in a game of DotA 2? (s=6.27)
We will also cross-analyze the results of these questions
to understand the variables that affect our sample’s
perception of supportive play. The cross analyses will be
carried out as follows:
Q38 and Q39
Q38 and Q40
Q39 and Q40
Q40 and Q8
We will also be looking towards some of our previous
conditional variables which include: Veteran Sample (V),
Veteran Other Title Sample (VO), Communicates Often
Sample (CO), Doesn’t Communicate Often Sample
(DO), Satisfied Sample (S) and Unsatisfied Sample (US)
to see how they answered.
Discussion
We are first going to gather some statistics from Part 3B
to see what pre-defined hero roles our samples favored
and found most important. Let’s look at Chart 3.9A
(P.83) which showed us the public response to Q36.
These results showed us that the total sample viewed
both all roles (AHEI) and the Support role to be the most
important.
We can then look at Chart 3.9B (P.83) which shows us
how the members of our sample who value pre-defined
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Community Spotlight

KIKONI
What are your thoughts on supportive
play in DotA 2? What makes a good
support player?
A support should be leading the team in
ganks and such, needs to be a leader in
a way. Usually a captain should be a
support player, since they need good
game sense.
A new player picking a support should
focus on not dying. Don’t try to help an
already dead teammate. If he can survive
(and is a hero like Antimage for an
example) just die for him if u can. But you
need to consider if he’s going to live or
not. It’s hard.
An easy way to designate the farm of a
support is through the Chinese system:
1-5 depending on how much gold a
player usually gets…
1 – Antimage
2 – Queen of Pain
3 - Windrunner
4 – Tidehunter
5 – Crystal Maiden
When your team knows their number they
pick a hero accordingly. The number 5
spot (support) should always be warding.
The role of a support hasn’t really
changed since DotA.

hero roles rate the importance of each different role. The
results show that those who believe pre-defined hero
roles are important generally value Support, Carry,
Initiation and Disabler heroes over others.
We can now see a common trend that Support heroes
are generally more valued by the community than other
roles.
We are now going to look back on Chart 3.15A (P.86)
where we looked at the results of Q37 between two
conditions. We learned that those who find team
composition, pre-defined hero roles and/or the HCS to
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be important, typically enjoy more hero roles and find
more hero roles to be important.
Just for reference, Chart 3.16 shows the total sample
response to Q37 from TDEQ. Remember that for Q36
and Q37, participants were allowed to choose more than
one answer.

First, let’s look at the results of Q38 which are shown on
Chart 3.17A. The question asked participants whether or
not they believe warding is an important element of a
game of DotA 2.

Chart 3.17A: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q38 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?”

Chart 3.16: Sample response (N=3497) to Q35 from TDEQ:
“On average, what hero role do you enjoy playing the
most?”

The results show that Carries, Supports and Initiators
are the most favored out of the total sample.

Q38 and Q39

These results show that 98.92% (N=1095) of our sample
believes warding is an important element of a game of
DotA 2. The results show that nearly all of the
community value wards. So what reason is there not to
do it?
Next, we are going to look at the results of Q29 which
asked players how often someone wards on their team
in a game of DotA 2. Chart 3.17B shows the results

The next thing we are going to do is look at how
participants answered Q38 and Q39 from TDEQ. After
that, we will compare the results to understand how
often someone wards on a team vs. how much of the
total sample thinks warding is important. Our goal is to
address the possible trend that even though warding is
generally valued by the DotA 2 community, the majority
of players avoid doing it.
Remember, we can consider warding to be a hallmark of
supportive play. We can consider a player who engages
in supportive play to be an advocate of team work.
Teamwork and communication have already been linked
to a higher win-rate and player satisfaction.

Chart 3.17B: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q38 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?”

The results from this chart show an average value of
(s=5.40). This means that players experience
warding/game a little over the mid-point.
By looking at these two charts, we can notice that even
though the majority of the sample values warding, it
does not happen as often as the high agreement rating
suggests.
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Q38 and Q40
To understand more about the frequency of warding
compared to the high agreement rating on the
importance of warding, we are going to compare the
results of Q38 with Q40. These results will help us
understand how often our sample personally engages in
warding compared with their thoughts on the value of
warding (Chart 3.17A). The results for Q40 are shown on
Chart 3.18.

mate on their team who will ward. Chart 3.19 shows the
results of this cross analysis.

3.19: Condition A (N= 576) versus Condition B (N=528)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often
does someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The results show that those who rate themselves as
most likely to ward typically rate others with a higher
average (s=5.67) than those who rate themselves as
less likely to ward (s=5.11)
Chart 3.18: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q40 from TDEQ:
“On average, how often do you ward for your team in a
game of DotA 2?”

The results show us that that the total sample rates
themselves with an average of (s=6.27) in terms of their
personal frequency of warding. Despite the high
agreement rating from Chart 3.17A (P.93), the total
sample’s response for how often they personally engage
in warding is much lower.

Q39 and Q40
By looking back at Section 2, we can recall our
hypothesis that DotA 2 community members are less
likely to trust other members over themselves in terms of
friendliness, skill and frequency of engaging in
disrespectful behavior. We also addressed the element
of denial and how players refuse to see themselves
within the general population of the DotA 2 community.
To further this hypothesis, we are going to compare the
results of Q39 and Q40.

We can notice two trends: First, the total sample is more
likely to rate their personal warding frequency to be
higher than other team mates. Second, those who rated
themselves as most likely to ward also rate the
frequency of other team mates to be higher than the total
sample and opposite condition.

Win-rate
We are now going to look at how those who enjoy
playing support heroes the most, and find them to be the
most important, compare to the opposite condition by
win-rate.
To do this, we will identify two conditions:
Condition A: Enjoy playing Support the most and find it
to be one of the most important hero roles.
Condition B: Do not enjoy playing Support and do not
find it to be one of the most important hero roles.
Chart 3.20A shows the results of this cross-analysis.

Based upon the average values shown on Charts 3.17B
and 3.18, we can already notice a trend. Players seem
to rate the frequency that they engage in warding higher
than how often they experience warding in game. Let’s
look at a cross-analysis between the frequency of
sample experience with warding and the frequency of
sample engagement in warding.
To do this, we will identify two conditions.
Condition A: Participants who answered above the
average for Q40. (s=6.27)
Condition B: Participants who answered below the
average for Q40. (s=6.27)
We will compare these two samples to understand how
those who ranked themselves as the most likely to ward
rated their frequency of experience with having a teamP a g e | 94

3.20A: Condition A (N= 274) versus Condition B (N=347)
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”

The results show a positive correlation between
supportive preference and lower win-rate. In addition,
the results show a positive correlation between nonsupportive preference and win-rate.
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Next, we are going to try a cross-analysis between our
two conditions from Chart 3.19 (P.94) and win-rate. The
results are shown on chart 3.20B:

To further understand this, let’s compare the same two
samples with Q40. The results of this are shown on
Chart 3.21B.

3.20B: Condition A (N= 576) versus Condition B (N=524)
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”

These results show an over-all balance between
conditions in terms of win-rate. Therefore, those who are
more likely to ward do not necessarily have a higher winrate.

Satisfaction
We are now going to consider frequency of experience
with warding and satisfaction. To do this, we are going to
reach back to our two conditional samples SM and UM.
These two samples are defined as follows:

3.21B: Sample SM (N= 456) versus Sample UM (N=223)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The results tell us that Sample SM is more likely to rate
their frequency of warding to be higher (s=6.38) than
Sample UM (s= 6.29) by a small margin. These results
lead us to the implication that dissatisfied players
typically experience less warding and may engage in
less warding than those who are satisfied.

Experience

Sample SM- Those who are satisfied with the DotA 2
community and match-making system. (N=456)
Sample UM- Those who are unsatisfied with the DotA 2
community and match-making system. (N=220)

We are now going to consider frequency of experience
with warding and DotA experience. To do this, we are
going to reach back to our two conditional samples V
and VO. These two samples are defined as follows:

We will compare these two samples with the results of
Q39. Chart 3.21A shows the results of this analysis:

Sample V:
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing DotA.
Sample VO:
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing another title
besides DotA. (HoN/LoL/DotA 2)
We will compare these two samples with the results of
Q39. Chart 3.22A shows the results of this analysis

3.21A: Sample SM (N= 457) versus Sample UM (N=223)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The results tell us that Sample SM is more likely to rate
the frequency of experienced warding to be higher
(s=5.79) than Sample UM (s=4.65). This shows that
those who are unsatisfied with the DotA 2 community
and match-making system typically experience the least
amount of warding/game.
3.22A: Sample V (N= 625) versus Sample VO (N=250)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”
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The results tell us that Sample V is more likely to rate
the frequency of experienced warding to be higher
(s=5.63) than Sample VO (s=5.36). This shows that
those who are the most experienced with DotA typically
experience the most amount of warding/game compared
to those who are most experienced with another title.
Let’s now compare the same two conditional samples
with Q40. The results are shown on Chart 3.22B.

3.23A: Sample CO (N= 245) versus Sample DO (N=145)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”

To further understand these results, let’s compare the
same two samples with Q40. The results of this are
shown on Chart 3.23B.

3.22B: Sample SM (N= 623) versus Sample UM (N=250)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The results show that Sample V is more likely to rate
their frequency of warding to be lower (s=6.22) than
Sample VO (s= 6.52). Therefore, the results lead to the
implication that Veteran players experience more
warding but typically ward less than those more
experienced with another title.

Communication
We are now going to consider frequency of experience
with warding and communication. To do this, we are
going to reach back to our two conditional samples CO
and DO. These two samples are defined as follows:
Sample CO: Communicate often with other community
members and usually play DotA 2 with friends. (N=245)
Sample DO: Do not communicate often with other
community members and usually play DotA 2 without
friends. (N=145)
We will analyze the response of these two conditional
samples to Q39. Chart 3.23A shows the results of this
analysis.
The results tell us that Sample CO is more likely to rate
the frequency of experienced warding to be higher
(s=5.69) than Sample DO (s=4.97). This shows that
those who communicate often and usually play with a
team typically experience warding more often than those
who do not.
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3.23B: Sample CO (N= 243) versus Sample DO (N=144)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The results tell us that Sample CO is more likely to rate
their frequency of warding to be higher (s=6.46) than
Sample VO (s= 5.84) by a small margin. These results
lead us to the implication that players who communicate
with other community members and usually play DotA 2
with friends generally experience warding or engage in
warding more than those who do not. This is important
because of warding’s correlation with satisfaction.
Therefore, these results support the implication that
playing with friends and communicating with other
community members generally lead to a more satisfying
DotA 2 experience.
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Results
The results of Section 3, Part 3C shed light on some
major trends related to warding and the support hero
role over-all. We learned that nearly all of our total
sample values warding. This helped us understand the
importance of the subject and how it may be linked to
DotA experience, satisfaction and communication. We
learned that even though the majority of the community
values warding, it does not happen as much as it should.

Additional Studies
Chart 3.24 is going to look for a relationship between
samples SM and UM vs. win-rate. The results should let
us know if all 3 of the conditions tested in this study
(V/VO, CO/DO, SM/UM) are correlated with a high winrate. The results are shown below:

We discovered that the total sample is more likely to rate
their personal warding frequency to be higher than other
team mates. Those who rate themselves as more likely
to ward also rate the frequency of other team mates to
be higher.
We decided to look for a connection between win-rate
and supportive play. What we found was quite
interesting. There’s a positive correlation between
supportive preference and lower win-rate for our sample.
In addition, the results show a positive correlation
between non-supportive preference and higher win-rate.
We found evidence that suggested those who are more
likely to ward do not necessarily have a higher win-rate.
We then looked for a relationship between satisfaction
with the DotA 2 community and match-making system
and average warding experience/engagement. We
discovered that those who are the most unsatisfied
typically experience the least amount of warding/game.
In addition, dissatisfied players are more likely to engage
in less warding than those in the satisfied condition.
We then went through the same process with our
Veteran (V) sample and Veteran with the most
experience in another title (VO) sample. The results
showed that those who are the most experienced with
DotA typically experience the most amount of
warding/game compared to those who are more
experienced with another title. However, we also
discovered that Veteran players typically ward less than
those more experienced with another title.
Finally, we looked for a relationship between those who
communicate often with other DotA 2 community
members and usually play with friends (CO) and those
who do not (DO). What we found was that those who
communicate often and usually play with friends typically
experience warding more often than those who do not.
Furthermore, sample CO typically engages in warding
more than sample DO.
In conclusion, supportive play and warding typically do
not correlate with a higher win-rate. However, they do
relate to player satisfaction, experience and
communication. We already know that Sample CO
typically has a higher win-rate than Sample DO (Chart
2.20B, P.47) and the same goes for Sample V vs.
Sample VO (Chart 1.13C). To understand if Satisfaction
correlates with win-rate, we are going to run an
additional study that we forgot to carry out in Part 3A.
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Chart 3.24: Sample SM (N=456) response compared to
Sample UM (N=223) response for Q8 from TDEQ: “My winrate is approximately:”

The results show that there is a positive correlation
between satisfaction with the DotA 2
community/matchmaking system and higher win-rate.
Moreover, there is a positive correlation between
dissatisfaction with the community/matchmaking system
and lower win-rate.
Implications
The results from Part 3C raise many implications that
are listed as follows:
1. Nearly all of the sample values wards (98.9%)
2. The total sample is more likely to rate their personal
warding frequency to be higher than other team mates.
3. Those who rate themselves as more likely to ward
also rate the frequency of other team mates to be higher.
4. Frequency of experience/engagement with warding
has a positive correlation with satisfaction and
communication.
5. Frequency of experience with warding has a positive
correlation with lower win-rate.
6. Those that are the most unsatisfied typically
experience the least amount of warding/game and ward
less themselves.
7. There is a positive correlation between satisfaction
with the community/matchmaking system and higher
win-rate
8. Veteran players typically experience the most amount
of warding/game.
9. Veteran players typically ward less than those more
experienced with another title.
10. Those that communicate often and usually play with
a team typically experience and engage in warding more
often than those who do not
Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
No other potential errors were noticed within the study.
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Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not come close to
its potential. Therefore, this study will be carried out
again once DotA 2 reaches open/public access. A future
analysis will help to understand how the much wider
‘new’ community feels about the importance of
warding/supportive play. It may be possible that more
new players find this play style more effective and will
perhaps raise the average win-rate of those who favor
Support heroes over others. As we already know,
players from another title are more likely to ward/game
than players who are the most experienced with DotA.
Conclusion
Part 3C discussed how our sample values Support roles
and warding. Supportive play is an important element of
DotA 2 because without it there’s simply a missing piece
on any team. Like any teamwork-based game, there’s a
need for a member who will contribute their resources
for the betterment of their team. This is done in DotA 2
through warding, buying other consumable items,
roaming, etc.
This study showed us that communication and
satisfaction are both related to experience/engagement
in warding. We also discussed how Veteran players may
experience warding more, but are less likely to engage
in it themselves.
Finally, we learned that Supports, Carries and Disablers
are thought of by the majority of the community as the
most important roles. In addition, we found that Supports
roles.
The results of this study will be great for Section 5 where
we will analyze the results of event-specific questions
from TDEQ. They will also be useful in Part 3D where
we will discuss the sample perception of leadership and
what variables may define it. Some DotA veterans
consider that there really are only two different hero
classes- Carry and Support. We can continue to
understand more about supportive play through the
following article. Perhaps those who value leadership the
most generally play a certain hero role. were most
valued by those who valued pre-defined hero
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Abstract
In Section 2 we discussed how the DotA community interacts online. We developed some important implications
that can be further analyzed through Section 3. Part 3A focused on how our sample rated themselves and
others in terms of skill. Part 3B thoroughly investigated the public perception of team composition and predefined hero roles. Part 3C studied our samples thoughts on supportive play and the variables that are linked to
it. This section is going to focus on how the DotA 2 community perceives the role of a leader and what types of
players find a designated leader to be important. To understand how to define a leader in a game of DotA 2, we
will pull a quote from the DotA 2 Development forum. DotA 2 community member Alexbeav shared his thoughts
on what makes a good DotA 2 leader: “Regardless of the atypical teams that formed, there was always a clear
or at least a designated captain for each team, someone who would go beyond just calling "SS", "Push" (i.e. the
bare minimum) and actively try to co-ordinate the team, maximize ganking effectiveness by setting priorities,
reminding the support to refresh wards, suggesting items/picks based on the enemy team's choices and so on.”
This section is going to analyze how our sample rates the value a leader. We are going to look for correlations
between leadership and win-rate, communication and experience. We will also discuss how having a designated
leader/game could have both a positive and negative effect on team chemistry. One finding in this article
suggested that the majority of those who value leadership highly value the Support hero role. We can combine
this finding with the results of Part 3C to raise some implications. The results of this study will help us
understand more about leadership in DotA 2 and what variables are linked to it.
Key Words: Communication, Satisfaction, Team Composition, Pre-Defined Hero Roles, Warding, Leadership, Win-Rate
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Introduction
Leadership can be found everywhere within the DotA
community. Moderators, experienced players and DotA
enthusiasts are more or less willing to step up and help
the newer community become more comfortable with the
complexities of DotA 2. This article is going to
investigate the importance of leadership in-game and will
look for correlations between the value of leadership and
other variables.
As we mentioned in the abstract, one experienced
community member shared his personal definition of
what it takes to be a leader. He stated that leadership
goes beyond coordinating the team- but includes
maximizing on teamwork potential by setting priorities for
the different players on his/her team and making
decisions to counter the enemy team. We will investigate
some of the elements within this statement to
understand what portion of our sample believes in the
importance of leadership and how their beliefs are linked
to other variables.
The questions from TDEQ that are analyzed in this
article include:
Q8: My win-rate is approximately:
Q34. Team composition (hero picks) is an important
factor in a game of DotA 2.
Q35. Pre-Defined hero roles are important in DotA 2.
Q36. On average, which of these hero roles do you find
to be the most important?
Q37. On average, what hero role do you enjoy playing
the most?
Q38. Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?
Q40. On average, how often do you ward for your team
in a game of DotA 2? (s=6.27)
Q41. Do you believe having a designated leader on a
team is important? (75.86%)
The questions listed above will be cross-analyzed
between Q41 exclusively. We will also cross-analyze the
results of Q41 with the following conditional samples:

asked participants: “Do you believe having a designated
leader on a team is important?” The results are shown
on Chart 3.25:

Chart 3.25: Total sample response (N=1101) to Q41 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe having a designated leader on a
team is important?”

The results show that 75.86% (N=833) agreed with this
statement while 23.34% (N=268) of our sample
disagreed. Therefore, designated leadership is looked
highly upon by the majority of our total sample.

Q8 vs. Q41
Like the previous studies, we are now going to look for a
correlation between those in our sample who find
designated leadership to be important, and those who do
not, by their win-rate. From now on we will regard the
conditions of those who agree/disagree with Q41 as
follows:
Condition A: Believe having a designated leader is
important.
Condition B: Do not believe having a designated leader
is important.
The results of this are shown on Chart 3.26:

V/VO: Veteran Community (DotA)
Veteran Community (HoN/LoL/DotA 2)
SM/UM: Satisfied with the community/matchmaking
Unsatisfied with the community/matchmaking
CO/DO: Communicate often and play with friends
Don’t communicate often and play with friends
Using the previously stated conditions, we will attempt to
learn more about the DotA 2 community’s thoughts
about leadership. More importantly, we will look for
evidence that links leadership with a more pleasant DotA
2 experience.

Discussion
We will begin by looking at how the sample as a whole
rates the importance of leadership. To do this, we will
study the results of Q41 from TDEQ. This question
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Chart 3.26: Condition A (N=828) compared with Condition
B (N=268) response to Q8 from TDEQ: My win-rate is
approximately:”

The results show little to no relationship between those
who value leadership and higher-win rate. The same can
be said for those who do not value leadership.
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Q34 vs. Q41

Q36 vs. Q41

We are now going to cross-analyze the same two
conditions with Q34 from TDEQ. The question asked
whether or not a participant values pre-defined hero
roles. The results are shown on Chart 3.27:

We are going to look for what pre-defined hero roles are
thought of as the most important by those who value
designated leadership. To do this we are going to use
the same conditions from the previous studies and
cross-analyze their responses to Q36 from TDEQ. This
question asked participants to answer which hero role
they thought was the most important. They were allowed
to choose more than one answer. The results are shown
on Chart 3.29.

Chart 3.27: Condition A (N=821) compared with Condition
B (N=265) response to Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition (hero picks) is an important factor in a game
of DotA 2.”

The results show that the majority of participants in
Condition A value team composition more than
Condition B. Those who value designated leadership
generally find team composition to be important.

Q35 vs. Q41
Now we are going to run the same cross-analysis with
Q35 from TDEQ. The question asked participants
whether or not they find pre-defined hero roles to be
important. The results of this analysis are shown on
Chart 3.28.

Chart 3.29: Condition A (N=2206) compared with Condition
B (N=680) response to Q35 from TDEQ: “On average,
which of these hero roles do you find to be the most
important?”

The results show that those in Condition A generally find
Support and Initiation heroes to be the most important.
However, a large portion of the sample also selected
‘None, all roles are equally important’ (AREI).

Q37 vs. Q41
The next conditional response we are going to study will
be for Q37 from TDEQ. This question asked participants
to select what hero role(s) they enjoy playing the most.
The results are shown on Chart 3.30:

Chart 3.28: Condition A (N=823) compared with Condition
B (N=264) response to Q35 from TDEQ: “Pre-Defined hero
roles are important in DotA 2.” (y/n)

The results show a positive correlation between those
who value designated leadership and those who value
pre-defined hero roles. Those who do not value
designated leadership rated the importance of predefined hero roles to be lower on the scale. We can infer
that those who value designated leadership also value
team composition and pre-defined hero roles more than
the opposite condition.
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Chart 3.30: Condition A (N=2685) compared with Condition
B (N=791) response to Q37 from TDEQ: “On average, what
hero role do you enjoy playing the most?

The results show that those in Condition A generally
enjoy playing Support, Initiation and Carry the most.
However, the same can be said for Condition B. The
only difference is the rating for the Support role which is
rated 7% higher by Condition A compared Condition B.

The DotA Experiment
We can infer that those who value leadership typically
enjoy playing Support and find it to be the most
important pre-defined hero role.

Q38 vs. Q41
This next analysis will look at how those who value
designated leadership also value warding. These results
will be interesting combined with the previous results. To
do this, we will address the same two conditions and
compare them with Q38 from TDEQ. The results are
shown on Chart 3.31

Community Spotlight

EOSIN
How would you define the role of a
leader in DotA 2? What makes a good
leader and how does teamwork affect
their performance?
I think it’s very important to have a
designated leader as it becomes too
chaotic when multiple people are trying to
make decisions for the team. Of course it
doesn't mean only one person should
have to make the choices.

Chart 3.31: Condition A (N=833) compared with Condition
B (N=267) response to Q38 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
warding is an important element of a game of DotA 2?”

As expected, the results show that Condition A generally
values warding over Condition B. We found a similar
difference between conditions in the previous analysis
where Condition A valued Support heroes more than
Condition B by a 7% margin. Therefore, those who value
designated leadership also value warding more than
those who do not value designated leadership.

Q40 vs. Q41
Finally, we are going to look at how often those who
value designated leadership ward for their team
compared to those in the opposite condition. In Part 3C
we stated that warding is a hallmark of supportive play.
To further understand how supportive play correlates
with leadership, we will run our previously used
conditions with Q40 from TDEQ. This question asked
players to rate on a scale of 1-10 how often they ward
for their team. The results of this analysis can be found
on Chart 3.32.

Chart 3.32: Condition A (N=831) compared with Condition
B (N=268) response to Q38 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
warding is an important element of a game of DotA 2?”
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A leader needs to be able to read the flow
of the game and propose strategies
accordingly, this is why you see most
leaders playing support as it heavily
requires you to focus on the entire game
that is going on. In the end, how a team
handles communication is all preference.
Some actually find a more group decision
making system more comfortable, but
game changing decisions still fall under a
leader’s responsibility.
When you play with people you are
comfortable with there is no problem in
listening and understanding each other. A
team that is comfortable with each other
will be able to come to similar
conclusions most of the time, but once
again to avoid confusion during a game
the leader will get the last call.
Teamwork is the biggest aspect of DotA
and is what makes it DotA. One player
can only do so much and understand so
much as well. If one wants to grow in
DotA and expand on their skill then you
must play with a team or at least scrim,
the amount of knowledge picked up is
ridiculous compared to playing pub
games all the time.

The results show that those who value designated
leadership typically engage in warding to a lesser extent
than those in the opposite condition. However, many
more total participants listed ‘10’ from Condition A than
those of Condition B. This skews the average responses
which are listed below:
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Condition A: Weighted Average Score: 6.34
Condition B: Weighted Average Score: 6.08
These statistics suggest that those who value leadership
are more likely to ward than those who do not, by a
small margin. This supports the implication suggested
earlier in this article that those who value designated
leadership generally value supportive play more than
those in the opposite condition.

Sample CO: Communicate often with other community
members and usually play DotA 2 with friends. (N=245)
Sample DO: Do not communicate often with other
community members and usually play DotA 2 without
friends. (N=145)
We will run these two conditional samples with Q41.
Chart 3.34 shows the results.

Satisfaction
We are now going to study how a participant’s
satisfaction with the DotA 2 community and matchmaking system affects a participant’s value in
designated leadership. To do this, we are going to reach
back to our two conditional samples SM and UM. These
two samples are defined as follows:
Sample SM- Those who are satisfied with the DotA 2
community and match-making system. (N=456)
Sample UM- Those who are unsatisfied with the DotA 2
community and match-making system. (N=220)
We will compare these two samples with the results of
Q41. Chart 3.33 shows the results of this analysis:
Chart 3.34: Sample CO (N= 242) versus Sample DO
(N=142) response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
having a designated leader on a team is important?”

The results of this cross-analysis show a higher
agreement rating for Sample SM. This may be because
Sample CO typically plays with friends and
communicates often, which promotes leadership on a
team. Therefore, we have found a weak correlation
between communication and the value of designated
leadership. Running this study with a wider sample in the
future could yield more dramatic results.

Experience

Chart 3.33: Sample SM (N= 456) versus Sample UM
(N=221) response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
having a designated leader on a team is important?”

The results of this cross-analysis show an overall
balance in response with a slightly higher agreement
rating for Sample UM. Therefore, we cannot link a
correlation between satisfaction and value of designated
leadership.

Communication
We are now going to consider the affect communication
might have on a participant’s value of designated
leadership. To do this, we will reach back to our two
conditional samples CO and DO. These two samples are
defined as follows:
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We are now going to consider the potential correlation
between value of designated leadership and DotArelated experience. To do this, we are going to reach
back to our two conditional samples V and VO. These
two samples are defined as follows:
Sample V: (N=623)
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing DotA.
Sample VO: (N=249)
1. They have played the original DotA for Warcraft 3
(RoC/TFT)
2. They have played DotA for over a year.
3. They have the most experience playing another title
besides DotA. (HoN/LoL/DotA 2)
We will compare these two samples with the results of
Q41. Chart 3.35 on the next page shows the results.
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Chart 3.35: Sample V (N= 623) versus Sample VO (N=249)
response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe having a
designated leader on a team is important?”

The results of this cross-analysis show an overall
balance in response with a slightly higher agreement
rating for Sample VO. Therefore, we cannot find a
correlation between DotA-related experience and the
value of designated leadership.
Results
The results of Section 3, Part 3D provided an
introduction to how the DotA 2 community values
designated leadership in a game of DotA 2.

1. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader do not have a higher win-rate.
2. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader also value team composition and predefined hero roles.
3. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader enjoy playing Support heroes the most
and find the hero role to be the most important.
4. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader typically engage in warding more often
than those who do not.
5. There’s little to no relationship between those
who valued the importance of leadership and
satisfaction/experience.
6. There’s a significant relationship between those
who value the importance of a designated leader
and those who communicate often and usually
play with friends.
Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
In addition, there should have been a question in TDEQ
that asked players to rate the importance of a leader on
a Likert scale. (1-10)

We found that there’s little to no difference between
those who value leadership and higher-win rate. If we
look at valued leadership as an affect or mind-set we
can infer that it is not linked to a better chance of winning
a game. However, this does not mean that having an
actual leader on a team isn’t linked to increased winrate.
We also discovered that those who value the importance
of designated leadership also value team composition
and pre-defined hero roles more than those in the
opposite condition. Moreover, we learned that those who
value designated leadership generally enjoy playing
support heroes the most and find them to be the most
important pre-defined hero role. Those who value
leadership also value warding and engage more in
warding compared to those in the opposite condition.
We found that there was little to no relationship between
those who valued the importance of leadership and
satisfaction/experience. However, we did notice a
significant relationship between those who value the
importance of leadership and communication. We
discussed how this may be due to the fact that friends
who communicate well generally have a leader or at
least make leadership decisions as a whole.
Implications
There are some significant implications that can be
derived from this article:
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Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not come close to
its potential. Therefore, this study will be carried out
again once DotA 2 reaches open/public access. A future
analysis will help to understand how the much wider
‘new’ community feels about the importance of a
designated leader. It may be possible that those new to
DotA 2 value designated leadership more than our
current sample, which is familiar with DotA to some
extent.
Conclusion
Section 3, Part 3D helped us understand more about
those who value designated leadership. We were able to
find numerous relationships between the value of
designated leadership and other variables. In
combination with Part 3C, we can notice that leaders, or
at least those who value the importance of a designated
leader, highly value the support hero role over others.
What’s interesting though, is that in 3C we also
discussed how supportive play generally has a negative
correlation with higher win-rate. This may mean one of
two things. First, there’s a possibility that those who try
to exert leadership in a public game should not pick
support heroes. Perhaps support leaders should be left
to fully coordinated teams who can protect their leader.
Second, perhaps a leader should carry a role such as a
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carry or initiator. This way they could have more control
over how team fights are carried out and can tell their
team what they need to become a stronger force.
We also found a strong relationship between those who
value the importance of designated leadership and those
who value pre-defined hero roles/team composition.
In total, we now understand a lot more about the DotA 2
community as both leaders and supportive players.
There are many ways that leaders could help the
community. They could teach players how to build a nice
team, or how to use intense combinations in team fights.
However, a bad leader can do the exact opposite. More
importantly, it could help balance the intense learning
curve that’s associated with DotA 2. Gathering data from
Valve’s ‘Play with a Mentor’ feature could help to track
changes in how leadership affects effects a new player’s
satisfaction with DotA 2.
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Anonymous:

“IMO the reason of the general bad behavior
that the dota community is famous for is the dependence
one have on his teammates,
and the aparently easiness of them doing
what one want them to do
(like pressing "q" and clicking on the enemy to stun).”
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Part 4A
Favorite Heroes P.109

Part 4C
Imbalanced: “Over-Powered” P.121

Part 4B
Least Favorite Heroes P.115

Part 4D
Imbalanced: “Under-Powered” P.127
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Joule:

“Most ppl play support role badly
because they often play the famous role of heroes
which is killer or carry.
Yet, many teams have shown
that without carry,the throne can be put down.
The synergy among heroes is the key of winning.”
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Abstract
The DotA 2 heroes are the characters a player can choose from at the beginning of a game. Every hero offers a
unique set of skills that can be mastered through experience. Each hero has their own strengths and
weaknesses that can be identified through trial and error. In some respects, the heroes are what make DotA 2
such a unique game. They each offer a unique character archetype that can be connected to the psyche of a
player in some way, shape or form. Section 4, Part 4A will focus on what heroes are considered the favorites out
of the DotA 2 hero pool based on the sample response studied within this journal. The methods used to carry
this study out involved a sample size of over 1,000 DotA 2 players with different levels of experience. The
participants were asked to identify their favorite DotA 2 hero in a section of TDEQ. The results of this study
showed a major preference for Invoker, with Windrunner and Pudge following close behind. Heroes like Sven
and Spirit Breaker received little to no votes at all. The results also showed that Intelligence heroes are the most
favored most out of all the classes, and ranged heroes are favored over melee. In addition, the results of this
study provided data that will be useful in understanding User-specific Growth Ratings (UGR) and Total Star
Ratings (TSR) for heroes. These topics will be analyzed in Section V. The importance of this study is to not only
understand what heroes are the community’s favorites, but also to understand how the results compare to
sections 4B, 4C and 4D.
Key Words: Favorite Heroes, User-Specific Growth Ratings (UGR), Hero Class, Attack Types, Total Star Rating (TSR),
Heroes, Win-Rate
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Q47. If you could pick one, who would you consider to be your favorite DotA
2 hero?
SR Melee/Range
Percentage of total
Responses
Count
%
(.25)
respondents
1.00
M
Alchemist
3
0.29%
Ancient Apparition

0.75

R

13

1.25%

Anti-Mage

1.25

M

20

1.93%

Axe

1.75

M

10

0.97%

Bane

1.50

R

1

0.10%

Batrider

1.25

R

1

0.10%

Beastmaster

1.50

M

7

0.68%

Bloodseeker

0.50

M

7

0.68%

Bounty Hunter

1.00

M

16

1.54%

Brewmaster

1.75

M

11

1.06%

Broodmother

1.25

M

8

0.77%

Chaos Knight

1.50

M

9

0.87%

Chen

2.00

R

12

1.16%

Clinkz

1.00

R

6

0.58%

Clockwerk

0.50

M

4

0.39%

Crystal Maiden

2.00

R

38

3.67%

Dark Seer

0.75

M

14

1.35%

Dazzle

1.50

R

9

0.87%

Death Prophet

1.00

R

5

0.48%

Doom Bringer

1.25

M

1

0.10%

Dragon Knight

1.75

M

4

0.39%

Drow Ranger

0.50

R

12

1.16%

Earthshaker

1.75

M

16

1.54%

Enchantress

1.50

R

5

0.48%

Enigma

2.00

R

17

1.64%

Faceless Void

1.75

M

5

0.48%

Gyrocopter

0.75

R

3

0.29%

Huskar

0.75

R

4

0.39%

Invoker

1.00

R

109

10.52%

Jakiro

1.75

R

5

0.48%

Juggernaut

0.75

M

11

1.06%

Kunkka

1.00

M

5

0.48%

Leshrac

2.00

R

32

Lich

2.00

R

8

3.09%
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0.77%

Placing a finger on the DotA 2
community’s most favorite hero is a
difficult task. That is where TDEQ
comes in. Q47, with a sample
response of (N=1036), can give us a
general idea about what types of
heroes are the most preferred out of
the hero pool. Some heroes were
rated high above others, whereas
others received just one vote. The
reasons for these results will be
discussed throughout Part 4A.
First, let’s look the sample’s top three
favorite heroes. They include Invoker,
Windrunner and Pudge. What is it
about these three heroes that make
them so favored by the sample? Well,
each of these heroes has a TSR of 4,
meaning they fall under the category
of UGR heroes. They are skill-based
and can be mastered to a very high
degree. This may include an Invoker
player’s ability to master spell
combos, a Windunner player’s ability
to master shackles and arrows, and a
Pudge player’s ability to master those
devastating hooks.
The top three favorite heroes actually
share a lot in common, which will be
discussed throughout Section 4.
The next group of favorite heroes fall
within the 30-40 likes range. They
include Storm Spirit, Crystal Maiden,
Sand King, Leshrac and Queen of
Pain. Based upon Queen of Pain’s
results, each of these heroes was
chosen by at least 2.82% of the total
sample. What these five heroes share
in common is that they’re known to be
picked often in competitive matches.
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Lifestealer

1.50

M

6

0.58%

Lina

1.25

R

10

0.97%

Lion

2.50

R

2

0.19%

Lone Druid

1.75

R/M

3

0.29%

Lycanthrope

1.75

M

5

0.48%

Mirana

1.00

R

24

2.32%

Morphling

2.00

R

22

2.12%

Nature's Prophet

1.50

R

29

2.80%

Necrolyte

0.75

R

4

0.39%

Night Stalker

0.75

M

9

0.87%

Ogre Magi

1.25

M

7

0.68%

Omniknight

1.00

M

4

0.39%

Outworld Destroyer 0.50

R

2

0.19%

Phantom Assassin 1.00

M

11

1.06%

Phantom Lancer

1.25

M

8

0.77%

Puck

1.50

R

7

0.68%

Pudge

1.00

M

53

5.12%

Pugna

1.00

R

1

0.10%

Queen of Pain

1.75

R

30

2.90%

Razor

0.75

R

6

0.58%

Riki

0.75

M

7

0.68%

Rubick

1.00

R

24

2.32%

Sand King

1.50

M

36

3.47%

Shadow Demon

0.75

R

10

0.97%

Shadow Fiend

1.00

R

22

2.12%

Shadow Shaman

2.00

R

14

1.35%

Silencer

0.75

R

1

0.10%

Skeleton King

1.75

M

10

0.97%

Slardar

1.50

M

3

0.29%

Sniper

0.50

R

4

0.39%

Spectre

1.00

M

7

0.68%

Spirit Breaker

1.25

M

1

0.10%

Storm Spirit

1.75

R

39

3.76%

Sven

M
M

0

0%

Tidehunter

1.25
2.25

16

1.54%

Tinker

1.00

R

18

1.74%

Tiny

1.50

M

16

1.54%

Treant Protector

1.75

M

1

0.10%

Ursa

1.25

M

2

0.19%
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Storm Spirit is not only a fun carry to
play, but perhaps the most mobile out
of the current hero pool. Crystal
Maiden is considered one of the best
supports in the game. Sand King’s
initiation and crowd-control
capabilities make him a powerful tool
for any team. Leshrac’s legendary
tower-pushing ability and early-game
killing potential make him a favorable
pick. Queen of Pain’s mobility, AoE
nukes and ability to serve many roles
may put her where she is.
In the end, it’s up to the individual
player to decide what determines their
favorite hero.
Many other heroes fall beneath 29
votes of the 1036 samples.
Surprisingly, Nature's Prophet falls in
this category with exactly 29 votes. At
the same time, Lycanthrope, who was
considered the most imbalanced hero
by the majority of the sample,
received only 5 votes! He has the
fourth highest win rate according to
http://stats.dota2.be. As a matter of
fact, four of the heroes with the
highest win-rate (Treant Protector,
Ursa, Lich and Lycanthrope) all have
less than 8 votes in this study. The
average number of favorites/hero is
13. This statistic will be used often
while running analyses throughout
this section.
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Vengeful Spirit

1.50

R

11

1.06%

Venomancer

1.25

R

15

1.45%

Viper

0.50

R

5

0.48%

Warlock

1.75

R

6

0.58%

Weaver

1.25

R

8

0.77%

Windrunner

1.00

R

78

7.53%

Witch Doctor

0.75

R

3

0.29%

Zeus

1.00

R

5

0.48%

Total Responses

1036

20% 40%

60% 80%

100%

Chart 4.1: Total Sample Response (1036) to Q47 from TDEQ: If you could pick
one, who would you consider to be your favorite DotA 2 hero?

Discussion
In order to further understand why some heroes are
favored over others, two outlying variables will be
identified and compared with the sample response.
First, the hero classes will be addressed. We want to
understand the differences in sample preference
between strength, agility and intelligence heroes. To do
this, heroes with 13 or more favorites were grouped
under their specific class. A percentage was then
calculated based upon that number divided by the total
number of heroes in that class. Next, a percentage was
calculated by dividing the 13+ favorite heroes by the
total amount of heroes in the hero pool (81). Chart 4.2
shows the results of this analysis.

As the results show, intelligence heroes have the most
(>mean) favorites within their class and the total DotA 2
hero pool.
Next, the attack types (range vs. melee) will be
addressed. We want to understand the differences in
sample preference between melee and ranged heroes.
We grouped heroes with 13 or more favorites under
their specific attack type. Like the previous analysis, two
percentages were calculated based on the total amount
of heroes with their attack type and the total amount of
heroes in the hero pool. Chart 4.3 shows the results of
this analysis.
As the results show, ranged heroes have the most
(>mean) favorites from their attack type and the total
hero pool

Class
Intelligence (N=559)
Agility (N=218)
Strength (N=259)

13 Favorites+
14/33
6/24
5/24

LCD
112/264
66/264
55/264

% in class
42%
25%
21%

% of total hero pool
17%
07%
06%

% in attack type
21%
35%

% of total hero pool
09%
19%

Chart 4.2: Comparison between favorite heroes with hero class.

Attack Type
Melee (M)
Range (R)

13 Favorites+
8/37
16/45

LCD
360/1665
592/1665

Chart 4.3: Comparison between favorite heroes and attack type
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prefer this play-style due to it being a safer method of
farming gold.

Community Spotlight
Second, strength heroes are sometimes mistakenly
thought of as the “tanks” of a team. They simply benefit
from getting as much strength as possible, and can thus
absorb more damage. However, it is important to
remember the pre-defined hero role: Durable. These
heroes serve the tank role better than just Strength
heroes in general. After all, they are called “durable” for
a reason.

MEEPWN

Implications
There are a few implications that can be made from the
results of this study.
What is it about Meepo that
makes him your favorite hero?

1. High UGR heroes may be the most favored heroes of
the community.
2. A hero’s average win-rate does not predict this
sample’s favorite hero.
3. Intelligence heroes seem to be favored over heroes
from other classes.
4. The majority of the sample seems to prefer Ranged
heroes over Melee.
5. At the moment, Invoker reigns supreme in terms of
total amount of favorites

I guess I have a personal
preference for heroes that require
micro or generally more attention.
Chen & Visage also belong to my
favorite heroes.
I used to play strategy games like
wc3 before I got into DotA and
enjoy micro unlike a vast majority
of other players

Potential Errors
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
will be added in future updates. For example, when the
samples were gathered for this study, Io and Luna were
added to the hero pool.

Looking forward to Meepo being
implemented asap. My name also
obviously has to do with the hero,
in dota1. I’m glad to be the reason
of his fun name.

In addition, participant response may have been swayed
by a new hero who entered the hero-pool directly before
the results were gathered. There’s a possibility that
Rubick’s rating across many of the articles within Section
4 may have been affected by this variable.

Results
The two charts show a community preference for
intelligence and ranged heroes. There seems to be a
sample dislike for melee heroes. Reasons for this may
be explained through Part 2B where we will study the
sample’s least favorite heroes. I would like to address
two possible reasons for the ‘attack type’ results.
First, ranged heroes are easier to farm with and almost
have an innate escape mechanism. In lane, they have
an easier time standing back and last-hitting creeps
without the fear of vulnerability. Many players might

Additional Studies
For the sake of archival data, a cross-analysis between
hero TSR and hero class was carried out. Heroes with
over 1.25 TSR were grouped according to their class,
and then two percentages were calculated identical to
those made on charts 4.2 & 4.3 (P.112). Chart 4.4
shows the results of this analysis.
Hero Class

1.25+ SR

% in Hero Class

Intelligence
Agility
Strength

19/34
10/23
17/24

55%
43%
70%

% in Total
Hero Pool
23%
12%
20%

Chart 4.4: Comparisons between SR Rating and Class Type

The results from chart 4.3 show that even though
Intelligence hero class have the most heroes with high
TSR versus the total hero pool, Strength heroes have
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the most high TSR heroes within their hero class. We
will look back on these results in Section 6 where we will
study TSR and UGR.
Further Studies
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
were added in updates after this study was completed.
For example, when the samples were gathered for this
study, Io and Luna were added to the hero pool.
Therefore, this study will be carried out once again when
all of the DotA 2 heroes are released (that are available
in the original DotA). This analysis will be run once DotA
2 reaches public access.
Another study that will branch off of this one will involve
UGR ratings and favorite heroes. Once a reliable
method for determining UGR is constructed, it will be
implemented into this study. Seeing as the top three
most favored heroes are predicted to have high UGR,
the results could be interesting.
Conclusion
Understanding why players enjoy some heroes over
others is important for many reasons. For example, the
results may be used to answer questions like “Why does
Sven not have any favorites?” Well, according to the two
charts in this study, it may be because he is a melee
strength hero. On the other hand, Invoker has over 100
favorites. This may be because he is a ranged
intelligence hero (and a powerful one at that).
On another note, the results of this study will be used to
help understand User-specific Growth Ratings (UGR)
and how they play a role in understanding the different
heroes. In total, the results of this study address a few
important trends that will be very useful for future
studies.
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The DotA Experiment

Abstract
The DotA 2 heroes are the characters a player can choose from at the beginning of a game. Every hero offers a
unique set of skills that can be mastered through experience. Each hero has their own strengths and
weaknesses that can be identified through trial and error. In some respects, the heroes are what make DotA 2
such a unique game. They each offer a unique character archetype that can be connected to the psyche of a
player in some way, shape or form. Section 4, Part 4B will focus on what heroes are considered the least favorite
out of the DotA 2 hero pool based on the sample response studied within this journal. The methods used to carry
this study out involved a sample size of over 1,000 DotA 2 players with different levels of experience. The
participants were asked to identify their least favorite DotA 2 hero in a section of TDEQ. The results of this study
showed a major dislike towards Alchemist, Chen and Anti-Mage. Heroes like Lina and Lion received little to no
votes at all. The results also showed that Agility heroes are most disliked out of all the classes, and melee heroes
are disliked over range. In addition, the results of this study provided data that will be useful in understanding
User-specific Growth Ratings (UGR) and Total Star Ratings (TSR) for heroes. For example, an additional study
in this section shows that more melee heroes have higher TSR than ranged. The importance of this study is to
not only understand what heroes are the communities least favorites, but also to understand how the results
compare to those found in Parts 4A, 4C and 4D.
Key Words: Least Favorite Heroes, User-Specific Growth Ratings (UGR), Hero Class, Attack Types, Total Star Rating
(TSR), Randoming, Heroes
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Q48. If you could pick one, who would you consider to be your
least favorite hero?
TSR
Melee/
Percentage of total
Responses
Count
%
Ranged
respondents
1.00
M
Alchemist
129
12.19%
Ancient Apparition

0.75

R

10

0.95%

Anti-Mage

1.25

M

43

4.06%

Axe

1.75

M

11

1.04%

Bane

1.50

R

13

1.23%

Batrider

1.25

R

39

3.69%

Beastmaster

1.50

M

4

0.38%

Bloodseeker

0.50

M

31

2.93%

Bounty Hunter

1.00

M

5

0.47%

Brewmaster

1.75

M

6

0.57%

Broodmother

1.25

M

16

1.51%

Chaos Knight

1.50

M

1

0.09%

Chen

2.00

R

65

6.14%

Clinkz

1.00

R

16

1.51%

Clockwerk

0.50

M

20

1.89%

Crystal Maiden

2.00

R

13

1.23%

Dark Seer

0.75

M

7

0.66%

Dazzle

1.50

R

13

1.23%

Death Prophet

1.00

R

3

0.28%

Doom Bringer

1.25

M

14

1.32%

Dragon Knight

1.75

M

3

0.28%

Drow Ranger

0.50

R

11

1.04%

Earthshaker

1.75

M

5

0.47%

Enchantress

1.50

R

6

0.57%

Enigma

2.00

R

1

0.09%

Faceless Void

1.75

M

7

0.66%

Gyrocopter

0.75

R

19

1.80%

Huskar

0.75

R

18

1.70%

Invoker

1.00

R

21

1.98%

Jakiro

1.75

R

31

2.93%

Juggernaut

0.75

M

2

0.19%

Kunkka

1.00

M

7

0.66%

Leshrac

2.00

R

1

Lich

2.00

R

7

0.09%
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Following the “Favorite Hero” study
from Part 4A is the “Least Favorite
Hero study”. To understand the
samples least favorite heroes, we will
study the total sample response to
Q48 from TDEQ. This question asked
participants to identify their least
favorite hero.
The most disliked hero it not a big
surprise. Alchemist ranks with almost
two times more dislikes than Chen. He
was also rated as the most
underpowered hero in DotA 2, which
will be discussed in Part 4D. Chen is
one of the most difficult heroes to play.
As Meepwn mentioned in the previous
study, Chen “require(s) micro or
generally more attention”. It’s not a big
surprise that Chen’s ranked where he
is considering he is one of the most
difficult heroes to control. Anti-Mage
ranks as the third least favorite hero.
With the amount of “Anti-Mage is OP!”
threads plaguing the DotA 2 forums,
his positioning in this study is no
surprise.
Batrider and Jakiro are ranked as the
th
th
4 and 5 least favorite heroes
according to the sample response.
One thing the two share in common is
that they’re extremely annoying to lane
against. At the same time, they are
relatively weak heroes that are difficult
to play. Their low HP and skill-based
projectiles are elements to consider
when studying these two heroes.
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Lifestealer

1.50

M

9

0.85%

Lina

1.25

R

1

0.09%

Lion

2.50

R

1

0.09%

Lone Druid

1.75

M/R

21

1.98%

Lycanthrope

1.75

M

13

1.23%

Mirana

1.00

R

3

0.28%

Morphling

2.00

R

3

0.28%

Nature's Prophet

1.50

R

10

0.95%

Necrolyte

0.75

R

16

1.51%

Night Stalker

0.75

M

2

0.19%

Ogre Magi

1.25

M

14

1.32%

Omniknight

1.00

M

16

1.51%

Outworld Destroyer

0.50

R

3

0.28%

Phantom Assassin

1.00

M

10

0.95%

Phantom Lancer

1.25

M

13

1.23%

Puck

1.50

R

10

0.95%

Pudge

1.00

M

17

1.61%

Pugna

1.00

R

5

0.47%

Queen of Pain

1.75

R

1

0.09%

Razor

0.75

R

19

1.80%

Riki

0.75

M

13

1.23%

Rubick

1.00

R

11

1.04%

Sand King

1.50

M

1

0.09%

Shadow Demon

0.75

R

3

0.28%

Shadow Fiend

1.00

R

15

1.42%

Shadow Shaman

2.00

R

2

0.19%

Silencer

0.75

R

26

2.46%

Skeleton King

1.75

M

10

0.95%

Slardar

1.50

M

3

0.28%

Sniper

0.50

R

30

2.84%

Spectre

1.00

M

16

1.51%

Spirit Breaker

1.25

M

15

1.42%

Storm Spirit

1.75

R

6

0.57%

Sven

1.25

M

8

0.76%

Tidehunter

2.25

M

3

0.28%

Tinker

1.00

R

4

0.38%

Tiny

2.50

M

2

0.19%

Treant Protector

1.75

M

25

2.36%

Ursa

1.25

M

17

1.61%
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After reading through different threads
on Playdota.com, I began to realize
th
why Bloodseeker is ranked as the 6
least favorite hero among the
community. He is fragile and relatively
difficult to play. Many community
members agree that heroes like Night
Stalker are simply a better choice to
fulfill his role.
The only way to explain the difference
between Bloodseeker and heroes like
Night Stalker is through studying their
TSR. As we can see, Bloodseeker has
.50 TSR whereas Night Stalker has .75
TSR. If we were to consider UGR as a
factor, we could say that Bloodseeker
is simply more difficult to play than
heroes like Night Stalker. Perhaps this
is why our sample dislikes the hero, a
trend that will be further discussed in
Section V.
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Vengeful Spirit

1.50

R

1

0.09%

Venomancer

1.25

R

5

0.47%

Viper

0.50

R

4

0.38%

Warlock

1.75

R

23

2.17%

Weaver

1.25

R

11

1.04%

Windrunner

1.00

R

4

0.38%

Witch Doctor

0.75

R

4

0.38%

Zeus

1.00

R

11

1.04%

Total Responses

20 40 60 80 100
% % % % %

1058

Chart 4.5: Total Sample Response (1058) to Q48 from TDEQ: If you could pick
one, who would you consider to be your least favorite hero?

Discussion
In order to further understand why our sample chose
certain heroes over others as their least favorite, two
outlying variables were identified and compared among
the sample. The methods are identical to those used in
section 4A.

Second, the hero attack types (range vs. melee) were
taken into account. We want to analyze the differences
in sample preference between melee and ranged
heroes. To do this, heroes with 13 or more votes were
grouped under their specific attack type. The total hero
pool was bumped to 82 due to Syllabear fitting into both
categories. Therefore, the mean votes/hero was
decreased to 13.

First, the hero classes were taken into account. We want
to understand the differences in sample preference for
strength, agility and intelligence heroes. First, heroes
with 14 or more votes were grouped under their specific
class. A percentage was then calculated based upon
that number divided by the total number of heroes in that
class. Secondly, a percentage was calculated by dividing
the heroes with 14+ votes by the total amount of heroes
in the total hero pool (81). Chart 4.6 shows the results of
this analysis. The results show that agility heroes have
the most (>mean) ‘least favorite’ votes out of their class
and the total hero pool.

Like the previous study, two percentages were
calculated based on the total amount of heroes with their
attack type and the total amount of heroes in the hero
pool (THP=82). Chart 4.7 shows the results of this
analysis. As the results show, Melee heroes have the
most (>mean) Least Favorite votes within their range
type. However, the most disliked melee and ranged
heroes carry the same weight out of the total hero pool.

Hero Type
Strength (N=342)
Agility (N=331)

14+ Least Favorites
8/24
11/24

LCD
88/264
121/264

% in class
33%
46%

% of THP
10%
14%

Intelligence (N=385)

8/33

64/264

24%

10%

Chart 4.6 Comparison between least favorite heroes with hero class.

Attack Type

13+ Least Favorites

LCD

% in class

% of THP

Melee (M)

17/37

765/1665

46%

21%

Range (R)

17/45

629/1665

38%

21%

Chart 4.7 Comparison between least favorite heroes with hero class.
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Results
The results of these two charts show a community
dislike for Agility and Melee heroes.

Community Spotlight

Let’s compare the results of this study with those from
Part 4A. According to the results from the “Favorite
Heroes” study, there was a sample preference for
Intelligence and Ranged heroes. In this article (4B),
Intelligence and Ranged heroes are rated with exactly
the least amount of votes. This improves the validity of
the implications from Part 4A.
The results from the previous study also shows that
Agility and Melee heroes received fewer votes than
Intelligence and Ranged heroes. (See chart 4.1 and 4.2)
This relationship between the studies is close enough
(by a 1 hero difference) to further the implication that
Melee Agility/Strength heroes are generally the least
favored out of the hero pool.
Why exactly Melee and Agility heroes are ranked as the
most disliked is uncertain. TDEQ did not ask
respondents to explain why they disliked the hero they
chose.
Furthermore, there appears to be no trends linking TSR
and “Least Favorite” votes in this study. Although 4 of
the top 6 least favorite heroes have an SR of over 1.25,
the heroes following them all vary too much to generate
a trend. In order to find a reliable statistic for this
conclusion, an additional study will be run later in this
article.
Implications
There are a few implications that can be formed through
the results in this article:
1. Agility heroes seem to be the least favored hero
class based on TDEQ sample response.
2. The majority of players seem to dislike more
Melee heroes than Ranged heroes.
3. At the moment Alchemist reigns supreme as the
communities ‘Least Favorite’ hero.

Potential Errors
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
will be added in future updates. For example, when the
samples were gathered for this study, Io and Luna were
added to the hero pool.
In addition, participant response may have been swayed
by a new hero who entered the hero-pool directly before
the results were gathered. There’s a possibility that
Rubick’s rating across many of the articles within Section
4 may have been affected by this variable. At the same
time, it may be interesting to track trends about how the
DotA 2 community rates a new hero after its released.

AlwaysGoRandom
What does it take to random a hero?
Why do you prefer to random? What
hero, or hero type, do you dislike- if
there is one?
Randoming is risky due to the obvious
fact you don't pick your hero - being
directly tied to your ability to play a
certain hero or role as well. By going
random you begin the game with 250
extra gold, which can make a significant
difference in laning, especially if you are
soloing.
I like to random as a personal challenge,
to try and learn to play every hero. I also
avoid repicking whenever possible to
force myself to learn.
I’m perfectly comfortable with every role.
As I random a lot, I consider myself
proficient with most heroes, but there are
some I absolutely dislike - generally
because I can't play them well. To me it’s
directly linked to my ability/success with
hero. Tiny's fun, but I can't play him for
shit - so tiny. Also Alchemist.
No real issues with class / role, but I hate
soloing with melee heroes. I will avoid the
suicide lane like the plague whenever
possible. Dislike facing? Invoker and
Lycan. Enchantress / Chen to an extent
as well, but generally people don't gank
as early as they should.

Additional Studies
As mentioned earlier, a statistical analysis was run to
look for a correlation between TSR and Least Favorite
heroes. To do this, we counted up the total amount of
heroes with over 14 votes with greater than or equal to
1.25 SR. Then, we added up the total amount of heroes
with over 14 votes and less than1.25 SR. Chart 4.8
shows the results.
Above/Below
1.25 TSR
>or= 1.25 TSR
<1.25 TSR

X/ total Least
Favorite Heroes
12/27
15/27

% of THP
15%
19%

Chart 4.8: Comparison between Star Rating and Least Favorite
Heroes.
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The results don’t show much of a correlation between
TSR and Least Favorite Heroes. The only difference is
that there are three more heroes with low TSR than high
TSR. Regardless, the results will provide some good
archival data for Section 6. Chart 4.3 (P.112) from study
4A has more information on the correlation between
TSR and hero class. Those results show that Agility
heroes have the lowest TSR in both their class and out
of the total hero pool.
To further this additional study, we will also analyze the
TSR of Melee and Ranged heroes. Chart 4.9 shows the
results.
Attack
Type
Melee (M)
Range(R)

1.25+
SR
24/37
23/45

LCD
1080/1665
851/1665

% in hero
class
65%
51%

% in
THP
29%
28%

Chart 4.9: Comparison between Star Rating (SR) and Attack Type.

The statistics from this chart will be used for the sole
purpose of archival data. Although Melee heroes have
generally higher TSR in their specific class than Ranged
heroes, the two share a similar amount in the total hero
pool. Seeing as there are more Ranged heroes than
Melee heroes at the moment, this data might only be
helpful when analyzing Melee heroes specifically. We
will further explain these findings in Section 6.
Further Studies
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
will be added in future updates. For example, when the
samples were gathered for this study, Io and Luna were
added to the hero pool. Therefore, this study will be
carried out once again when all of the DotA 2 heroes are
released. This will most likely take place when DotA 2
reaches public access.
Another study that will branch off of this one will involve
UGR ratings and least favorite heroes. Once a reliable
method for determining UGR is constructed, it will be
implemented into this study.
Finally, the next study will examine the communities’
ratings for Most Over-Powered Heroes. The results
from this study will be compared to those found in the
next study. I predict there will be a correlation between
the most imbalanced and most disliked heroes, however
it is very possible that there is none at all. If there is a
correlation, that may help answer why some heroes are
disliked over others.
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Conclusion
Understanding why players enjoy some heroes over
others is important for many reasons. For example, the
results may be used to answer questions like “Why do
Lion and Lina have only one Least Favorite vote?” Well,
according to the two charts in this study, it may be
because they are ranged intelligence heroes. However,
Chen is the second highest on the list. The difference
may lie in the difficulty to play as Chen. On the other
hand, Alchemist has over 100 favorites. This may be
because he is a melee strength hero with low TSR. On
top of that, he is considered one of the most
underpowered heroes in DotA 2. This will be discussed
in Section 4, Part 4D. The results of this study will also
be used to help understand User-Growth Ratings (UGR)
and how they play a role in understanding the different
heroes.
In total, the results of this study address a few important
trends that will be very useful for future studies.
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The DotA Experiment

Abstract
The DotA 2 heroes are the characters a player can choose from at the beginning of a game. Every hero offers a
unique set of skills that can be mastered through experience. Each hero has their own strengths and
weaknesses that can be identified through trial and error. In some respects, the heroes are what make DotA 2
such a unique game. They each offer a unique character archetype that can be connected to the psyche of a
player in some way, shape or form. Section 4C will focus on what heroes are considered the most imbalanced
heroes out of the hero pool for being too strong. The results of this study show that Lycanthrope is considered
to be far more over-powered than the rest of the pool, followed by Anti-Mage and Invoker. Heroes like Warlock
and Weaver received little to no votes at all. The results also show that more Intelligence heroes are considered
over-powered compared to the rest of the hero classes. There was barely any difference found between Ranged
and Melee heroes. The importance of this study is to find out what heroes are considered the most overpowered by the sample studied within this journal. As we know from Section 3, Part 3B, dissatisfaction with hero
balance is correlated with distrust between DotA 2 community members. We also want to understand how the
results from this article compare to the results found in sections 4A, 4C and 4D.
Key Words: Imbalanced Jerpes, Over-Powered Heroes, Hero Class, Attack Types, Total Star Rating (TSR), Randoming,
Heroes
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Q43. If you could name one DotA 2 hero you consider too strong, who would it
be?
SR
Melee/ Imba
Percentage of total
Responses
Count
%
(.25) Range Rating
respondents
1.00
M
6.60
Alchemist
5
0.48%
Ancient Apparition

0.75

R

-

1

0.10%

Anti-Mage

1.25

M

5.53

72

6.98%

Axe

1.75

M

5.50

6

0.58%

Bane
Batrider

R
R
M

4.00

0
0

0%
0%

Beastmaster

1.50
1.25
1.50

2

0.19%

Bloodseeker

0.50

M

5.50

2

0.19%

Bounty Hunter

M
M

4.78

0

0%

Brewmaster

1.00
1.75

23

2.23%

Broodmother

1.25

M

5.00

3

0.29%

Chaos Knight

1.50

M

6.41

57

5.52%

Chen

2.00

R

3.33

3

0.29%

Clinkz

1.00

R

6.00

2

0.19%

Clockwerk

M
R

1.00

0

0%

Crystal Maiden

0.50
2.00

1

0.10%

Dark Seer

0.75

M

6.00

46

4.46%

Dazzle

R
R

8.00

0

0%

Death Prophet

1.50
1.00

3

0.29%

Doom Bringer

1.25

M

4.00

1

0.10%

Dragon Knight

1.75

M

7.00

1

0.10%

Drow Ranger

R
M

5.00

0

0%

Earthshaker

0.50
1.75

2

0.19%

Enchantress

1.50

R

5.00

2

0.19%

Enigma

2.00

R

3.00

1

0.10%

Faceless Void

1.75

M

5.00

6

0.58%

Gyrocopter

0.75

R

6.50

2

0.19%

Huskar

0.75

R

4.14

7

0.68%

Invoker

1.00

R

6.38

61

5.91%
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Imbalance issues with DotA 2
heroes are often discussed
throughout the community. We can
understand what heroes are
considered the most over-powered
by studying the results of Q43 from
TDEQ. The subjects were asked to
identify the hero they thought was
the most over-powered and rate the
hero’s imbalance on a scale of 110.
In Section 3, Part 3B, we found
evidence that those who are the
least satisfied with the balance of
DotA 2 heroes are more likely to
doubt the skill level of a random
team-mate. In addition, we can
consider dissatisfaction with hero
balance to be a variable behind
community and match-making
dissatisfaction. Therefore, the
importance of this article is to
identify what heroes should be
balanced to help increase
community satisfaction.
Lycan made it to the top of the list
with 420 votes (40.70% of the
results gathered). The hero has
become a favorite among pubstompers and is an over-all
nuisance to deal with throughout an
entire game of DotA 2.
The fear he generates in public
games makes him a threat to any
opposition. Lycanthrope definitely
lives up to his rating as the most
over-powered DotA 2.

The DotA Experiment
Jakiro

R
M

7.00

0

0%

Juggernaut

1.75
0.75

1

0.10%

Kunkka

1.00

M

5.33

3

0.29%

Leshrac

2.00

R

6.15

13

1.26%

Lich

2.00

R

5.00

2

0.19%

Lifestealer

1.50

M

5.18

11

1.07%

Lina
Lion

R
R
R/M

5.78

0
0

0%
0%

Lone Druid

1.25
2.50
1.75

9

0.87%

Lycanthrope

1.75

M

6.44

420

40.70%

Mirana

1.00

R

7.00

1

0.10%

Morphling

2.00

R

5.87

23

2.23%

49

4.75%

Nature's Prophet

1.50

R

6.42

Necrolyte

R
M

10.00

0

0%

Night Stalker

0.75
0.75

3

0.29%

Ogre Magi

1.25

M

9.00

3

0.29%

Omniknight

1.00

M

6.00

2

0.19%

Outworld Destroyer

0.50

R

5.50

2

0.19%

Phantom Assassin

1.00

M

6.14

7

0.68%

Phantom Lancer

1.25

M

7.00

1

0.10%

Puck

R
M

4.63

0

0%

Pudge

1.50
1.00

8

0.78%

Pugna

1.00

R

10.00

1

0.10%

Queen of Pain

1.75

R

6.00

5

0.48%

Razor

R
M

3.40

0

0%

Riki

0.75
0.75

10

0.97%

Rubick

1.00

R

6.16

56

5.43%

Sand King

1.50

M

4.50

2

0.19%

Shadow Demon

0.75

R

5.50

10

0.97%

Shadow Fiend

1.00

R

1.00

1

0.10%

Shadow Shaman

2.00

R

9.00

1

0.10%

Silencer

0.75

R

4.00

1

0.10%

Skeleton King

1.75

M

5.67

3

0.29%

Slardar

1.50
0.50

M
R

-

0

0%

1

0.10%

M
M

8.00

0

0%

Spirit Breaker

1.00
1.25

3

0.29%

Storm Spirit

1.75

R

7.33

3

0.29%

Sven

M
M

8.00

0

0%

Tidehunter

1.25
2.25

3

0.29%

Tinker

1.00

R

7.25

8

0.78%

Sniper
Specter
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nd

rd

th

The 2 , 3 and 4 heroes rated
by the sample as the most overpowered include Anti-Mage,
Invoker, and Chaos Knight.
What’s interesting about these
three heroes is that they each
belong to a different hero class.
By comparing these results to
those found in Part 4A and 4B,
we can notice that Anti-Mage was
rated as the third most disliked
hero in section 4B. Invoker, on
the other hand, was ranked as the
sample’s favorite hero in section
4A.
Anti-Mage is ranked as the most
imbalanced Agility hero. Invoker
is ranked as the most imbalanced
Intelligence hero. Chaos Knight is
tanked as the second most
imbalanced Strength hero.
Like Lycan, each of these three
heroes has skills that stack well
and make them a threat from
early to late game.

The DotA Experiment
Tiny

M
M

10.00

0

0%

Treant Protector

1.50
1.75

2

0.19%

Ursa

1.25

M

5.84

39

3.78%

Vengeful Spirit
Venomancer

1.50
1.25
0.50

R
R
R

2.00

0
0

0%
0%

1

0.10%

1.75
1.25
1.00

R
R
R

5.21

0
0

0%
0%

14

1.36%

0.75
1.00

R
R

3.00
2.21

0

0%

1

0.10%

Viper
Warlock
Weaver
Windrunner
Witch Doctor
Zeus

In terms of over-powered
ratings, only those heroes with
13 or more votes will be
included in the studies within
this article. The average
votes/hero is 12.7. When
analyzing the ratings, it is
important to exclude heroes
who have only 1 vote. If only
one participant voted on a hero,
and rated their imbalance with a
10, that would give the hero a
higher imbalance rating and a
lower standard deviation than
heroes with more votes.

1032
=

Total Responses

12.7

20 40 60 80 100
% % % % %

Chart 4.10: Total Sample Response (1032) to Q43 from TDEQ: If you could
name one DotA 2 hero you consider too strong, who would it be?

Discussion
In order to further understand why some heroes are
considered more over-powered than others, we will
identify and compare two variables with our sample’s
response.
Like the previous two articles, we will begin by analyzing
how hero classes may act as variables for our sample’s
response. We want to know the differences in hero
classes for heroes with votes above the mean (s=12.7)
value. First, heroes with 13 or more votes were grouped
under their specific class. A percentage was then
calculated based upon that number divided by the total
number of heroes in that class. Second, a percentage
was calculated by dividing the total amount of heroes
(with over 13 votes) in each class, by the total amount of
heroes in the hero pool (81). Chart 4.11 shows the
results of this analysis.

Class
Intelligence (N=287)
Agility (N=181)
Strength (N=564)

13 Votes+
6/33
3/24
3/24

LCD
48/264
33/264
33/264

As the results from Chart 4.11 show, more intelligence
heroes have the most >mean votes from their class and
the total hero pool. Intelligence heroes were all ranked
as the most favored heroes in section 4A.
Second, the hero attack types (range vs. melee) were
taken into account. For example, what are the
differences in sample preference between melee and
ranged heroes? To understand this, heroes with 13 or
more votes were grouped under their specific attack
type. Like the previous study, two percentages were
calculated based on the total amount of heroes with their
attack type and the total amount of heroes in the hero
pool. Chart 4.12 shows the results of this analysis.
As the results show, there are no major differences in
imbalance votes between melee and ranged heroes.
This means that melee heroes are no more imbalanced
than agility heroes, and vice-versa.

% in class
18%
13%
13%

% of total hero pool
07%
04%
04%

% in attack type
16%
13%

% of total hero pool

Chart 4.11: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes and hero
class.

Attack Type
Melee (M)
Range (R)

13 Favorites+
6/37
6/45

LCD
270/1665
270/1665

Chart 4.12: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes (too strong) and attack type.
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07%
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Results
These two charts show that Intelligence heroes are
considered the most imbalanced, by number. Moreover,
four out of the five ranged heroes ranked as imbalanced
by the sample are Intelligence heroes. This means
Ranged Agility heroes could be considered the most
balanced hero types.
Lycanthrope obtained over 420 votes for Q43 from
TDEQ. This gave him nearly 6 times more votes than
Anti-Mage. With a 40% agreement among a 1032
sample size and 81 heroes to choose from, the
implication that Lycanthrope is the most over-powered
hero according to the community is apparent.
To understand more about community agreement
between hero imbalance, participants could choose an
‘imbalance rating’ for the hero they rated as the most
over-powered on a scale of 1-10. 1 meant not very
imbalanced and 10 meant extremely imbalanced. Each
of the heroes with over 13 votes is listed below with their
rating next to them. We also calculated the standard
deviation of each response to understand the agreement
rating between participants. Chart 4.13 shows the results
of this.
Hero
Votes
Standard
Rating
Deviation
420
6.44
Lycanthrope
2.34
Anti-Mage
72
2.73
5.53
Invoker
61
2.46
6.38
Chaos Knight
57
2.63
6.41
Rubick
56
2.42
6.16
2.12
Natures Prophet 49
6.42
Dark Seer
46
2.67
5.80
Ursa
39
2.48
5.84
Morphling
23
2.51
5.87
Brewmaster
23
2.58
4.78
Windrunner
14
2.81
5.21
Leshrac
13
2.41
6.15
Chart 4.13: Comparison between over-powered heroes and
imbalance ratings. (SN=1054)

The results of Chart 4.8 show that Lycanthrope ranks
highest with both votes and imbalance rating. His
nd
standard deviation is the 2 lowest of the group,
rds
meaning about 2/3 of his votes lay close to his rating.
Nature’s Prophet has the lowest standard deviation and
highest imbalance rating behind Lycan. This means it
can safely be said that Lycan and Nature's Prophet have
the highest and most accurate average ‘imbalance
rating’ (s=6.40/10) than the rest of the heroes.

Community Spotlight

LYCAN
What are some of the elements that
make a hero over-powered or
imbalanced?
Well the main thing about heroes that ARE
overpowered and heroes that are FELT
overpowered is a big difference. For
instance currently Chen is actually OP or at
least at the tip of the God tier level.
However, the majority of the community
won't QQ about Chen since a lot people
never see Chen get rampages or triple kills.
Take Lycanthrope. The general base of
playing him will jungle for around 20 mins
then run out of the woods onto a base and
kill it instantly. Since if both teams pick and
play equally. You'd have to secure an
additional 20% of your team's presence
without your main carry if it's jungling or
ricing. So if you'd want to acquire a 120%
presence you'd require strong early and
midgame heroes. So what would define a
hero to be overpowered is being able to
grant more than 100% presence at all
stages of the game. The only thing Lycan
does lack however is a top hat!
The higher you re on the [experience]
pyramid spectrum, the better you
understand the game. The better you
understand the game, the more reasoning
you can find behind certain aspects of
balance. Another example a while ago
Magina wasn't even considered a useful
trollpick… But it still suffered a str nerf.
Many people did not take into consideration
that a key item like Manta received changes
as well. This is an aspect of anticipation of
balance which is something IceFrog puts
time and effort into while a lot people
general just prefer to see “Nerf the guy that
owns me, buff the guy that I feed with.”

If we review the results of this article and compare them
with Part 4A and 4B we can create some implications
about individual heroes.
1. In Part 5A, Melee Strength heroes received the least
amount of ‘favorite’ votes. With Lycan dominating the
over-powered category, we can see how this increases
the implication from Part 5A.
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2. Invoker, Anti-Mage, Nature’s Prophet and Rubick
were all ranked as “Favorite Heroes” by the community
(13+ votes). Thus, 2/3 of the top 6 most Over-Powered
heroes were favorite heroes in Part 5A.

The DotA Experiment
Implications
There are some major implications that can be drawn
from this study.
1. There are more Intelligence heroes considered
imbalanced than those of other classes.
2. Invoker is one of the most over-powered,
favorite and least favorite heroes in the
community.
3. Anti-Mage is one of the most over-powered,
favorite and least favorite heroes in the
community.
4. The vast majority of the community agrees that
Lycan is the most over-powered hero in the
DotA 2 hero pool.
5. There are no apparent differences between
over-powered heroes with Melee or Ranged
attack types.
Potential Errors
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
will be added in future updates. For example, when the
samples were gathered for this study, Io and Luna were
added to the hero pool.
In addition, participant response may have been swayed
by a new hero who entered the hero-pool directly before
the results were gathered. There’s a possibility that
Rubick’s rating across many of the articles within Section
4 may have been affected by this variable. At the same
time, it may be interesting to track trends about how the
DotA 2 community rates a new hero after it is released.

Additional Studies
For the sake of archival data, the total Star Rating of
each “imbalanced” hero will be compared among the
sample. Chart 4.14 shows the results of this analysis.
Hero
Total
Total Votes
SR
420
Lycanthrope
1.75
Anti-Mage
1.25
72
Invoker
1.00
61
Chaos Knight
1.50
57
Rubick
1.00
56
Natures Prophet 1.50
49
Dark Seer
0.75
46
Ursa
1.25
39
2.00
Morphling
23
Brewmaster
1.75
23
Windrunner
1.00
14
2.00
Leshrac
13
Chart 4.14: Comparison between imbalanced heroes and Total
Star Ratings.

The results show that 8 of 12 imbalanced heroes have a
TSR of 1.25 or higher. These results are enough to
question whether or not over-powered heroes have low
UGR. We will study this question further in Section 6.
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Future Studies
This study will be carried out once again when all of the
DotA 2 heroes are released and DotA 2 reaches public
access.
Another study that will branch off of this one will involve
UGR ratings and Imbalanced Heroes (too strong). Once
a reliable method for determining UGR is constricted, it
will be implemented into this study.
Following this study will be an analysis on what heroes
were voted on by the sample as under-powered. It is
predicted that there will be a negative correlation
between Imbalanced Heroes: Too Strong and
Imbalanced Heroes: Too Weak. If this is true, then the
reliability of the sample used both surveys will be
enhanced.
Conclusion
Understanding why players consider some heroes more
imbalanced then others is important for many reasons.
For example, the results may be used to answer
questions like “Why does Lycanthrope have nearly 6x
the amount of votes than the next most imbalanced
hero?” Future studies will help to answer that question,
while this study simply verifies what heroes are
considered the most imbalanced by the sample.
On another note, the results of this study will be used to
help understand User-specific Growth Ratings (UGR)
and how they play a role in how the DotA 2 community
interacts with each hero.
In total, the results of this study address a few important
implications that will be useful for future studies. Most
importantly, we can identify the heroes that are
considered the most imbalanced. This is important
because in Section 3, Part 3B, we discussed how hero
balance dissatisfaction is correlated with community
distrust and dissatisfaction with the DotA 2 community
and match-making system.
_____________________________________________
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Abstract
The DotA 2 heroes are the characters a player can choose from at the beginning of a game. Every hero offers a
unique set of skills that can be mastered through experience. Each hero has their own strengths and weaknesses
that can be identified through trial and error. In some respects, the heroes are what make DotA 2 such a unique
game. They each offer a unique character archetype that can be connected to the psyche of a player in some
way, shape or form. Section 4, Part 4D will focus on what heroes are considered the most under-powered
heroes out of the hero pool. The results of this study showed that Alchemist was considered to be far more
under-powered than the rest of the hero pool. Sniper and Clockwerk followed Alchemist by a large margin of
votes. Heroes like Leshrac and Pudge received little to no votes at all. The results also showed there were no
differences between hero classes or attack types. However, one of the major findings from this study showed that
8 out of the top 12 under-powered heroes have low TSR. Moreover, 8/12 of the top over-powered heroes have
high TSR (P.126). This supports the hypothesis that low TSR heroes are generally more difficult to play and
therefore have high UGR. The importance of this study is to find out what heroes are considered the most underpowered by the sample studied within this journal. As we know from Section 3, Part 3B, dissatisfaction with hero
balance is correlated with distrust between DotA 2 community members. We also want to understand how the
results from this article compare to the results found in sections 4A, 4B and 4C.
Key Words: Imbalanced Heroes, Under-Powered Heroes), Hero Class, Attack Types, Total Star Rating (TSR), Heroes,
Win-Rate
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Q45. If you could name one hero you consider too weak, who would it be?
TSR Melee/ Imba
Percentage of total
Responses
Count
%
Range Rating
respondents
6.17
1.00
M
Alchemist
376 36.54%
Ancient Apparition

0.75

R

4.90

10

0.97%

Anti-Mage

1.25

M

5.33

3

0.29%

Axe

1.75

M

3.85

13

1.26%

Bane

1.50

R

5.25

4

0.39%

Batrider

1.25

R

5.74

20

1.94%

Beastmaster

M
M

5.64

0

0%

Bloodseeker

1.50
0.50

36

3.50%

Bounty Hunter

1.00

M

2.00

1

0.10%

Brewmaster

1.75

M

3.00

1

0.10%

Broodmother

1.25

M

2.00

1

0.10%

Chaos Knight

1.50

M

1.00

1

0.10%

Chen

2.00

R

2.00

1

0.10%

Clinkz

1.00

R

3.50

2

0.19%

Clockwerk

0.50

M

5.32

41

3.98%

Crystal Maiden

2.00

R

4.92

24

2.33%

Dark Seer

0.75

M

10.00

1

0.10%

Dazzle

1.50

R

4.22

9

0.87%

Death Prophet

R
M

5.50

0
2

0%

Doom Bringer

1.00
1.25

0.19%

Dragon Knight

1.75

M

6.00

1

0.10%

Drow Ranger

0.50

R

5.27

15

1.46%

Earthshaker

1.75
1.50

M
R

4.33

0

0%

3

0.29%

R
M

1.00

0

0%

Faceless Void

2.00
1.75

1

0.10%

Gyrocopter

0.75

R

4.81

31

3.01%

Huskar

0.75

R

3.67

6

0.58%

Invoker

1.00

R

2.00

1

0.10%

Jakiro

1.75

R

5.15

48

4.66%

Juggernaut

0.75

M

4.00

2

0.19%

Enchantress
Enigma
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Imbalance issues with DotA 2
heroes are often discussed
throughout the community. We can
understand what heroes are
considered the most underpowered by studying the results of
Q45 from TDEQ. The subjects
were asked to identify the hero they
thought was the most underpowered and rate the hero’s
imbalance on a scale of 1-10.
Based upon the numerous
complaints about Alchemist since
his release into the hero pool, it
was no surprise that he made it to
the top of the list with376 votes.
(36.54% of the results gathered)
The hero has become obsolete in
the current DotA 2 meta-game and
is generally avoided as a pick in
most public games.
Alchemist’s abilities barely have
any synergy, he has extremely low
armor and strength (despite his
size), and requires plenty of
support and farm to be worth
anything on a team.
Alchemist has the lowest win-rate
out of the DotA 2 hero pool
according to stats.dota2.be at an
absurdly low 40.35%. This is one of
the many reasons why Alchemist is
ranked as not only the most underpowered, but the most disliked hero
as well.

The DotA Experiment
Kunkka

1.00

M

6.90

10

0.97%

Leshrac

2.00
2.00

R
R

5.50

0

0%

2

0.19%

M
R

3.60

0

0%

Lina

1.50
1.25

5

0.49%

Lion

2.50

R

2.50

2

0.19%

Lone Druid

1.75

M/R

8.00

1

0.10%

Lycanthrope

1.75

M

9.67

3

0.29%

Mirana

1.00

R

8.00

1

0.10%

Morphling

2.00

R

4.00

1

0.10%

Nature's Prophet

1.50

R

7.00

4

0.39%

Necrolyte

0.75

R

4.64

28

2.72%

Night Stalker

M
M

6.00

0

0%

Ogre Magi

0.75
1.25

1

0.10%

Omniknight

1.00

M

5.00

1

0.10%

Outworld Destroyer

0.50

R

4.00

1

0.10%

Phantom Assassin

1.00

M

5.21

14

1.36%

Phantom Lancer

1.25

M

5.25

24

2.33%

Puck

1.50

R

5.67

10

0.97%

Pudge

1.00
1.00

M
R

5.00

0

0%

8

0.78%

1.75
0.75

R
R

5.40

0

0%

5

0.49%

0.75
1.00

M
R

4.50

0

0%

2

0.19%

M
R

4.67

0

0%

Shadow Demon

1.50
0.75

3

0.29%

Shadow Fiend

1.00

R

5.67

3

0.29%

Shadow Shaman

R
R

5.16

0

0%

Silencer

2.00
0.75

38

3.69%

Skeleton King

1.75

M

2.67

3

0.29%

Slardar

M
R

5.68

0

0%

Sniper

1.50
0.50

68

6.61%

Spectre

1.00

M

4.00

3

0.29%

Spirit Breaker

1.25

M

4.44

16

1.55%

Storm Spirit

1.75
1.25

R
M

5.21

0

0%

15

1.46%

M
R
M
M

5.33

0
0
0

0%
0%
0%

Treant Protector

2.25
1.00
2.50
1.75

41

3.98%

Ursa

1.25

M

6.00

1

0.10%

Lich
Lifestealer

Pugna
Queen of Pain
Razor
Riki
Rubick
Sand King

Sven
Tidehunter
Tinker
Tiny
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nd

rd

th

The 2 , 3 and 4 heroes rated
as the most under-powered
include Sniper, Jakiro and
Clockwerk/Treant. What’s
interesting about Alchemist,
Sniper and Clockwerk is that each
of them has low TSR.
Sniper and Clockwerk have low
HP without a reliable escape
mechanism. They have longrange abilities and unreliable ministuns. Sniper is criticized often for
being a bad hero pick in public
games. Like Alchemist, he carries
the same stigma as an unreliable
carry.
Jakiro is considered one of the
most under-powered and disliked
heroes in the DotA 2 hero pool.
He’s a hero with incredibly slow
cast animations for his three
active skills.
Treant Protector tied with
th
Clockwerk as the 4 most
imbalanced hero for being too
weak. This may be because
Treant was nerfed so much over
the past few years, lost one of his
most famous abilities and had his
base strength lowered
dramatically. His durability and
support ability have decreased by
a large amount.
th

Silencer ranked as the 6 most
imbalanced hero for being underpowered. He has become a
situational pick in the DotA 2
competitive scene and is rarely
chosen in public games. Like
Clockwerk and Sniper, he is a low
HP hero without a reliable escape
mechanism.

The DotA Experiment
Vengeful Spirit

1.50

R

6.50

2

0.19%

Venomancer

1.25

R

1.00

1

0.10%

Viper

0.50

R

1.00

1

0.10%

Warlock

1.75

R

5.53

15

1.46%

Weaver

1.25

R

3.00

3

0.29%

Windrunner

1.00

R

4.00

2

0.19%

Witch Doctor

0.75

R

4.30

11

1.07%

Zeus

1.00

R

5.58

26

2.53%

Total Responses

1029

th

Bloodseeker ranked as the 7
most imbalanced hero for being
under-powered. He was also
among the top heroes for most
disliked. As explained in Part 4B,
Bloodseeker has simply slipped
out of the current meta-game,
and many believe that other
heroes can carry his role out
more efficiently.
We also discussed that his low
TSR may be a reason behind
20% 40% 60% 80% 100% this. We will study this variable
throughout Section V.

Chart 4.15: Total Sample Response (1029) to Q45 from TDEQ: If you could
name one hero you consider too weak, who would it be?

Discussion
In order to understand why some heroes are considered
more under-powered than others, two outlying variables
were identified and compared among the sample. It’s
important to remember that the total amount of
votes/sample doesn’t necessarily mark a trend. For
example, heroes like Alchemist in this study absorb over
300 of the total votes. So, the heroes must be ranked
equally which means they have to have over 13 votes in
this study.
First, the hero classes were taken into account. We want
to understand the differences between hero classes in
terms of the under-powered heroes within each one. We
first grouped heroes with 13 or more votes under their
specific hero class. First, a percentage was calculated
based upon that number divided by the total number of
heroes in that class. Secondly, a percentage was
calculated by dividing heroes with 13+ vote heroes by
the total amount of heroes in the hero pool (81). Chart
4.16 shows the results of this analysis.

Class
Intelligence (N=279)
Agility (N=220)
Strength (N=530)

13 Votes+
7/33
6/24
6/24

As the results from chart 4.16 show, there’s barely any
difference between the three classes. If anything, it
shows how imbalanced Alchemist is compared to other
strength heroes. Other than that, it just shows that the
classes are balanced for the most part in terms of
heroes that are too weak.
Next, we looked at whether or not hero attack types
(range vs. melee) could be a variable behind our
sample’s selection of under-powered heroes. We are
looking for differences in the sample’s votes between
melee and ranged heroes. Like the previous study, we
first grouped heroes with 13 or more votes under their
specific attack type. Next, two percentages were
calculated based on the total amount of heroes with their
attack type and the total amount of heroes in the hero
pool. Chart 4.17 shows the results of this analysis.
As the results show, ranged heroes seem to be
considered weaker compared to the rest of the hero
pool. However, more melee heroes are considered
weaker within their class.

LCD
56/264
66/264
66/264

% in class
21%
25%
25%

% of total hero pool
08%
07%
07%

LCD
405/1665
370/1665

% in attack type
24%
22%

% of total hero pool

Chart 4.16: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes and hero
class.

Attack Type
Melee (M)
Range (R)

13 Favorites+
9/37
10/45

Chart 4.17: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes (too weak)
and hero class.
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Results
There aren’t really any valid implications that can be
derived from these statistics. As the results from the
previous two charts show, neither Hero Class nor Attack
Type can be considered variables in what makes an
under-powered hero. We would be better off looking at
the total amount of votes/hero.
The results of these charts are nearly identical to those
found in Part 4C. Perhaps this is an indication of balance
among the different classes and attack types. There’s an
apparent negative correlation found between the data
sets seen in 4C and 4D. Heroes who were considered
under-powered were rarely, if ever, voted as overpowered.
Similarly, a positive correlation was found between the
data of 4A and 4C as well as 4B and 4D. Players
generally favor heroes that are considered too strong
and dislike those considered too weak.
To understand more about community agreement
between hero imbalance, participants could choose an
‘imbalance rating’ for the hero they rated as the most
under-powered on a scale of 1-10. 1 meant not very
imbalanced and 10 meant extremely imbalanced.
Each of the heroes with over 13 votes is listed below
with their imbalance rating next to them. We also
calculated the standard deviation of each response to
understand the agreement rating between participants.
Chart 4.18 shows the results:

Community Spotlight

SOCK RATS
What is it that makes a hero
under-powered? Why is
Alchemist heavily agreed upon as
under-powered?
There are always trends coming and
going, so what usually happens is that
with every trend some strategies and
some heroes become very popular.
There are heroes in DotA that are good
at carrying AFTER getting 10.000 worth
of gold in items. Such a hero would be
hard to fit in a game with 9 fast pushers
and heavy gankers, so if the current
trend was picking only fast pushers and
heavy gankers, that hero would look
very underpowered.
Let's imagine a list, a list of the things a
hero (truly) needs. This list changes as
we, all DotA players as a whole change
our minds about a hero needs. If we
imagine the current list, it would say:
1. Ganking power

Hero

Votes

Alchemist
Sniper
Jakiro
Treant Protector
Clockwerk
Silencer
Bloodseeker
Gyrocopter
Necrolyte
Zeus
Crystal Maiden
Phantom Lancer
Batrider
Spirit Breaker
Warlock
Sven
Drow Ranger
Phantom Assassin
Axe

376
68
48
41
41
49
38
39
28
26
24
24
20
16
15
15
15
14
13

Standard
Deviation
2.54
2.52
2.27
2.76
2.31
2.55
2.75
2.81
2.06
1.88
2.59
2.56
2.31
1.82
2.42
1.97
3.24
3.02
2.15

Rating
6.17
5.68
5.15
5.33
5.32
5.16
5.64
4.81
4.64
5.58
4.92
5.25
5.74
4.44
5.53
5.21
5.27
5.21
3.85

2. Pushing
3. Team fight control
4. If a carry, able to farm alone for
the most part, with little need for a
babysitter
Alchemist achieves nothing from all
that, hence people saying he's
underpowered. But something new
could pop up any moment and
suddenly Alchemist would become
relevant again.

Chart 4.18: Comparison between imbalanced heroes and imbalance
ratings. (SN=1029)

The results of Chart 4.18 show that Alchemist ranks
highest in both total votes and imbalance rating.
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Spirit Breaker has the lowest standard deviation for his
imbalance rating. He also has the lowest imbalance
rating out of all of the heroes listed on Chart 4.18. This
means that 4.44 is a reliable assessment for his
imbalance in terms of being under-powered. However,
he still ranks with 16 votes meaning a larger sample size
would help make that theory more accurate. The only
issue with these results is a small difference in sample
size between the votes/ratings surveys.

The DotA Experiment
Implications
1. The over-all balance of under-powered heroes
across the different hero classes and attack
types is fairly stable.
2. There is a negative correlation between heroes
considered over-powered and under-powered.
3. There is a positive correlation between heroes
considered Least Favorite and under-powered.
4. Alchemist is considered the most underpowered hero in DotA 2.
5. Alchemist, Jakiro, Bloodseeker and Batrider are
considered as four of the communities’ weakest
and most disliked heroes.
6. 8 out of the 12 top under-powered heroes have
low TSR.
Potential Errors
The major issue with this study is that the options for
heroes included in the survey do not include those that
will be added in future updates. For example, when the
samples were gathered for this study, Io and Luna were
added to the hero pool.
In addition, participant response may have been swayed
by a new hero who entered the hero-pool directly before
the results were gathered. There’s a possibility that
Rubick’s rating across many of the articles within Section
4 may have been affected by this variable. At the same
time, it may be interesting to track trends about how the
DotA 2 community rates a new hero after it is released.
Additional Studies
For the sake of archival data, the TSR of each underpowered hero in this article will be compared among the
others. Chart 4.19 shows the results of this analysis.

Hero
Alchemist
Sniper
Jakiro
Treant Protector
Clockwerk
Silencer
Bloodseeker
Gyrocopter
Necrolyte
Zeus
Crystal Maiden
Phantom Lancer
Batrider
Spirit Breaker
Warlock
Sven
Drow Ranger
Phantom Assassin
Axe

Votes
376
68
48
41
41
49
38
39
28
26
24
24
20
16
15
15
15
14
13

The results from this chart are very important for
studying TSR and UGR. According to this chart, 8 out of
the top 12 weakest heroes have low TSR. If my
hypothesis that the lowest TSR heroes are the most
difficult to play is correct, then these results will surely
help to reach that conclusion. In comparison with the
most imbalanced (strongest) heroes, these results show
a strong negative correlation.
The results from Chart 4.14 (P.126) in Part 4C show that
8 of the top 12 over-powered heroes have high TSR.
(1.25+ TRS) The results from Chart 4.19 show that 8 out
of the top 12 under-powered heroes have low TSR.
(<1.25 TSR)
Future Studies
This study will be carried out once again when all of the
DotA 2 heroes are released and DotA 2 reaches public
access.
Another study that will branch off of this one will involve
TSR and UGR. We will use the results of this study to
help develop a reliable method for determining UGR.
Conclusion
Understanding why players consider some heroes more
imbalanced than others is important for many reasons.
For example, the results may be used to answer
questions like “Why is Alchemist the least favorite hero?”
Well, the results from this study suggest that perhaps it’s
because he is the most imbalanced. The same works
vice-versa.
On another note, the results of this study will be used to
help understand User-specific Growth Ratings (UGR)
and why, and to what extent, it plays a role in how the
DotA 2 community interacts with each DotA 2 hero.
In total, the results of this study address a few important
implications that will be useful for future studies. Most
importantly, we can identify the heroes that are
considered the most imbalanced. This is important
because in Section 3, Part 3B, we discussed how hero
balance dissatisfaction is correlated with community
distrust and dissatisfaction with the DotA 2 community
and match-making system

TSR
1.00
0.50
1.75
1.75
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.75
0.75
1.00
2.00
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.75
1.25
0.50
1.00
1.75
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Chart 4.19: Comparison between under-powered heroes and
Total Star Ratings.
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zMuffinMan:

“Dota 2 is a game of self-satisfaction.
This can be achieved in many different ways,
but can also be prevented by a host of things.

Mood and confidence plays a big role
in how players play and perform
and the enjoyment had when playing.”
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Abstract
Section 5 is going to focus on a series of questions addressed in TDEQ. These questions took up about 50% of
the total questionnaire and are considered event-specific. Every question was constructed on a Likert-scale and
addressed a scenario that a player might encounter in game. Part 5A in particular is going to address questions
that concerned player mood, willpower and play-style. We are also going to reference a study by Job, Dweck
and Walton et al. (2010) named “Ego Depletion—Is It All in Your Head? What we want to understand is how
ego-depleting exercises in DotA 2 may have an effect on the sample’s perception of willpower. Furthermore, we
are going to look for what portion of our sample fostered a Limited-Resource Theory (LRT) or a NonlimitedResource Theory (NLRT). We call this a confirmation bias. Those who answered certain questions like “When
the enemy gets First Blood I usually feel less determined” higher on the scale can be considered part of the LRT
sample. We can understand this more through reviewing the sample response to the 8 different questions
addressed in this article. Section x provides three charts that show how the LRT sample for three questions
generally have a lower win-rate than those in the NLRT sample. We are going to elaborate on the results and
how they compare with the other questions in this article. At the end of Part 5A, we will address some
implications that can be used to further understand the psychology of the DotA 2 community.
Key Words: Mood, Willpower, Limited-Resource Theory, Nonlimited-Resource Theory, Sleep, Post-Game Scenarios,
Early-Game Scenarios, Event-Specific Scenarios, Ego-Depletion, Win-Rate
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Introduction
Why is it that a player loses motivation when losing a
game? What effect does this have on their over-all DotA
2 experience? Why can some players shrug off a loss
and do well in the following game while others cannot?
These are some of the questions that will be discussed
throughout this article.
In an article about ego-depletion and willpower by Job,
Dweck and Walton et al. (2010), the authors addressed
the possibility that willpower is all in your head. The
variables they addressed were the Limited-Resource
Theory and Non-Limited Resource Theory. Their study
looked towards ego-depleting exercises (The Stroop
Task) to help them link a correlation between these two
theories and ego depletion. What they found was that
participants who fostered a Limited Resource Theory
(LRT) typically performed worse at an ego-depleting
exercise than those who fostered a Non-Limited
Resource Theory (NLRT/NRT). The resource, of course,
is willpower.
So how does this translate into DotA 2? Well, we can
consider DotA 2 to be a far more ego-depleting exercise
than a simple Stroop Task. If you play poorly, you know
it. If you play well, you know it too. Either way, mental
fatigue is bound to happen. But does this mental fatigue
actually influence your future performance? Or, is it the
perception of mental fatigue the influence. Obviously a
player who plays 5 straight games of DotA 2 is likely to
become more mentally fatigued than someone who just
plays 1… but does that necessarily mean he is more
ego-depleted? What if the player won all five games and
the other lost the only game he played? Is losing a game
directly correlated with loss of willpower? And what
about first-blood or other early game premonitions of
defeat? How may these have an impact on a player’s
willpower?

Q49 and Q59
Q49 and Q51
Q49 and Q64
Q59 and Q51
Q59 and Q64
Q84 and Q64
Q84 and Q68
Q64 and Q68
Q64 and Q73
We are going to learn more about the DotA 2
community’s thoughts about ego-depletion and willpower
throughout Part 5A. More importantly, we will look for
evidence that links Non-limited Resource Theory (NRT)
with a more pleasant DotA 2 experience.
The only way for us to determine how LRT and NLRT
affect a player’s performance was to calculate the winrate of each sample. Charts zi, zii, and ziii in the
Reference Tables section show that those in the LRT
sample generally have a lower average win-rate than
those in the NLRT sample.
Discussion
In order to avoid clutter and confusion, we are first going
to examine the individual results of each question
addressed in this article, as well as the average
response.
First we are going to look at the results of Q49 from
TDEQ. The question asked participants to rate the
extent to which they find a certain situation to be egodepleting. We are going to use the same methods used
by Job, Dweck and Walton et al. (2010) by considering
this question one that will find out what portion of our
sample holds a LRT or NLRT theory of willpower. The
results are shown on Chart 5.1.

To understand these questions, we are going to study 8
questions from TDEQ located under the Event-Specific
Community Analysis. These questions include:
Q49. When an enemy gets ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
less determined. (s=3.49)
Q59. When an ally exclaims ‘GG’ at the beginning of a
game, I usually feel less determined. (s=4.43)
Q84. When an ally or I get ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
more determined. (s=6.88)
Q51. Losing a game of DotA usually impacts my urge to
play again. (s=5.60)
Q64. Winning or losing a game of DotA 2 has a strong
impact on my mood. (s=5.97)
Q68. Winning a game of DotA 2 usually makes me play
better after. (s=5.92)
Q73. I usually play DotA 2 better after I get plenty of
sleep. (s=6.43)
We will be cross-analyzing the results of these questions
as follows:
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Chart 5.1: Total Sample (N=1101) response to Q49 from
TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
less determined.”

The results from Q49 show an average response of
(s=3.49). This means that that the majority of our sample
does not feel less determined when the enemy gets first
blood. Chart zi (P.209) shows that those who answered
with a (6, 7, 8, 9, 10) rating (Sample LRT) generally have
a lower average win-rate than those who answered with
a (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) rating (Sample NLRT).

The DotA Experiment
We are now going to look at a similar question from
TDEQ. Q59 asked participants whether or not they feel
less determined when an ally suggests a loss of
willpower by exclaiming ‘GG’ at the beginning of a game.
The only issue with this question is that saying ‘GG’ can
be directed to one’s own team or an enemy team. Chart
5.2 shows the results.

Community Spotlight

^^DRAGONFIST^^
What’s your opinion on situations that
may affect team morale, and how do you
see players react to them?
Team morale is crucial for a team's success.
If you have one player who is not motivated,
he'll pull the other 4 back and vice versa.
That has always been one of the hardest
parts of playing as a team: cooperating.

Chart 5.2: Total Sample (N=1095) response to Q59 from
TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’ at the beginning of a
game, I usually feel less determined.”

The results from Q59 show an average response of
(s=4.43). The majority of our sample does not feel less
determined when an ally encourages their team to give
up, or show signs of loss of willpower, early in a game.
We are now going to look at the other side of the coin to
understand what portion of our sample feels more
determined, or feel an increase of willpower when their
team scores first blood. These results will let us know if
participants find their willpower to be positively affected
by an early game willpower-effecting situation. The
results are shown on Chart 5.3.

Chart 5.3: Total Sample (N=1083) response to Q84 from
TDEW: “When an ally or I get ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
more determined.”

The results from Q84 show an average response of
(s=6.88). The majority of our sample feels more
determined after their team scores First Blood. Chart zii
(P. 210) shows that those who answered Q84 with a (6,
7, 8, 9, 10) rating (Sample LRT) have a lower average
win-rate than those who answered with a (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
rating (Sample NLRT).
We are now going to step away from early game
scenarios to look at how participants responded to
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Additionally, when you are placed in public
matchmaking, you are teamed with 4
complete strangers and obligated to
cooperate in order to win against the enemy
team. If one of your team mates gives up, it
becomes exponentially harder for the rest to
keep going.
Situations that affect team morale earlygame range from blaming an ally for being
the cause of your death to getting your lane
pushed from a very early point and being
unable to reply. These trigger emotional
responses that often ruin the playing
experience for your teammates and
therefore cause anger and arguments
between parties involved. This, unless a
major event calms the team down, will cause
a snowball effect that is extremely hard to
get out of.
For new players, I could play the role of a
motivational speaker for a second and say: it
gets better. You have to understand that with
DotA's massive learning curve, so comes the
massive failure you are guaranteed of
having to overcome. This remains one of the
best and, simultaneously, worst parts about
DotA. Every game is a fresh start, so take
that to your advantage and try to learn from
every single negative situation you
encounter, regardless of the amount of
failure it contains.

questions about late-game scenarios. We will begin by
looking at Q51 from TDEQ which asked participants to
rate the extent to which losing a game of DotA 2 impacts
their urge to play another game. The results are shown
on Chart 5.4.

The DotA Experiment

Chart 5.4: Total Sample (N=1102) response to Q51 from
TDEQ: “Losing a game of DotA usually impacts my urge to
play again.”

Q51 has an average total sample response of (s=5.60).
The majority of our sample feels less determined after
losing a game of DotA 2. This shows that the majority of
our sample holds a LRT by end game compared to the
early game scenario from Q59. Chart ziii (P.211) shows
that those who answered with a (6, 7, 8, 9, 10) rating
(Sample LRT) generally have a lower average win-rate
than those who answered with a (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) rating
(Sample NLRT).
We are now going to look at the total sample response
to Q64 from TDEQ. This question asked participants to
rate the extent to which winning or losing a game of
DotA 2 has a strong impact on their mood. The results
are shown on Chart 5.5.

Chart 5.6: Total Sample (N=1098) response to Q68 from
TDEQ: “Winning a game of DotA 2 usually makes me play
better after.”

Q68 has an average response of (s=5.92), meaning that
the majority of our sample feels like they play better after
winning a game of DotA 2. This validates the idea that
post-game scenarios usually have an effect on
willpower. It also shows that the majority of our sample is
fostered with an LRT. However, Chart ziv (P. 212) shows
that those who answered Q68 with a (6, 7, 8, 9, 10)
rating (Sample LRT) generally have an equal average
win-rate than those who answered with a (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
rating (Sample NLRT). Participant’s belief in this
scenario has no correlation with their performance within
the boundaries of this study.
We are now going to address an important outlying
variable which is sleep. To do this, we will analyze the
results of Q73 from TDEQ. This question asked
participants to rate the extent to which they usually play
DotA 2 better after getting plenty of sleep. The results
are shown on Chart 5.7.

Chart 5.5: Total Sample (N=1094) response to Q64 from
TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of DotA 2 has a strong
impact on my mood.”

The results from Q64 show an average response of
(s=5.97). This means that the majority of our sample
feels their mood is strongly impacted whether they win or
lose a game of DotA 2. We can now see how willpower
and ego-depleting, or enforcing, affects precede a game
of DotA 2.
Next, let’s study the results of Q68 to see how our
sample responded to another post-game scenario. This
question asked participants to rate the extent to which
winning a game of DotA 2 makes them play better after.
Chart 5.6 shows the results.
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Chart 5.7: Total Sample (N=1089) response to Q73 from
TDEQ: “I usually play DotA 2 better after I get plenty of
sleep.”

The results from Q73 show an average response of
(s=6.43), meaning that the majority of our sample feels
like they play better after getting plenty of sleep.

Q49 vs. Q59
We are now going to test the results of the questions
above by cross-analyzing their results with questions of
a similar nature. This will allow us to form some
implications. First, let’s compare the results of the earlygame willpower affecting scenarios. We will compare the
results of Q49 with two conditions from Q59: “When an

The DotA Experiment
ally exclaims ‘GG’ at the beginning of a game, I usually
feel less determined.”
Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q59. (s=4.33)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q59. (s=4.33)
The results are shown on Chart 5.8

The results show a general connection between the
early-game event and the post-game event. Those who
rated Q51 with the highest rating did the same thing for
Q49. This shows that ego-depletion can happen in early
stages of the game. As we already know, the NLRT
sample for Q51 has a higher average win-rate than
those in the LRT sample- the same can be said for Q49.
Those who hold a LRT for early and late-game egodepleting scenarios typically have a lower win-rate than
those with a NLRT.

Q49 vs. Q64
Now we are going to look for a relationship between an
early-game ego-depleting scenario and those who rated
whether or not the outcome of a game affects their
mood. We will compare the results of Q64: “Winning or
losing a game of DotA 2 has a strong impact on my
mood.” with Q49.

Chart 5.8: Condition A (N=548) vs. Condition B (N=564)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”

Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)
The results are shown on Chart 5.10

The results show that those who answered above the
average for Q59 also answered above the average for
Q49 compared to Condition B. We can draw the
implication that early game ego-depleting scenario’s do
not have a major effect on the majority of our sample’s
willpower. As we discussed earlier, those with a NLRT
for early-game ego-depleting events generally have a
higher average win-rate. (See Reference Tables, P.177)

Q49 vs. Q51
Now we are going to look for a relationship between an
early game ego-depleting event and a post-game ego
depleting an event. We will compare the results of Q51:
“Losing a game of DotA usually impacts my urge to play
again.” with Q49.
Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q51. (s=5.61)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q 51. (s=5.61)

Chart 5.10: Condition A (N=657) vs. Condition B (N=457)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”

As you can see, those who rated above the average for
Q64 also rated above the average for Q49. Our limited
resource group generally feels that their mood is
affected by early game events.

The results are shown on Chart 5.9

Q59 and Q51
To confirm the implications of Chart 5.9, we are going to
cross analyze another early game scenario with a postgame scenario. Doing this will let us know the validity of
Q59 or if it should be excluded from the results. We will
cross-analyze Q51: “Losing a game of DotA usually
impacts my urge to play again.” with Q59:

Chart 5.9: Condition A (N=748) vs. Condition B (N=564)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”
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Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q51. (s=5.61)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q51. (s=5.61)
The results are shown on Chart 5.11 on the next page.

The DotA Experiment
significant enough to confirm the implications from Chart
5.10, which links ego-depletion from early-game
scenarios and post-game affect.

Q84 and Q64
We are now going to see if a positive early-game
scenario can be linked to post-game affect. It is
expected that we will find another correlation above the
average response, since mood can be seen as both
positive and negative. We will compare the same
conditions from Q64 with Q84 from TDEQ.

Chart 5.11: Condition A (N=568) vs. Condition B (N=532)
response to Q59 from TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’
at the beginning of a game, I usually feel less determined.”

The results show that Condition A rated higher above
the average for Q59. As expected, there is a small
difference between these results and those of Chart 5.9.
This is most likely due to a misinterpretation of Q59. The
results are significant enough to confirm the implications
of Chart 5.9 which explains the ego-depleting
relationship between early and post-game scenarios.

Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)
The results are shown on Chart 5.13.

Q59 and Q64
We are now going to study post-game affect (mood) and
how it is linked to early-game ego-depleting scenarios.
We will compare the sample response to Q64: “Winning
or losing a game of DotA 2 has a strong impact on my
mood.” with Q59.
Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q64. (s=5.97)

Chart 5.13: Condition A (N=646) vs. Condition B (N=446)
response to Q84 from TDEQ: “When an ally or I get ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel more determined.”

These results show post-game affect can be linked to a
positive early-game scenario. We will now address a
potential hypothesis drawn from the results of the
previous studies: If players feel more determined by first
blood, and a positive mood is linked to determination,
then playing better the following game is the result of a
higher rate of determination from scenarios in the
previous game.

The results are shown on Chart 5.12.

Q84 and Q68
We are now going to switch back to our positive affect
scenario which asked players whether or not their team
getting first blood increases their determination. We will
compare the sample response to Q68: “Winning a game
of DotA 2 usually makes me play better after.” with Q84
from TDEQ.
Chart 5.12: Condition A (N=655) vs. Condition B (N=449)
response to Q59 from TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’
at the beginning of a game, I usually feel less determined.”

The results show that Condition A rated higher above
the average for Q59. There is a small difference in the
results of this analysis and that of Chart 5.11. This may
be due to a misinterpretation of Q59. The results are still
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Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Chart 5.14 shows the results of this analysis on the next
page.
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and how their mood is affected after winning or losing a
game.

Q64 and Q73
Finally, we are going to look for a relationship between
the results of a game having an effect on a participant’s
mood, and how our participants believe sleep makes
them perform better in DotA 2. If we find a positive
correlation we can confirm that sleep is a variable that
has an effect on post-game affect/willpower. To do this,
we are going to use Q64 as the independent variable
and Q73 as the dependent variable by listing two
conditions:
Chart 5.14: Condition A (N=585) vs. Condition B (N=503)
response to Q84 from TDEQ: “When an ally or I get ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel more determined.”

The results show a positive correlation between those
who feel more determined by an early game scenario
and increased willpower after winning a game. This
leads us to believe that positive/negative post-game
affect can be determined from both positive/negative
early-game scenarios.

Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Chart 5.16 shows the results of this analysis

Q64 and Q68
We will now look for a correlation between how players
feel their mood is changed by the outcome of a game
versus a players increased determination after winning a
game. We will use Q64 as the dependent variable and
Q68 as the independent variable. The results should let
us confirm that feeling like one will play better after a
game is an affect/mood. This will be done simply for
confirmation.
Condition A: Those who answered above the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Condition B: Those who answered below the average
for Q68. (s=5.92)
Chart 5.15 shows the results of this analysis

Chart 5.16: Condition A (N=546) vs. Condition B (N=561)
response to Q64 from TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of
DotA 2 has a strong impact on my mood.”

The results show a small, but positive correlation
between our dependent variable (Q73) and our
independent variable (Q64). This improves our
implication that sleep has an effect on mood and
willpower in DotA 2.
Results
The results of Section 5, Part 5A addressed some major
findings. We discovered that player determination is
affected by both positive/negative scenarios from both
early and post-game. We also confirmed that egodepletion is linked to post-game scenarios more than
early game scenarios.

Chart 5.15: Condition A (N=591) vs. Condition B (N=508)
response to Q64 from TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of
DotA 2 has a strong impact on my mood.”

Section x shows 3 charts that correlate participants with
a LRT based on negative, event-specific, scenarios with
a lower win-rate. Therefore, those with a NLRT generally
have a higher win-rate based upon the limited data
gathered from our sample.

The results show a positive correlation between those
who feel more determined by an early game scenario

Using the results of Job, Dweck and Walton et al. (2010)
as a reference, we can understand that those
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participants who hold a LRT typically perform worse at
an ego-depleting task (DotA 2) than those who do not.
Further studies will be carried out to understand how
win-rate is specifically affected by those with an
LRT/NLRT. The results we have so far do suggest that
NLRT is correlated with a higher win-rate.
Implications
There are many implications that can be drawn from this
study. They are listed as follows:
1. The majority of our sample does not feel less
determined when the enemy gets first blood.
2. The majority of our sample do not feel less
determined when an ally encourages the team to give up
(or shows ego depletion) early in a game.
3. The majority of our sample feels like they play better
after getting plenty of sleep
4. The majority of our sample feels more determined
after scoring a First Blood.
5. The majority of our sample feels less determined after
losing a game of DotA 2.
6. The majority of our sample feels that their mood is
positively/negatively affected by the outcome of a game.
7. Our limited resource group typically feels that their
mood is affected by early game events.
8. Early-game ego-depleting scenarios do not have a
major effect on our sample’s perception of willpower.
9. Ego-depletion can happen in early stages of a game
of DotA 2.
10. Playing better the next game is the result of a higher
rate of determination from scenarios in the previous
game.
11. Those in our LRT group believe that their affect is
based on both positive and negative scenarios.
12. Feelings that you will play better after winning a
game is a sign that ones willpower is limited because of
the effect it has on your mood.
13. Sleep is believed to have an effect on mood and
performance within the realm of DotA 2.
14. DotA 2 can be considered an ego-depleting exercise
(like a Stroop task)
15. DotA 2 players can foster a Limited or Non-Limited
Resource Theory for DotA 2.
16. LRT about negative scenarios is correlated with a
lower average win-rate.
17. NLRT about negative scenarios is correlated with a
higher average win-rate.
Potential
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
As addressed and analyzed, there may have been a
possible misinterpretation of Q59. No other potential
errors were noticed within the study.
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Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how LRT, NRT, and willpower are
fostered within a much larger, wider DotA 2 community.
Conclusion
Section 5, Part 5A showed us that willpower is affected
by both early and post-game scenarios in DotA 2. As we
know from of Job, Dweck and Walton et al. (2010), those
with a Non-Limited Resource Theory typically perform
better at ego-depleting tasks. Since we can consider
DotA 2 to be an ego-depleting task, we can address a
major implication: Those who do not view willpower as a
limited resource may perform better at multiple games of
DotA 2. We found evidence for implication on Charts zi,
zii, and ziii in the Reference Tables section.
The major extent to which our sample rated the effect
that DotA 2 has on their mood shows that our LRT
sample is quite large. We can assume that those with
the NRT are typically less prone to their mood being
affected by event-specific scenarios.
If we can help the community understand that shrugging
off a loss and not losing willpower will help them perform
in DotA 2, we may be able to increase overall community
satisfaction. The community should also understand that
lack of sleep assists in a LRT. Lack of sleep has an
effect on mood and playing ability, which counts it as a
variable in predicting individual performance.
Other ways of going about increasing community
satisfaction and understanding the player base will be
discussed through the following studies, but at least for
now we can measure the affect that DotA 2 has on the
community’s mood and willpower.
_____________________________________________
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Abstract
Section 5 is going to focus on a series of questions addressed in TDEQ. These questions took up about 50% of
the total questionnaire and are considered event-specific. Every question was constructed on a Likert-scale and
addressed a scenario that a player might encounter in game. Part 5A addressed questions that concerned
player mood, willpower and play-style. Part 5B is going to discuss the effects that in-game chat has on
willpower. We have already determined that our sample holds either a Limited or Non-limited Resource theory
on willpower. Last section we talked about how those with a Limited Resource Theory (LRT) for negative events
have a lower win-rate on average than those with a Non-limited Resource Theory (NLRT). We are now going to
discuss how, and to what extent, in-game chat effects willpower. We will address questions from TDEQ
including: “Allies words strongly influence me if we are winning” and “Allies words strongly influence me if we
are losing”. We will refer to these events as In-game Chat Events (ICE). We will simply analyze the total
sample response to each ICE question, and we will draw implications from them. We will compare the results of
each question to identify the events that are considered the most ego-depleting. One finding within this article
suggests that allied communication affects in-game behavior to a greater extent than enemy communication.
The results of this study should help us to understand how, and to what extent, the DotA 2 community reacts to
ICE.
Key Words: Mood, Willpower, Limited-Resource Theory, Nonlimited-Resource Theory, Sleep, In-Game Chat Events,
Allied Communication, Enemy Communication, The Report Function, Communication, Win-Rate
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Introduction
Section 5, Part 5B will display a series of studies that
relate specifically to In-game Chat Events (ICE). These
events are situational and ask how our sample feels their
play style, or their enemies play style, is affected by ingame communication. Many questions in this article
address a common theme which is taunting. Taunting
can be considered trolling, griefing, flaming or just
attempting to lower the morale of an individual player.
Other questions reference ICE as “words” exchanged
from player to player.
The overall goal of this article is to simply understand
how our sample is affected by in-game chat. Do certain
situations have more of an effect on a player’s morale
than others? Are some situations completely
disregarded by the majority of our sample? Another topic
we will address is team cannibalization- the effect that
negativity within a team can have on a team’s
performance. We will also study how a team is affected
by ICE depending on if their team is winning or losing.
Finally, we will look at how the total sample uses of the
report system.
Part 5B will address and analyze the results of these 10
questions from TDEQ:
Q65. My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior
in game. (s=3.45)
Q52. My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior
in game if my team's losing. (s=3.62)
Q72. My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior
in game if my team's winning. (s=3.10)
Q97. Taunting my enemies makes them play worse.
(s=3.46)
Q58. Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we
are winning. (s=4.42)
Q75. Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we
are losing. (s=3.49)
Q80. My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game. (s=4.47)
Q63. My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game when we are winning. (s=4.76)
Q78. My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game when we are losing. (s=4.47)
Q70. If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will report them.
(s=8.08)
By studying the results of these questions we can
compare them to what we discovered in Part 5A. We
already know how willpower is affected by both early and
post-game scenarios. Now we want to know how
willpower is affected by in-game chat. The results of this
analysis can help us understand more about the in-game
psychology of the DotA 2 community. If we find that a
decent amount of our sample is more sensitive to certain
ICE, we can predict the effect they could have on a lessexperienced community.
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Community Spotlight

AUDACIOUS
What are your thoughts on within-team
and cross-team communication?
If I am eager to win, then communication is
certainly on my mind, but often, I'll be
listening to a podcast and just looking for a
way to relax. And therefore, it is usually just
a quick cheer of my team, to avoid the most
extreme hateful comments towards each
other.
I've been here since the first strange
patches, even before it was called All-stars.
I don't think it [communication] really has
changed. The biggest difference is the
report system that everyone is trying to
figure out. I certainly believe there is room
for other more clever ways to make the
community act friendlier towards each
other.
In terms of cross-team communication, I try
to engage it, not to let it affect us, but it
certainly does. For within-team
communication, I've found that preemptively
trying to cheer on a team works way better,
than trying to argue with a losing team.
I could come up with countless of
suggestions for what could be done. Just a
random example could be: Let people
choose a setting to try to avoid ragers. And
after a game, let a person know they were
reported as a rager for a certain comment.

Perhaps there could be a way for new players to learn
the basics of DotA without the effect of certain ICE. The
big picture is that if these situations stop a new player, or
steer them away from DotA 2, we can see that there is a
problem. Once a player understands the basics, they
can move into real community scenarios where they can
consider themselves responsible for their mistakes
because they know better. We do not want them to leave
DotA 2, because of the community, when they are
learning.

The DotA Experiment
Discussion

a team is losing seem to have a greater affect than the
enemy’s words in general.

Q65, Q62, Q72
First we will look at how our sample feels their in-game
behavior is affected by the enemy team’s words. We will
look at the results of Q65 from TDEQ. This question
asked participants to rate the extent at which the enemy
team’s words strongly influences their behavior in game.
The results are shown on Chart 5.17.

Q72 from TDEQ asked participants to rate how strongly
enemy words influence their in-game behavior when
they are winning. It is expected that the average and
highest rating unit will both be lower than Q52. This will
serve as confirmation for the integrity of the questions
asked before this. Since “words” can be seen in both a
positive and negative light, the smallest margin of
difference is important. We want to know that the
possibility of a misinterpreted question can be managed
with a question that asks the exact opposite. The results
are shown on Chart 5.19.

Chart 5.17: Sample response (N=1088) to Q65 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.45) from our
total sample. 452 members of our sample rated this
effect above the average rating. 32 members of our
sample rated this question with a max-value of 10. The
low average rating shows that the majority of the total
sample is resistant to enemy words affecting their ingame behavior.
We are now going to look at the results of Q52. This
question asked participants to rate their agreement with
the following statement: “My enemy’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game if my team's losing.” Let’s
take a look at Chart 5.18 which shows the total sample
response to Q52.

Chart 5.19: Sample response (N=1081) to Q72 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game if my team's winning.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.10). 401
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. 24 members of our sample rated this
question with a 10, which shows that this ICE still has a
significant effect on the total sample.
The results from the previous three questions show the
extent to which cross-team ICE has an effect on
willpower. About 38% of the total sample is affected by
them. Most teams are affected the most by the enemy
team’s words when their team is losing.

Q97, Q58, Q75
We will now study how our sample believes taunting
affects their enemies combined with the results from the
previous set of questions. This will help us understand
how players feel believe their words affect the enemy
team’s behavior, versus how much they actually do.
Let’s begin by looking at the results of Q97 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse.” The
results are shown on Chart 5.20.
Chart 5.18: Sample response (N=1100) to Q52 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game if my team's losing.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.62) with 409
members of our sample rating above the average. Also,
46 members of our sample ranked their answer as a 10.
The average and highest rating unit are both higher than
that of the previous question. The enemies’ words when
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Chart 5.20: Sample response (N=1069) to Q97 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse.”

Chart 5.22: Sample response (N=1086) to Q75 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we are
losing.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.46). 500
members of our sample answered above the average
rating. Compared to the results of Q65, we can see an
almost exact match between the average ratings. The
only difference is that a much larger amount of the
sample responded with a 5 rating. This shows a higher
agreement rating at the mid-point, which could be
considered participant indifference.

The results show an average rating of (s=3.49). 500
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. 24 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q75. Notice that a large portion of our
sample (N=248) answered with the mid-point rating (5).
As stated previously, this may indicate indifference to the
ICE.

Using the same methods as before, we will study how
our sample believes taunting makes their enemies play
worse when their team is either winning or losing. We
will first study the results of Q58 from TDEQ: “Taunting
my enemies makes them play worse if we are winning.”
The results are shown on Chart 5.21.

The results of the past 3 studies show that a significant
number of our total sample believes taunting makes the
enemy team play worse. Furthermore, the majority of the
total sample believes that taunting makes the enemy
play worse when their team is winning to a higher extend
than any of the questions addressed so far in this article.
If we consider the psychology behind it, those who
believe they are winning, and will taunt their enemy,
could possibly have a higher chance of winning. Is it
possible that taunting can lead to winning? Chart xv
shows that those who answered above the mid-point for
Q58 have a higher win-rate than those in the opposite
condition.

Q80, Q63, Q78

Chart 5.21: Sample response (N=1092) to Q58 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we are
winning.”

The results show an average rating of (s=4.42). 591
members of our sample rated this ICE above the
average rating. The results are different than those seen
on Chart 5.19 (P.145) by a large margin.
We can understand this further by looking at the results
of Q75 from TDEQ: “Taunting my enemies makes them
play worse if we are losing.” If there’s an opposite result
compared to Chart 5.21, not only will the effect of
‘misinterpretation’ on the results be reduced, but it will
also boost the integrity of the questions as a whole.
Chart 5.22 shows the total sample response to Q75.
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The next three questions we will study have to do with
allied ICE and how they might affect a player’s in-game
behavior. If we look back at Section 5, Part 5A. We can
study the results of Q59 (Chart 5.2, s=4.43). This study
showed that the majority of our sample does not feel
less determined when an ally encourages their team to
give up early in a game. We will consider these results
as me move through the next three studies.
To begin, let’s study the results of Q80 from TDEQ: “My
ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game.” We
have not stated whether the words are positive or
negative. All we want to know is how our sample’s ingame behavior is affected through allied communication.
The results are shown on Chart 5.23 on the next page.
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compare the results with Q78 from TDEQ: “My ally’s
words strongly influence my behavior in game when we
are losing.” It is expected that the average response will
be lower than that seen in the previous question. Chart
5.25 shows the results.

Chart 5.23: Sample response (N=1081) to Q80 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game.”

The results show an average rating of (s=4.47). 597
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. The results also show that 34 members
of our sample rated the highest value for Q80. The
results can tell us that a very large portion of our sample
feels their behavior in game is, for better or worse,
affected by allied words. These results combined with
the previous findings suggest that players are more
affected by allied communication than communication
with the enemy team.
Let’s now look at how players feel their ally’s words
affect them when their team is winning. To do this, we
will study the total sample response to Q63 from TDEQ.
The results are shown on Chart 5.24.

Chart 5.25: Sample response (N=1083) to Q78 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game
when we are losing.”

The results show an average rating of (s=4.47). 565
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. 46 members of our sample answered
with the highest value for Q78. The results show a lower
average than the previous question. Both Q63 and Q78
questions have a lower average than that seen in the
results of Chart 5.23. All three of these questions have a
higher average rating than the results of the three
questions analyzed at the beginning of this article. It is
through this comparison that we can understand how
allied communication affects a lot more in-game
behavior than enemy communication.
The results of the past three studies show us how allied
communication has a significant effect on a player’s ingame behavior, especially if their team is winning.

Q70

Chart 5.24: Sample response (N=1091) to Q63 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game
when we are winning.”

Finally, we are going to look at how often our sample
utilizes the report function when an ally/enemy is being
abusive. We will study the results of Q70 from TDEQ: “If
an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will report them.” The
results are shown on Chart 5.26.

The results show an average rating of (s=4.76). 655
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. 42 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q63. These results show that allies are
most concerned with internal communication when their
team is winning. The implication that can be drawn from
this is that allied communication show be a steady flow,
carried out all the way through a game of DotA 2. Just
because you are winning does not mean you should
stop using the communication it took to get the
advantage.
To confirm the integrity of the previous results, we are
now going to consider the opposite condition. We will
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Chart 5.26: Sample response (N=1094) to Q70 from TDEQ:
“If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will report them.”
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From what we can see, a considerably high amount of
our sample uses the report function. The results show an
average response of (s=8.08) and 620 members of the
total sample responded above the average. Almost half
of our total sample responded with the highest value
(N=530). We can understand the extent to which the
community (or at least the sample) utilizes the report
function.
Results
The results of Section 5, Part 5B told us a lot about how
the community perceives ICE (In-game communication
events) and to what extent they affect their in-game
behavior. The findings within this article give us reason
to believe that great communication within a team will
trump even the most disrespectful of enemies. We also
found through Chart xv that participants, who believe
that taunting the enemy, when their team is winning,
affects enemy in-game behavior, generally have a higher
win-rate than those in the opposite condition. The results
of this article lead to the implication that a team which
communicates well and loses is a lot more satisfied than
a team that doesn’t communicate well and loses.
We learned that the majority of our sample typically feels
enemy words change their in-game behavior when their
team is losing. The majority of the sample also believes
that taunting the enemy while they are winning makes
the enemy play worse. These two results together show
that taunting under the right circumstances could
potentially correlate with a higher chance of winning.
(see Reference Tables)
Let’s consider that previous statement with the following
finding: internal team communication affects a player’s
in-game behavior to a greater extent when they are
winning over losing.
If we put those two together, we can start to realize how
taunting can have an effect on the enemies behavior
when a team that’s winning communicates well. At the
same time, enemy words most likely affect a team’s
behavior less when they are communicating well and
can taunt them back. We can link taunting with affecting
willpower, and communication with satisfaction through
our total research in this journal to understand that
communication is by far one of the most important
assets in a satisfying DotA 2 experience.
Implications
There are some important implications that can be
drawn from Section 5, Part 5B, which are listed as
follows:
1. A majority of our team are affected the most by
their enemy’s words when their team is losing.
2. A majority of our sample that believes that
taunting makes the enemy play worse when
their team is winning.
3. Allied communication affects in-game behavior
more than enemy communication.
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4. A team that communicates well and loses is a lot
more satisfied than a team that doesn’t
communicate well and loses.
5. The majority of the DotA 2 community often
uses the report function when an ally/enemy is
being abusive.
Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
As addressed and analyzed, there may have been a
possible misinterpretation of some questions. We
compared the results of these questions with similar
questions and found a valid correlation that showed
misinterpretation had little effect on the results. No other
potential errors were noticed within the study.
Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
of DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how LRT, NRT, and willpower are
fostered within a much larger, wider DotA 2 community
in terms of in-game communication. For example,
there’s a possibility that with a much larger ‘new’ sample,
we can understand the full effects that enemy and allied
communication has on a new player. This is important
because about 45-50% of our sample is veteran players,
which means that they may be more resistant or
comfortable with the behaviors analyzed in this study.
Newer players may yield more dramatic results.
It would also be interesting to see how our conditional
samples/variables: SM/UM, V/VO, and CO/DO might
show some interesting results to these questions. We
can understand how these groups are affected
compared to others.
Conclusion
Section 5, Part 5B helped us understand more about
event-specific scenarios and their effect on willpower.
Where Part 5A studied the effects of early and postgame scenarios, this section focused on In-game
Communication Experiences (ICE). We have reason to
believe that ICE has a significant effect on player
willpower. Players who are being taunted by a wellcommunicating enemy team may lose willpower and
faith in their own team. Variables behind this may
include lack of communication, rude team mates or the
absence of a leader.
We have already discussed the importance of
communication in Section 3. We can further understand
its importance by researching how communication
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affects willpower. It would be very interesting to look into
how our veteran (V) sample alone answered these
questions. (A study that will definitely be carried out in
the future) We also learned that a massive majority of
our sample strongly agrees that they use the report
function. A major issue brought up on DotA 2 community
forums is that nobody knows if and how the system
works. Whether or not this has a positive or negative
effect on the community is unknown. One way to go
about curing this anxiety is by hinting towards a possible
punishment for reported players. Better yet, you could let
the players choose the punishment themselves. This will
at least remove the stigma that the report function is
useless.
In conclusion, the results of Part 5B implicate that ingame communication has an effect on willpower for
better or worse. It is important for new players to
understand the importance of team communication over
anything else- even if this means playing a few games
without enemy communication. As stated throughout this
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article, teams that communicate well and lose are
usually more satisfied with DotA 2 than a team that
communicates poorly/cannibalizes on itself and loses.
_____________________________________________
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ホペ:

“I like to hope there will be lots of
interesting things to come out of this.

I don't like a concede option,
combacks are the sweetest/greatest games.
My ally’s words strongly influence my
behavior in game when we are losing.
When we are losing, it becomes crucial
to encourage or provide leadership,
improve teamwork and ultimativly start
doing more communication.
Keep it up.”
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Abstract
Section 5 is going to focus on a series of questions addressed in TDEQ. These questions took up about 50% of
the total questionnaire and are considered event-specific. Every question was constructed on a Likert-scale and
addressed a scenario that a player might encounter in game. Part 5A addressed questions that concerned player
mood, willpower and play-style. We also studied how the Limited and Non-limited Resource Theories of willpower
can be attributed to DotA 2. Part 5B discussed the effects that in-game chat has on willpower. We are now going
to discuss both individual and team-related questions that will help us understand the complexities of in-game
teamwork. We will study the total sample response to questions like “If I do not know my allies then I usually play
more independently.” and “I do not like it when allies tell me what to do.” Our goal is to analyze and compare
some very specific events that take place in game and draw implications from them. One of the findings within
this article suggests that the majority of our sample do not mind being told what to do in game, even if they do not
know the player, but definitely want to be heard when they voice their opinions or requests from the team. We
also found that the majority of our sample does not mind receiving criticism just as much as they don’t mind
distributing criticism. The results of this study should help us understand how the total sample responded to
questions about teamwork, and how specific in-game scenarios may jeopardize positive feelings about their
allies.
Key Words: Offensive Play-style, Defensive Play-style, Independent Play-style, Dependent Play-style, Play-style, Lane
Preference, Diffusion of Responsibility, The Mute Function, Win-Rate
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Introduction
Section 5, Part 5C is going to focus on a series of ingame scenarios that a typical DotA 2 player may
encounter. Rather than focusing on just one subject, we
are going to try and gather implications from many
subjects that can be used in the Part 5D.
One of the subjects discussed in this article includes
how players feel about being on an organized team
versus playing independently. We can learn how a
player’s play-style/ in-game behavior might change
based upon their membership in a team.
Another subject we will analyze is how often the total
sample criticizes others and themselves. We will try to
understand how sensitive some players are to criticism,
whether they know their team mates or not. We are also
going to study how often the members of our sample tell
other players the mistakes they made in game.
Furthermore, we will discuss how our sample responded
to questions about teammates who them what to do ingame, whether they know the person or not.
An important subject we will discuss is how players react
at the end of a game in terms of distributing
responsibility. We will understand what portion of our
sample usually blames their team for a loss (diffusion
of responsibility), and the portion of our sample that
takes personal responsibility for a loss.
Looking at the subject of Part 5B, we will try to
understand how a player’s in-game behavior changes
when an ally refuses to communicate with them. As we
already know, communication tends to correlate with a
higher win-rate and satisfaction.
Next, we will address the offensive/defensive playstyles of our sample by studying two questions with a
confirmation bias. Finally, we will see how often the total
sample utilizes the ‘muting’ function. If an ally/enemy is
being abusive via microphone chat or text, how likely are
our players to mute that individual?
The following questions from TDEQ will be addressed in
this study:
Q53. Being part of an organized team usually makes me
play better. (s=8.46)
Q89. If I do not know my allies then I usually play more
independently. (s=6.28)
Q54. I prefer to lane with a partner when I play. (s=6.52)
Q56. I usually stick to a strategy that works rather than
change my play-style. (s=5.14)
Q94. My play-style is unique and ever-changing.
(s=5.70)
Q81. I don't like it when an ally tells me about my
mistakes. (s=4.14)
Q79. I will usually let an ally know the mistakes they’ve
made. (s=5.85)
Q61. I don't like it when an ally tells me the mistakes I've
made if I don't know them. (s=3.71)
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Q88. I do not like it when allies tell me what to do.
(s=4.29)
Q87. I do not like it when allies tell me what to do if I do
not know them. (s=4.73)
Q69. If an ally does not acknowledge me when I try to
communicate with them, I usually feel less inclined to
play. (s=5.93)
Q62. I usually blame myself for a loss and look back on
my mistakes (s=5.68)
Q67. My team members are usually responsible for a
lost game. (s=5.78)
Q74. Defending and counter-pushing are more important
in DotA 2 than ganking and pushing. (s=4.51)
Q76. The best defense is a great offense. (s=6.35)
Q90. If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will mute them.
(s=6.58)
As previously stated, our goal for Part 5C is not to get to
the bottom of one underlying theme. Rather, we are
going to address some of the complex behaviors that
take place in a game of DotA 2. This will help us
generate a list of implications pertaining to the psyche of
the DotA 2 community.
It is important to remember that we are trying to find the
closest thing to truth, not proclaim truth. Using the
results of all of these studies and repeating the methods
with a different, and perhaps larger, sample, we will be
able to improve the validity of our implications. A reliable
method can be repeated, and that is the overall goal of
this study. To carry it out again in the future is of utmost
importance.
Keep in mind that many of these questions have
situational responses. This means that we are simply
looking for an average response for each scenario. For
example, questions like “Defending and counter-pushing
is more important than ganking and pushing” have a
confirmation bias. We want to know the in-game
philosophies of the total sample and base implications
upon them.
The over-all goal is to generate trends that can be linked
to player affect. If we can find out what situations are the
most influential on player satisfaction or communication,
we can find ways to address these issues and increase
the community’s satisfaction with DotA 2.
Discussion
We will begin by looking at how players feel about being
on a team versus playing alone. The goal is to
understand the dependent and/or independent behaviors
of our total sample. If a player usually plays more
independently alone, we can infer that this
independence deters communication within a team.

Q53, Q89, Q54
To begin, let’s look at and discuss the results of Q53
from TDEQ: “Being part of an organized team usually
makes me play better.” The results of this question are
shown on Chart 5.27.
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dependent/independent response. We will now look at
the results of Q54 from TDEQ: “I prefer to lane with a
partner when I play.” Lane preference can be used to
determine the dependent or independent tendancies of a
player. The results are shown on Chart 5.29.

Chart 5.27: Sample response (N=1099) to Q53 from TDEQ:
“Being part of an organized team usually makes me play
better.”

The results show an average rating of (s=8.46). 635
members of our sample responded above the average
rating. The results also show that 506 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q53 and 13 members
rated the lowest value. The majority of our sample
agrees that playing on an organized team usually makes
them play better.
Next, we are going to discuss the results of Q89 from
TDEQ: “If I do not know my allies then I usually play
more independently.” We will compare the sample
response to the results of the previous study to try and
understand the Independent side to our sample. The
results are shown on Chart 5.28.

Chart 5.29: Sample response (N=1097) to Q54 from TDEQ:
“I prefer to lane with a partner when I play.”

The results show an average rating of (s=6.52). 635
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. The results also show that 264 members
of our sample rated the highest value for Q54, and 74
members rated the lowest value. Like Chart 5.26, the
number of samples who rated above the average lies at
(N=635) members. The dependent response
confirmation bias is equal for both of these questions.
The results from the past 3 studies can tell us that a
larger portion of our sample is dependent versus
independent.

Q56, Q94
We will now look at the sample’s philosophy on playstyle. To understand how our sample answered these
questions, we will draw upon two questions from TDEQ.
First, we are going to analyze the results of Q56: “I
usually stick to a strategy that works rather than change
my play-style.” The results are shown on Chart 5.30.

Chart 5.28: Sample response (N=1074) to Q89 from TDEQ:
“If I do not know my allies then I usually play more
independently.”

Q89 has an average rating of (s=6.28). The statistics
show that 562 members of our sample rated this effect
above the average rating. 125 members of our sample
rated the highest value for Q89 and 52 members rated
the lowest value. From what we can see by comparing
the previous two studies, our dependent sample appears
to be larger than our independent sample. Q53 holds a
confirmation bias for the dependent sample. Q89 holds a
confirmation bias for the independent sample.
It’s important to remember that these two questions
aren’t in the same context- they simply just hint at a
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Chart 5.30: Sample response (N=1099) to Q56 from TDEQ:
“I usually stick to a strategy that works rather than change
my play-style.”
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The results show an average value of (s=5.14), with 435
members of our sample responding above the average.
The results also show that 63 members of our sample
rated the highest value for Q56 and 113 members rated
the lowest value.
Let’s take a look at the results of Q94 from TDEQ: “My
play-style is unique and ever-changing.” The results are
shown on Chart 5.31.

Chart 5.32: Sample response (N=1086) to Q81 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me about my mistakes.”

Chart 5.31: Sample response (N=1075) to Q94 from TDEQ:
“My play-style is unique and ever-changing.”

The results show an average rating of (s=5.70). 526
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average value. The results also show that 107 members
of our sample rated the highest value for Q94 and 41
members rated the lowest value.

The results show an average rating of (s=4.14) with 460
members of our sample responding above the average.
48 members of our sample rated the highest value for
Q81 and 197 members rated the lowest value. Generally
speaking, the majority of our sample does not mind it
when an ally tells them about the mistakes they’ve
made. This shows that the majority of our total sample is
willing to accept criticism, but how about their willingness
to distribute it?
We are now going to look at the results of Q79 from
TDEQ: “I will usually let an ally know the mistakes
they’ve made.” The results are shown on Chart 5.33.

Compared to the results of the previous question, we
can see that a greater percentage of our total sample
switches up their play-style and consider it everchanging.

Q81, Q89, Q61
The next series of questions we will study have to do
with a DotA 2 player’s response to criticism. A common
situation in a game has to do with one player letting
another know the mistakes they have made. To get a
general understanding of these situations, we will look at
the results of the following three questions.
We will begin by studying the results of Q81 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me about my mistakes.”
The results are shown on Chart 5.32.

Chart 5.33: Sample response (N=1088) to Q79 from TDEQ:
“I will usually let an ally know the mistakes they’ve made.”

The results show an average rating of (s=5.85). 632
members of our sample rated their response above the
average. 84 members of our sample rated the highest
value for Q79 and 52 members rated the lowest value.
The results are almost the exact opposite of those seen
in the previous question. The majority of our sample
does not mind distributing criticism. Next we will look at
how our sample responds to criticism when an ally they
do not know tells them about the mistakes they’ve made.
To do this, we will study the results of Q61 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me the mistakes I've
made if I don't know them.” By comparing these results
to those seen on Chart 5.31, we can look for a difference
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with the variable of an anonymous team-mate. Chart
5.34 shows the results of this analysis.

Chart 5.34: Sample response (N=1091) to Q61 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me the mistakes I've made
if I don't know them.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.71) with 482
members of our total sample rating their affect above the
average value. 44 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q61. 270 members rated the lowest
value. The results of this graph combined with those
seen on Chart 5.31 confirm the implication that DotA 2
players are equally as comfortable with receiving
criticism as they are with giving out criticism. We can
compare these results to the sensitivity of a much wider,
less experienced, sample when DotA 2 reaches public
access.

The results show an average response of (s=4.29)
meaning that 482 members of our sample rated this
effect above the average response. The results also
show that 63 members of our sample rated the highest
value for Q88 and 135 members rated the lowest value.
The majority of our sample does not mind it when an ally
tells them what to do. Communication is important for a
satisfying game, so the results show a relatively positive
response for how the total sample reacts to other players
communicating with them.
To understand this further we will study the total sample
response to Q87 from TDEQ: “I do not like it when allies
tell me what to do if I do not know them.” The difference
between this question and the previous question is that
we are now looking at the extent to which our sample
does not like it when an ally they do not know tells them
what to do. Even the smallest difference between the
results of Q87 and Q88 will help us understand how the
variable of the anonymous ally plays into their
willingness to accept orders. Chart 5.36 shows the
results.

Q88, Q87, Q69
The next three questions will look at how our sample
responded to event-specific questions about allies telling
them what to do. We will also- look at how in-game
behavior may be shaped by situations where players feel
ignored by an ally.
To begin, let’s study the results of Q88 from TDEQ: “I do
not like it when allies tell me what to do.” It is expected
that those who answered above the average will be
equivalent to those who we believe are more
independent players. (Chart 5.27) The results of Q88 are
shown on Chart 5.35.

Chart 5.35: Sample response (N=1076) to Q88 from TDEQ:
“I do not like it when allies tell me what to do.”
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Chart 5.36: Sample response (N=1081) to Q87 from TDEQ:
“I do not like it when allies tell me what to do if I do not
know them.”

The results show an average rating of (s=4.73). 558
members of our sample rated above the average. The
rating allocation shows that 63 members of our sample
rated the highest value for Q87 and 123 members
responded with the lowest value. Therefore, most of our
sample is more comfortable with taking orders from a
player they than a teammate they do not know. As we’ve
discussed in previous sections, the amount of trust a
player has in their team is very important. The variables
associated with it include communication and
satisfaction. It is understandable that a player might want
to trust their own instincts rather than listen to orders
from someone whom they don’t know or trust.
We are now going to look at another side to the situation
that might show a cause for lack of trust. In terms of
empathy, we can understand how both parties in these
leadership-related situations might react when they are
ignored by an ally. This could very well have an effect on
a player’s in-game behavior. Feeling ignored may also
be a variable behind distrust and independent playstyle.
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To study this, we will analyze the results of Q69 from
TDEQ: “If an ally does not acknowledge me when I try to
communicate with them, I usually feel less inclined to
play.” The results are shown on Chart 5.37.

Chart 5.37: Sample response (N=1095) to Q69 from TDEQ:
“If an ally does not acknowledge me when I try to
communicate with them, I usually feel less inclined to
play.”

The results show an average rating of (s=5.68) with 544
members of our sample responding above the average.
The results also show that 69 members of our sample
rated the highest value for Q62 and 50 members rated
the lowest value. The statistics tell us that the majority of
our sample usually blame themselves for a loss and look
back on their mistakes. Let’s keep in mind that this and
the following question are both situational, meaning that
any respondent could answer each question with an
equal response. Therefore, the smallest difference
between results should be noted.
We will compare the previous results with those of Q67
from TDEQ: “My team members are usually responsible
for a lost game.” Let’s keep in mind that we are using
‘lost’ games as our independent variable because
there’s a feeling of negative affect/ego-depletion
associated with this situation, as discussed in Parts 5A
and 5B. The results of Q67 are shown on Chart 5.39.

The results show that the average response from the
total sample is (s=5.93). 637 members of our sample
rated this effect above the average rating. 106 members
of our sample rated the highest value for Q69 and 79
members rated the lowest value. Through these results,
we can understand that many players feel like being
ignored by their team makes them less inclined to play.
This is important because it helps us understand more
about the role of a leader, which was discussed in
Section 4.
The results from the past three studies lead us to an
important implication: The majority of our sample does
not mind being told what to do in game, even if they do
not know the player, but definitely want to be heard
when they voice their opinions or requests from the
team.

Q62, Q67
We are now going to look at how our total sample
typically distributes responsibility at the end of the game.
Let’s begin by looking at Q62 from TDEQ: “I usually
blame myself for a loss and look back on my mistakes.”
The results of Q62 are shown on Chart 5.38.

Chart 5.39: Sample response (N=1097) to Q67 from TDEQ:
“My team members are usually responsible for a lost
game.”

There is an average rating of (s=5.78) for Q67. 571
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average. The results also show that 77 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q67 and 48 members
rated the lowest value. As stated before, the smallest
difference is important when comparing these results
with that of the previous question. The difference in
average response is .10 points. Though this margin is
relatively small, it still shows that the majority of our
sample feels their team is more responsible for a loss
then themselves.

Q74, Q76

Chart 5.38: Sample response (N=1092) to Q62 from TDEQ:
“I usually blame myself for a loss and look back on my
mistakes.”
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The next two questions we are going to study address
individual play-style. We want to understand more about
the offensive/defensive tendencies of our sample by
using two bias questions that do not directly ask for an
offensive/defensive response. This is important because
as stated before, the majority of these questions are
situational. We want to find the smallest difference
between responses because a player simply proclaiming
their play-style is defensive or offensive only holds so
much weight in-game. Situations can turn their play-style
around.
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First, we are going to look at a question that was
purposely constructed with a confirmation bias- Q74
from TDEQ: “Defending and counter-pushing are more
important in DotA 2 than ganking and pushing.” The
results are shown on Chart 5.40.

The results show an average rating of (s=6.35). 521
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. These results also show that 170
members of our sample rated the highest value for Q76
and 50 members rated the lowest value. The results
confirm the integrity of the previous question as well as
their results. We now have reason to believe that the
majority of our sample values offensive play over
defensive.

Q90

Chart 5.40: Sample response (N=1093) to Q74 from TDEQ:
“Defending and counter-pushing are more important in
DotA 2 than ganking and pushing.”

Finally, we are going to look at how much of our total
sample uses the ‘mute’ function when an ally/enemy is
being abusive. This function cuts off all communication
with a player for better or worse, and may increase
tension within a team. The results will be an excellent
reference for future studies and understanding how this
function may play into other dependent variables like
win-rate, satisfaction and communication. We will study
the results of Q90 from TDEQ which asked players to
rate the extent to which they utilize the ‘mute’ function
when an ally/enemy is being abusive. The results are
shown on Chart 5.42.

The results show an average rating of (s=4.51). 657
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average rating. 38 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q74.129 members rated the lowest
value. Therefore, the majority of our sample believes
that ganking and pushing are more important than
defending and counter-pushing. Put simply, our total
sample generally values offensive over defensive play.
To test the integrity and the results of the previous study,
we are going to compare them to the results of Q76 from
TDEQ: “The best defense is a great offense.” Although
defense may have a lot to do with the question, their
belief that offense can lead to defense says a lot about
the sample, and perhaps the DotA 2 community’s, playstyle. Of course, this is to be expected in a game like
DotA 2 where you cannot complete the objective
(destroying the enemy’s ancient) without playing
offensively. Actually, the same can be said for any teamrelated sport. Chart 5.41 shows the results of Q76.

Chart 5.41: Sample response (N=1094) to Q76 from TDEQ:
“The best defense is a great offense.”
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Chart 5.42: Sample response (N=1072) to Q90 from TDEQ:
“If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will mute them.”

The results show an average rating of (s=6.58) meaning
that 614 members of our sample rated this effect above
the average rating. These results also show that 340
members of our sample rated the highest value for Q90
and 124 members rated the lowest value. In total, the
results show that a vast majority of our sample often use
the mute function.
Results
The results within this article gave us a broad
understanding of how our sample responds to many
situations in-game on both an independent and
dependent level. We learned that about 40% of our
sample values independent play and are not as
dependent on the members of their team in a game of
DotA 2. We also discussed how about 60% of our
sample is estimated to prefer a more dependent playstyle where they value the input, direction and
functionality of their team members.
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The findings came from three questions used to analyze
sample dependence or independence on a team. What
we found was that the majority of our sample plays
better on a team and prefer to lane with a partner when
they play a game of DotA 2. We also found that the
majority of our sample plays more independently when
they are not part of an organized team. These results
combined helped us understand that the majority of the
sample is dependent rather than independent.

better or worse, and may increase tension within a team.
The results are an excellent reference for future studies
and understanding how this function may play into other
dependent variables like win-rate, satisfaction and
communication.

Next, we learned that the majority our sample switch-up
their play-style and consider it ever-changing rather than
static. This is important because it not only helps us
understand how players behave/game, but it also helps
us understand the psychology of the community. The
results help us understand the analytical and everchanging side of the community that evolves and
changes situational perceptions based upon their
environment.

1. A larger portion of our sample is considered
dependent than independent.
2. The majority of the DotA 2 community switches up
their play-style and consider it ever-changing.
3. DotA 2 players are equally as comfortable with
receiving criticism as they are with giving out criticism.
4. The majority of our sample does not mind being told
what to do in game, even if they do not know the player,
but definitely want to be heard when they voice their
opinions or requests from the team.
5. The majority of our sample feels their team is more
responsible for a loss then themselves by a small
margin.
6. The majority of our sample values offensive play over
defensive, and believes that the best defense is a great
offense.
7. The vast majority of our sample uses the mute
function very often.

One very important finding within this article was that
many DotA 2 players are as equally as accepting of
criticism from other players as they are giving out their
own criticism to team mates- regardless of whether or
not they know the player. We then looked at three
questions that asked about communication within a
team. How do players react when other players tell them
what to do? These results were equally important. We
learned that players are more likely to accept orders
from players they know rather than players they do not.
In addition, we learned that a large majority of our
sample believes that they feel less inclined to play when
they feel ignored by a team mate. We then discussed
how these results relate to leadership and formed the
implication that the majority of our sample does not mind
being told what to do in game, even if they do not know
the player, but definitely want to be heard when they
voice their opinions or requests from the team.
The next finding lead to an implication that the majority
of our sample feels their team is more responsible for a
loss then themselves. The questions used to study this
were very situational so the results came from a very
small margin of difference. Furthermore, the averages
for both personal and team responsibility for a lost game
had an average value above the mid-point (5). This
shows that to some degree, the majority of our sample
usually holds someone on their team responsible for a
lost game. It would be interesting to see what portion of
our sample believes that the other team simply playing
better than theirs was what was responsible for a loss.
The next questions followed the exact same formula
used and were very situational. We wanted to know how
our sample valued a defensive/offensive play style and
how this may show the potential values of a
defensive/offensive leader. We found that the majority of
our sample values offensive play over defensive.
Finally, we found that a vast majority of our sample uses
the mute function often. We discussed how this function
cuts off all communication with a player for
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Implications
This article addresses some important implications that
can be used in future studies.

Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
As addressed and analyzed, there may have been a
possible misinterpretation of some questions. We
compared the results of these questions with similar
questions and found a valid correlation that showed
misinterpretation had little effect on the results. No other
potential errors were noticed within the study.

Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how LRT, NRT, and willpower are
fostered within a much larger, wider DotA 2 community
in terms of in-game communication. For example,
there’s a possibility that with a much larger ‘new’ sample,
we can understand the full effects that enemy and allied
communication has on a new player. This is important
because about 45-50% of our sample is considered
veteran players, which means that they may be more
resistant or comfortable with the behaviors analyzed in
this study. Newer players may yield more dramatic
results.
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It would also be interesting to see how our conditional
samples/variables: SM/UM, V/VO, and CO/DO might
show some interesting results to these questions. We
can understand how these groups are affected
compared to others.
Conclusion
Thus far, Section 5 has addressed some very important
implications that help to understand the in-game
psychology of players. Part 5A discussed how earlygame and post-game situations have an effect on
willpower, especially for those with a Limited Resource
Theory of willpower. Part 5B discussed how In-game
Chat Events (ICE) has a major effect on our sample ingame. This is especially true for communication within
ones team and how that can translate into communal
taunting of the other team, with a benefit.
Section 5, Part 5C addressed a series of common
situations within a game of DotA 2 that could be used to
study both the independent and dependent tendencies
of our total sample. We learned that the majority of our
sample is at least somewhat dependent on their team to
help maximize their in-game behavior. In addition, we
now know that players who do not play with an
organized team typically play more independently. It may
be important for organized teams to embrace players
they do not know and incorporate them into team
decisions. Branching off of that, we now know that most
players do not mind being told what to do, even if they
do not know the player, so long as their requests and
situational opinions are equally respected. As we
discussed, this plays a lot into the importance of a good
leader, especially in public games.
We also learned that players are equally comfortable
with criticism of their mistakes as they are giving out
criticism. In addition, we learned that offensive play-style
has a higher value within the majority of the sample than
defensive play-style.
Finally, we confirmed that a vast majority of the DotA 2
community uses the ‘mute’ function.
In total, this article let us understand a lot about the
psychology of a DotA 2 player. Finding ways to use that
psychology to increase player satisfaction,
communication and overall brand loyalty could make for
some excellent results. Part 5D is going to focus on ingame events that are associated with decision-making.
We can keep the results of this article in mind while
understanding how players react to common in-game
situations involving decisions that could hurt/benefit their
team.
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InnerSanctum:

“I would label trolling as a seperate phenomena
to griefing etc.
Usually trolling is partaken by everyone and teams joke around –
it actually makes the experience more fun imo.
For example,
lich ult on creeps or earthshaker echoslam on no heroes…
enemy:'NICE ULT BRO'
me:'THX I TRY'
always makes me laugh and enjoy a game more :)”
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Abstract
Section 5 is going to focus on a series of in-game, event-specific, questions addressed in TDEQ. These
questions took up about 50% of the total questionnaire and are considered event-specific. Every question was
constructed on a Likert-scale and addressed a scenario that a player might encounter in game. Part 5A
addressed questions that concerned player mood, willpower and play-style. We also studied how the Limited
and Non-limited Resource Theories of willpower can be attributed to DotA 2. Part 5B discussed the effects that
in-game chat has on willpower. In Part 5C we studied the total sample response to questions that involved both
individual and team-related scenarios. The results helped us understand the complexities of in-game teamwork.
Part 5D will focus on an even more complex set of in-game decisions that can have either a positive or negative
effect on a player’s in-game experience. A topic we will raise often concerns ‘trust’. We will address questions
like “I do not mind 'Kill Steals' when it is done by our teams carry.” and “When an ally leaves the game I will
pause it as soon as possible.” We will compare the results of some questions to verify the integrity of the results
while looking for relationships between sample responses to different types of scenarios. One of the findings
within this article suggested that a surprisingly high portion of our sample only pause the game if they personally
know the ally. Part 5D will also address some of the ‘Unwritten Rules’ of the DotA 2 community that are
discussed often on community forums. The over-all objective of this article is to understand the in-game
psychology of the DotA 2 community and how the results can be used to increase community satisfaction.
Key Words: Kill-Stealing, Unwritten Rules, Annoyance, Allied Responsiveness, Trust, Distrust, Carry, The Pause
Function, Farming, Sportsmanship, Allied Sportsmanship, Enemy Spotsmanship
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Introduction
Trust is an important team-related affect in a game of
DotA 2. A team that trusts each other can lead to
increased communication and satisfaction with one’s
team. Part 5D is going to explore ‘trust’ and how certain
in-game behaviors may influence a player’s trust in their
team. We’ve already explored the importance of
communication within a team. So now we want to study
how trust impacts team communication and satisfaction.
To explore this, we will analyze a list of questions from
TDEQ and discuss how our sample responded to them.
The first topic we will address is ‘kill-steals’. A Kill Steal,
or K.S., is basically a moment where one player steals a
kill from another. The DotA community has created for
itself a sort of list of ‘unwritten rules’ that dictate when it
is or isn’t okay to kill-steal. We will explore this topic
throughout the article to understand how kill-steals affect
a team’s trust in one another.
Next, we are going to address common communication
issues in-game. In Part 5C we explained how players
feel less inclined to play when they are ignored by their
team. We are going to discuss this further through this
article. We considered the dependent variable to be
‘annoyance’ which can shape in-game behavior.
We will then explore the pause function and when
players use it. For example, perhaps more players only
pause the game if they personally know their ally. As we
might imagine, coming back to a game to find out that
your team-mates never paused for you could generate a
feeling of distrust. We are also going to look at how likely
players are to leave a game of DotA 2 when it is safe to.

Q60. When I ping to defend a tower, my allies are
usually responsive and help immediately. (s=4.36)
Q92. When an ally spends time farming rather than
helping the team, I usually get annoyed. (s=5.93)
Q91. When an ally carry spends time farming rather than
helping the team, I usually get annoyed. (s=3.79)
Q77. I only pause the game if I personally know my ally.
(s=6.42)
Q83. When an ally leaves the game I will pause it as
soon as possible. (s=4.15)
Q93. If the game is safe to leave then I will leave as well.
(s=5.23)
Q95. I usually congratulate my allies when they do
something well. (s=7.86)
Q82. I usually congratulate my enemies when they do
something well, or play a good game. (s=7.12)
As with the previous articles, we are going to break
down the questions into groups where we can explore
each subject exclusively.
Discussion

Q66, Q55, Q57
We are going to begin by looking at how our sample
responded to questions that involved Kill Stealing (KS’s).
We will first look at the results of Q66 from TDEQ: “‘Kill
Steals’ bother me and reduce my relationship with an
ally.” The results are shown on Chart 5.43.

Finally, we are going to gather results from two
questions that asked players to rate the frequency that
they congratulate allies or enemies for a good play or a
good game. This will give us a general idea about the
sportsmanship of our sample and perhaps the DotA 2
community in general.
The over-all goal of this article is to study how our
sample responded to specific scenarios that are either
constructive or deconstructive for a team’s trust in one
another. We are going to elaborate on the effects of
‘annoyance’ and ‘trust’. The results of this article will give
us an idea about what situations are deemed the most
annoying, and the extent to which experiencing these
situations may or may not influence trust.
The questions from TDEQ that will be analyzed in this
article include:
Q66. Kill-Steals bother me and reduce my relationship
with an ally. (s=3.31)
Q55. I do not mind 'Kill Steals' when it is done by our
teams carry. (s=9.16)
Q57. Kill-Steals' only bother me when I'm trying to carry
and can obviously get the kill. (s=7.34)
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Chart 5.43: Sample response (N=1100) to Q66 from TDEQ:
“‘Kill Steals’ bother me and reduce my relationship with an
ally.”

The results show an average rating of (s=3.31). 423
members of our sample rated above the average. The
results also show that 19 members of our sample rated
the highest value for Q55 and 341 members rated the
lowest value. The majority of our sample, and perhaps
the DotA 2 community, do not believe Kill Stealing
reduces their relationship with an ally. The results hint
towards a shared belief that so long as an enemy is
defeated, a team can progress.
Next we are going to take a more situational approach to
the question and study the total sample response to a
common unwritten rule within the community. We will
analyze the results of Q55 from TDEQ: “I do not mind
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'Kill Steals' when it is done by our teams carry.” The
results are shown on Chart 5.44.

Chart 5.44: Sample response (N=1105) to Q55 from TDEQ:
“I do not mind 'Kill Steals' when it is done by our teams
carry.”

The statistics show an average rating of (s=9.16) with
760 members of our sample rating this effect above the
average value. 760 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q55 and only 11 members rated the
lowest value. The very high agreement rating for this
question confirms the unwritten rule that a carry is the
most deserving of kills in a game of DotA 2. It might be
important for a team leader to designate a carry for the
team that knows they have the right to kill-steal. It’s
predicted that this sort of direction wouldn’t be met with
disagreement or distrust from other team members.

our sample rated the highest value for Q57 and 78
members rated the lowest value. The majority of our
sample believes that other players should not Kill-Steal
them when they carry. The importance of this situation
relates to a carry’s trust in their team. Distrust could
have a major effect on their output and communication.
The results of the previous three analyses show that
though the majority of our sample does not believe Kill
Steals have a negative impact on their relationship with
an ally. However, there’s a high agreement rating for the
unwritten rule that carries should never have their kills
stolen. This implication runs parallel with the
responsibilities of a team leader. A team should be
aware of who the carry is so they can support them with
farming and getting gold from kills. This communication
could have a positive effect on a player’s in-game
satisfaction and willpower.

Q60, Q92, Q91
We discussed in Part 5C how the majority of our sample
does not mind being told what to do in-game, even if
they do not know the player. However, annoyance and
distrust sets in when they feel their personal requests
are ignored.
To understand this further, we are first going to address
Q60 from TDEQ: “When I ping to defend a tower, my
allies are usually responsive and help immediately.” This
question directly relates to the implication stated above.
We can use the results to improve the validity of that
implication. The results to Q60 are shown on Chart 5.46.

We will now study the results of Q57 from TDEQ: “KillSteals' only bother me when I'm trying to carry and can
obviously get the kill.” Based on the previous results
(Chart 5.43), we can predict that the same belief holds
true when a player is the teams carry. The results of this
analysis are shown on Chart 5.45.

Chart 5.46: Sample response (N=1097) to Q60 from TDEQ:
“When I ping to defend a tower, my allies are usually
responsive and help immediately.”

Chart 5.45: Sample response (N=1099) to Q57 from TDEQ:
“Kill-Steals' only bother me when I'm trying to carry and
can obviously get the kill.”

The results show an average rating of (s=7.34). 640
members of our sample rated this effect above the
average. The results also show that 371 members of
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The results show an average rating of (s=4.36) with 505
members of our sample responding above the average.
12 members of our sample rated the highest value for
Q60 and 120 members rated the lowest value. These
statistics tell us that the majority of the sample typically
doubts allied responsiveness. However, there are
many reasons why an ally might not be able to make it to
defend. Let’s explore this sort of situation further by
analyzing the results of the next question.
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Q92 from TDEQ asked participants to rate their
agreement with the following statement: “When an ally
spends time farming rather than helping the team, I
usually get annoyed.” The findings should give us a
general idea about how this scenario affects in-game
behavior/annoyance. The results are shown on Chart
5.47.

Chart 5.47: Sample response (N=1073) to Q92 from TDEQ:
“When an ally spends time farming rather than helping the
team, I usually get annoyed.”

The results show an average rating of (s=5.93). 566
members of the total sample rated their affect above the
average. The results also show that 90 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q92 and 27 members
rated the lowest value. These results connect those of
the previous question and lead us to the belief that the
distrust in the responsiveness of allies can lead to
annoyance. We can consider free-farming to be an
independent exercise typically done by carries, which
leads us to the following study.

The results show an average rating of (s=3.79) with 509
members of our sample rating this effect above the
average value. The statistics show that only 32 members
of our sample rated the highest value for Q91 and 201
members rated the lowest value. Therefore, the majority
of our sample does not get annoyed when a carry
spends time farming rather than helping the team. We
can notice how the variable (carry) had a major effect on
the sample’s annoyance rating. We can consider some
ways to improve in-game satisfaction through these
results. First, it might be best for a solo queue player to
pick a carry so that they can exercise their independent
behavior (Part 5C) without disagreement from their
team. Second, perhaps organized teams should pick
heroes that complement each other so they can
successfully organize defensive strategies while their
carry becomes stronger. These are just some ideas.
An implication can be drawn from the previous three
analyses- Most players are dissatisfied with team
responsiveness, especially when a player other than
their carry spends time farming rather than helping the
team.

Q77, Q83
We will now discuss how often our total sample utilizes
the DotA 2 pause function whether or not they personally
know the disconnected ally. As one might imagine, it
must be pretty disheartening for a player to reconnect to
a game only to discover their team didn’t pause for them.
We will begin by studying the results of Q83 from TDEQ:
“When an ally leaves the game I will pause it as soon as
possible.” The results are shown on Chart 5.49.

We are now going to study the results of Q91 from
TDEQ: “When an ally carry spends time farming rather
than helping the team, I usually get annoyed.” The
results should show us how our situational variable
behind annoyance changed when it is executed by a
team’s carry. Let’s look at the results on Chart 5.48.

Chart 5.49: Sample response (N=1088) to Q83 from TDEQ:
“When an ally leaves the game I will pause it as soon as
possible.”

Chart 5.48: Sample response (N=1072) to Q91 from TDEQ:
“When an ally carry spends time farming rather than
helping the team, I usually get annoyed.”
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The results show an average rating of (s=6.42). 577
members of our sample answered above the average
rating. The results also show that 209 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q83 and 62 members
rated the lowest value. Thus, the majority of our sample,
and perhaps the DotA 2 community, use the pause
function when an ally disconnects from a game as soon
as possible. One question that should have been asked
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is how often players experience allies pausing for them.
This would have added to the hypothesis from Section 4
which addresses how DotA 2 players rate their
frequency of committing positive acts to be higher than
other players.
Next, we are going to look for a difference in response to
the same question with an independent variable. We
want to understand how much of our sample only pause
DotA 2 if they personally know their disconnected ally.
Perhaps some players will only pause for their friends.

The DotA 2 leaver/disconnection system gives a player
five minutes to return to the game before the game
becomes safe to leave for other players. Where some
teams stick it out and try to win with fewer players on
their team, others abandon the game entirely and move
on to the next one.
To understand how our total sample responded to this
scenario, we are going to look at the results of Q93 from
TDEQ: “If the game is safe to leave then I will leave as
well.” The results are shown on Chart 5.51.

To understand this, we are going to study the results of
Q77 from TDEQ: “I only pause the game if I personally
know my ally.” The results are shown on Chart 5.50.

Chart 5.51: Sample response (N=1072) to Q93 from TDEQ:
“If the game is safe to leave then I will leave as well.”

Chart 5.50: Sample response (N=1092) to Q77 from TDEQ:
“I only pause the game if I personally know my ally.”

The results show an average rating of (s=4.15) with 429
members of our total sample responding above the
average value. 102 members of our sample rated the
highest value for Q77 and 305 members rated the lowest
value. What these statistics tell us is that the majority of
the sample, and perhaps the DotA 2 community,
disagree with this statement. At the same time, 102
members of our sample agree with this statement which
shows that this sort of mentality does exist. As one could
imagine, being a lone member of a primarily organized
team, and not having your team pause for you, could
greatly reduce your relationship with that team. This
could cause a lone player to think even more
independently which could result in complete lack of
communication and overall distrust in one’s team.
In total, the results of the past two questions tell us that
the majority of our sample utilizes the pause function
when an allied player disconnects, regardless of whether
or not they know the ally personally.

Q93
We are now going to study how often our sample leaves
a game of DotA 2 when it is safe to. When it comes to
leaving a game, many players appreciate the fact that a
game can still be won with less players on their teameven though they are free to leave the game and start
another if they want to.
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The results show an average rating of (s=5.23). 434
members of our sample rated their frequency above the
average. The results also show that 108 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q93 and 118
members rated the lowest value. Therefore, the majority
of our sample will leave a game if it is safe to. However,
this scenario is indeed situational judging by the high
amount of responses at the mid-point. Two questions
that should have been included in TDEQ could have
asked if their decision to leave a game is dependent on
whether or not their team is losing. Regardless, the
majority of our sample believes that they will leave the
game when it is safe to by a small margin.

Q95, Q82
Sportsmanship in DotA 2 can be understood through
questions about congratulating allies/enemies for
admirable plays or a good game. Two common phrases
exchanged at the end of a game of DotA 2 are “gg”
(good game) and “wp” (well played). This DotA
sportsmanship method has been used for years and is a
simple way of giving closure to a game.
To understand how often our total sample engages in
sportsmanship, we will study the results of two questions
from TDEQ. First, we are going to look at the results of
Q95: “I usually congratulate my allies when they do
something well.” The results of this analysis are shown
on Chart 5.52.
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Community Spotlight

.BUDI
What’s your opinion about
sportsmanship in DotA 2? Has it
changed over the years since you
started playing DotA?
Chart 5.52: Sample response (N=1071) to Q95 from TDEQ:
“I usually congratulate my allies when they do something
well.”

We can notice that there is an average response of
(s=7.86) for Q95. 678 members of our sample rated this
effect above the average. The results also show that 334
members of our sample rated the highest value for Q95
and 20 members rated the lowest value. We can
understand from these statistics that the mass majority
of our sample engages in allied sportsmanship.
Next, we will study the results of Q82 from TDEQ: “I
usually congratulate my enemies when they do
something well, or play a good game.” The results are
shown on Chart 5.53.

I started around 4 years ago (DotA) and to
be honest there was no real
sportsmanship as "low skilled pubs"
usually are a mass of flame and hatred.
The only forms of sportsmanship in DotA
are the "gl hf" at the beginning of a match,
the "gg" calls at the end, the pauses when
someone is afk/dc for a moment, and the
"-switch" function when a person switches
to a losing team. It didn't change much as
I think it depends on the platform you play
on. So until I joined DLG and RGC
everything stayed the same.
It definitely makes people more
comfortable. Sportsmanship is basically
showing your opponent respect and
understanding them, but people tend to
flame and blame their teammates, than
complimenting the opponents for a good
play. For new players it is basically luck if
they get a game with good sportsmanship
as it is right now.
The commendation (as well as report)
system is useless without moderation, or
even readable comments. Even though
some people commend for good play, the
commendations are wasted as they don't
give any information whatsoever at the
moment. with a community with over 10
million players, implementing such a thing
[moderation] is quite impossible to do.

Chart 5.53: Sample response (N=1091) to Q82 from TDEQ:
“I usually congratulate my enemies when they do
something well, or play a good game.”

Q82 has an average response of (s=7.12) with 566
members of our sample responding above the average
value. The results also show that 258 members of our
sample rated the highest value for Q82 and 61 members
rated the lowest value. Compared with the results of the
previous study, we can see that the total sample is more
likely to engage in allied sportsmanship than enemy
sportsmanship. However, the high agreement rating for
both questions supports the idea that the DotA 2
community engages in sportsman-like conduct more
often than not. Again, there should have been a question
that asked players how often they witness sportsmanlike conduct from a random team-mate or enemy.
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Results
Part 5D explained how our sample responded to
questions related to team communication, collaboration
and decision-making. We discussed a lot of important
elements of a game of DotA 2 including Kill-Stealing,
team responsiveness, the pause function, leavers and
sportsmanship. Our goal was to understand how these
subjects can relate to team communication/morale and
over-all player satisfaction.

The DotA Experiment
The first topic we addressed was Kill Stealing, otherwise
known as KS’ing. We learned that the majority of our
sample does not mind Kill Stealing, especially when it is
done by a carry. However, the majority of our sample is
annoyed by Kill-Stealing when they are trying to carry.
Next we discussed the element of allied responsiveness.
As we already know from Section 5, Part 5C, the
majority of our sample does not mind being told what to
do by another player, regardless of whether they know
them or not, so long as their requests are equally heard
by the rest of the team. We learned that the majority of
our sample is dissatisfied with allied responsiveness
during important scenarios that require an organized
defensive strategy. Furthermore, we learned that the
majority of our sample becomes annoyed when an ally
spends time farming rather than helping the team during
these situations- unless it is their carry. Therefore, it’s
encouraged that a solo-queue player on a primarily
organized team picks a carry. This way they can
exercise their independent behavior (farming) while the
organized (well-constructed) team defends.
We found that the majority of our sample will pause DotA
2 for a disconnected ally, regardless of whether or not
they know them personally. We then explored our
samples frequency of leaving a game when it is safe to.
We discussed how this event is in fact situational and
may be dependent on whether their team is winning or
losing. In general, the majority of our sample will leave a
game so long as it is safe to.
Finally, we explored sportsmanship and how often our
sample congratulates allies or enemies when they do
something well. What we discovered was that a very
high portion of our sample congratulates their team and
the enemy team upon successful plays or a good game.
As to be expected, the sample was more likely to agree
that they congratulate allies over enemies.
In total, Part 5D showed us that a DotA 2 team and the
community in general should respect the importance of
each member on a team, whether they know them or
not. As we have said often throughout Section 5,
respectful teams that communicate well and lose are
more likely to be satisfied with the DotA 2 community
than a team that doesn’t communicate well and loses.
Implications
There are some important implications that may be
drawn from this article.
1. Although the majority of our sample do not believe Kill
Steals have a negative impact on their relationship with
an ally, carries should never have their kills stolen.
2. The majority of our sample does not trust in the
responsiveness of their allies and get annoyed when
they spend time farming rather than helping the team.
3. The majority of our sample does not mind when a
carry spends more time farming than helping the team.
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4. The majority of our sample utilizes the pause function
when an allied player disconnects, regardless of whether
or not they know the ally personally.
5. A surprisingly high portion of our sample only pause
the game if they personally know the ally.
6. The majority of our sample believes that they will
leave the game when it is safe to by a small margin.
7. Sportsmanship is valued throughout the community.
8. Players are more likely to congratulate their own team
rather than the enemy team.
Potential Errors
There are some uncontrollable variables that may have
played a role in the results of this study. One variable is
the fact that a previous good/bad experience before
taking TDEQ may have had an effect on our sample’s
ratings of the variables within this study. Other than that,
TDEQ was only distributed in English, carrying this study
out at an international level may yield different results.
As addressed and analyzed, there may have been a
possible misinterpretation of some questions. We
compared the results of these questions with similar
questions and found a valid correlation that showed
misinterpretation had little effect on the results. In
addition, some questions were very situational, which
was explained throughout the article. Furthermore, some
questions may have been misinterpreted due to the
repetitiveness of some question constructs. No other
potential errors were noticed within the study.
Future Studies
This study was carried out during the closed-beta phase
for DotA 2. This means that the continued saturation of
new players within the community has not even begun.
Therefore, this study will be carried out again once DotA
2 reaches open/public access. A future analysis will help
to understand how LRT, NRT, and willpower are
fostered within a much larger, wider DotA 2 community
in terms of in-game communication. For example,
there’s a possibility that with a much larger ‘new’ sample,
we can understand the full effects that communication,
leadership and collaboration when it comes to decisionmaking have on a larger and wider sample in terms of
experience. This is important because about 45-50% of
our sample is considered veteran players, which means
that they may be more resistant or comfortable with the
behaviors analyzed in this study. Newer players may
yield more dramatic results.
Furthermore, some questions in the study should have
had alternative constructs. For example, we discussed
how it might be important to have an alternative question
for Q83 which would ask ‘how often do you feel your
team-mates pause for you?’ this would allow us to
elaborate on a previous hypothesis from Section 4, as
explained in this article.
Conclusion
Section 5 has addressed some very important
implications that help to understand the in-game
psychology of players. Part 5A discussed how earlygame and post-game situations have an effect on
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willpower, especially for those with a Limited Resource
Theory of willpower. Part 5B discussed how In-game
Chat Events (ICE) effect on our sample’s in-game
the independent, dependent, offensive and defensive
tendencies of the total sample. Many of these questions
were constructed with a confirmation bias.

behavior. In Part 5C, we studied the results to a series of
questions from TDEQ that could be used to understand

Section 5, Part 5D helped us understand the importance
of team collaboration and decision-making. We
addressed how solo queue players might feel during
situations where they are part of a team that is for the
most part organized. We discussed the importance of
the solo queue player, which I refer to as the ‘oddman’ or
‘oddmen’. The Oddman Hypothesis states that the most
important member of a team is the solo queue player. It
is how an organized team communicates with this player
that can have a major effect on the outcome of a game.
In order for a team to maximize on its potential, each
member should be communicated with equally so the
team can act as a whole.

Finding easy ways for players to communicate may yield
some incredible results in terms of player satisfaction.
Satisfied players, especially if they are new, are likely to
play more. As we’ve discussed in previous sections, the
more DotA you play, the better you become. It’s possible
that if players learn more about DotA 2, and experience
a higher frequency of constructive communication ingame, they may become more likely to bring in new
players, or even purchase cosmetics. If a player
witnesses the benefits of communication and
collaboration, they are likely to form teams with friends
and expand the DotA 2 community.
_____________________________________________

This article also addressed some of the unwritten rules
of the DotA 2 community and to what extent they are
exercised in-game. Like DotA 2 social media, these rules
are community-generated. Disobeying these rules can
lead to both annoyance and distrust.

References

The importance of this article was to help find ways to
enhance team collaboration, especially among a mixed
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team of friends and random players. It also let us in on
the psychology behind player decision-making and
sportsmanship.

.Budi. 2012. Photograph. Http://steamcommunity.com. Web.
23 Aug. 2012. < http://steamcommunity.com/id/budeh>
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Anonymous:
“I would like to thank you
that I was able to reflect on my play style
by doing this survey.
Some improvements need to be made
both psychologically and tactically.”
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Introduction
A common argument on many DotA 2 forums is that
public players do not know how to pick their heroes
correctly. For example, “Why does my team pick five
carries/five melee/five casters/five useless heroes?”
Perhaps the answer lies in a lack of communication, lack
of common interest, or perhaps just ignorance to the
idea of synergetic hero picks. (Heroes who support each
other) Furthermore, perhaps players just want to pick the
hero that they think sounds the coolest. This is
especially true for new players.
A new reference for players to understand the
specialties of the many different DotA 2 heroes is the
“Hero Card System” (HCS). This system ranks each
hero via a “Role-specific Star Rating” (RSR) with 3
being the highest SR/RSR possible. Thus, each player
can gauge the strengths of a hero by simply: A)
understanding their RSR, and B) researching the skills of
each hero. However, hero RSR is by no means
balanced across the hero pool. Let’s look at two
examples:

It can therefore be inferred that Drow Ranger is a lesser
hero-pick than Faceless Void, right? Well, it’s not as
simple as that for many reasons. One argument might
be that Drow Ranger’s skills make up for her lack of
versatility. She has an orb effect, a damage aura, a
silence and a passive AGI increase for an ult. On top of
that, she’s ranged, which gives her an early advantage
in games.
On the flipside, Faceless Void has a reliable
escape/initiation mechanism with its own slow, a passive
bash, a passive dodge, and an AoE time-stop ultimate.
The hero by all means lives up to his SR as he serves
many purposes besides just being a carry.
Another argument outside of hero skills is the heroes
User-skill Growth Rating (UGR), which will be explained
in section 3B. The UGR basically applies to heroes with
a more free-style play-style, but a lower RSR. Heroes
like this include Pudge, Clockwork, Dark Seer,
Gyrocopter, Windrunner, Juggernaut, Kunkka, Invoker
and Mirana. These heroes (among others) with a higher
UGR and a lower RSR require a more independent skill
that makes a huge difference in a team’s success. For
Drow, that UGR may depend on elements such as OrbWalking, Skill Building, Item Choices and Lane
Dominance.

6.1

Faceless Void is ranked with 4 RSR’s and a Total Star
Rating (TSR) of 7. His RSR’s include Carry, Initiator,
Disabler and Escape.
6.3

This particular section focuses in on the HCR (Hero
Card System), and how RSR (Role-specific Skill Rating)
and SR (Star Ratings) play a part in a team’s success.
The following study looked deeper into this system, and
showed how team composition with a focus on RSR
correlated with victory.

6.2

Drow Ranger is ranked with 1 RSR and a TSR of 2. Her
only RSR is Carry and contributes the least possible
amount to a team’s over-all RSR.
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CASE STUDY 3.1, Discussion
Hero picks seem to be an important factor in making a
typical public match-making game of DotA 2 a challenge.
One of the biggest obstacles in this scenario is
communication. At the beginning of a game, players are
given a limited amount of time to make their hero choice
before the game starts. This leaves little room for
discussion especially for the indecisive. It’s no wonder
why many games feature a team of five carries losing to
a well-balanced team.

KITE
As a new player, what are your
thoughts on hero selection, the
hero card system, and the star
system? What could make hero
selection easier?

To challenge this obstacle, the Hero Card System gives
players the ability to understand hero’s strengths in
terms of role-playing. However, this doesn’t stop a teammate from rush-picking a less than desirable hero. This
creates a need for player to conform to certain heroes
that will provide functions for the team that the chosen
hero has not. This anxiety sometimes causes miss-picks
or spontaneous hero choices.

I'd say it was very difficult deciding
what hero to choose because of
each hero’s uniqueness and
pros/cons. Coming from games
such as LoL, team composition
means more to me than just
choosing a hero and trying to carry
with him/her.

In order to understand how viable the Hero Card System
actually is, a study was run analyzing the team
composition of 100 teams (50 games). The goal was to
find a correlation between great team composition
across all axes of hero functions and team victory. To do
so, Star Ratings of the different heroes on a team were
pooled together across their respective roles. Each star
was weighed equally (.25) and pooled together at the
end for a grand total. The team with the highest grand
total was predicted to be the winning team in a match.

Overall, the hero-selection screen
has become much more userfriendly than it was a couple
months ago. More information
means a better idea and choice of
how you can play in lane and as a
team. The star system is one
example.

Method
A total of fifty games were sampled using DotA 2’s
“Watch Recent Games” system. Using IMB SPSS, all
data was recorded including: MATCH ID, WINNING
TEAM and HEROES 1-5 on each side.

The star system definitely is useful
as a new player; in the beginning
there is so many heroes to pick
from, but you begin to learn roles
and how each are so important to
team wins. It helps you select a
hero that fits the role the team
needs. Hero cards don't really
affect me in any way when it
comes to decisions; it’s the star
system that affects me.

Next, a total of 100 teams were analyzed via the HCS.
Hero roles were listed based upon the roles listed on
Hero Cards. These roles include: Carry, Support,
Initiator, Nuker, Disabler, Durable, Pusher, Escape, Lane
Support (LaneSupp), and Jungle.

The hero cards have looks, but I

Every hero’s personal RSR on a team was summed
across every Hero Role. Then, the teams total SR was
calculated. In short, the prediction was that the team with
the highest team SR would be the victor of each match.
The chart on the next page shows the data in this study.
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Results
The results of this study showed three things direct to
the hypothesis.
1) 30/50 games were won by the team with the highest
RSR (TOTAL).
2) 15/50 games were lost by the team with the highest
RSR (TOTAL).
3) 5/50 games featured teams with identical RSR and
were removed from the sample.
Thus, the sample was reduced to 45 games. Based
upon the findings, a correlation (.66) was found
supporting the hypothesis. 66% of games are won by the
team with the highest, and perhaps most balanced,
RSR.
Implications
The results of study 3.1 give rise to three implications.
1. Communication is of utmost importance when it
comes to creating a strong team. If one player selects, or
randoms, a hero early, it is up to the others to select
heroes who support that pick. This may require the firstpicker to act as a leader, and suggest heroes that
compliment his/her choice.

carry-strong team defeated a more balanced team.
Variables for this may include game-duration, teamwork
points (See Section 2B) and feeding Oddmen. (See
Section 6B)
Future Studies:
In order for this study to be reliable it must be
repeatable. Though the implications stand for now, they
hold no validity without repition. Therefore, this study will
be carried out one again when DotA 2 reaches public
access.

Conclusion
Considering that the average win-rate of a player teeters
between 45 and 55 percent, a .66 correlation between
TSR and win-rate is huge. However, there are many
other variables that should be addressed:
After completing this study and collecting the results, it
became quite noticeable that team composition plays
such an important role in a game of DotA. Hero roles are
of major importance, and the public match-making
community isn’t aware of that. However, they are by no
means responsible.

2. Picking basic heroes with high RSR to contribute, as a
new player, is better than trying a new hero with low
RSR in a match-making setting. It is likely that heroes
with high UGR should be practiced by new players
before being taken into match-making. Skill-oriented
heroes require mastery before a team can rely on their
skills.

The three implications from this study may help to
educate players on the importance of not only team
composition, but communication and leadership as well.
By picking a hero with low RSR, players must
understand that they are in for a skill-based game and
should be ready to perform. Hopefully this information
will help improve the DotA 2 community through working
as a team, and not based on individual urges/impulses.
_____________________________________________

3. The team with the highest RSR usually wins (.66) a
game. However, this doesn’t necessarily mean a team
with a high RSR will trump a well-balanced team.

References

Potential Errors
First, these samples were taken after a new hero (Rubik)
was released into the hero pool. The results show that
22/45 games featured Rubick himself, so his popularity
and players urge to pick him may have had an effect on
the results. However, the results also showed that
exactly 11 games won and 11 games lost were played
with a Rubick on the team, so this confounding variable
may be ignored.
Second, two games featured leavers. One game
featured a leaver Sven, and the other a leaver
Earthshaker. The game with the leaver Sven (#54) put
its team just one SR below the other, and lost. The game
with the leaver Earthshaker (#90) put its team far below
the other, yet still won. Since games with leavers are a
common variable in DotA 2, they may still be considered
in the study.
Third, there are many other variables to consider for the
games where a team with the lower SR trumped a team
with higher SR. Example #100 shows a game where a
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Pallys:

“Another thing that would be nice,
is to show the skill level of the
players in the form of stars or something...5 stars in total,
and let's say for a super pro-5 stars are yellow.
Oh yeah, and to show in what roles the player enjoys playing in...
suport, carry, or whatever,
for a better matchmaking system...
so that every team has its carry, supports and semicarries…
Nice survey gg :D”
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Part 6B
Total Star Rating Index
This index shows what heroes fall under each TSR sub-category. This can be used for a reference whenever TSR is brought up in
studies. As this index shows, TSR ranges from .50 to 2.50. Each star was weighed at .25 making the average TSR 1.25. This report
will offer a brief explanation about what the heroes listed under each category have in common. To the right of each category is a basic
rating of each TSR bracket based on those categories used to classify each hero. To balance the ratings, each bracket’s TSR was
divided based on the total heroes/category divided by two (the lowest number of heroes in each category). Therefore, each star= .50.

The heroes listed under the 0.50 category are all squishy
or have at least some durability compared to the majority
of the hero pool. Three of the heroes have an orb-effect,
and one has a mini-stun. Thus, four of these heroes
benefit greatly from orb-walking and could be considered
hard carries.

The heroes in this bracket are much more durable than
those things before. They are very skill-oriented, and can
be played in numerous different ways depending on the
circumstance. They’re versatile, and many of these
heroes can become semi-carries so long as they can
survive throughout a game.

Lowest TSR - 0.50
Bloodseeker
Clockwerk
Drow
Outworld
Sniper
Viper

Low TSR- 1.00
Alchemist
Bounty Hunter
Clinkz
Death Prophet
Invoker
Kunkka
Mirana
Omniknight
Phantom Assassin

Pudge
Pugna
Rubick
Shadow Fiend
Spectre
Tinker
Windrunner
Zeus
Luna

The heroes listed under the 0.75 category are a bit more
durable but still require a lot of farm to gather momentum
in-game. A few of the heroes might be considered glass
canons, as they are relatively easy to kill if the player
controlling them is not careful. In some way or another,
the heroes in this bracket require a lot of focus,
prediction and map-awareness.

The heroes in this bracket serve as the middle-ground
for TSR analysis. They are great heroes to have on a
team as they excel very well at their roles. There is not
much room for versatility/creative building with these
heroes as their skills are very straight forward. They are
mobile, powerful and relatively easy to survive with.

Lower TSR- 0.75
Ancient Apparition
Dark Seer
Gyrocopter
Huskar
Juggernaut
Necrolyte

Average TSR-1.25
Anti-Mage
Batrider
Broodmother
Doombringer
Lina
Ogre Magi
Disruptor

Night Stalker
Razor
Riki
Shadow Demon
Witch Doctor
Templar
Assassin

Spirit Breaker
Sven
Ursa
Venomancer
Weaver
Phantom Lancer
Undying

Wisp
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The heroes in this bracket specialize in crowd control,
mobility, support and initiation. Many of the heroes are
durable where others are not. They are relatively easy to
play with some room for versatility. Many of the heroes
make excellent carries and/or roamers due to their
heavy disables. Their stats are fairly high and most do
not require an excessive amount of farm to be a strong
force in team fights
.
High TSR- 1.50
Bane
Nature’s Prophet
Beastmaster
Puck
Chaos Knight
Sand King
Dazzle
Slardar
Enchantress
Tiny
Lifestealer
Vengeful Spirit
Naga Siren

The heroes under this category are extremely powerful
supports that require very few items to succeed with.
They are very easy to play in lane with a carry, work well
in tri-lanes, and have strong burst-damage capabilities.
The majority of these heroes can serve any team well
and can support with little to no effort at all, or assist
greatly with pushing towers with just one skill.
.
Highest TSR- 2.00
Chen
Lich
Crystal Maiden
Morphling
Enigma
Shadow Shaman
Leshrac

This bracket consists of many heroes that have excellent
survivability, are relatively easy to farm with, or are
powerful initiators with decent escape mechanisms. The
majority of these heroes are either durable, or can
escape from bad situations with one skill. Each of the
heroes has some sort of powerful slow or disable that
can be landed with little to no effort.

Tidehunter and Lion are both ranked with the highest
TSR in the hero pool. These two heroes stack extremely
well into late game even without items. They are a force
to be reckoned with in team fights, they can hold a lane
on their own, their disabling capabilities are unmatched
and the same applies to their initiation ability. They can
roam lane support and have simple skills that can
provide assistance to allies under any circumstance.
These two heroes may be the best for any new player
trying their hand at matchmaking.

Higher TSR- 1.75
Axe
Brewmaster
Dragon Knight
Earthshaker
Faceless Void
Jakiro
Lone Druid

Lycanthrope
Queen of Pain
Skeleton King
Storm Spirit
Treant Protector
Warlock

Supreme TSR- 2.25-2.50
Tidehunter
Lion
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Part 6C
TSR and UGR
This index shows what heroes fall under each TSR sub-category. This can be used for a reference whenever TSR is brought up in
studies. As this index shows, TSR ranges from .50 to 2.50. Each star was weighed at .25 making the average TSR 1.25. This report
will offer a brief explanation about the average win-rate of each TSR category and how it might relate to UGR. The chart on the next
page shows how heroes both TSR extremes have the lowest/highest average win-rate compared to the other categories. The chart
also shows that the dipping point takes place at the average TSR (1.25) when excluding the extreme values. In total, the statistics from
this article show that there is a positive correlation with TSR and hero win-rate. This brings us to the subject of UGR. All data was
accumulated through stats.dota2.be
Lowest TSR - 0.50
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)

AVG: 47.44%

Lower TSR- 0.75
Ancient Apparition (48.17%)
Dark Seer (52.43%)
Gyrocopter (45.65%)
Huskar (49.08%)
Juggernaut (49.25%)
Necrolyte (53.27%)
Wisp (45.48%)

AVG: 49.69%
Night Stalker (53.53%)
Razor (50.13%)
Riki (52.69%)
Shadow Demon (45.60%)
Witch Doctor (48.88%)
Templar Assassin (51.88%)

Low TSR- 1.00
Alchemist (40.62%)
Bounty Hunter (52.54%)
Clinkz (43.29%)
Death Prophet (53.55%)
Invoker (48.22%)
Kunkka (47.19%)
Mirana (49.69%)
Omniknight (54.49%)
Phantom Assassin (44.72%)

AVG: 49.19%
Pudge (50.91%)
Pugna (43.47%)
Rubick (51.79%)
Shadow Fiend (47.86%)
Spectre (50.92%)
Tinker (47.30%)
Windrunner (48.38%)
Zeus (54.65%)
Luna (55.89%)

Average TSR-1.25
Anti-Mage (48.54%)
Batrider (42.55%)
Broodmother (44.24%)
Doom Bringer (43.36%)
Lina (47.99%)
Ogre Magi (50.57%)
Disruptor (50.28%)

AVG: 48.44%
Spirit Breaker (48.70%)
Sven (48.99%)
Ursa (58.52%)
Venomancer (54.18%)
Weaver (45.38%)
Phantom Lancer (47.30%)
Undying (47.69%)

High TSR- 1.50
Bane (47.48%)
Beastmaster (50.88%)
Chaos Knight (51.01%)
Dazzle (52.73%)
Enchantress (46.01%)
Lifestealer (50.80%)
Naga Siren (55.25%)

AVG: 50.41%
Nature’s Prophet (50.93%)
Puck (45.42%)
Sand King (53.45%)
Slardar (51.19%)
Tiny (48.06%)
Vengeful Spirit (52.23%)

Higher TSR- 1.75
Axe (46.16%)
Brewmaster (52.64%)
Dragon Knight (47.94%)
Earthshaker (50.31%)
Faceless Void (47.51%)
Jakiro (52.98%)
Lone Druid (46.98%)

AVG: 51.04%
Lycanthrope (57.95%)
Queen of Pain (48.57%)
Skeleton King (53.74%)
Storm Spirit (46.38%)
Treant Protector (59.33%)
Warlock (53.13%)

Highest TSR- 2.00
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)

AVG: 51.49%
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)

Supreme TSR- 2.25-2.50
Tidehunter (56.08%)
Lion (48.81%)

AVG: 52.44%

The chart on the next page shows how the average WR%
correlates with TSR.
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Win Rate
53.00%
52.40%

52.00%
51.00%

51%

51.50%

50.40%

50.00%

49.70%

49.00%

49.20%
48.40%

48.00%

Win Rate

47.40%

47.00%
46.00%
45.00%
44.00%

.50 TSR .75 TSR 1.00 TSR 1.25 TSR 1.50 TSR 1.75 TSR 2.00 TSR 2.25+
TSR
V. 5

The chart above shows that the .50 TSR bracket has the
lowest average win-rate of all. The second lowest
bracket it settled at the TSR average (s=1.25). The
highest brackets are the 2.00 and 2.25+ TSR brackets.
The results of this chart can allow us to hypothesize
about what reasons may have caused these results.
Let’s suppose that those in the .50 TSR bracket are the
most difficult to control, or play as. Could this explain
why the bracket has the lowest average win-rate? The
only way we can explain this as of now is that these
heroes have a very high UGR (User-Specific Growth
Rating).
One way we can test this is by looking at the average
KDR of heroes in the .50 and 2.00 TSR bracket.

As we can see, KDR is not much of a variable in
predicting UGR. Notice that the 0.50 TSR category has a
positive KDR, despite it having the lowest win-rate. The
2.00 TSR category has a negative KDR, although the
majority of the heroes are support. Considering the .50
TSR group consists mostly of carries, how is it then that
they have a relatively low KDR?
We can infer that hero average KDR doesn’t have a lot
to do with UGR. Let’s move on to see how our two
samples V/VO rated the heroes in each category
between the four categories from Section 4. We can now
test the variable of experience rather than KDR. To
begin, let’s look at the two sample’s ratings for their
favorite heroes.

Favorite Heroes:
Most Difficult - 0.50 TSR
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)
Average KDR

AVG: 47.44%
8.8/6.6
5.0/7.3
6.4/6.5
7.0/7.1
7.0/6.4
9.4/6.4
7.27/6.72

Most Difficult - 0.50 TSR
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
3 (0.38) /3 (0.74)
7 (0.90) /1 (0.25)
6 (0.77) /5 (1.23)
1 (0.13) /2 (0.49)
3 (0.38) /0
3 (0.38) /2 (0.39)
23 (2.94) / 13 (3.1)

Easiest- 2.00 TSR
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)
Average KDR

AVG: 51.49%
3.3/ 5.6
3.7/ 7.7
3.4/6.6
6.5/7.3
6.0/6.3
7.2/5.4
4.6/7.9
4.95/6.68

Easiest- 2.00 TSR
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
10 (1.78) /3 (0.74)
25 (3.20) /14 (3.43)
14 (1.79) / 7 (1.72)
21 (2.69) / 19 (4.66)
6 (0.77) / 5 (1.23)
17 (2.17) / 10 (2.45)
12 (1.53) / 5 (1.23)
105 (13.93) / 63 (15.46)
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The results do not show much of a difference for the
0.50 category. However, we can see that a higher
portion of Sample VO favors heroes in the 2.00 TSR
category. This shows that new, or veteran players from
another title, generally prefer heroes with a higher TSR.
We can confirm this with the results from the next set of
charts.
Let’s see how sample V and VO ranked heroes in the
two categories as their least favorites:

Least Favorite Heroes:
Most Difficult - 0.50 TSR
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
21 (2.70) /10 (2.46)
14 (1.80) /10 (2.46)
7 (0.90) /4 (0.99)
2 (0.26) /1 (0.25)
19 (2.45) /13 (3.20)
1 (0.13) /2 (0.49)
64 (8.24) / 40 (9.85)

Easiest- 2.00 TSR
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
60 (7.72) / 29 (7.14)
14 (1.80) / 7 (1.72)
1 (0.13) / 0
0/0
5 (0.64) / 2 (0.49)
3 (0.39) / 0
1 (0.13) / 1 (0.25)
84 (10.81) / 39 (9.6)

The results show that those in our VO sample typically
dislike more heroes with 0.50 TSR than sample V. This
confirms the results of the previous two charts. On
another hand, sample VO dislikes more heroes in the
2.00 TSR category than sample V.

Over-Powered Heroes:
Most Difficult - 0.50 TSR
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
2 (0.27) /1 (0.27)
0/0
0/0
1 (0.13) / 0
1( 0.13) / 0
0 / 1 (0.27)
4 (0.53) / 2 (0.54)

Easiest- 2.00 TSR
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
2 (0.27) / 1 (0.27)
0 / 1 (0.27)
2 (0.27) / 1 (0.27)
12 (1.61) / 6 (1.59)
2 (0.27) / 0
19 (2.55) / 11 (2.92)
1 (0.13) / 0
38 (5.1) / 20 (5.32)
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These results show that Sample V/VO is in a general
agreement for heroes they believe are the most overpowered. To confirm that imbalance/experience is not a
strong variable, let’s look at how the two samples rated
the most under-powered heroes.

Under-Powered Heroes:
Most Difficult - 0.50 TSR
Bloodseeker (50.09%)
Clockwerk (45.52%)
Drow (48.45%)
Outworld (44.52%)
Sniper (44.40%)
Viper (51.64%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
30 (4.05) / 6 (1.58)
25 (3.37) / 19 (5.01)
11 (1.48) / 3 (0.79)
1 (0.13) / 0
50 (6.75) / 29 (7.65)
0 / 1 (0.26)
117 (15.78) / 58 (15.29)

Easiest- 2.00 TSR
Chen (50.60%)
Crystal Maiden (51.96%)
Enigma (48.93%)
Leshrac (54.46%)
Lich (57.78%)
Morphling (46.67%)
Shadow Shaman (50.08%)
Average KDR

V# (V%) / VO# (VO%)
1 (0.13) / 0
19 (2.56) / 5 (1.32)
0/0
0/0
2 ( 0.27) / 2 (0.53)
1 (0.13) / 1 (0.26)
0/0
23 (3.09) / 8 (2.11)

These results show the same agreement for heroes in
the 0.50 category. However, we can see that Sample V
found heroes in the 2.00 TSR category to be more
underpowered than Sample VO. This might mean that
our Veteran Sample finds the high-TSR heroes to be
weaker than Sample VO. To confirm this, we would have
to run the same charts for the entire TSR category. Let’s
leave the results of the two extremes for now and move
on to describe our variables.
1. We already know that TSR has a positive correlation
with hero win-rate.
2. We already know that TSR has a positive correlation
with team victory (Section 6, Part 6A).
3. Sample VO prefers heroes with high TSR.
4. Sample VO dislikes heroes with low TSR.
5. Sample V dislikes heroes with high TSR.
6. Sample V finds more heroes with high TSR to be
under-powered compared to Sample VO.
Based on these implications, we can see how
experience and win-rate may be variables in UGR. We
can see how Veteran players generally have a
preference for heroes with low TSR compared to those
most experienced with another title.
In conclusion, we now have more reason to believe that
high UGR is correlated with Low TSR heroes. The more
experience you have playing a hero, the better you can
become with them. Their low win-rate may be caused by
new players who simply cannot control these heroes,
and prefer those with higher TSR.
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Anonymous:

“I find it interessting/frustrating
that usually after a lose people try
to blame a player even though in most cases
it comes down to the lack of teamwork
and not individual mistakes.”
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With all of the data and analysis behind us, where are
we? Let’s revisit the fundamentals on which this study
predicated:
1. Brand satisfaction supports brand involvement.
2. The longer a satisfied player is involved in DotA 2, the
more chances there are for them to grow in the
community.
3. The more the satisfied player grows, the more likely
they are to build friendships.
4. The more a player plays with friends, the more likely
they are to communicate.
5. The more a player communicates in-game, the more
likely they to form a brand investment with DotA 2.
6. The more brand investment a player has with DotA 2;
the more likely they are to engage in micro-transactions.
7. The more micro-transactions a player engages in, the
more money Valve can use to increase player
satisfaction.

The key, as noted at the onset, is consumer
satisfaction. The DotA 2 community is about to change
profoundly: more new players will experience DotA 2 at
one time than ever before. These (and future) new
players are the source of community growth and the
source of profit-generating micro-transactions. And so
what does this study teach us about how to ensure that
these newcomers are satisfied? In other words, how
can the growth potential of the DotA 2 community be
realized to its full potential?
The Platform
A sound platform is essential to satisfaction. Releasing
DotA 2 on the Steam platform makes much sense. The
study indicates that the vast majority of our sample is
satisfied with Steam. More importantly, millions of other
players who have never even heard of DotA use Steam
to play other online games. Offering a new, free-to-play,
and curious title with the Valve label on Steam predicts a
major pre-sold audience.
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Facilitate Cooperative Behavior
Two major variables that influenced satisfaction are
communication and trust. Those who communicate often
with the DotA 2 community and usually play with a team
typically experience and engage in supportive play more
often than those who do not.
Communication involves everything from playing with
friends to having a designated leader on one’s team.
Communication between community members can occur
both in-game and out. An example of this might be a
good hero guide shared by community members to
others through an online forum. Another might be a
community leader promoting the artwork of creative
DotA 2 player. Or, a funny string of comics that get new
players involved in the DotA 2 world.
In-game communication might be as simple as a having
a great team leader whose opinion is trusted by design.
The majority of our sample believed that having a
designated leader on one’s team is important.
Furthermore, the majority of DotA 2 players within the
sample do not even mind being told what to do by a
player whom they’ve never even met before, so long as
they are treated as an equal on the team. There’s a
significant relationship between those who value the
importance of a designated leader and those who
communicate often and usually play with friends.
Something important about communication when
approaching the public access community is that DotA 2
players are much more satisfied when they play on a
team that communicates well/have fun, even if they are
losing, than a team that communicates poorly. So, it’s
important in some way shape or form for new players to
be introduced to the teamwork/communication aspects
of DotA 2. If satisfaction can be kick-started from
constructive communication within a team, then it can be
used as a tool. This could mean implementing a simple
hotkey system of basic communication. Players who
experience this enjoyable side of DotA 2 are more likely

The DotA Experiment
to form relationships with friends through Steam, and
become better at the game together. Moreover, this
would encourage inexperienced players to invite their
own friends who may have never played DotA 2. If a
player is to trust anyone, it’s those with whom they are
friends, or a leader.

should become less fearful of speaking over a
microphone to communicate with their team. This can
happen through increasing the communities trust in
other members. Communication builds friendship, and
friends are more likely to play together more than just
once.

Control Newcomer- Veteran Interaction

Toward Increased Profitability

Vigorous competition overall “us versus them” teamoriented behavior, combined with difficult playing
conditions, helps foster brand satisfaction among
veterans. But those same conditions risk stunting
growth. As we learned in Section 3, Veteran players
typically experience the most amount of supportive play
in-game, but engage in it the least.

Satisfaction generates brand loyalty, investment and
involvement. A player who becomes more involved with
DotA 2 is more likely to create social-media or share
their ideas on community forums. Most importantly, the
longer a player invests into the DotA 2 brand, the more
likely they are to purchase cosmetics through microtransactions. The idea is to eliminate the occurrence of
deconstructive communication in a game of DotA 2, to
enhance satisfaction for both veterans and newcomers.
Communication, cooperation, and trust are essential to
this goal and, ultimately, enhanced profitability.

As we already know, the learning curve for DotA isn’t
exactly easy to settle into- not to mention the amount of
investment that goes into one game. It is no surprise that
new players are generally treated poorly when they
perform poorly, to a different extent than many other
massive-multiplayer online games. It’s not a rare
occurrence to witness an experienced DotA 2 player
berating an inexperienced team mate. As you might
imagine, this could completely turn a new player off from
DotA 2. Seeing as DotA 2 will be free-to-play, there is
nothing stopping a new player from uninstalling the
game completely after one of these experiences. This is
especially true for players who have the most experience
playing a competing title with which they are already
comfortable.
The results from Section 2 showed that much of the
taunting and disrespectful behavior is generated by
veterans (the established brand loyalists) against
relatively inexperienced newcomers (the future brand
loyalists). Avoiding this behavior, all the while
maintaining the element of vigorous competition that
rewards established loyalists is as important as it is a
tough balancing act. Nevertheless, it can be
accomplished. For instance, satisfaction with the DotA
community is correlated with satisfaction with the
matchmaking system. Thus, a matchmaking system that
strives toward game parity is ideal. Also helpful would
be methods to reward veterans for “coaching”
newcomers. In other words, foster community relations
in which veterans want to see newcomers improve. This
too can be accomplished through a matchmaking
system that pairs up veterans with newcomers. Indeed,
the study found a positive correlation between
satisfaction with the DotA 2 community/matchmaking
system and higher win-rate. On the subject of winning, a
modified handicap system could also help shield
newcomers from the negative experiences associated
with inexperience.
The DotA 2 brand should not project a notion that a
player’s individual skill trumps that of their teams.
Rather, the importance of teamwork should be stressed
the most, even in the most subtle fashion. Players
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Reference Tables: V
Satisfaction Charts and Figures
Reference Tables: W
Experience Charts

Reference Table: Y
Regional Consumer Analysis

Reference Tables: X
Online Community Charts

Reference Tables: Z
Theory of Willpower Charts
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kaffe_mannen:

“I participated in this survey with pleasure
and in hope to improve the, in my opinion,
lousy community in DotA 2 and i really hope that it does.
And i hope people will change their attitude
against other players to prevent racism and flaming etc.
and my idea on how to make people do that is to
have a much more stricter ban system…
where actions are taken against players
that flame and so on.
And i really hope someone reads this
and really consider this idea.
No one thinks flaming is good not even the flamers!”
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Trust in Dota 2 Community
Website Content
Satisfaction with Dota 2
Social Media
Enhanced Community
Interaction with Dota 2
World
Satisfaction with the Dota
2 Community

Trust in Dota 2 Community
Members

Satisfaction with
Friendliness of the Dota 2
Community

Increased Desire to Learn
Through Community.

Reference Tables: V
Satisfaction Charts and Figures
More Likely to play Dota 2
with Friends.

More likely to teach other
friends.

More Likely to learn more
about Dota 2.

More likely to teach other
members.

More likely to balance
learning curve.

More Likely to Keep
Playing.

More likely to engage in
microtransactions.

Increased likelihood to
constructively learn from
other players in-game.

More likely to teach other
members.

Increased Likelihood to
Play Dota 2 with Friends

More likely to keep
playing.

Increased Likelihood to
communicate with other
members

Satisfaction with in-game
communication

More likely to trust the
skill of a random teammate.

Community Satisfaction

Increased Satisfaction with
the Dota 2 Match-Making
System

Satisfaction with Dota 2
Hero Balance.

Increased willpower

More likely to collaborate
with other players
More likely to trust other
community members
(skill)
More likely to build
friendships with other
players

Satisfaction with Dota 2
Matchmaking
Satisfaction with Dota 2
More likely to keep
playing

Increased Brand
Investment

More likely to build
friendships with other
players.

Less likely to create
community distrust.

Low frequency of
engagement with
disrespectful behaviour.

Less likely to be
reported/muted.

More likely to
constructively
communicate in-game.

Less likely to doubt the
skill of a random team
mate.

Increased Trust with Dota
2 Community

More likely to
communicate in-game

Low Frequency of
Experience with
Disrespectful Behavior
More likely to keep
playing.

More Likely to Teach other
Players
Increased Team
Collaboration and
Teamwork
More likely to build
friendships.

Chart V.1: A web chart displaying the potential
effects and variables linked to Community
Satisfaction.

Increased willpower
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More likely to keep
playing.

More likely to engage in
microtransactions.
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BRAND AWARENESS CHART:
The brand awareness chart shows a continual process
through which a new player starts playing DotA 2 and
eventually brings new players into the community.

New Players enter a
Friendly Dota 2immersion Method

First, new players need to be submersed into DotA 2
through a friendly method that allows them to
understand the fundamentals of DotA 2. As the new
player begins to identify their play-style and
communicate with other players, they begin to build
brand trust.
Second, the new player becomes skilled and confident
enough to enter matchmaking. It is there that they can
exercise what they’ve learned. Once they become
comfortable with matchmaking, they can start teaching
other new players. They begin to build brand investment.

Continues Playing with
more opportunity for
microtransactions

Third, the new player continues to play DotA 2 as a more
experienced community member. The more they play,
and the stronger their brand investment is, the more
opportunities there are to engage in microtransactions.
Finally, the new player brings in other new players to
play DotA 2, and teaches them how to play through their
experience. Then, the cycle starts over.

New Players become
more skilled in a safe
environment

Brings in New Players.

Build Brand Trust

Builds Brand
Investment

Makes Friends/Teaches
New Players

Chart V.2: The brand awareness cycle chart showing how a player’s
progression to brand investment can lead to community growth,
collaboration and satisfaction.

BRAND LOYALTY CHART:
The brand loyalty chart shows how a new player can
build relationships through taking part in a DotA 2
community. From what article 2B showed us, DotA 2
Reddit is the most sought out by new members. One
reason we discussed might be the ease and accessibility
of the website. If a new user can quickly submerse
themselves into the community, and can find a group to
associate themselves with, then they can make friends
and experience the collaborative side of DotA from the
start.

New Player joins a Dota 2 community.

New Player Learns through community

New player communicates ideas and
opinions to community.

Ways of going about this might be a quick portal to DotA
2 where new players from a specific forum can party up
together.

New Player builds friendships with those
who share similar interests or opinions.

Once a new player builds these friendships, they can
play organized matches with other players who are
eager to learn. Eventually, the player will build brand
loyalty with DotA 2 and invest more time with the
community.

New Player plays Dota 2 with other
community members.

Chart V.3: The brand loyalty staircase chart showing how online
community interaction can develop into brand loyalty and
community interaction.
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BRAND INVOLVEMENT CHART:
This chart shows a brand involvement method for
community websites. Moderation/Service promotes
community involvement in the DotA 2 world. Continued
involvement promotes individual production and
expression of ideas.

Moderation/
Service

Service caters to simpler or more complicated methods
of expressing oneself in the DotA 2 community.
Moderation provides an individual with reason to believe
they will be noticed and acknowledged among the
community. A simple way to do this would be to allow a
short video capture function of in-game moments. For
example: Press F10 to quickly capture the past 10
seconds of a game. A player could link this moment to
their DotA 2 profile for it to be an expression of them ingame.
In addition, these 10-second captures could be put into a
category at the end of the game where the DotA 2
community can rate whether or not they like the clip.
This would be an excellent way to pass time while
waiting for a friend to exit a game, or waiting for a match
to be found. The top-rated and most recent, captured
plays could be featured on the main page.

Involvement

Production/
Expression

Chart V.4: The brand involvement gear chart showing how
moderation/integrity can lead to community involvement and
eventually production of social media.

BRAND SATISFACTION CHART:
This chart shows a brand satisfaction radial for the DotA
2 community. Satisfaction is based on four basic
elements. First, there’s satisfaction, accessibility and
involvement with the online DotA 2 community. Second,
there’s satisfaction and trust in the in-game community.
Third, there’s satisfaction and trust in the in-game
mechanics (i.e. matchmaking and hero balance). Fourth,
there’s trust in the unwritten rules of the DotA 2
community.
The problem with event-specific satisfaction is that many
players are more comfortable than others with the
unwritten rules of DotA 2 (i.e. Kill-Stealing, Teamwork
and Team Composition). Ways of managing this might
be a collaborative method of assuring team balance
before a game. This would remove the team backlash to
a new member that doesn’t know the roles served by
different heroes. One method might be an axis chart that
constantly balances itself based on the hero selections
suggested by a team. (LYCAN’S IDEA)
In-game methods of preventing kill-steals might be an
announcer who says “careful…” when a support player
is about to kill-steal a carry. These methods encourage
personal responsibility for breaking these “unwritten
rules” rather than more experienced members letting
them know the hard way.
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Online
Community

EventSpecific
Satisfaction

Satisfaction

In-Game
Community

Mechanics

Chart V.5: The brand satisfaction radial chart showing the
four axis discussed throughout this journal and how they
relate to satisfaction.
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Anonymous:

“I realize that a really good matchmaking system
is really hard to make and takes a lot of time
and resources (and money) and it wont probably be done. EVER.
I'm not questioning the best players nor that i'm not one of them
but matching the majority of the players the same is really stupid and
that's what brings all the hate, trolls leavers etc.
in almost every game of dota (in my games at least ).
The only thing you can do is to play with your friends
but when none of your friends play dota you have to deal
all this trash talk and trolling and the bad players
that you are matched with,
and most times you will crack yourself and start to trash talk others.
And that's one big reason i won't bring my friends into dota
even though some of them showed some interest in the game.”
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Different title response to Q24 from TDEQ: Q24. Are
you satisfied with the Dota 2 match-making system?
The results show that English-speaking players with the
most experience in Dota 2 and LoL are the most
satisfied with the Dota 2 match-making system.
DotA and HoN share a lot in common in terms of
gameplay and mechanics. HoN could even be
considered the balance between DotA and Dota 2 with
some exceptions pertaining to mechanics.

Reference Tables: W
Comparison between players most
familiar with DotA/Dota 2/HoN/LoL
Pages 191-199

This could mean that players new to Dota 2’s genre are
less dissatisfied with the matchmaking system. If that’s
the case, then matchmaking might be headed in the right
direction come public release, because many new
players will be entering the community.

Responses

Yes

No

Total Responses

Total
481
237
62
52

%
58.59%
57.80%
58.49%
63.41%

340
173
44
30

41.41%
42.20%
41.51%
36.59%

821
410
106
82

Chart W.1: Different title response to Q24 from TDEQ: Q24. Are you
satisfied with the Dota 2 match-making system?
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Different title response to Q29 from TDEQ: On
average, how would you rate the communication
between team-mates in a game of Dota 2?
This chart shows that the English-speaking LoL-native
(small) portion of our sample generally rate in-game
communication to be higher than the rest.
We can also see that the HoN and Dota 2 base have an
identical weighted average.
Players most experienced with DotA (largest portion of
sample rate in-game communication to be the lowest.

Responses

Total
51
39
1 - Very Poor
8
6
79
61
2
19
8
168
86
3
20
26
163
88
4
23
26
139
52
5
21
6
96
49
6
9
1
75
21
7
5
5
35
8
8
2
2
10
2
9
1
0
7
2
10 - Excellent
0
1
823
408
108
Total
81
Responses

%
6.20%
9.56%
7.41%
7.41%
9.60%
14.95%
17.59%
9.88%
20.41%
21.08%
18.52%
32.10%
19.81%
21.57%
21.30%
32.10%
16.89%
12.75%
19.44%
7.41%
11.66%
12.01%
8.33%
1.23%
9.11%
5.15%
4.63%
6.17%
4.25%
1.96%
1.85%
2.47%
1.22%
0.49%
0.93%
0.00%
0.85%
0.49%
0.00%
1.23%
DotA
Dota 2
HoN
LoL

Weight
Weighted Score
1
51
1
39
1
8
1
6
2
158
2
122
2
38
2
16
3
504
3
258
3
60
3
78
4
652
4
352
4
92
4
104
5
695
5
260
5
105
5
30
6
576
6
294
6
54
6
6
7
525
7
147
7
35
7
35
8
280
8
64
8
16
8
16
9
90
9
18
9
9
9
0
10
70
10
20
10
0
10
10
Weighted Average
Score: 4.38
Weighted Average
Score: 3.86
Weighted Average
Score: 3.86
Weighted Average
Score: 3.72
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Chart W.2: Different title response to Q29 from TDEQ: On
average, how would you rate the communication between
team-mates in a game of Dota 2?

The DotA Experiment

Different title response to Q30 from TDEQ: On
average, how often do you experience (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of Dota 2??
This chart and its statistics show that players with the
most experience playing DotA (largest sample) have the
highest average score than those most familiar with
another title.
We could attribute this to a predispotion that the DotA
community generally executes poor behavior in-game.
This predisposition could be managed through time.
Responses Total
18
11
1 - Not often
0
4
30
23
2
4
1
64
28
3
11
7
55
33
4
8
10
80
27
5
13
9
93
42
6
14
9
131
65
7
16
17
135
76
8
16
8
88
37
9
7
9
135
10 - Very
66
often
19
5
829
408
108
Total
79
Responses

%
2.17%
2.70%
0.00%
5.06%
3.62%
5.64%
3.70%
1.27%
7.72%
6.86%
10.19%
8.86%
6.63%
8.09%
7.41%
12.66%
9.65%
6.62%
12.04%
11.39%
11.22%
10.29%
12.96%
11.39%
15.80%
15.93%
14.81%
21.52%
16.28%
18.63%
14.81%
10.13%
10.62%
9.07%
6.48%
11.39%
16.28%
16.18%
17.59%
6.33%
DotA
Dota 2
HoN
LoL

Weight
Weighted Score
1
18
1
11
1
0
1
4
2
60
2
46
2
8
2
2
3
192
3
84
3
33
3
21
4
220
4
132
4
32
4
40
5
400
5
135
5
65
5
45
6
558
6
252
6
84
6
54
7
917
7
455
7
112
7
119
8
1080
8
608
8
128
8
64
9
792
9
333
9
63
9
81
10
1350
10
660
10
190
10
50
Weighted Average
Score: 6.74
Weighted Average
Score: 6.66
Weighted Average
Score: 6.62
Weighted Average
Score: 6.08
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Chart W.3: Different title response to Q30 from TDEQ:
On average, how often do you experience (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of Dota 2??

The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q31 from TDEQ: On
average, how often do you engage in (trolling,
flaming, griefing, racism) in a game of Dota 2?
Like the previous results, this chart analysis shows that
players with the most experience playing DotA have the
highest average rating (and the largest sample).This
furthers the previously addressed implication that
experience with disrespectful behavior may lead to
engagement in in-game disrespectful behavior.
This could be managed in the future- specifically by
keeping forums moderated and reducing the frequency
of new players witnessing this behavior.

Responses

Total
222
137
1 - Not Often
32
28
160
87
2
18
26
124
63
3
14
10
74
30
4
12
3
77
26
5
10
5
57
19
6
7
4
54
21
7
4
2
24
14
8
1
2
14
4
9
2
1
21
10 - Very
9
Often
5
1
827
410
105
Total
82
Responses

%
Weight Weighted Score
26.84% 1
222
33.41% 1
137
30.48% 1
32
34.15% 1
28
19.35% 2
320
21.22% 2
174
17.14% 2
36
31.71% 2
52
14.99% 3
372
15.37% 3
189
13.33% 3
42
12.20% 3
30
8.95%
4
296
7.32%
4
120
11.43% 4
48
3.66%
4
12
9.31%
5
385
6.34%
5
130
9.52%
5
50
6.10%
5
25
6.89%
6
342
4.63%
6
114
6.67%
6
42
4.88%
6
24
6.53%
7
378
5.12%
7
147
3.81%
7
28
2.44%
7
14
2.90%
8
192
3.41%
8
112
0.95%
8
8
2.44%
8
16
1.69%
9
126
0.98%
9
36
1.90%
9
18
1.22%
9
9
2.54%
10
210
2.20%
10
90
4.76%
10
50
1.22%
10
10
Weighted Average
DotA
Dota 2 Score: 3.44
Weighted Average
HoN
Score: 3.05
LoL
Weighted Average
Score: 3.37
Weighted Average
Score: 2.68
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Chart W.4: Different title response to Q31 from TDEQ: On
average, how often do you engage in (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of Dota 2?

The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q25 from TDEQ: How
would you rate the average friendliness of other
players?
This chart and its statistics show that, despite the small
sample size, HoN players generally rate the average
friendliness of other players to be lower than the total
sample.
HoN and DotA share a lot in common, in terms of both
gameplay and the community. This is something to keep
in mind when forming implications about these results.

Responses
1 - Very
Unfriendly

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 - Very
Friendly

Total
Responses

Total
26
11
1
4
37
25
5
4
125
70
20
10
164
76
22
16
174
86
27
17
143
70
21
18
117
60
11
10
31
12
1
2
4
2
0
0
5
0
0
0
826
412
108
81

%
Weight Weighted Score
3.15%
1
26
2.67%
1
11
0.93%
1
1
4.94%
1
4
4.48%
2
74
6.07%
2
50
4.63%
2
10
4.94%
2
8
15.13% 3
375
16.99% 3
210
18.52% 3
60
12.35% 3
30
19.85% 4
656
18.45% 4
304
20.37% 4
88
19.75% 4
64
21.07% 5
870
20.87% 5
430
25.00% 5
135
20.99% 5
85
17.31% 6
858
16.99% 6
420
19.44% 6
126
22.22% 6
108
14.16% 7
819
14.56% 7
420
10.19% 7
77
12.35% 7
70
3.75%
8
248
2.91%
8
96
0.93%
8
8
2.47%
8
16
0.48%
9
36
0.49%
9
18
0.00%
9
0
0.00%
9
0
0.61%
10
50
0.00%
10
0
0.00%
10
0
0.00%
10
0
Weighted Average
DotA
Dota 2 Score: 4.86
Weighted Average
HoN
Score: 4.75
LoL
Weighted Average
Score: 4.68
Weighted Average
Score: 4.75

Chart W.5: Different title response to Q25 from TDEQ: How would
you rate the average friendliness of other players?
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The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q26 from TDEQ: How
would you rate your friendliness to other players?
Despite having the lowest sample size, we can see how
LoL players rate their personal friendliness to be higher
than those most familiar with another title. HoN players
rated their friendliness to be lower, as well as the
friendliness of another player, than the other titles.
The issue with this study is that there’s a self-serving
bias. There’s a chance that players would be less likely
to rate their friendliness lower due to the threat of
moderation/damage of their online reputation.

Responses
1 - Very
Unfriendly

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 - Very
Friendly

Total
Responses

Total
8
5
1
0
14
5
1
0
20
12
3
5
27
13
3
3
103
47
22
13
113
48
25
11
220
114
22
21
200
96
23
20
78
48
5
5
45
21
2
4
828
409
107
82

%
0.97%
1.22%
0.93%
0.00%
1.69%
1.22%
0.93%
0.00%
2.42%
2.93%
2.80%
6.10%
3.26%
3.18%
2.80%
3.66%
12.44%
11.49%
20.56%
15.85%
13.65%
11.74%
23.36%
13.41%
26.57%
27.87%
20.56%
25.61%
24.15%
23.47%
21.50%
24.39%
9.42%
11.74%
4.67%
6.10%
5.43%
5.13%
1.87%
4.88%
DotA
Dota 2
HoN
LoL

Weighted
Score
1
8
1
5
1
1
1
0
2
28
2
10
2
2
2
0
3
60
3
36
3
9
3
15
4
108
4
52
4
12
4
12
5
515
5
235
5
110
5
65
6
678
6
288
6
150
6
66
7
1540
7
798
7
154
7
147
8
1600
8
768
8
184
8
160
9
702
9
432
9
45
9
45
10
450
10
210
10
20
10
40
Weighted Average
Score: 6.87
Weighted Average
Score: 6.93
Weighted Average
Score: 6.42
Weighted Average
Score: 6.71
Weight
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Chart W.6: Different title response to Q26 from TDEQ: How
would you rate your friendliness to other players?

The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q33 from TDEQ: How
useful do you find the "Hero Cards" on the hero
selection screen to be?
Like satisfaction with matchmaking, we can see how
players most familiar with LoL and Dota 2 are generally
most satisfied with the Hero Card System (Part 6A).
We can infer that come public access, the hero card
system will be a great way to make new players more
comfortable with the DotA heroes they aren’t familiar
with. However, the ratings all lie below the mid-point,
meaning that not one condition found the Hero Card
System to be exceptionally useful.
Responses
1 - Not Very
Useful

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 - Very
Useful

Total
Responses

Total
263
95
38
21
72
34
12
6
95
53
10
12
70
45
7
10
114
60
12
11
60
30
5
6
63
46
12
5
46
18
4
6
10
6
1
2
39
23
7
3
832
410
108
82

%
Weight Weighted Score
31.61% 1
263
23.17% 1
95
35.19% 1
38
25.61% 1
21
8.65%
2
144
8.29%
2
68
11.11% 2
24
7.32%
2
12
11.42% 3
285
12.93% 3
159
9.26%
3
30
14.63% 3
36
8.41%
4
280
10.98% 4
180
6.48%
4
28
12.20% 4
40
13.70% 5
570
14.63% 5
300
11.11% 5
60
13.41% 5
55
7.21%
6
360
7.32%
6
180
4.63%
6
30
7.32%
6
36
7.57%
7
441
11.22% 7
322
11.11% 7
84
6.10%
7
35
5.53%
8
368
4.39%
8
144
3.70%
8
32
7.32%
8
48
1.20%
9
90
1.46%
9
54
0.93%
9
9
2.44%
9
18
4.69%
10
390
5.61%
10
230
6.48%
10
70
3.66%
10
30
Weighted
Average
DotA
Dota 2 Score: 3.84
Weighted Average
HoN
Score: 4.22
LoL
Weighted Average
Score: 3.75
Weighted Average
Score: 4.04

Chart W.7: Different title response to Q26 from TDEQ: How
useful do you find the "Hero Cards" on the hero selection
screen to be?
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The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q27 from TDEQ: As a
player, how would you rate yourself compared to
others in terms of skill?
As we might expect, those most familiar with DotA
generally rate their personal skill to be higher than those
from another title. This makes sense, and shows that
experience may be a stronger factor behind in-game
success than we might imagine.
We can also see how those most familiar with LoL,
despite the small sample size; generally rate their
personal skill to be lower. We can infer that LoL players
might be the most willing to learn, or even honest.
Response
Total
s
0
1 - Very
1
Unskilled
0
0
2
5
2
0
2
6
14
3
1
3
15
28
4
6
8
67
58
5
18
15
112
90
6
21
23
264
125
7
37
17
241
59
8
21
8
91
21
9
4
3
33
10 - Very
9
Skilled
0
1
831
410
108
Total
80
Responses

%
0.00%
0.24%
0.00%
0.00%
0.24%
1.22%
0.00%
2.50%
0.72%
3.41%
0.93%
3.75%
1.81%
6.83%
5.56%
10.00%
8.06%
14.15%
16.67%
18.75%
13.48%
21.95%
19.44%
28.75%
31.77%
30.49%
34.26%
21.25%
29.00%
14.39%
19.44%
10.00%
10.95%
5.12%
3.70%
3.75%
3.97%
2.20%
0.00%
1.25%
DotA
Dota 2
HoN
LoL

Weight

Weighted Score

1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
4
2
10
2
0
2
4
3
18
3
42
3
3
3
9
4
60
4
112
4
24
4
32
5
335
5
290
5
90
5
75
6
672
6
540
6
126
6
138
7
1848
7
875
7
259
7
119
8
1928
8
472
8
168
8
64
9
819
9
189
9
36
9
27
10
330
10
90
10
0
10
10
Weighted Average
Score: 7.24
Weighted Average
Score: 6.39
Weighted Average
Score: 6.54
Weighted Average
Score: 5.98

Chart W.8: Different title response to Q27 from TDEQ: As a
player, how would you rate yourself compared to others in
terms of skill?
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The DotA Experiment
Different title response to Q28 from TDEQ: On
average, how would you rate the skill of a random
team-mate?
As with the previous studies on players from another
title, DotA players generally rate the skill of a random
teammate to be higher than the rest of the sample. At
the same time, despite the small sample, LoL players
typically rate the skill of a random team mate, and their
own, to be lower than the other titles.
We can see a balance between HoN/Dota 2 experienced
players through many of these results which could be
used to draw implications in the future.

Responses
1 - Very
Unskilled

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 - Very
Skilled

Total
Responses

Total

%

13
10
1
1
17
13
3
6
60
45
13
7
140
83
20
18
294
151
49
30
166
73
14
10
102
28
7
7
25
6
0
1
6
3
1
0
5
0
0
0
828
412
108
80

1.57%
2.43%
0.93%
1.25%
2.05%
3.16%
2.78%
7.50%
7.25%
10.92%
12.04%
8.75%
16.91%
20.15%
18.52%
22.50%
35.51%
36.65%
45.37%
37.50%
20.05%
17.72%
12.96%
12.50%
12.32%
6.80%
6.48%
8.75%
3.02%
1.46%
0.00%
1.25%
0.72%
0.73%
0.93%
0.00%
0.60%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
DotA
Dota 2
HoN
LoL

Weighted
Score
1
13
1
10
1
1
1
1
2
34
2
26
2
6
2
12
3
180
3
135
3
39
3
21
4
560
4
332
4
80
4
72
5
1470
5
755
5
245
5
150
6
996
6
438
6
84
6
60
7
714
7
196
7
49
7
49
8
200
8
48
8
0
8
8
9
54
9
27
9
9
9
0
10
50
10
0
10
0
10
0
Weighted Average
Score: 5.16
Weighted Average
Score: 4.77
Weighted Average
Score: 4.75
Weighted Average
Score: 4.66
Weight

Chart W.9: Different title response to Q28 from TDEQ: On
average, how would you rate the skill of a random team-mate?
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The DotA Experiment

PiffPiff:

"Just want to thank you for doing this.
I really like DotA and i think it is about time,
it gets more recognition from people
that maybe dont even know what DotA is.
E-sports should be up there, with normal sports,
even though i think it will never get that status in Europe.
But every little move in the right direction helps!
So thank you very much and good luck with your study :)
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The DotA Experiment
Online community response to Q12 from TDEQ: Do
you agree that you often visit this community?

Reference Tables: X

Comparison between players from
different online Dota 2
communities

Agree-> Strongly Agree:
PlayDotA: 88.82%
JoinDotA: 90.23%
GosuGamers: 92.22%
DotAlicious: 88.42%
DotA 2 Reddit: 92.79%
Other: 87.04%

Pages 201-206

Somewhat Agree -> Disagree:
PlayDotA: 11.19%
JoinDotA: 9.77%
GosuGamers: 7.78%
DotAlicious: 11.58%
DotA 2 Reddit: 7.21%
Other: 12.95%

Responses

Total

Strongly Agree

434
603
281
122
211
111

57.79%
59.53%
62.44%
56.48%
66.14%
57.51%

Agree

233
311
134
69
85
57

31.03%
30.70%
29.78%
31.94%
26.65%
29.53%

Somewhat Agree

62
90
30
19
18
21

8.26%
8.88%
6.67%
8.80%
5.64%
10.88%

22
9
5
6
5
4
751
1013
450
216
319
193

2.93%
0.89%
1.11%
2.78%
1.57%
2.07%

Disagree

Total Responses

%

Chart xi: Online community response to Q12 from TDEQ:
Do you agree that you often visit this community?
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The DotA Experiment
Online community response to Q13 from TDEQ: Do
you post your comments and opinions about DotA
2?
Sometimes -> Always:
PlayDotA: 46.62%
JoinDotA: 41.37%
GosuGamers: 53.98%
DotAlicious: 48.85%
DotA 2 Reddit: 53.90%
Other: 55.89%
Rarely -> Never:
PlayDotA: 53.38%
JoinDotA: 58.63%
GosuGamers: 45.94%
DotAlicious: 51.15%
DotA 2 Reddit: 46.10%
Other: 44.10%

Responses

Yes, always

Yes, I do often

Yes, I do sometimes

I do but very rarely

I never do

Total Responses

Total

%

30
34
25
11
18
8
103
114
68
31
46
33
219
274
153
64
109
68

3.97%
3.33%
5.49%
5.07%
5.61%
4.10%
13.64%
11.18%
14.95%
14.29%
14.33%
16.92%
29.01%
26.86%
33.63%
29.49%
33.96%
34.87%

290
414
156
85
107
61
113
184
53
26
41
25

38.41%
40.59%
34.29%
39.17%
33.33%
31.28%
14.97%
18.04%
11.65%
11.98%
12.77%
12.82%

755
1020
455
217
321
195

Chart xii: Online community response to Q13 from TDEQ:
Do you post your comments and opinions about DotA 2?
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The DotA Experiment
Online community response to Q14 from TDEQ: Do
you find the product information mentioned in the
community is helpful?
The results show that the DotA 2 Reddit finds
information mentioned by their community to be the most
helpful. The PlayDota.com and JoinDota.com share a
near identical response to Q14 meaning the two
websites are viewed as a similar source of helpful
information.
DotAlicious-Gaming.com has the highest negative rating
which may be attributed the over-all experience of its
community. (Discussed in Section 2)

Responses

Yes

No

Total Responses

Total

%

668
901
397
182
291
160

88.48%
88.51%
87.25%
84.26%
90.94%
82.05%

87
117
58
34
29
35

11.52%
11.49%
12.75%
15.74%
9.06%
17.95%

755
1018
455
216
320
195

Chart xiii: Online community response to Q14 from TDEQ: Do you find the
product information mentioned in the community is helpful?
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The DotA Experiment
Online community response to Q15 from TDEQ: Do
you participate within the community to get a better
understanding of DotA 2?
The results show that the DotA 2 Reddit community is
most likely to visit their community to get a better
understanding of DotA 2. GosuGamers.net also has a
high agreement rating, which may be due to it being a
more experienced community. (Discussed in Section 2)
JoinDota.com and DotAlicious-Gaming.com have the
lowest agreement ratings out of all the DotA 2
community websites.

Responses

Yes

No

Total Responses

Total

%

507
664
311
141
236
130

67.24%
65.23%
68.35%
64.98%
73.98%
66.67%

247
354
144
76
83
65

32.76%
34.77%
31.65%
35.02%
26.02%
33.33%

754
1018
455
217
319
195

Chart xiv: Online community response to Q15 from TDEQ: Do you
participate within the community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?
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The DotA Experiment
Online Community Response to Q16 from TDEQ: Do
you communicate a lot with other community
members?
The results show that the DotAlicious-Gaming.com
sample has the highest communication tendencies
despite the small sample size. The DotA 2 Reddit
sample also has high user communication.
PlayDota.com and JoinDotA.com have the largest
sample size and the lowest user communication rates.

Responses

Yes

No

Total Responses

Total

%

215
267
148
86
112
66

28.59%
26.33%
32.67%
39.63%
35.22%
34.02%

537
747
305
131
206
128

71.41%
73.67%
67.33%
60.37%
64.78%
65.98%

752
1014
453
217
318
194

Chart xv: Online community response to Q16 from TDEQ: Do you
communicate a lot with other community members?
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The DotA Experiment
Online Community Response to Q17 from TDEQ: Do
you ever buy DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?
Sometimes-> Always:
PlayDotA: 23.37%
JoinDotA: 22.93%
GG.net: 23.83%
DotAlicious: 22.12%
DotA 2 Reddit: 34.38%
Other: 23.71%
Rarely-> Never
PlayDotA: 76.62%
JoinDotA: 77.06%
GG.net: 76.16%
DotAlicious: 77.88%
DotA 2 Reddit: 76.29%
Other: 23.71%

Responses

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Total Responses

Total

%

5
8
6
1
6
2
33
44
19
7
24
7
138
182
83
40
80
37
205
284
116
60
85
54

0.66%
0.78%
1.32%
0.46%
1.88%
1.03%
4.38%
4.31%
4.19%
3.23%
7.50%
3.61%
18.33%
17.84%
18.32%
18.43%
25.00%
19.07%
27.22%
27.84%
25.61%
27.65%
26.56%
27.84%

372
502
229
109
125
94
753
1020
453
217
320
194

49.40%
49.22%
50.55%
50.23%
39.06%
48.45%

Chart xvi: Online community response to Q17 from
TDEQ: Do you ever buy DotA 2 cosmetics or
merchandise?
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The DotA Experiment
Regional Response to Q17 from TDEQ: Do you ever
buy DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?

Consumer comparison between
players from different “Regions”

Sometimes-> Always
Germany: 19.1%
USA: 25.37%
Australia/New Zealand: 22.83%
Canada: 28.57%
Singapore/Philippines: 17.56%
Argentina/Brazil/Ecuador/Peru/Chile: 27.42%
India/Indonesia/Malaysia: 16.67%
Denmark/Sweden: 17.43%

Regions are greater than 5% of the total sample.
-Germany
-United States of America
-Australia/New Zealand
-Canada
-Singapore/Philippines
-Argentina/Brazil/Ecuador/Peru/Chile
-India/Indonesia/Malaysia
-Denmark/Sweden

Rarely -> Never
Germany: 80.90%
USA: 74.64%
Australia/New Zealand: 77.17%
Canada: 71.43%
Singapore/Philippines: 82.43%
Argentina/Brazil/Ecuador/Peru/Chile:72.58%
India/Indonesia/Malaysia: 83.33%
Denmark/Sweden: 82.57%

Responses

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Total Responses

Total
0
2
1
3
1
1
0
1
4
13
3
2
2
3
1
4
30
37
17
9
10
13
11
14
54
61
29
11
15
15
15
29
90
92
42
24
46
30
45
61
178
205
92
49
74
62
72
109

Reference Table: Y

%
0.00%
0.98%
1.09%
6.12%
1.35%
1.61%
0.00%
0.92%
2.25%
6.34%
3.26%
4.08%
2.70%
4.84%
1.39%
3.67%
16.85%
18.05%
18.48%
18.37%
13.51%
20.97%
15.28%
12.84%
30.34%
29.76%
31.52%
22.45%
20.27%
24.19%
20.83%
26.61%
50.56%
44.88%
45.65%
48.98%
62.16%
48.39%
62.50%
55.96%
Germany
USA
Australia/New Zealand
Canada
Singapore/ Philippines
Arg/BR/Ecuador/Peru/Chile
India/Indonesia/Malaysia
Denmark/Sweden
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Del:

“Hey, just a few words before I depart with a smile.
Well, an avid fan of the original game ( mod if you want),
i dislike the name changes that almost every hero has had to live
through, even though i understand why it has been done so.
One thing about your survey if I might –
there are too many questions that require an option :
"depends on the character of the ally/enemy" - it entirely depends
if they're cool-headed or ill-tempered and so on and so on.
I've simply clicked 5 where i thought the questions might be biased,
because in most cases it depends
on the situation/game that has developed.
I also believe you have the same question twice :D
“naughty naughty!" if its a trick to try
and see if we pay attention.
Thanks for the awesome survey and a good day, Sir! “
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Q49: When an enemy gets ‘First Blood’ I usually feel less

Reference Tables: Z

determined. (s=3.49)
Conditions: LRT vs. NLRT
Q8: My win-rate is approximately:

Non-Limited vs. Limited Resource
Theory on Willpower comparison
between different event—specific
scenarios

Q8. My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
LRT NLRT Total Sample

0-5%

5-10%

10-15%

20-25%

30-35%

40-45%

45-50%

50-55%

55-60%

60-65%

65-70%

70-75%

75-80%

80-85%

85-90%

90-95%

95-100%

Total Responses

1
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
4
5
6
20
27
44
159
206
151
524
678
58
216
275
14
82
99
10
27
37
3
13
17
1
7
8
1
9
10
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
292
1068
1372

0.34%
0.19%
0.22%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.09%
0.07%
0.34%
0.37%
0.36%
2.05%
1.87%
1.97%
15.07%
14.89%
15.01%
51.71%
49.06%
49.42%
19.86%
20.22%
20.04%
4.79%
7.68%
7.22%
3.42%
2.53%
2.70%
1.03%
1.22%
1.24%
0.34%
0.66%
0.58%
0.34%
0.84%
0.73%
0.00%
0.09%
0.07%
0.34%
0.09%
0.15%
0.34%
0.19%
0.22%

Pages: 209-213
Limited Resource Theory Participants rank higher in the
40-55 WR% margin. Non-Limited Resource Theory
Participants rank higher in the 55-65 WR% margin.
There’s a relationship between LRT and NLRT and winrate.

Chart zi: LRT (N=292) vs. NLRT (N=1068) from Q49
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
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Q84: When an ally or I get ‘First Blood’ I usually feel

more determined. (s=6.88)
Conditions: LRT vs. NLRT
Q8: My win-rate is approximately:

Limited Resource Theory Participants rank higher in the
40-55 WR% margin. Non-Limited Resource Theory
Participants rank higher in the 55-80 WR% margin.
There’s a relationship between LRT and NLRT for
positive early-game events.

Q8. My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
LRT NLRT Total Sample

0-5%

5-10%

10-15%

20-25%

30-35%

40-45%

45-50%

50-55%

55-60%

60-65%

65-70%

70-75%

75-80%

80-85%

85-90%

90-95%

95-100%

Total Responses

3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
4
1
5
19
6
27
157
39
206
506
163
678
199
68
275
64
34
99
27
10
37
12
4
17
5
3
8
9
1
10
1
0
1
1
1
2
3
0
3
1011
330
1372

0.30%
0.00%
0.22%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.10%
0.00%
0.07%
0.40%
0.30%
0.36%
1.88%
1.82%
1.97%
15.53%
11.82%
15.01%
50.05%
49.39%
49.42%
19.68%
20.61%
20.04%
6.33%
10.30%
7.22%
2.67%
3.03%
2.70%
1.19%
1.21%
1.24%
0.49%
0.91%
0.58%
0.89%
0.30%
0.73%
0.10%
0.00%
0.07%
0.10%
0.30%
0.15%
0.30%
0.00%
0.22%

Chart zii: LRT (N=1011) vs. NLRT (N=330) from Q84
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
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Q51: Losing a game of DotA usually impacts my urge to

play again. (s=5.60)
Conditions: LRT vs. NLRT
Q8: My win-rate is approximately:
LRT NLRT Total Sample

Limited Resource Theory Participants rank higher in the
40-55 WR% margin. Non-Limited Resource Theory
Participants rank higher in the 50-55 and the 60-70
WR% margin. Those with LRT for negative post-game
scenarios generally have a lower win-rate.

Q8. My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
0-5%

5-10%

10-15%

20-25%

30-35%

40-45%

45-50%

50-55%

55-60%

60-65%

65-70%

70-75%

75-80%

80-85%

85-90%

90-95%

95-100%

Total Responses

2
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
3
5
16
10
27
111
94
206
347
327
678
150
124
275
47
52
99
15
22
37
8
9
17
5
3
8
7
3
10
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
714
651
1372

0.28%
0.15%
0.22%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.14%
0.00%
0.07%
0.28%
0.46%
0.36%
2.24%
1.54%
1.97%
15.55%
14.44%
15.01%
48.60%
50.23%
49.42%
21.01%
19.05%
20.04%
6.58%
7.99%
7.22%
2.10%
3.38%
2.70%
1.12%
1.38%
1.24%
0.70%
0.46%
0.58%
0.98%
0.46%
0.73%
0.14%
0.00%
0.07%
0.14%
0.15%
0.15%
0.14%
0.31%
0.22%
Chart ziii: LRT (N=714) vs. NLRT (N=651) from Q51
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
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Q68: Winning a game of DotA 2 usually makes me play

better after. (s=5.92)

No relationship between LRT/NLRT vs.
win-rate for positive post-game scenarios.

Conditions: LRT vs. NLRT
Q8: My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
Q8. My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
LRT NLRT Total Sample

0-5%

5-10%

10-15%

20-25%

30-35%

40-45%

45-50%

50-55%

55-60%

60-65%

65-70%

70-75%

75-80%

80-85%

85-90%

90-95%

95-100%

Total Responses

3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
4
5
14
12
27
113
89
206
350
322
678
158
115
275
50
49
99
22
14
37
11
5
17
3
5
8
6
3
10
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
734
622
1372

0.41%
0.00%
0.22%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.16%
0.07%
0.14%
0.64%
0.36%
1.91%
1.93%
1.97%
15.40%
14.31%
15.01%
47.68%
51.77%
49.42%
21.53%
18.49%
20.04%
6.81%
7.88%
7.22%
3.00%
2.25%
2.70%
1.50%
0.80%
1.24%
0.41%
0.80%
0.58%
0.82%
0.48%
0.73%
0.14%
0.00%
0.07%
0.14%
0.16%
0.15%
0.14%
0.32%
0.22%

Chart ziv: LRT (N=734) vs. NLRT (N=622) vs. Total
Sample (N=1372) from Q68 response to Q8 from TDEQ:
“My win-rate is approximately:”
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Q58: Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we

are winning. (s=4.42)
Conditions: >5 vs. <5 rating
Q8: My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be)

Results show that those who believe taunting makes
their enemies play worse generally have a higher winrate than those in the opposite condition.

Q8. My win-rate is approximately: (if unsure, check
http://stats.dota2.be/)
Condition A Condition B

Responses

Total

3
0
0
5-10%
0
0
10-15%
0
0
20-25%
1
2
30-35%
3
1
40-45%
24
55
45-50%
144
167
50-55%
502
92
55-60%
180
30
60-65%
69
13
65-70%
23
6
70-75%
10
0
75-80%
7
5
80-85%
5
0
85-90%
1
2
90-95%
0
2
95-100%
1
378
Total Responses
970
0-5%

%

Percentage of Total
Respondents

0.79%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.10%
0.53%
0.31%
0.26%
2.47%
14.55%
14.85%
44.18%
51.75%
24.34%
18.56%
7.94%
7.11%
3.44%
2.37%
1.59%
1.03%
0.00%
0.72%
1.32%
0.52%
0.00%
0.10%
0.53%
0.00%
0.53%
0.10%

Chart zv: Condition A (N=378) vs. Condition B (N=970)
from Q58 response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
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Coldfire:

“To improve the study, i think you should look
to add more questions pertaining to communication
in game and in-game tactics discussion.
Furthermore, maybe you could add some questions
about how strict/loose a player is in adhering
to his usual playstyle (i.e. starting items bought, deviation from
planned items when game is going/not going well).
Also, maybe add items that a person
prefers to buy for early/mid/late game
depending on his role.
Best of luck to your study!”
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List of Implications

Section 1: Sample Analysis

Part 1C: Sample Experience

Part 1A: Demographics

1. 85.76% of our sample has played the original DotA
(~936 participants)
2. Our Veteran Sample falls between 598-634
members of our total sample. (60-70%) The Veteran
condition applies to those who have the most
experience playing the original DotA, for over a year.
3. A little over 10-percent of our sample are most
experienced with League of Legends or
4. Heroes of Newerth. A small portion of our sample
(N=49) are HoN/LoL native.
5. There are nearly 2x more DotA-experienced
participants within the sample than DotA 2Experienced participants.

1. This sample has a very small female presense.
2. This sample has a massive male presence. (98.7%
of the total sample)
3. The geographic countries with the highest amount of
participants in this study include the U.S.A. and
Germany.
4. The sample is spread throughout 76 different
countries.

Part 1B: Server Interaction
1. Europe is the most popular server among the Dota 2
community.
2. A majority of the players who play on the European
servers only play on the European servers.
3. South America and Hong Kong servers are rarely, if
ever, selected alone.
4. The relationships between the server regions are
listed below:

US West and US East
US East and US West
Europe and US East
S.E.A. and US West
China and S.E.A.
South America and US East
Hong Kong and S.E.A.

Part 1D: Sample Win-Rate
1. Players who have played DotA (over other games)
the longest typically have the highest win-rate.
2. Players who have played DotA-like games
(HoN/LoL) for over a year typically have a higher
win-rate than those who have played with under a
year of experience.
3. Samples with over a year of the most experience in
HoN/LoL have a higher win-rate than those with less
than a year of experience in DotA/DotA 2/HoN/LoL.
4. Players who answered that they have played DotA,
have over a year of DotA experience but have more
experience playing another title typically have a
lower win-rate than those who have more
experience playing DotA under the same conditions.

| Table of Contents | Section 1 | Section 2 | Section 3 | Section 4 | Section 5 | Section 6 |
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Section 2: Online Community Analysis

Part 2C: Online Communication

Part 2A: Online Forums

1. Participating in online communities and playing with
friends may lead to a higher win-rate and better ingame experience.
2. Behavior such as trolling, flaming, griefing and
racism lead to player dissatisfaction with DotA 2.
3. Being part of on an organized team does not have
an effect on player satisfaction or frequency of
experience with disrespectful behavior in-game.
4. Player satisfaction is linked to in-game
communication and frequency of experience with
disrespectful behavior.
5. The DotA 2 community members are less likely to
trust other members over themselves in terms of
friendliness and engagement in trolling experience.
6. Engaging in disrespectful behavior, and
experiencing disrespectful behavior, may generate a
less friendly and more disrespectful player.

1. Joindota.com and Playdota.com are the two most
popular websites catering to the DotA community.
2. The DotA 2 sub-Reddit serves the younger DotA
audience more than the other websites analyzed in
this study.
3. GosuGamers.net serves the more experienced,
older DotA community over the less experienced,
younger community.

Part 2B: Forum Interaction
1. GosuGamers.net and DotAlicious-Gaming.com cater
the most to an older DotA community who are more
likely to post their thoughts and opinions about DotA
2, and are likely to find the information found on their
website to be helpful.
2. Playdota.com and Joindota.com remain similar
across all aspects, which increases their
relationship.
3. DotA 2 Reddit is the most sought out and helpful
website about DotA 2, especially for new players.
DotA 2 Reddit users are also more likely to buy
cosmetics.
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Part 2D: Hero Guides and Social Media
1. There’s a ~12% sample dissatisfaction with the
current state of hero-guides.
2. Those who visit DotA community websites for the
sake of understanding more about DotA 2 are more
likely to be satisfied with hero guides than those who
do not.
3. Those who find community submitted hero guides to
be helpful are also satisfied with the DotA 2
community.
4. The integrity of a community website with the
intention of teaching its members is likely to have a
community that’s willing to learn and submit better
content.
5. The integrity of a web-site is parallel with its ability to
teach a community.
6. Successful DotA social-media producers share
some important qualities: They connect with the
DotA brand in a cool, simple, original, universally
appealing and edgy manner.

The DotA Experiment
Section 3: In-Game Community Analysis

Part 3C: Warding and Supportive Play

Part 3A: Skill Ratings and Satisfaction

1. Nearly all of the sample values wards (98.9%)
2. The total sample is more likely to rate their personal
warding frequency to be higher than other team
mates.
3. Those who rate themselves as more likely to ward
also rate the frequency of other team mates to be
higher.
4. Frequency of experience/engagement with warding
has a positive correlation with satisfaction and
communication.
5. Frequency of experience with warding has a positive
correlation with lower win-rate.
6. Those that are the most unsatisfied typically
experience the least amount of warding/game and
ward less themselves.
7. There is a positive correlation between satisfaction
with the community/matchmaking system and higher
win-rate
8. Veteran players typically experience the most
amount of warding/game.
9. Veteran players typically ward less than those more
experienced with another title.
10. Those that communicate often and usually play with
a team typically experience and engage in warding
more often than those who do not

1. The total sample generally rates their personal skill
to be higher than random team-mates.
2. Veteran players are generally more skilled than
those with more experience with another title.
3. Players with more experience in another title
typically rate their skill and the skill of a random team
mate to be lower than the total sample.
4. Participants who are dissatisfied with the DotA 2
matchmaking system are more likely to rate the skill
of a random team-mate to be lower.
5. Veteran players are more likely to be satisfied with
the match-making system than those who are most
experienced in HoN/LoL/DotA 2.
6. Veteran players generally rate their personal skill to
be higher than a random team-mates than sample
VO by a very small (.39) margin.
7. Satisfaction with the DotA community is correlated
with satisfaction with the match-making system.
8. Satisfaction with the DotA 2 community and/or
matchmaking system has no correlation with
perception of personal skill compared to that of a
random team-mate.
9. Dissatisfaction with the DotA 2 community and/or
matchmaking system is correlated with a higher
perception of personal skill, and a lower perception
of the skill of a random team-mate.

Part 3B: Team Composition and Hero Roles
1. The majority of our sample finds team composition
and pre-defined hero roles important.
2. The HCS is not exactly valued by the community.
3. Those who find the HCS to be more useful generally
think within the realm of individual hero roles.
4. Those who find team composition to be important
generally find pre-defined hero roles to be more
important.
5. Sample V does not find team composition to be as
important as the total sample or sample VO.
6. There’s little to no relationship between thoughts
about the importance of team composition and high
win-rate.
7. Players who communicate often and play with
friends typically rate the importance of team
composition to be higher than those who do not.
8. Those who found pre-defined hero roles to be
important valued Support, Carry, and Initiation and
Disable heroes over others.
9. Those who find team composition, pre-defined hero
roles and/or the HCS to be important, typically enjoy
more hero roles and find more hero roles to be
important.
10. Those who are more unsatisfied with the balance of
DotA 2 heroes are more likely to doubt the skill-level
of a random team mate.
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Part 3D: Leadership and Teamwork
1. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader do not have a higher win-rate.
2. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader also value team composition and pre-defined
hero roles.
3. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader enjoy playing Support heroes the most and
find the hero role to be the most important.
4. Those who value the importance of a designated
leader typically engage in warding more often than
those who do not.
5. There’s little to no relationship between those who
valued the importance of leadership and
satisfaction/experience.
6. There’s a significant relationship between those who
value the importance of a designated leader and
those who communicate often and usually play with
friends.

The DotA Experiment
Part 4D: Imbalance Rating “UnderPowered”

Section 4: Community Hero Ratings
Part 4A: Favorite Heroes
1. High UGR heroes may be the most favored heroes
of the community.
2. A hero’s average win-rate does not predict this
sample’s favorite hero.
3. Intelligence heroes seem to be favored over heroes
from other classes.
4. The majority of the sample seems to prefer Ranged
heroes over Melee.
5. At the moment, Invoker reigns supreme in terms of
total amount of favorites

Part 4B: Least Favorite Heroes
1. Agility heroes seem to be the least favored hero
class based on TDEQ sample response.
2. The majority of players seem to dislike more Melee
heroes than Ranged heroes.
3. At the moment Alchemist reigns supreme as the
communities ‘Least Favorite’ hero.

Part 4C: Imbalance Rating: “Over-Powered”
1. There are more Intelligence heroes considered
imbalanced than those of other classes.
2. Invoker is one of the most over-powered, favorite
and least favorite heroes in the community.
3. Anti-Mage is one of the most over-powered, favorite
and least favorite heroes in the community.
4. The vast majority of the community agrees that
Lycan is the most over-powered hero in the DotA 2
hero pool.
5. There are no apparent differences between overpowered heroes with Melee or Ranged attack types.
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1. The over-all balance of under-powered heroes
across the different hero classes and attack types is
fairly stable.
2. There is a negative correlation between heroes
considered over-powered and under-powered.
3. There is a positive correlation between heroes
considered Least Favorite and under-powered.
4. Alchemist is considered the most under-powered
hero in DotA 2.
5. Alchemist, Jakiro, Bloodseeker and Batrider are
considered as four of the communities’ weakest and
most disliked heroes.
6. 8 out of the 12 top under-powered heroes have low
TSR.

The DotA Experiment
Section 5: Event-Specific Analysis

Part 5C: Allies and Teamwork

Part 5A: Mood, Willpower and EgoDepletion

1. A larger portion of our sample is considered
dependent than independent.
2. The majority of the DotA 2 community switches up
their play-style and consider it ever-changing.
3. DotA 2 players are equally as comfortable with
receiving criticism as they are with giving out
criticism.
4. The majority of our sample does not mind being told
what to do in game, even if they do not know the
player, but definitely want to be heard when they
voice their opinions or requests from the team.
5. The majority of our sample feels their team is more
responsible for a loss then themselves by a small
margin.
6. The majority of our sample values offensive play
over defensive, and believes that the best defense is
a great offense.
7. The vast majority of our sample uses the mute
function very often.

1. The majority of our sample does not feel less
determined when the enemy gets first blood.
2. The majority of our sample do not feel less
determined when an ally encourages the team to
give up (or shows ego depletion) early in a game.
3. The majority of our sample feels like they play better
after getting plenty of sleep
4. The majority of our sample feels more determined
after scoring a First Blood.\
5. The majority of our sample feels less determined
after losing a game of DotA 2.
6. The majority of our sample feels that their mood is
positively/negatively affected by the outcome of a
game.
7. Our limited resource group typically feels that their
mood is affected by early game events.
8. Early-game ego-depleting scenarios do not have a
major effect on our sample’s perception of willpower.
9. Ego-depletion can happen in early stages of a game
of DotA 2.
10. Playing better the next game is the result of a higher
rate of determination from scenarios in the previous
game.
11. Those in our LRT group believe that their affect is
based on both positive and negative scenarios.
12. Feelings that you will play better after winning a
game is a sign that ones willpower is limited
because of the effect it has on your mood.
13. Sleep is believed to have an effect on mood and
performance within the realm of DotA 2.
14. DotA 2 can be considered an ego-depleting exercise
(like a Stroop task)
15. DotA 2 players can foster a Limited or Non-Limited
Resource Theory for DotA 2.
16. Those with a Non-Limited Resource Theory typically
perform better at ego-depleting exercises.
17. LRT about negative scenarios is correlated with a
lower average win-rate.
18. NLRT about negative scenarios is correlated with a
higher average win-rate.

Part 5B: In-Game Chat Events
1. A majority of our team are affected the most by their
enemy’s words when their team is losing.
2. A majority of our sample that believes that taunting
makes the enemy play worse when their team is
winning.
3. Allied communication affects in-game behavior more
than enemy communication.
4. A team that communicates well and loses is a lot
more satisfied than a team that doesn’t
communicate well and loses.
5. The majority of the DotA 2 community often uses the
report function when an ally/enemy is being abusive.
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Part 5D: Decision-Making, Collaboration
and Sportsmanship
1. Although the majority of our sample do not believe
Kill Steals have a negative impact on their
relationship with an ally, carries should never have
their kills stolen.
2. The majority of our sample does not trust in the
responsiveness of their allies and get annoyed when
they spend time farming rather than helping the
team.
3. The majority of our sample does not mind when a
carry spends more time farming than helping the
team.
4. The majority of our sample utilizes the pause
function when an allied player disconnects,
regardless of whether or not they know the ally
personally.
5. A surprisingly high portion of our sample only pause
the game if they personally know the ally.
6. The majority of our sample believes that they will
leave the game when it is safe to by a small margin.
7. Sportsmanship is valued throughout the community.
8. Players are more likely to congratulate their own
team rather than the enemy team.

The DotA Experiment
Section 6: Additional Studies
Part V1: Case Study TSR
1. Communication is of utmost importance when it
comes to creating a strong team. If one player
selects, or randoms, a hero early, it is up to the
others to select heroes who support that pick. This
may require the first-picker to act as a leader, and
suggest heroes that compliment his/her choice.
2. Picking basic heroes with high RSR to contribute, as
a new player, is better than trying a new hero with
low RSR in a match-making setting. As addressed in
the INTRODUCTION section, heroes with high UGR
should be practiced by new players before being
taken into match-making. Skill-oriented heroes
require mastery before a team can rely on their
skills.
3. The team with the highest RSR usually wins (.66) a
game. However, this doesn’t necessarily mean a
team with a high RSR will trump a well-balanced
team.

Part V3: TSR and UGR
1. We already know that TSR has a positive correlation
with hero win-rate.
2. We already know that TSR has a positive correlation
with team victory (Section 6, Part 6A).
3. Sample VO prefers heroes with high TSR.
4. Sample VO dislikes heroes with low TSR.
5. Sample V dislikes heroes with high TSR.
6. Sample V finds more heroes with high TSR to be
under-powered compared to Sample VO.
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Glossary

Sample A: Another title conditional sample. Have played
the original DotA, have the most experience playing
HoN/LoL, have played DotA/DotA 2 for 0+ years.
P.24,25
Sample AD: Another game including DotA conditional
sample. Have played the original DotA, have the most
experience playing HoN/LoL/DotA, have played
DotA/DotA 2 for 0+ years. P.25
Allied Communication: When one team mate
communicates with another through in-game chat.
P. 133,134
Allied Responsiveness: The ability for a team to
coordinate itself based on the demands of a team mate
or leader. Low allied responsiveness is generally
associated with annoyance. (See Leadership,
Annoyance) P. 148,149

Brand Awareness: Consumer knowledge and
awareness of a brand's existence. P.58,169
Brand Investment: The means by which a community
member becomes personally and emotionally involved
with the brand. P.169
Brand Involvement: The means by which a community
member becomes more involved with the brand and thus
produces their own material based upon the brand (i.e.
guides, social media, cosmetics) P.170
Brand Loyalty: The relationship built between a
community member and a brand which fosters loyalty.
P.169
Brand Satisfaction: The extent to which a community
member is satisfied with the brand throughout business
decisions. P.170

Allied Sportsmanship: Within-team communication that
relates to respect from one teammate to another through
in-game chat. (See Sportsmanship) P. 150,151

Carry: A hero who is expected to benefit the team
through their progression and growth into late game.
(See Heroes, Farming) P.148,149,156

Annoyance: An unpleasant mental state that is
characterized by such effects as irritation and distraction
from one's conscious thinking. It can lead to emotions
such as frustration and anger. (See Mood, EventSpecific Scenarios) P. 148,149

Closed-Beta Community: The DotA 2 community
before its public release. This community provides
feedback about DotA 2 and are mostly all familiar with
DotA in some way. This community is the sample used
in this journal. P.4

Sample AT: Average Team size conditional sample.
The average team via TDEQ’s sample is 3 friends. P. 47

Sample CO: Communicate Often conditional sample.
Communicate a lot with other community members and
usually play DotA 2 with friends. P.45,46,50,52,85,92

Attack Types: Ranged or Melee attacks from heroes.
The two different types offer their own strengths and
weaknesses. (See Heroes) P. 99,105,111,117
Basshunter: Singer, producer and DJ Jonas
“Basshunter” Altberg. Released a popular music track
named DotA in 2006. P. 58
Brand: a name, term, design, symbol, or any other
feature that identifies one seller's good or service as
distinct from those of other sellers. P.58-60

Communication: A variable linked to satisfaction that
facilitates cooperative in-game behavior and satisfaction.
P. 35,45,48-52,54,56,75,81-86,92,93,131134,141,143,147-152
Conditional Sample: A portion of the total sample that
shares a specific set of conditions.
CyborgMatt: DotA veteran community member most
known for his blog. P.59
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Defense of the Ancients (DotA): Defense of the
Ancients. Developed by IceFrog and hosted on
Battle.net.

Ego-Depletion: The idea that self-control or willpower is
an exhaustible resource that can be used up. (See
Willpower) P.123,126,127,129,142

Defense of the Ancients 2 (DotA 2): The focus of this
journal. Developed by Valve and hosted through Steam.

Enemy Communication: When one team
communicates with another through all-chat. P.134,135

Defensive Play-style: A play-style typically associated
with a reliance on defense over offense. Addressed in
TDEQ through confirmation bias. (See Play-style) P.142144

Enemy Sportsmanship: Cross-team communication
that relates to respect from one player to another
through in-game chat. (See Sportsmanship) P.150-152

Dependent Play-style: A play-style typically associated
with a player or team that relies upon different team
members. (See Play-style, Independent Play-style)
P.138,139,141-143
Determination: Generally associated with willpower and
mood. The act of coming to a decision or of fixing or
settling a purpose. (See Mood, Willpower, Event-Specific
Scenarios) P.124-128
DeviantArt: An online community showcasing various
forms of user-made artwork. P.58
Diffusion of Responsibility: A sociopsychological
phenomenon whereby a person is less likely to take
responsibility for an action or inaction when others are
present. (See Post-Game Scenarios) P.142
Disrespectful Behavior-Ratings: The way a player
rated their frequency of engagement in disrespectful
behavior on a 1-10 point Likert scale in TDEQ. Players
could also rate the frequency they experience
disrespectful behavior from a random team mate. (See
flaming, trolling, griefing, racism) P.47-52,64,83,135
Distrust: A general feeling of discomfort around another
person. P.64,78,108
Sample DO: Do not communicate often conditional
sample. Do not communicate a lot with other community
members and do not usually play DotA 2 with friends.
P.45,46,50,52,76,85,86,92
DotA Cinema: DotA-related video production group that
hosts fan-made and in-house productions. P.58,60
Dotalicious-Gaming.com: a website dedicated
specifically to the original DotA. This website offers
many features unavailable through the other DotA
websites. P.29-43,171-176
DotA 2 Reddit: an online community where users vote
on content submitted by other members. P.29-43,171176
Early-Game Scenarios: Events that take place early in
a game of DotA 2 that can affect a team or player’s
performance. (See Event-Specific Scenarios) P.127,128
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Event-Specific Scenarios: Events that take place in a
game of DotA 2 that typically involve player interaction.
P.121
Facebook: A social networking service and website
launched in February 2004, owned and operated by
Facebook, Inc. P.58,60
Farming: An exercise that earns gold by last-hitting
enemy creeps. This is an independent exercise usually
executed by a carry. (See Carry, Independent Play-style)
P.69,147-149
Favorite Heroes: DotA 2 heroes who are considered
the most favored of the DotA 2 closed-beta community.
P.96-100
Flaming: hostile and insulting interaction between
Internet users, often involving the use of profanity. (See
Disrespectful Behavior)
Friendliness-Ratings: The way a player rated their
level of friendliness on a 1-10 point Likert scale in TDEQ.
Players could also rate the friendliness of a random
team mate. P.48,50-52
GosuGamers.net: Established in 2002 as a competitive
gaming website that incorporates many popular titles
outside of DotA/DotA 2. P.29-43,171-176
Griefing: a player in a multiplayer video game who
deliberately irritates and harasses other players within
the game, using aspects of the game in unintended
ways. (See Disrespectful Behavior)
Sample GS: Guide Satisfied conditional sample. Find
community-submitted guides to be helpful and have
never felt mislead by a hero guide. P.55
Sample GU: Guide Unsatisfied conditional sample. Do
not find community-submitted guides helpful and have
felt mislead by a hero guide. P.55
Hero Balance: Related to DotA 2 mechanics. Hero
balance entails that all heroes are equal. P.7779,108,114
Hero Card System (HCS): The hero-cards used when
selecting a hero in DotA 2. (See TSR, RSR, and Star
Ratings) P.72,73,76,78,82,156,157
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Hero Class: Strength, Agility or Intelligence classes that
signify the strengths, potential items, hero roles, and
abilities associated with each hero. (See Heroes)
P. 99,105,111,117

Least Favorite Heroes: DotA 2 heroes who are
considered the least favored of the DotA 2 closed-beta
community. P.102-107

Heroes: Unique, controllable avatars that a DotA 2
player controls and interacts with in-game. P.155-164

League of Legends (LoL): League of Legends.
Developed by Riot Games. A similar title to DotA 2 in
terms of gameplay and mechanics. P.15-20

Hero Guides: Forms of educational social media that
can be used to understand more about DotA 2 heroes.
P.53-57,60

Limited-Resource Theory: Addressed in TDEQ
through confirmation bias. The belief that willpower is
limited. (See Willpower, Ego Depletion) P.122-129

Heroes of Newerth (HoN): Heroes of Newerth.
Developed by S2 Games. A similar title to DotA 2 in
terms of gameplay and mechanics. P.15-20

Mood: An emotional state that’s generally good or bad
and may be affected by sleep. (See Sleep)
P.122,123,125-129

Sample HRI: Pre-Defined Hero Roles Important
conditional sample. P.77

Mute Function: An in-game DotA 2 function where one
player may cut off all forms of communication with
another player in-game. P.143

Sample HRN: Pre-Defined Hero Roles Not Important
conditional sample. P.77
Hero Win-Rate: The average win-rate of a specific hero
in Dota 2. P. 162-164

Non-Limited Resource Theory: Addressed in TDEQ
through confirmation bias. The belief that willpower is not
limited. (See Willpower, Ego Depletion) P.122-129

IceFrog: The developer of DotA (All-stars) since 2005.
Now works with Valve in developing DotA 2. P.4

Sample N: New player conditional sample. Have not
played the original DotA, have under a year of
DotA/DotA 2 experience, and have the most experience
playing HoN/LoL/DotA 2. P.24

Independent Play-style: A play-style typically
associated with a solo-queue player (or, Oddman) that is
less dependent. (See Play-style, Dependent Play-style)
P.138,139,141-143

Sample NS: Not Satisfied with the DotA 2 Community
conditional sample. P.46,47,49,67,68

Imbalanced Heroes: DotA 2 heroes who are considered
outstanding in terms of mechanics imbalance. They fall
under two categories. (See Over-Powered and UnderPowered) P.108-119
In-Game Chat Events (ICE): Communication-related
events that can occur either within-team or cross-team.
P.130-145
JoinDota.com: focuses on the competitive DotA 2
scene while still supplying a forum section for community
members to interact. P.29-43,171-176
Kill-Steals: A scenario by which one player deliberately
kills a hero before another hero can. Generally it’s ok for
a carry to kill-steal. (See Annoyance, Carry, EventSpecific Scenarios) P.146-148
Lane Preference: A choice a player or team can make
at the beginning of a game by which heroes are
positioned in different lanes for the early-game phase.
P.138,139
Leadership: Actions carried out by a DotA 2 player to
promote coordination, collaboration and team decisions.
P.88-94

Offensive Play-style: A play-style typically associated
with a reliance on offense over defense. Addressed in
TDEQ through confirmation bias. (See Play-style) P.142144
Over-Powered Heroes: DotA 2 heroes who are
considered outstanding from the rest of the hero pool for
being too strong. P.108-113
Pause Function: An in-game DotA 2 function where
one player may pause the game for 2-minutes or until
another player unpauses it. P.149-151
PlayDota.com: The official DotA website. P.29-43,171176
Play-style: A set of unique actions carried out by a
player or hero class. P.81,169
Post-Game Scenarios: Events that take place after a
game of DotA 2 that can affect a team or player’s
performance in a following game. (See Event-Specific
Scenarios) P.125-129,131,180,181
Pre-Defined Hero roles: Hero roles developed over
time that signifies a play-style, or strength/weakness, of
each hero. P.71-74,76,81-85,89-91,100
Public Release Community: The DotA 2 community
after closed-beta that is predicted to consist of many
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new players. This is the community that this journal aims
to understand, and to predict its behaviors.
Racism: actions, practices, or beliefs that reflect the
racial worldview (see Disrespectful Behavior)
Randoming: Selecting a random hero during heroselection for extra gold at the risk of hero inexperience.
P.107
Report Function: An in-game DotA 2 function where
one player may report another for bad conduct.
P.134,135
Role-Specific Star Rating (RSR): The specific star
rating a hero has for a pre-defined hero role. (See PreDefined Hero Roles) P.156,157
Sample: A set of units/responses that can be analyzed
to form hypotheses/implications.
Sample S: Satisfied with the DotA 2 community
conditional sample. P.49,67,68
Satisfaction: The basic measurement unit of community
satisfaction with the different elements of DotA 2.
Usually related to positive affect and behavior. P.168170
Server Regions: The different regions a player can
select to search for games. P.10-14
Skill-Ratings: The way a player rated their level of skill
on a 1-10 point Likert scale in TDEQ. Players could also
rate the skill of a random team mate. P.63-68
Sleep (deprivation): A variable behind mood that is
associated with the amount of sleep a player has had
before a game of DotA 2. (See Mood) P.123,125,128
Sample SM: Satisfied with Matchmaking conditional
sample. Satisfied with the DotA 2 community and matchmaking system. P.68,77,84-86,92
Social Media: Any form of DotA 2 media that is fixed in
an online medium. P.58-60,170
Sportsmanship: An aspiration that a sport or activity will
be enjoyed for its with proper consideration for fairness,
ethics, respect, and a sense of fellowship with one's
competitors. P.147,150-153
Standard Deviation: Shows how much variation or
"dispersion" exists from the average value in a set of
statistics. P.47-49,111-113
Star Ratings (SR): A star that’s related to a pre-defined
hero role seen on the HCS. Weighed at .25 throughout
the journal. (See TSR, RSR, HCS, and Pre-Defined
Hero Roles) P.113,119,156,157
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Support: A hero who is expected to benefit the team
through supportive play. (See Supportive Play)
P.73,76,78,81-87,90,91
Supportive Play-style: Actions carried out by a DotA 2
player for the betterment of the team as a whole. (See
Support)
Taunting: A battle cry, a method in hand-to-hand
combat, sarcastic remark, gesture, or insult intended to
demoralize the recipient, or to anger them and
encourage reactionary behaviors without thinking.
P.131-133,182
TheBloodseeker: DotA veteran community member
most known for his “Rage Comics Portfolio”. P.158,159
The DotA Experiment Community Questionnaire
(TDEQ): A 98-point online survey used to gather the
data for this journal.
Total Star Rating (TSR): The star ratings seen on the
hero-cards used when selecting a hero. Each star ranks
the ability to which a hero can carry out a specific predefined hero role. (See Pre-Defined Hero Roles)
P.72,100,106,113,119,155-164
Trolling: Posting inflammatory, extraneous, or off-topic
messages in an online community, such as a forum, chat
room, or blog, with the primary intent of provoking
readers into an emotional response or of otherwise
disrupting normal on-topic discussion. (Wikipedia) (See
Disrespectful Behavior)
Trust: A general feeling of comfort around another
person. P.141,147-150
Sample TS- Totally Satisfied conditional sample. Those
who are satisfied with match-making, DotA 2 community
and hero balance. P.77,78
Sample TU- Totally Unsatisfied conditional sample.
Those who are unsatisfied with match-making, DotA 2
community and hero balance. P.77,78
Sample UM: Unsatisfied with Matchmaking conditional
sample. Unsatisfied with the DotA 2 community and
match-making system. P.68,77,84-86,92
Under-Powered Heroes: DotA 2 heroes who are
considered outstanding from the rest of the hero pool for
being too weak. P.114-119,164
Unwritten Rules: Rules or behaviors developed by the
community for the community. (see Kill-Steals) P.
146,147, 153
User-Specific Growth Rating (UGR): A loose
hypothetical term that signifies a more difficult hero to
control with low TSR. P.156,162-164
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Sample V: Veteran community conditional sample. Have
played DotA, have the most experience playing DotA,
and have played DotA for over a year. P.23-25,6568,74,78,84-86,93,164
Valve Software: The development team behind DotA 2.
The creators of the Steam platform on which DotA 2 is
hosted. P.4
Variable: something that may or does vary; a variable
feature or factor.
Sample VO: Veteran of another title conditional sample.
Have played DotA, have the most experience playing
HoN/LoL/DotA 2, and have played for over a year. P.2325,65-68,74,78,84-86,93,164
Warding: A selfless act that provides a DotA 2 team
with sight on a specific area on the map. (See
Supportive Play) P.81-87,89,91,93
Willpower: The ability to control one's emotions,
behavior, and desires in order to obtain some reward, or
avoid some punishment, later. (See Ego Depletion)
Win-Rate: A basic measure of skill or at least in-game
success. The rate at which a player wins or loses
(average 50%) P. 21-26,51, 52, 68, 73-79, 123-129,
139-145, 159, 163
WoDota: Classic DotA content creators whom host
weekly compilations of user-submitted DotA plays.
P.58,60
Wyk (Blog, Facebook): A DotA 2 community leader
who shares personal or fan-made DotA 2 social media
through multiple social networks. P.30,60,61
YouTube: video-sharing website on which users can
upload, view and share videos. P.58-60
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Anonymous:

“Dota 2 seriously needs a tutoring system.
I would participate as tutor in it as I am doing in Coop-Games atm,
to help new people find into the game. And some function to find people
to team up with and play funwars/scrims to improve further
(maybe some pro teams could participate in that as well).
Rating isn't only about figures, but somehow it feels like that in Dota 2
as it does in any other ELO game...
skill is not determined by how many lasthits/kills => gpm you have...
but somehow thats how it works
(not only gpm ofc, but you get my point I hope).
And for me as support player that randoms in every game
and even plays carries in a supportive role, if we lack one in our
teamcomposition, "lowers" my "skilllevel" as i don't get the amount
of gpm (xpm i normally do get) a carry normally would,
which hurts the system, because it does not feel like something like
‘who bought the courier’ or who bought the wards counts into the
system. (things like positioning and communication also miss.”
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from TDEQ: “If the answer to the above question [Q10] is
yes, what are the DotA 2 communities that you are
registered with?”

Chart 2.10E: PlayDota.com community response (N=612)
to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”
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Chart 2.11A: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this
community?”

Chart 2.14B: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments
and opinions about DotA 2?”

Chart 2.11B: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments and
opinions about DotA 2?”

Chart 2.14C: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product
information mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.11C: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product information
mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.14D: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.11D: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.14E: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

Chart 2.11E: JoinDota.com community response (N=783)
to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

Chart 2.15A: Total sample (N=1091) response to Q16
from TDEQ. “Do you communicate a lot with other
community members?”

Chart 2.12A: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often
visit this community?”
Chart 2.12B: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments
and opinions about DotA 2?”

Chart 2.15B: Total sample (N=1105) response to Q22 from TDEQ.
“Do you usually play DotA 2 with friends?”
Chart 2.15C: Total sample (N=1091) response to Q16 from TDEQ.
“Do you communicate a lot with other community members?”
cross-analyzed between players who play with (N=901) or without
(N=186) friends.

Chart 2.12C: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product
information mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.16A: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q18 from TDEQ.
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 community?”

Chart 2.12D: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the
community to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.16B: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q30 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you experience (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.12E: GosuGamers.net community response
(N=359) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever purchase DotA 2
cosmetics or merchandise?”

Chart 2.16C: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q30 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you experience (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?” cross-analyzed between
players who are satisfied(S) (N=687) or not satisfied (NS) (N=410)
with the DotA 2 community.

Chart 2.13A: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often visit this
community?”

Chart 2.17A: Total sample (N=974) response to Q18 from TDEQ.
“If so, how many friends are usually in your party?”

Chart 2.13B: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q13 from TDEQ: “Do you post your comments and
opinions about DotA 2?”

Chart 2.17B conditional sample AT (N=390) vs. Total Sample
response (N=1097) Q18 from TDEQ: “Are you satisfied with the
DotA 2 community”

Chart 2.13C: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q14 from TDEQ: “Do you find the product information
mentioned in the community is helpful?”

Chart 2.17C conditional sample AT (N=390) vs. Q30 “On average,
how often do you experience (trolling, flaming, griefing, racism) in
a game of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.13D: DotAlicious community response (N=170) to
Q15 from TDEQ: “Do you participate within the community
to get a better understanding of DotA 2?”

Chart 2.18A: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q25 from TDEQ.
“How would you rate the average friendliness of other players?”
Chart 2.18B: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q26 from TDEQ.
“How would you rate your friendliness to other players?”

Chart 2.13E: DotAlicious-Gaming.com community
response (N=170) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you ever
purchase DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?”
Chart 2.14A: DotA 2 sub-Reddit community response
(N=281) to Q12 from TDEQ: “Do you agree that you often
visit this community?”
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Chart 2.19: Total sample (N=1097) response to Q31 from TDEQ.
“On average, how often do you engage in (trolling, flaming,
griefing, racism) in a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 2.20A: Total sample (N=1095) response to Q29 from TDEQ.
“On average, how would you rate communication between teammates in a game of DotA 2?”

The DotA Experiment
Chart 2.20B: Sample S (N=687) and Sample NS (N=410) response
to Q29 from TDEQ. “On average, how would you rate
communication between team-mates in a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 2.21: Sample CO (N=245) vs. Sample DO (N=145) response
to Q29 from TDEQ. “On average, how would you rate
communication between team-mates in a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 2.22A: A comparison between the conditional “trolled”
sample (N=621) with the total sample (N=1098) when analyzing
self-rated friendliness.
Chart 2.22B: A comparison between the conditional “trolled”
sample (N=377) with the total sample (N=1098) when analyzing
self-rated friendliness.
Chart 2.21x: Sample CO (N=245) vs. Sample DO response (N=145)
to Q8 from TDEQ. “My win-rate is approximately:”

Chart 2.23: Total Sample response (N=1097) to Q19 from
TDEQ: “Do you find community-submitted hero guides to
be useful?”
Chart 2.24: Total Sample response (N=1097) to Q20 from
TDEQ: “Have you ever felt misled by a hero guide?”
Chart 2.25A: Sample GS (N=442) vs. Sample GU (N=129)
response to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played DotA/DotA 2
for approximately how many years?”

Section 3:
Chart 3.1: Sample response (N=1100) to Q27 from TDEQ:
“As a player, how would you rate yourself compared to
others in terms of skill?”
Chart 3.2: Sample response (N=1100) to Q28 from TDEQ:
“On average, how would you rate the skill of a random
team-mate?”
Chart 3.3A: Sample V response (N=624) vs. to Total
Sample response (1100) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player,
how would you rate yourself compared to others in terms
of skill?”
Chart 3.3B: Veteran response (N=622) compared to total
response (1100) to Q28 from TDEQ: “How would you rate
the skill of a random team-mate?”
Chart 3.4A: Sample response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ:
“Are you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making
system?”
Chart 3.4B: Satisfied response (N=643) compared to total
response (442) to Q28 from TDEQ: “How would you rate
the skill of a random team-mate?”
Chart 3.4C: Sample V response (N=616) compared with
total sample response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are
you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

Chart 2.25B: Sample GSV (N=254) vs. Sample GUO
response (N=43) to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”

Chart 3.5A: Sample VO response (N=246) compared with
total response (N=1092) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are you
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

Chart 2.25C: Sample GUV (N=71) vs. Sample GSO
response (N=151) to Q2 from TDEQ: “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”

Chart 3.5B: Sample VO response (N=246) compared with
sample V response (N=616) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are you
satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”

Chart 2.25D: Sample GUV (N=74) vs. Sample GUO
response to Q2 from TDEQ (N=45): “I have played
DotA/DotA 2 for approximately how many years?”
Chart 2.26A: Cross Analysis between Q2 and Q16 from
TDEQ using sample CO (N=288) and DO (N=803) as
variables.
Chart 2.26B: Sample Info Helpful (N=938) vs. Sample Info
Not Helpful response (N=152) to Q16 from TDEQ: “Do you
find community-submitted hero guides to be helpful?”
Chart 2.26C: Sample Info Helpful (N=938) vs. Sample Info
Not Helpful response (N=152) to Q20 from TDEQ: “Have
you ever felt misled by a hero-guide?”
Chart 2.26D: Sample PTU (N=690) vs. Sample NTU (N=401)
response to Q19 from TDEQ: “Do you find communitysubmitted hero guides to be helpful?”
Chart 2.26E: Sample PTU (N=690) vs. Sample NTU (N=401)
response to Q20 from TDEQ: “Have you ever felt misled by
a hero-guide?”
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Chart 3.6A: Sample VO response (N=248) compared with
total response (N=1100) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player,
how would you rate yourself compared to others in terms
of skill?”
Chart 3.6B: Sample VO response (N=249) compared with
total response (N=1101) to Q28 from TDEQ: “On average,
how would you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”
Chart 3.7A: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS response (NS=410) to Q24 from TDEQ: “Are
you satisfied with the DotA 2 match-making system?”
Chart 3.7B: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS (NS=410) to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player, how
would you rate yourself compared to others in terms of
skill?”
Chart 3.7C: Sample SM (N=456) vs. Sample UM (NS=220)
response to Q27 from TDEQ: “As a player, how would you
rate yourself compared to others in terms of skill?”

The DotA Experiment
Chart 3.7D: Sample S response (N=677) compared with
sample NS (NS=410) to Q27 from TDEQ: “On average, how
would you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”

Chart 3.15A: Comparison between Condition A (N=2012)
and Condition B (N= 1485) for Q37 from TDEQ: “On
average, what hero role do you enjoy playing the most?

Chart 3.7E: SM response (N=456) compared with Sample
UM (NS=220) to Q27 from TDEQ: “On average, how would
you rate the skill of a random team-mate?”

Chart 3.15B: Sample HRI (N=489) compared to Sample
HRN (N=270) for Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately…”

Chart 3.8A: Sample response (N=1103) to Q33 from TDEQ:
“How useful do you find the “Hero Cards” on the hero
selection screen to be?”

Chart 3.15C: Sample response (N=1105) to Q42 from
TDEQ: “How satisfied are you with the over-all balance of
DotA 2 heroes?” (s= 8.42)

Chart 3.8B: Sample response (N=1093) to Q34 from TDEQ:
“Team composition (hero picks) is an important factor in a
game of DotA 2?” (Strongly disagree - agree)

Chart 3.15D: Sample HRI (N=487) compared to Sample
HRN (N=271) for Q42 from TDEQ: “How satisfied are you
with the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes?”

Chart 3.8C: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q33 from TDEQ:
“How useful do you find the “Hero Cards” on the hero
selection screen to be?”

Chart 3.15E: Sample SM (N=456) compared to Sample UM
(N=223) for Q42 from TDEQ: “How satisfied are you with
the over-all balance of DotA 2 heroes?”

Chart 3.9A: Sample response (N=2910) to Q36 from TDEQ:
“On average, which of these hero roles do you find to be
the most important?”
Chart 3.9B: Conditional Response A (N=1507) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=1414) for Q36 from TDEQ: “On
average, which of these hero roles do you find to be the
most important?”
Chart 3.10A: Sample response (N=1094) to Q35 from
TDEQ: “Pre-defined hero roles are important in DotA 2”
Chart 3.10B: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q35 from TDEQ: “Predefined hero roles are important in DotA 2” (y/n)
Chart 3.11A: Sample V response (N= 619) compared to
total response (N=1093) for Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”
Chart 3.11B: Sample V response (N=619) compared with
sample VO response (N=214) to Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”
Chart 3.12: Conditional Response A (N=731) compared to
Conditional Response B (N=362) for Q8 from TDEQ: “My
win-rate is approximately:”
Chart 3.13A: A comparison between our sample who
usually plays with friends (N=902) versus our sample who
usually plays without friends (N=188) for Q34 from TDEQ:
“Team composition is an important factor in a game of
DotA 2”
Chart 3.13B: A comparison between sample CO (N=241)
versus sample DO (N=145) for Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition is an important factor in a game of DotA 2”
Chart 3.14: Comparison between Condition A (N=1667)
and Condition B (N=1233) for Q36 from TDEQ: “On
average, which of these hero roles do you find to be the
most important?”
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Chart 3.15F: Sample TS (N=260) compared to Sample US
(N=142) for Q28 from TDEQ: “On average, how would you
rate the skill of a random team mate?”
Chart 3.15G: Comparison between Condition A (N=561)
and Condition B (N=542) for Q28 from TDEQ: “On average,
how would you rate the skill of a random team mate?”
Chart 3.16: Sample response (N=3497) to Q35 from TDEQ:
“On average, what hero role do you enjoy playing the
most?”
Chart 3.17A: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q38 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 3.17B: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q38 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe warding is an important element of
a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 3.18: Sample response (N= 1107) to Q40 from TDEQ:
“On average, how often do you ward for your team in a
game of DotA 2?”
3.19: Condition A (N= 576) versus Condition B (N=528)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”
3.20A: Condition A (N= 274) versus Condition B (N=347)
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
3.20B: Condition A (N= 576) versus Condition B (N=524)
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
3.21A: Sample SM (N= 457) versus Sample UM (N=223)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”
3.21B: Sample SM (N= 456) versus Sample UM (N=223)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

The DotA Experiment
3.22A: Sample V (N= 625) versus Sample VO (N=250)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”

Chart 3.35: Sample V (N= 623) versus Sample VO (N=249)
response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe having a
designated leader on a team is important?”

3.22B: Sample SM (N= 623) versus Sample UM (N=250)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

Section 4:

3.23A: Sample CO (N= 245) versus Sample DO (N=145)
response to Q39 from TDEQ: “On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a game of DotA 2?”
3.23B: Sample CO (N= 243) versus Sample DO (N=144)
response to Q40 from TDEQ: “On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game of DotA 2?”

Chart 4.1: Total Sample Response (1036) to Q47 from
TDEQ: If you could pick one, who would you consider to
be your favorite DotA 2 hero?
Chart 4.2: Comparison between favorite heroes with hero
class.
Chart 4.3: Comparison between favorite heroes and attack
type.

Chart 3.24: Sample SM (N=456) response compared to
Sample UM (N=223) response for Q8 from TDEQ: “My winrate is approximately:”

Chart 4.4: Comparisons between SR Rating and Class
Type

Chart 3.25: Total sample response (N=1101) to Q41 from
TDEQ: “Do you believe having a designated leader on a
team is important?”

Chart 4.5: Total Sample Response (1058) to Q48 from
TDEQ: If you could pick one, who would you consider to
be your least favorite hero?

Chart 3.26: Condition A (N=828) compared with Condition
B (N=268) response to Q8 from TDEQ: My win-rate is
approximately:”

Chart 4.6 Comparison between least favorite heroes with
hero class.

Chart 3.27: Condition A (N=821) compared with Condition
B (N=265) response to Q34 from TDEQ: “Team
composition (hero picks) is an important factor in a game
of DotA 2.”
Chart 3.28: Condition A (N=823) compared with Condition
B (N=264) response to Q35 from TDEQ: “Pre-Defined hero
roles are important in DotA 2.” (y/n)
Chart 3.29: Condition A (N=2206) compared with Condition
B (N=680) response to Q35 from TDEQ: “On average,
which of these hero roles do you find to be the most
important?”
Chart 3.30: Condition A (N=2685) compared with Condition
B (N=791) response to Q37 from TDEQ: “On average, what
hero role do you enjoy playing the most?
Chart 3.31: Condition A (N=833) compared with Condition
B (N=267) response to Q38 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
warding is an important element of a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 3.32: Condition A (N=831) compared with Condition
B (N=268) response to Q38 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
warding is an important element of a game of DotA 2?”
Chart 3.33: Sample SM (N= 456) versus Sample UM
(N=221) response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
having a designated leader on a team is important?”
Chart 3.34: Sample CO (N= 242) versus Sample DO
(N=142) response to Q41 from TDEQ: “Do you believe
having a designated leader on a team is important?”
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Chart 4.7 Comparison between least favorite heroes with
hero class.
Chart 4.8: Comparison between Star Rating and Least
Favorite Heroes.
Chart 4.9: Comparison between Star Rating (SR) and
Attack Type.
Chart 4.10: Total Sample Response (1032) to Q43 from
TDEQ: If you could name one DotA 2 hero you consider
too strong, who would it be?
Chart 4.11 Comparison between most imbalanced heroes
and hero
Chart 4.12 Comparison between most imbalanced heroes
(too strong) and attack type.
Chart 4.13 Comparison between over-powered heroes and
imbalance ratings. (SN=1054)
Chart 4.14 Comparison between imbalanced heroes and
Total Star Ratings.
Chart 4.15: Total Sample Response (1029) to Q45 from
TDEQ: If you could name one hero you consider too
weak, who would it be?
Chart 4.16: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes
and hero class.
Chart 4.17: Comparison between most imbalanced heroes
(too weak) and hero class.

The DotA Experiment
Chart 4.18: Comparison between imbalanced heroes and
imbalance ratings. (SN=1029)
Chart 4.19: Comparison between under-powered heroes
and Total Star Ratings.

Section 5:
Chart 5.1: Total Sample (N=1101) response to Q49 from
TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
less determined.”
Chart 5.2: Total Sample (N=1095) response to Q59 from
TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’ at the beginning of a
game, I usually feel less determined.”
Chart 5.3: Total Sample (N=1083) response to Q84 from
TDEW: “When an ally or I get ‘First Blood’ I usually feel
more determined.”
Chart 5.4: Total Sample (N=1102) response to Q51 from
TDEQ: “Losing a game of DotA usually impacts my urge to
play again.”
Chart 5.5: Total Sample (N=1094) response to Q64 from
TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of DotA 2 has a strong
impact on my mood.”
Chart 5.6: Total Sample (N=1098) response to Q68 from
TDEQ: “Winning a game of DotA 2 usually makes me play
better after.”
Chart 5.7: Total Sample (N=1089) response to Q73 from
TDEQ: “I usually play DotA 2 better after I get plenty of
sleep.”
Chart 5.8: Condition A (N=548) vs. Condition B (N=564)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”

Chart 5.15: Condition A (N=591) vs. Condition B (N=508)
response to Q64 from TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of
DotA 2 has a strong impact on my mood.”
Chart 5.16: Condition A (N=546) vs. Condition B (N=561)
response to Q64 from TDEQ: “Winning or losing a game of
DotA 2 has a strong impact on my mood.”
Chart 5.17: Sample response (N=1088) to Q65 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game.”
Chart 5.18: Sample response (N=1100) to Q52 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game if my team's losing.”
Chart 5.19: Sample response (N=1081) to Q72 from TDEQ:
“My enemy’s words strongly influence my behavior in
game if my team's winning.”
Chart 5.20: Sample response (N=1069) to Q97 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse.”
Chart 5.21: Sample response (N=1092) to Q58 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we are
winning.”
Chart 5.22: Sample response (N=1086) to Q75 from TDEQ:
“Taunting my enemies makes them play worse if we are
losing.”
Chart 5.23: Sample response (N=1081) to Q80 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game.”
Chart 5.24: Sample response (N=1091) to Q63 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game
when we are winning.”
Chart 5.25: Sample response (N=1083) to Q78 from TDEQ:
“My ally’s words strongly influence my behavior in game
when we are losing.”

Chart 5.9: Condition A (N=748) vs. Condition B (N=564)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”

Chart 5.26: Sample response (N=1094) to Q70 from TDEQ:
“If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will report them.”

Chart 5.10: Condition A (N=657) vs. Condition B (N=457)
response to Q49 from TDEQ: “When an enemy gets ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel less determined.”

Chart 5.27: Sample response (N=1099) to Q53 from TDEQ:
“Being part of an organized team usually makes me play
better.”

Chart 5.11: Condition A (N=568) vs. Condition B (N=532)
response to Q59 from TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’
at the beginning of a game, I usually feel less determined.”

Chart 5.28: Sample response (N=1074) to Q89 from TDEQ:
“If I do not know my allies then I usually play more
independently.”

Chart 5.12: Condition A (N=655) vs. Condition B (N=449)
response to Q59 from TDEQ: “When an ally exclaims ‘GG’
at the beginning of a game, I usually feel less determined.”

Chart 5.29: Sample response (N=1097) to Q54 from TDEQ:
“I prefer to lane with a partner when I play.”

Chart 5.13: Condition A (N=646) vs. Condition B (N=446)
response to Q84 from TDEQ: “When an ally or I get ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel more determined.”

Chart 5.30: Sample response (N=1099) to Q56 from TDEQ:
“I usually stick to a strategy that works rather than change
my play-style.”

Chart 5.14: Condition A (N=585) vs. Condition B (N=503)
response to Q84 from TDEQ: “When an ally or I get ‘First
Blood’ I usually feel more determined.”

Chart 5.31: Sample response (N=1075) to Q94 from TDEQ:
“My play-style is unique and ever-changing.”
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Chart 5.32: Sample response (N=1086) to Q81 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me about my mistakes.”
Chart 5.33: Sample response (N=1088) to Q79 from TDEQ:
“I will usually let an ally know the mistakes they’ve made.”
Chart 5.34: Sample response (N=1091) to Q61 from TDEQ:
“I don't like it when an ally tells me the mistakes I've made
if I don't know them.”
Chart 5.35: Sample response (N=1076) to Q88 from TDEQ:
“I do not like it when allies tell me what to do.”
Chart 5.36: Sample response (N=1081) to Q87 from TDEQ:
“I do not like it when allies tell me what to do if I do not
know them.”
Chart 5.37: Sample response (N=1095) to Q69 from TDEQ:
“If an ally does not acknowledge me when I try to
communicate with them, I usually feel less inclined to
play.”

Chart 5.49: Sample response (N=1088) to Q83 from TDEQ:
“When an ally leaves the game I will pause it as soon as
possible.”
Chart 5.50: Sample response (N=1092) to Q77 from TDEQ:
“I only pause the game if I personally know my ally.”

Chart 5.51: Sample response (N=1072) to Q93 from TDEQ:
“If the game is safe to leave then I will leave as well.”
Chart 5.52: Sample response (N=1072) to Q93 from TDEQ:
“If the game is safe to leave then I will leave as well.”
Chart 5.53: Sample response (N=1071) to Q95 from TDEQ:
“I usually congratulate my allies when they do something
well.”
Chart 5.54: Sample response (N=1091) to Q82 from TDEQ:
“I usually congratulate my enemies when they do
something well, or play a good game.”

Chart 5.38: Sample response (N=1092) to Q62 from TDEQ:
“I usually blame myself for a loss and look back on my
mistakes.”

Section 6:

Chart 5.39: Sample response (N=1097) to Q67 from TDEQ:
“My team members are usually responsible for a lost
game.”

Figure 6.6: Drow Ranger's HCS Profile

Chart 5.40: Sample response (N=1093) to Q74 from TDEQ:
“Defending and counter-pushing are more important in
DotA 2 than ganking and pushing.”
Chart 5.41: Sample response (N=1094) to Q76 from TDEQ:
“The best defense is a great offense.”

Figure 6.5: Faceless Void’s HCS profile.

Figure 6.7: Rhasta is a great public-game pick due to his
high SR and RSR. He is a Disable, Pusher, Support and
Nuker. He has a total SR of 8.
Chart 6. 8: A 50-game Sample showing a correlation
between WINNER and TOTAL per game. Each sample
features the Radiant team followed by the Dire team.

Chart 5.42: Sample response (N=1072) to Q90 from TDEQ:
“If an ally/enemy is being abusive, I will mute them.”

Chart 6. 5: This graph shows how heroes below the average TSR
(1.25) have a lower win-rate than heroes above the average TSR.
The chart ranges from .50-2.25+ TSR with a min value of (47.40%)
and a max value of (52.40%)

Chart 5.43: Sample response (N=1100) to Q66 from TDEQ:
“‘Kill Steals’ bother me and reduce my relationship with an
ally.”

Reference Tables:

Chart 5.44: Sample response (N=1105) to Q55 from TDEQ:
“I do not mind 'Kill Steals' when it is done by our teams
carry.”
Chart 5.45: Sample response (N=1099) to Q57 from TDEQ:
“Kill-Steals' only bother me when I'm trying to carry and
can obviously get the kill.”
Chart 5.46: Sample response (N=1097) to Q60 from TDEQ:
“When I ping to defend a tower, my allies are usually
responsive and help immediately.”

Chart wi: A web chart displaying the potential effects and
variables linked to Community Satisfaction.
Chart wii: The brand awareness cycle chart showing how
a player’s progression to brand investment can lead to
community growth, collaboration and satisfaction.
Chart wiii: The brand loyalty staircase chart showing how
online community interaction can develop into brand
loyalty and community interaction.

Chart 5.47: Sample response (N=1073) to Q92 from TDEQ:
“When an ally spends time farming rather than helping the
team, I usually get annoyed.”

Chart wiv: The brand involvement gear chart showing how
moderation/integrity can lead to community involvement
and eventually production of social media.

Chart 5.48: Sample response (N=1072) to Q91 from TDEQ:
“When an ally carry spends time farming rather than
helping the team, I usually get annoyed.”

Chart wv: The brand satisfaction radial chart showing the
four axes discussed throughout this journal and how they
relate to satisfaction.
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Chart xi: Online community response to Q12 from TDEQ:
Do you agree that you often visit this community?
Chart xii: Online community response to Q13 from TDEQ:
Do you post your comments and opinions about DotA 2?
Chart xiii: Online community response to Q14 from TDEQ:
Do you find the product information mentioned in the
community is helpful?
Chart xiv: Online community response to Q15 from TDEQ:
Do you participate within the community to get a better
understanding of DotA 2?
Chart xv: Online community response to Q16 from TDEQ:
Do you communicate a lot with other community
members?
Chart xvi: Online community response to Q17 from TDEQ:
Do you ever buy DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?
Chart y: Regional response to Q17 from TDEQ: Do you
ever buy DotA 2 cosmetics or merchandise?
Chart zi: LRT (N=292) vs. NLRT (N=1068) from Q49
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
Chart zii: LRT (N=1011) vs. NLRT (N=330) from Q84
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
Chart ziii: LRT (N=714) vs. NLRT (N=651) from Q51
response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
Chart ziv: LRT (N=734) vs. NLRT (N=622) vs. Total Sample
(N=1372) from Q68 response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My winrate is approximately:”
Chart zv: Condition A (N=378) vs. Condition B (N=970)
from Q58 response to Q8 from TDEQ: “My win-rate is
approximately:”
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VBS_Redlof_B:
“Dota2 is a great game that is all about teamwork,
and there is a real lack of communication ingame.
I mean, even pings are considered as communication,
and i don't see them so often.

As an average regular player,
I like to see pings, or allies chatting,
and i usually see nothing.

Valve has to encourage communication ingame,
and reward communicant players more,
because the little "recommand this player" isn't enough.
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Methods

1. Collected data from previous work.
2. Discussed TDEQ with community members.
3. Constructed Rough Draft of TDEQ.
4. Beta-Tested rough draft with 15 community
members
5. Reconstructed TDEQ
6. Launched TDEQ through Kwiksurveys.com
7. Advertised TDEQ through 5 community
websites.
8. Gathered a 1,800-user sample.
9. Kwiksurveys.com crashes upon exporting
data.
10. All data is lost.
11. Reconstructed TDEQ based on user
feedback.
12. Re-launched TDEQ through
SogoSurveys.com
13. Worked on Article V1.
14. Finished Article V1.
15. Advertised TDEQ through 6 community
websites.
16. Gathered a 1,100-user sample.
17. Organized Index and Labeled
Sections/Parts
18. Worked on Section 4
19. Finished Section 4
20. Launched www.thedotaexperiment.com
21. Gave specific users access to the website
for feedback and help.
22. Worked on Section 1
23. Finished Section 1
24. Worked on Section 3
25. Finished Section 3
26. Worked on Section 2
27. Finished Section 2
28. Worked on Section 5
29. Finished Section 5.
30. Uploaded TDE V.01
31. Added title page, table of contents, and
chart index.

32. Added Introduction and Conclusion.
33. Added Page Numbers
34. Finished TDE Rough Draft and
uploaded/printed it out.
35. Edited 175-page TDE Rough by hand.
36. Edited 175-page TDE Rough through
Word.
37. Completed Section 1
38. Completed Section 2
39. Completed Section 3
40. Completed Section 4
41. Completed Section 5.
42. Completed Section V
43. Uploaded TDE V.04
44. Edited Table of Contents
45. Added reference tables with compiled data
from different studies
46. Added Implications Index
47. Cross-Referenced entire document for
user-friendliness
48. Uploaded TDE V.05
49. Added Cross-References/Section and Part
50. Added Methods Section
51. Reformatted Table of Contents
52. Re-uploaded TDE V.05
53. Added the Brand Investment, Brand
Loyalty, Brand Awareness, Brand Satisfaction,
and Community Satisfaction charts.
54. Edited Introduction.
55. Accumulated Data for Part V3
56. Finished V3
57. Finished Reference Tables section, added
description of findings from each chart and
added captions to each figure.
58. Added Credits Section
59. Updated Section 5 Part ¾ Graphs
60. Completely Updated Index of Charts and
Figures
61. Updated Main Index
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62. Edited Charts throughout journal for
continuity purposes.
63. Added Back Title Page
64. Added two Spotlights
65. Formatted all spotlights for continuity.
66. Edited Introduction
67. Edited Conclusion
68. Added 3 spotlights.
69. Added definitions to the glossary
70. Alphabetized the glossary.
71. Added page numbers/references to each
term in the glossary.
72. Added 7 spotlights
73. Added Page Background
74. Edited total journal for grammatical errors.
75. Updated Glossary
76. Added page numbers to glossary
77. Added key words to each section.
78. Put all words in glossary in boldface based
on first appearance in the journal.
77. Changed Dota 2 to DotA 2 :D
78. Changed Section V to Section 6 to avoid
confusion
79. Reformatted all charts and figures to be
less halting.
80. Added additional data to the Reference
Tables Section for Part 1C and crossreferenced/labeled all sections.
81. Compiled References
82. Added a Reference Section
83. Added References/Article
84. Added a Raw Data Section
85. Added an About the Author Section
86. Reformatted all images for the final
product.
87. Reformatted all Spotlights.
88. Removed all cross-references (bottom of
page) for final (printed) product.
89. Updated date of completion.
90. Printed out The DotA Experiment Scientific
Journal V.09.
91. Reformatted entire journal for proper
design. (added in blank pages)
92. Put Dota 2 logo (faded) on blank pages
93. Added quotes submitted through TDEQ by
a community member on each page.
94. Formatted all quotes for simple, design that
wouldn’t shift attention from Section/Part
headers.
95. Reformatted index.
96. Reformatted all references to
graphs/tables.
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97. Reformatted all page references.
98. Updated Methods Section
99. Uploaded navigatable PDF version of the
DotA Experiment (Final) to
www.thedotaexperiment.com
100. Printed out the final version of The DotA
Experiment.
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Anonymous:

“Play style is very dependent on your hero selection.
No single play style is better than another,
it just depends on how well they are executed with their hero
composition.
It is also very frustrating to play with people that
do not speak the same language.
A question about that would be nice.
It is also a heated topic on many forums.
Many skilled players, especially that visit dota forums,
also watch professional games.
Questions about how that attributes to how they play
and how well they play might be insightful. “
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Raw Data
Survey Title: The DotA Experiment
Report Type: Statistical Report

Language: All

Start Date:26-Jun-12
End Date:26-Jun-22
Invitations Sent:0
Delivered:0
Bounced: 0
Completed Responses:1457
Response Rate:Public Survey
Incomplete Responses:-Incomplete responses included in this report:--

Sum

Mean

Median

Mode

Min

Max

Std.Dev

N

Q2(a). I have played DotA/Dota 2
for approximately how many...:
Years

5,356.00

3.96

4.00

5.00

0

11.00

2.57

1353

Q2(b). I have played DotA/Dota 2
for approximately how many...:
Months

3,832.00

3.54

3.00

0

0

11.00

3.01

1084

Q12. Do you agree that you often
visit this community?

0

0

0

N/A

0

0

N/A

1395

Q13. Do you post your comments
and opinions about Dota 2?

0

0

0

N/A

0

0

N/A

1419

Q17. Do you ever buy Dota 2
cosmetics or merchandise?

0

0

0

N/A

0

0

N/A

1425

Q21. Are you satisfied with the
Steam platform?

0

0

0

N/A

0

0

N/A

1434

Q23. If so, how many friends are
usually in your party?

2,966.00

2.33

2.00

2.00

1.00

4.00

0.96

1274

Q25. How would you rate the
average friendliness of other
players?

6,866.00

4.81

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

1.70

1428

Q26. How would you rate your
friendliness to other players?

9,765.00

6.84

7.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

1.78

1427

Q27. As a player, how would you
rate yourself compared to others
in terms of skill?

9,828.00

6.87

7.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

1.50

1430

Q28. On average, how would you

7,131.00

4.99

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

1.43

1429
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rate the skill of a random teammate?
Q29. On average, how would you
rate the communication between
team-mat...

5,896.00

4.15

4.00

3.00

1.00

10.00

1.90

1421

Q30. On average, how often do
you experience (trolling, flaming,
griefing, r...

9,506.00

6.67

7.00

8.00

1.00

10.00

2.47

1425

Q31. On average, how often do
you engage in (trolling, flaming,
griefi...

4,674.00

3.28

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.38

1425

Q33. How useful do you find the
"Hero Cards" on the hero
selection screen to be?

5,661.00

3.95

4.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.70

1433

Q34. Team composition (hero
picks) is an important factor in a
game of Dota 2.

13,200.00

9.29

10.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

1.18

1421

Q35. Pre-Defined hero roles are
important in Dota 2.

9,392.00

6.60

7.00

8.00

1.00

10.00

2.43

1423

Q39. On average, how often does
someone ward on your team in a
game of...

7,659.00

5.34

5.00

3.00 , 4.00

1.00

10.00

2.43

1433

Q40. On average, how often do
you ward for your team in a game
of Dota...

9,018.00

6.29

7.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.60

1434

11,910.00

8.31

9.00

9.00

1.00

10.00

1.63

1433

Q44. How would you rate the
severity of this heroes imbalance?

7,956.00

5.88

6.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.61

1354

Q46. How would you rate the
severity of this heroes imbalance?

7,241.00

5.42

5.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.57

1337

Q49. When the enemy gets ‘First
Blood’, I usually feel less
determined...

4,913.00

3.44

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.33

1427

Q50. Getting killed by an enemy
hero usually motivates me to get
them ...

8,467.00

5.93

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.62

1429

Q51. Losing a game of Dota 2
impacts my urge to play again.

8,031.00

5.61

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.69

1431

Q52. My enemy’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game if
my tea...

5,120.00

3.58

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.60

1431

Q53. Being part of an organized
team usually makes me play
better.

12,102.00

8.49

9.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

1.94

1426

9,371.00

6.57

7.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.80

1426

13,171.00

9.18

10.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

1.63

1434

Q42. How satisfied are you with
the over-all balance of Dota 2
heroes?

Q54. I prefer to lane with a partner
when I play.
Q55. I do not mind 'Kill Steals'
when it is done by our teams
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carry.

Q56. I usually stick to a strategy
that works rather than change my
playstyle.

7,269.00

5.10

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.48

1426

10,510.00

7.37

8.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.78

1427

Q58. Taunting my enemies makes
them play worse if we are
winning.

6,244.00

4.42

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.50

1414

Q59. When an ally exclaims ‘GG’
at the beginning of a game, I
usually feel l...

6,308.00

4.43

4.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.87

1425

Q60. When I ping to defend a
tower, my allies are usually
responsive and help...

6,146.00

4.32

4.00

3.00

1.00

10.00

2.06

1423

Q61. I don't like it when an ally
tells me the mistakes I've made if
I don't ...

5,159.00

3.64

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.43

1418

Q62. I usually blame myself for a
loss and look back on my
mistakes.

8,093.00

5.71

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.23

1418

Q63. My ally’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game
when we are winn...

6,853.00

4.83

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.48

1418

Q64. Winning or losing a game
has a strong impact on my mood.

8,504.00

5.98

6.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.73

1423

Q65. My enemies words strongly
influence my behavior in game.

4,825.00

3.41

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.37

1413

Q66. ‘Kill Steals’ bother me and
reduce my relationship with an
ally.

4,676.00

3.28

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.31

1426

Q67. My team members are
usually responsible for a lost
game.

8,195.00

5.75

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.23

1424

Q68. Winning a game of Dota 2
usually makes me play better
after.

8,495.00

5.97

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.37

1423

Q69. If an ally does not
acknowledge me when I try to
communicate with them,...

8,508.00

6.00

6.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.50

1419

Q70. If an ally/enemy is being
abusive, I will report them.

11,540.00

8.13

9.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.52

1420

Q71. When an ally support
spends time farming rather than
helping the ...

10,053.00

7.10

7.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.28

1415

Q72. My enemy’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game if
my team's win...

4,315.00

3.08

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.22

1402

Q57. 'Kill-Steals' only bother me
when I'm trying to carry and can
obviously ...
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Q73. I usually play Dota 2 better
when I have had plenty of sleep.

9,067.00

6.42

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.58

1413

Q74. Defending and counterpushing are more important in
Dota 2 than g...

6,294.00

4.44

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.03

1417

Q75. Taunting my enemies makes
them play worse if we are losing.

4,787.00

3.40

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.18

1407

Q76. The best defense is a great
offense.

9,052.00

6.40

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.37

1414

Q77. I only pause the game if I
personally know my ally.

5,784.00

4.08

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.98

1416

Q78. My ally’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game
when we ar...

6,277.00

4.48

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.51

1402

Q79. I will usually let an ally know
the mistakes they’ve made.

8,249.00

5.85

6.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.40

1409

Q80. My ally’s words strongly
influence my behavior in game.

6,234.00

4.45

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.44

1402

Q81. I don't like it when an ally
tells me about my mistakes.

5,731.00

4.08

4.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.40

1405

10,042.00

7.13

8.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.58

1409

Q83. When an ally leaves the
game I will pause it as soon as
possible.

9,118.00

6.47

7.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.72

1409

Q84. When an ally or I get ‘First
Blood’, I usually feel more
determined.

9,728.00

6.92

7.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.29

1406

Q85. My mood is very important in
determining how I play.

9,582.00

6.80

7.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.49

1409

Q86. Taunting my enemies makes
them play worse if we are losing.

4,605.00

3.30

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.10

1396

Q87. I do not like it when allies tell
me what to do if I do not know ...

6,545.00

4.67

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.44

1401

Q88. I do not like it when allies tell
me what to do.

5,907.00

4.23

4.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.32

1397

Q89. If I do not know my allies
then I usually play more
independently.

8,771.00

6.29

7.00

7.00

1.00

10.00

2.41

1395

Q90. If an ally/enemy is being
abusive, I will mute them.

9,205.00

6.60

7.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

3.24

1395

Q91. When an ally carry spends
time farming rather than helping
the te...

5,244.00

3.77

3.00

3.00

1.00

10.00

2.26

1392

Q92. When an ally spends time
farming rather than helping the
team, I ...

8,229.00

5.92

6.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.14

1391

Q82. I usually congratulate my
enemies when they do something
well, or play ...
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Q93. If the game is safe to leave
then I will leave as well.

7,220.00

5.19

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.73

1391

Q94. My play-style is unique and
ever-changing.

7,968.00

5.71

5.00

5.00

1.00

10.00

2.33

1396

Q95. I usually congratulate my
allies when they do something
well.

10,962.00

7.88

8.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

2.09

1391

Q96. Knowing that my enemies
are an organized team usually
makes me play worse.

5,408.00

3.89

4.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.42

1390

Q97. Taunting my enemies makes
them play worse.

4,699.00

3.39

3.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.17

1386
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Anonymous:

“I love this game.”
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About the Author
Nick Dauchot grew up for 14 years in Shaker Heights, Ohio. His gaming experience began at age 3 with Super
Mario World on the Super N.E.S. Growing up in the chilly or humid temperatures of Cleveland, his hobbies
became centralized around gaming and sports. He and his friends would spend days, and even full nights
playing games like Phantasy Star Online and Diablo 2. He even decided to leave football behind after a full
night of playing Harvest Moon. Besides swimming, sports were never something he excelled at. However,
gaming became more than just a passion- it became a lifestyle.
In 2004, Nick and his family left Cleveland and moved to Los Angeles, California. This dramatic exit into a
strange new world left him with two things he held dear- gaming and his friends and family. The lifestyle in
California was much different than anything he experienced in Ohio. The people, the land, and even the air had
a different feel that was both exciting and foreign at the same time. It was during highschool, and the
experiences that came with being a fish out of water, that his perception of people changed in an odd sort of
way.
Drawing back on his Cleveland roots, Nick played Warcraft III all the way through high-school. As a
sophomore, he played his first game of DotA All-Stars during which he fed horribly and experienced the DotA
community for the first time. It was an awesome experience and gave him a population to study, and a new
player to meet every single game. Combined with his passion for people, he has played at least one game of
DotA, every day, for the past 8 years. Moreover, he played alone, and loved the fresh experience associated
with each game.
As a senior in highschool Nick left swimming after becoming a Junior Olympian, for body-building. He became
sponsored three times until his sophomore year in college at the University of Arizona. He still played DotA
every single day, and used the game as a study break during grueling all-nighters for Psychology projects and
tests. As a junior, Nick combined his passion for people with his passion for entertainment. He added Media
Arts as his second major to learn as much about the entertainment industry as possible combined with a
psychology worldview. He was the only student at the University of Arizona to receive this dual degree.
In pursuit of his dual degree, Nick had to stay an extra year at the UofA. It was during that year that Dota 2
entered the closed-beta phase. He quickly introduced himself to the online Dota 2 community in hope that he
might be able to get a beta key. For some reason, it meant everything to him. During that semester he wrote a
seven page term paper on Dota 2, and created a 5-minute video that he presented in front of 75 students in the
media arts program. He proudly stored the DVD inside of a Warcraft III jewel-case.
Nick graduated from the University of Arizona in 2012 after a 22-unit semester which included two internships.
He knew what he wanted to do, and that was to become a DotA psychologist. After some careful planning,
Nick decided to become the first person to ever create a psychological journal about the DotA community. For
the next two months, he constructed The DotA Experiment Scientific Journal after constructing, distributing,
and analyzing a 99-point questionnaire. His goal was to present the journal to Valve Software at the Dota 2
International 2012 in pursuit of his dream job as an entertainment psychologist- more specifically, a DotA
psychologist. He hopes that the journal is a sign of his work ethic, willingness to learn, passion, creativity, and
loyalty to Valve as well as a symbol of the consistent, and effective, work he can do in the future with the
resources that were not available to him during the creation of this project.
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Author’s Note:
Thank you for taking a look at this journal. The process has been an amazing experience and I’ve
enjoyed every minute of it. The past two months have been dedicated completely to this project, and I
hope it shows how I can run the same studies on a consistant basis. However, none of this could
have been done without the help from the amazing community members whom offered their feedback
throughout this process. Doing the project alone would have destroyed the whole purpose of this
journal. It takes a community who works together to make things happen. I believe that’s something
about DotA that makes it very unique compared to other games. Combined with Valve’s flatland and
procollaborative business methods, the two are a match made in heaven.
The methods behind this journal can be repeated for any title you would like me to study. I have had a
passion for DotA and its community for 8 years- which is where my dedication to this project (without
a guaranteed payoff) came from. There is no concrete formula for what I would like to do, but I can
promise that there will always be work. I want to do the best I can to help make Dota 2, the Steam
platform, Valve, and whatever else awaits in the future be the best it can be.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

X___________________________
Nick Dauchot

(That’s me during my last day working on the journal)
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